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(7) Briefly explain the regulation in clear and nontechnical language. (100 words or less)
The Medical Marijuana Program (Program) was created by the Medical Marijuana Act (35 P.S. §
10231.101 102131.2110) (the act), which became effective on May 17, 2016. Under the act, persons,
including minors under the age of 18. with a serious medical condition, may. either themselves or through a
caregiver, purchase medical marijuana within the Commonwealth. In order to implement the Program, the
Department of Health (Department) penodicafly published teinpormy regulations relating to various
sections of the act, which are effective for two years from the date of publication me to be followed by the
promulgation of fonual penuanent regulations. The most recent set of tempormy regulations are set to
expire January 14. 2024, and the Department now seeks to promulgate the pemianent regulations to replace
the cmTent temporary regulations.
-

In these final regulations. the Department amends the current temporary regulations to clari1r those existing
regulations. to maintain proper regulation commensurate with the evolution of the Pmgram. and to respond
to public comments.

(8) State the statutory authority for the regulation. Include specific statutory citation.

The Department’s authority to promulgate these regulations is found in Section 301(b) of the act,
which provides that the Department has the authority to promulgate all regulations necessary to carry
out the provisions sct forth in the act. (35 P.S. § 10231.301(b)).
(9) Is the regulation mandated by any federal or state law or court order. or federal regulation?
Are there any relevant state or federal court decisions? If yes, cite the specific law, case or
regulation as well as, any deadlines for action.
The act required the Department to issue temporary regulations necessary to achieve the act’s purpose
within a particular time frame. The act provides that those temporary regulations would expire within
two years of publication in the Pc,msvlvania Bulletin, and that all future regulations must be
promulgated through the regulatory’ process set out in law. 35 P.S. § 10231.1107(b). Act 10 of 2020,
section 1736-A. I. extended the expiration of the temporary regulations until November 20, 2021. Act 44
of 2021 Further extended the Department’s authority to promulgate temporary regulations until May31,
2022.35 P.S. § 10231.1107(b). Accordingly, the Department re-published the current temporary’
regulations on January 14, 2022, extending the expiration date to January 14, 2024. Regulations are
necessary for compliance with, and enforcement o1 the act.
There are no relevant state or federal court decisions relating to these regulations.

(10) State why the regulation is needed. Explain the compelling public interest that justifies the
regulation. Describe who will benefit from the regulation. Quantify the benefits as completely as
possible and approximate the number of people who will benefit.
These final regulations are necessary for the continued viability of the Program established by the act.
Replacing the current temporary regulations—which are set to expire on January 14, 2024—with the
final regulations ensures that participants in the Program will continue to receive medicine and the
Department may continue to monitor and regulate the Program, as required by the act.
Beyond the timing requirement, these final regulations are needed so that the regulatory scheme may
keep pace with the evolution of the Program. Since the act was signed into law on April 17, 2016. the
Program has undergone two separate application and permitting phases for medical marijuana
organizations under chapter 6 of the act, and four permitting phases under chapter 20 of the act. During
this time, the Department has experienced consistent growth in the number of patients and medical
manjuana organizations that participate in the Program. The revised and additional provisions in the
final regulations reflect the Department’s efforts to keep pace with the growth and evolution ofthe
program.
Those benefitting from these final regulations include any participant in the Program. As these
regulations ensure the continued viability’ of the Program, all participants benefit from these final
regulations.
Medical marijuana patients will benefit from these final regulations by being able to continue to receive
medication to treat their serious medical conditions. Further, through the final regulations, practitioners
are prohibited from charging an excessive fee in providing this service. Medical marijuana caregivers
will also benefit, as they are able to continue to provide their services to those medical marijuana
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patients who rely on the assistance of caregivers. As of July 28, 2022, there are over 39,000 registered
caregivers, and over 414,000 active patients.
Further, the expected growth of the Program should result in increased competition among medical
marijuana organizations, which should result in reduced product costs for cardholders. The Department
is continuing to gather data on the impact of the Program, including on costs and increase in capacity,
and is expecting program and product expansion, as more growers/processors operationalize.
Medical marijuana practitioners wiLl benefit from these regulations through the continued ability to
provide certifications to patients with qualifying medical conditions who, in the practitioner’s
professional opinion, will benefit from the use of medical marijuana. Practitioners also typically charge
a fee for their consultations with patients to certify them to participate in the Program. As of July 28.
2022, there are over 1.800 approved practitioners.
Medical marijuana organizations (dispensaries and grower/processors) and their employees will benefit
through the continued viability of the program, as a medical marijuana organization’s existence depends
on the program. These organizations will be able to continue to conduct business within the parameters
of the act and regulations. There are currently 56 dispensary pemittees, including the nine clinical
registrants under Chapter 20 of the act (relating to research), with each dispensary permittee pentitted to
have up to three dispensary locations (up to six in the research arena), and 35 grower/processor
pemiittees, also including research permit holders. The number of people employed by medical
marijuana organizations is unknown.
In addition, the final regulations provide for the implementation ofa research program, that allows for
the approval often clinical registrants and academic clinical research centers and permits them to carry
on research. The ability to do research on medical marijuana, and the Commonwealth is the only state
that has a research component to its medical marijuana program, will ultimately provide valuable data
on the use of medical marijuana and its efficacy. This ultimately will benefit patients, and the
Commonwealth, since enabling patients to more effectively deal with serious medical conditions will
benefit both the health care system, and the overall social and economic wellbeing of the state.

(11) Are there any provisions that are more stringent than federal standards? If yes, identify the
specific provisions and the compelling Pennsylvania interest that demands stronger regulations.

There are no federal standards that relate to these proposed regulations.

(12) How does this regulation compare with those of the other states? How will this affect
Pennsylvania’s ability to compete with other states?

3

Thirty-six other states and the District of Columbia have statutes permitting the use of medical
marijuana. The Medical Marijuana Programs in those other stales are largely the same as
Pennsylvania’s, providing processes for the growth, processing, dispensing, and purchasing of medical
marijuana and medical marijuana products. One notable difference between programs established in
other states and Pennsylvania’s program is that Pennsylvania is the only slate that has established a
research program for medical marijuana. This makes Pennsylvania’s program unique and potentially the
source of significant data regarding the use and efficacy of medical marijuana. This could be a
significant benefit for those entities that are chosen to participate in thc program as a clinical registrant
or academic clinical research center, since it is expected that the results of the research may inform new
products and lead to additional research and development in the area of medical marijuana. This may
work to attract businesses and persons to the Commonwealth to participate in those studies.
With respect to medical nrnrijuana organizations, many of the other states with medical marijuana
programs issue pennits to entities that dispense, grow and process or manufacture medical marijuana for
medical treatment purposes. The industry is rigorously regulated in most states. Therefore, most
entities choosing to apply for a permit in the Commonwealth have dealt with similarly regulated states
or would be subject to similar regulation in other stales.

(13) Will the regulation affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state
agencies? If yes, explain and provide specific citations.

No, these changes will not affect any other regulations of the promulgating agency or other state
agencies. By law the Department’s temporary regulations relating to the Medical Marijuana Program
will expire on January 14, 2024.
(14) Describe the communications with and solicitation of input from the public, any advisory
council/group, small businesses and groups representing small businesses in the development and
drafting of the regulation. List the specific persons and/or groups who were involved. (“Small
business” is defined in Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012.)

The Department requested input throughout the temporary regulation drafting process, including
regarding changes to the regulations, by surveying different groups of stakeholders, including
permittees, approved laboratories, caregivers and patients. The Department held multiple meetings
throughout 2019 and 2020 with the Pennsylvania Cannabis Coalition, who represents most of the
medical marijuana permittces, and received feedback from the industry regarding proposed regulatory
changes. Many regulatory changes were made based on stakeholder feedback. Additionally, all
pennittees have access to regional field supervisors and email resource accounts to convey questions and
concerns. The Depani-ncnl regularly corresponds with permittees. The Department has also previously
published each set of temporary regulations on its website and taken public comment. The evolution of
these final regulations has come about, in part, because of those discussions and feedback.
The revisions to the temporary’ regulations set forth in the final regulations are necessary to ensure
consistency throughout the regulations, and to ensure that the final regulations provide the necessary
regulatory framework For continued program development and success. In addition, the implementation
of the Program through the temporary regulations led to continuing discussions with patients, caregivers.
growers/processors and dispensaries, and recommendations and comments about how the Program could
better serve those stakeholders. The Department is offering these final regulations, having taken into
4

account those comments and recommendations, in order to ensure a safe and effective Program and that
persons with serious medical conditions using medical marijuana iii the Commomvealth can be sure that
they are receiving a safe and effective product.
(IS) Identify the types and number of persons, businesses, small businesses (as defined in Section 3
of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012) and organizations which will be affected b the
regulation. How are they affected?
Because no Department of Labor standards apply to medical marijuana organizations, the Department
cannot say with certainty whether any dispensary’ or grower/processor qualifies as a small business.
Whether or not any of these regulated entities is a small business, however, the Department has not and
would not consider less stringent requirements than those offered in these final regulations. The
Department’s need for strict oversight is driven by the nature of the Program. and the possibility of
federal enforcement reaching into the state were it to appear that requirements ensuring the safety and
security of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products being grown, shipped and produced by
these regulated entities were lax. It is the Department’s responsibility to ensure the safety, security, and
effectiveness of the Program, which it does by’ monitoring through its regulations.
The final regulations apply to dispensaries, which is a type of business that has only legally existed in
the Commonwealth since the act’s inception. There are currently 56 dispensary permits issued by the
Department, including those in the research arena. There are no current statewide standards that apply to
this type of business entity to determine what would constitute a small business, and the Department has
no way of making that determination, since it does not maintain infomution on the numbers of
employees each dispensary employs. These final regulations mirror in large part the temporary
regulations under which dispensaries are currently operating, so that the promulgation of these final
regulations should have little effect.
The final regulations also apply to growers/processors, which is also a type of business that has only
legally existed in the Commonwealth since the act’s inception. There are currently 35 grower/processor
permits issued by the Department, including permits in the research arena. Again, there are no statewide
standards allowing a definition of small business to be developed in this context, the Department does
not keep information on the number of employees at each grower/processor, and there are no federal
requirements that can be applied. These final regulations mirror in large part the temporary regulations
under which grovers1processors are currently operating. so that the promulgation of these final
regulations should have little effect.
The final regulations apply to laboratories who choose to be approved by the Department to test medical
marijuana and medical marijuana products by the Department. Laboratories are not required to
participate in the Program. There are currently seven approved laboratories in the Commonwealth.
These final regulations mirror in large part the temporary regulations under which laboratories are
currently operating, so that the promulgation of these finaL regulations should have little effect.
The final regulations also apply to a clinical registrant (CR), each ofwhich holds a grower/processor
permit and a dispensary permit. Those entities arc discussed above as gro!ers./processors and
dispensaries. These regulations also apply to a certified academic clinical research center (ACRC).
which are educational institutions with medical schools. There are nine CRs and nine certified ACRCs
in the Commonwealth. The Department may approve no more than ten CRs under the act. The final
regulations allow for the implementation of the research program, which would be unable to advance
without regulation.
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These final regulations also apply to medical marijuana cardholders, which include both patients and
caregivers. Medical marijuana patients and caregivers are required to comply with these proposed
regulations to receive medication to treat serious medical conditions. Failure to comply with the final
regulations could cut off the patient’s or caregiver’s access to a medication that could be helpful in
treating the patient’s serious medical condition. As of July 28, 2022. there were over 39,000 registered
caregivers and over 414,000 active patients. These final regulations minor in large part the temporary
regulations under which the Program is currently operating, so that the promulgation of these final
regulations should have little effect on patients and caregivers. Fees associated with obtaining medical
marijuana identification cards would remain the same (550 annually). and the regulations would
continue to provide for fee reductions for those showing financial hardship (525 annually). However, the
final regulations provide that practitioners may not charge patients an excessive fee for services related
to the patient becoming certified for medical marijuana use.
The regulations also apply to practitioners. Physicians must comply with the regulations in order to
become practitioners able to cenil’ patients so that the patient can obtain medical marijuana to treat the
patient’s serious medical condition. In addition to enabling physicians to become practitioners, and
participate in the Program, the regulations also ensure that physicians who become practitioners have
had the appropriate training and are able to safely and effectively treat and monitor patients. They also
enable the Department to monitor practitioners, and to take the necessary action to ensure a safe and
effective Program. As of July 28, 2022, there were over 1,800 approved practitioners. These final
regulations minor in large part the temporary regulations under which practitioners are currently
certifying patients, so that the promulgation of these final regulations should have little effect on their
practice. The final regulations do provide that practitioners may not charge patients an excessive fee for
services related to the patient becoming certified for medical marijuana use, which does allow for
additional action to be taken against practitioners by the Department, in coordination with the
Department of State, in the event of a complaint regarding fees.
These final regulations also apply to the employees of the dispensaries, growers/processors and
laboratories covered by the regulations, including other medical professionals employed by the
dispensaries, like physicians’ assistants and certified registered nurse practitioners. Although the
Department does not have direct control over employees and medical professionals, except to require
background checks in certain instances, the final regulations set standards for the operation of
dispensaries and growers/processors. The fina’ regulations enable the Department to require effective
operations and safe and effective growth, production, sales and dispensing of medical marijuana and
medical marijuana products. The Department does not have information on the number of these
employees. Again, since the final regulations do not change extensively the requirements in the
temporary regulations, there should be little effect on the way employees of these entities operate.
Finally, the final regulations would apply to any future participant in the Program. The effect on these
groups of participants would be the same as explained above in this response.

(16) List the persons, groups or entities, including small businesses, that will be required to comply
with the regulation. Approximate the number that will be required to comply.
Every group of individuals and entities listed in the response to Question 15 is required to comply. No
Department of Labor standards apply to medical marijuana organizations, the Department, therefore,
cannot say with certainty whether any dispensary or grower/processor qualifies as a small business.
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With respect to medical marijuana organizations, there are currently 56 dispensary pennittees, including
those in the research arena, with each dispensary pennittee pennitted to have up to three dispensary
locutions (up to six in the research arena), and 35 grower/processor pennittees, also including research
permit holders.
There are currently nine accredited medical schools certified as ACRCs. Nine CRs have been approved
to date.
Any laboratory that wishes to participate in the Program will be required to comply with these
regulations. The Department has currently approved seven laboratories to do testing. The act does not
place a limitation on the number of laboratories that may participate, and the Department continues to
review laboratory applications.
Medical marijuana patients and caregivers are required to comply with these final regulations to receive
medication to treat their or their patient’s serious medical conditions. TIus number changes Frequently.
As of July 28, 2022, over 4 4,000 active patients participate in the Program and over 39,000 caregivcrs
havc registered.
As of July 28, 2022, there were over 1,800 approved practitioners. The act does not place a limit on the
number of physicians that may apply to become practitioncrs.

(17) Identify the financial, economic and social impact of the regulation on individuals, small
businesses, businesses and labor communities and other public and private organizations.
Evaluate the benefits expected as a result of the regulation.
These regulations allow medical marijuana organizations to continue to exist and operate legally within
the Commonwealth. While the Program is currently operating at nearly the statutory capacity for
permits, the fees included in the statute with respect to growers/processors would remain the same:
applicants for a grower/processor permit would be required to pay a non-refundable application fee of
$10,000 and a refundable permit fee of $200,000, in the event a permit is not awarded. They are also
required. by statute, to have 52,000,000 in capital, $500,000 of which must be on deposit at a financial
institution. With respect to dispensaries, the requirements that are set out in statute also remain the same;
dispensary applicants are required to pay a non-refundable initial application fee of 55,000 and a
refundable pennit fee of $30,000 for each dispensary location, again, in the event a permit is not
awarded. Permit renewal fees are 510,000 and 55,000 annually for growers/processors and dispensaries.
respectively.
With respect to medical marijuana cardholders, fees associated with obtaining medical marijuana
identification cards would remain the same (550 annually), and the final regulations provide for fee
reductions for persons showing financial hardship (525 annually). The final regulations provide that
practitioners may not charge a patient an excessive fee for services related to the patient becoming
certified for medical marijuana use.
Further, the expected growth of the Program should result in increased competition among medical
marijuana organizations, which should result in reduced product costs for cardholders. The Department
is continuing to gather data on the impact of the Program, including on costs and increase in capacity,
and is expecting program and product expansion as more growers/processors operationalize.
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The social impact of the Program on individuals using medical marijuana products is still anecdotal
since the Program has only been providing medical marijuana to the public for three years. The research
component of the Program has just become operational. The Department is hopeful that the research
done by thc ACRCs and CRs will provide valuable data on the use of medical marijuana and its
efficacy.

(18) Explain how the benefits of the regulation outweigh any cost and adverse effects.
Those regulations would benefit those participating in the Program by ensuring that medical marijuana
patients would continue to receive the medicine provided by medical marijuana organizations. As the
current temporary regulations are set to expire on January 14,2024, the primary benefit of the final
regulations is that they are necessary to maintain the regulatory scheme of the Program. Without
regulations, the regulatory scheme laid out in the act, while sufficient to broadly oversee the production,
sale, and dispensing of medical marijuana, lacks the specificity to fully ensure that there would be no
concerns over safety and consistency of the products produced and the way the product is dispensed and
sold.
The Department must ensure that the Program satisfies the concerns of federal law enforcement that
medical marijuana is strictly regulated and that the production, sale, dispensing, and use is strictly
controlled to prevent diversion for improper use. The creation through temporary regulations and
continuation of strict regulatory requirements in the final regulations. along with strict enforcement
procedures, would allow the Department to satisfy these concerns. The cost to participants in the
Program associated with the implementation ofa detailed and strict permitting program, therefore, is
outweighed by the need to ensure that the Program is a safe and effective Program, providing an
effective and safe medical tools to treat patients with serious medical conditions.
As of July 28. 2022, the Department has approved nine clinical registrants as pan of the research portion
of the Program. As Pennsylvania is the only state that has established a research program for medical
marijuana, the benefit of successful applicants to research frirther benefits of medical marijuana provides
a benefit to not only citizens of the Commonwealth, but to the medical marijuana industry, as
information relating to differing strains, doses, and the best ways to use medical marijuana, will be
studied. This will allov for production of the most effective strains. It will also allow the most effective
recommendations and dosing for patients and allow them to gain the most benefit from the use of this
medicine.

(19) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the regulated community associated
with compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required.
Explain how- the dollar estimates were derived.
The costs provided in the current temporary regulations would be largely unchanged by the final
regulations. New signage will result in miniscule costs to each permittee, depending on the quality of the
sign desired. While one peniiittee estimated the cost at S2,000. a computer-printed and laminated sign
would serve the purpose. Permittees asserted that surveillance storage costs arc approximately S35,000
to S40,000 higher than in other states due to Pennsylvania’s lengthy two-year storage requirements. The
storage requirements were initially four years, then lowered to two years and, in response to comments
received on these final regulations and Act 44 of 2021, the Department lowered the storage requirements
to 180 days. Pennittees also asserted additional costs were associated with the new requirement to use
S

separate labs for harvest and process tests, claiming that lab pricing is lower when quantity is higher.’
Permittees are currently required to conduct two lab tests and the only change being made is that two
different labs conduct thosc tests. Since all pennittees will havc to comply with the new requirement to
use different labs, all labs should adjust their pricing accordingly. To the extent that pricing is not
adjusted. any increased lab cost should be offset by the decreased surveillance storage costs. Below are
the associated costs for the various groups of participants in the Program.
Patients and Caregivers
Patients and caregivers would be assessed a $50 fee for an identification card application and an
identification card renewal application and a $25 fee for an identification card replacement. These
requirements are statutory and were included in the temporary regulations that the Department
implemented as required by the act. The Department can raise the replacement fee for a second and
subsequent replacement cards and may alter that fee upon publication of notice in the Pen,,.’/i’w,k,
Bulletin. Further, the act provides that the Department may also waive an identification card application
fee if the individual can demonstrate financial hardship. The act requires caregivers to undergo a
background check. This is associated with minimal cost of approximately $21.00. Again, these
requiremenis were included not only in the act, but in the Departments temporary regulations. Many of
these fees will be reduced or eliminated for qualifying patients demonstrating financial hardship under
the Medical Marijuana Assistance Program, which is currently under development.
Practitioners/Medical Professionals
Practitioners must register to become approved to recommend medical marijuana to patients, but al no
cost to practitioners.
Grower/Processors
Growers/processors are required to pay an initial application fee of$l0,000.00, and a permit fee of
$200,000.00, as required by the act. The initial application fee is not refundable; if the applicant does not
receive a permit, the permit fee is refundable. The act requires that a grower/processor must also pay a
renewal fee each year of $10,000.00. It is refundable if the renewal is not granted. A fee of $250.00 is
statutorily required if the grower/processor requests permission from the Department to change its
location or to alter its facility. These fee requirements were included in the act and these regulations
merely echo statutory requirements.
In addition, growers/processors must obtain zoning and, in some cases, building approvals, construct or
renovate facilities, and put into place surveillance and security systems that meet certain standards set
out in the proposed regulations, as would those seeking to change location and making building
renovations. Existing growers/processors have already incurred these costs, as they became operational
under the Department’s temporary regulations; these final regulations change very little from the
temporan’ regulations relating to security and surveillance, although they do reduce the surveillance
storage requirements. resulting in substantial savings to the pemlittee. In addition, the requirements in
the final regulations that growers/processors hire and train staff and maintain a fleet of transportation
vehicles that meet certain standards are altered very little from the temporary regulations; for the most
part these costs have already been incurred, except for the training of new staff and the purchase of new
vehicles.

One permittcc asserted the requirement to use two different labs would resull in an annual increase of S225,000 but did not
explain how this number was calculated.
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The final regulations do not alter the statutory requirement that growers/processors are required to
purchase and install electronic tracking systems prescribed by the Department. This cost has already
been incurred by existing growers/processors.
These final regulations do not alter the statutory requirement that growers/processors would be required
to purchase seed and plants to commence operations. This cost has already been incurred by existing
growers/processors.
Dispensaries
Dispensaries are required to pay an initial application fee of $5,000. and a permit fee of $30,000 for each
dispensary location, as is required by statute. The initial application fee is not refundable; however, if
the applicant does not receive a dispensary permit, the permit fee is refundable. A dispensary must also
pay a renewal fee each year of $5,000, which is refundable if the permit renewal is not granted. A fee of
$250.00 is required if the dispensary seeks permission from the Department to relocate its operation or
to alter its facility.
In addition, dispensaries must obtain zoning and, in some cases, building approvals, construct or
renovate facilities, and put into place surveillance and security systems that meet certain standards set
out in the final regulations. Existing dispensaries have already incurred these costs, as they became
operational under the Department’s temporary regulations; these final regulations change very little from
the temporary regulations relating to security and surveillance, although they do reduce the surveillance
storage requirements, resulting in substantial savings to the permittee.
These proposed regulations do not alter the statutory requirement that dispensaries must purchase and
install electronic tracking systems that meet the requirements of the act and regulations, a cost that has
already been incurred by existing dispensaries.
Laboratories
The regulations do not require laboratories to pay an application fee but do require that they file an
application with the Department to be approved to test medical marijuana. To be eligible for approval, a
laboratory must have an accreditation from an accrediting body whose accreditation is accepted by the
Department. Accrediting bodies do charge a fee to a laboratory for the accreditation, and there is a cost
to obtaining the accreditation and maintaining it. One accrediting body estimates the costs to a
laboratory to be approximately $50,000.00 per year. These costs include maintaining the equipment to
meet certain calibration standards, and the cost of auditing results. In addition. laboratories that choose
to participate in the Program, and are approved to do so by the Department. are paid by
growers/processors to perform the testing through contractual arrangements, offsetting the laboratory’s
cost of obtaining and maintaining accreditation.
In addition, any new laboratory seeking approval of an application, that does not already have a physical
presence in the Commonwealth would need to obtain zoning and, in some cases, building approvals, and
construct or renovate existing property to be able to provide the testing services. A new laboratory
would have to purchase equipment, hire staff and have staff trained. To comply with the final
regulations, laboratories that choose to participate and seek approval may have to hire staff have staff
trained, or purchase equipment to do the required testing. If a laboratory does not wish to participate in
the program, however, there is no requirement that it do so. These costs are voluntarily undertaken to
take advantage of a potential business opportunity. This is no change from the temporary regulations
that previously applied to laboratories wishing to participate in the Program.

to

Clinical Registrants/Academic Clinical Research Centers
The final regulations, like the temporary regulations, imposed no cost for an entity to apply to become
an ACRC. Thc final regulations make no changes to the costs associated with CRs. There is no cost to
apply to become an approved CR. However, the act requires that approved CRs pay the same permit
fees to obtain a grower/processor permit and a dispensary permit as growers/processors and dispensaries
that applied for a permit under sections 601-616 of the act. (35 P.S. § § 1023 1.601-61 6). Under the act, a
urower/processor is required to pay an initial application fee of$l0.000, an initial penrtit fee of
$200,000, and a renewal fee ofSlO,000. A dispensary is required to pay an initial application fee of
$5,000. an initial permit fee of $30,000 for each location and a renewal fee of $5,000 that covers all
locations.

(20) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the local governments associated
with compliance, including any legal, accounting or consulting procedures which may be required.
Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

These regulations do not alter the statutory requirement that medical marijuana organizations comply
with local zoning laws. If a new medical marijuana organization were to seek zoning approval from a
local government, or to move location, or a laboratory sought to perfonn services, local governments
would be required to review those applications pursuant to local zoning ordinances. This could
potentially lead to revenue from application fees, as well as costs associated with review of and
litigation challenging these zoning decisions. Presumably, however, zoning matters are built into
budgets of local governments. There is no way to estimate this type of cost.
(21) Provide a specific estimate of the costs and/or savings to the state government associated with
the implementation of the regulation, including any legal, accounting, or consulting procedures
which may be required. Explain how the dollar estimates were derived.

The Department has incurred and would continue to incur costs incident to hiring starr to administer and
regulate the Program as it goes forward. This includes reviewing, and approving, applications for
approval of a clinical registrant, applications for approval of an academic clinical research center,
applications for a grower/processor permit, applications for a dispensary permit, applications for
identification cards; operating and maintaining a patient and caregiver registry; monitoring the
applications of patients and caregivers; and operating and maintaining a seed-to-sale electronic tracking
system. The Department has incurred and will continue to incur legal costs associated with appeals and
regulatory compliance.
The Department’s costs are part of the program operations costs listed in section 23(a) below.
(22) For each of the groups and entities identified in items (19)-(21) above, submit a statement of
legal, accounting or consulting procedures and additional reporting, recordkeeping or other
paperwork, including copies of forms or reports, which will be required for implementation of the
regulation and an explanation of measures which have been taken to minimize these requirements.

The regulations include requirements for applications, forms, reporting and reeordkeeping that are
substantially similar to those included in the Department’s temporary regulations, and that have been
complied with by the regulatory community since the implementation of the Program:
Patients/Caregivers
‘I

The regulations continue to require that, to be registered as a patient or caregiver and to receive an
identification card, or to receive a medical marijuana patient authorization letter, an individual must
complete an electronic application that is a part of the Department’s patient and caregiver registry. The
online patient registration form can be found here: https://adohmmp.custhelp.com/app/adult-paticnt
ret!istratioTl/sessioll/L3RnhWUvMTU I NTM I ODuzNy9iiZ W4vMTU I NTM I ODuzNv9za\VQvZIU3d3N
ZaHJQZEdwRmw4NmhJU2ZqOEQOc2dubEJRO I tdNOVuMUR4bWZoSkxXZXhacldpR3liOFJmRnZ
MVUNVTOVINHIz’.’ko5SmRl-TUUxITWIvQIFvbXFIQIB5UIZ\VXI I6TTdwaDdYWSU3RXYxcIIdK
ZWtQOGxQb\’E4TXROQSUvMSUvMQ°o3D%3D.
The online caregiver registration form can be found here: https://padohmmp.custhelp.com/app/adult
patient-careuiver
reuistration/session/L3RpbWUvMTU I NTM I QDuzNv9nZW4vMTU 1 NTM I ODzNy9zaWQvZIU3d3N
ZaHJQZEdwRnw4NmhJU2ZgOE9Oc2duhEJRQ I glNOVurvlUR4bWZoSkxXZXhacldpR3liOFJmRrjZ
MVLINVTOVINHIzVko5SmRHUUxITWI VQjFvbXFIQIB5U ZWX! I6TTdwaDdYWSL’3RXYxcHdK
Z\VtQOGxObVE1TXROQSUvMSUvMQ%3D%3D. In addition, a caregiver will still be required to
obtain a background check by applying for a background check in accordance with the act.
After successfully registering, a medical marijuana patient or caregiver must then apply for a medical
marijuana identification (ID) card. The application for the ID card is done through the same sign-on site
as the application for registration listed above. The ID card is valid for one year from the time of
issuance. The ID card or medical marijuana patient authorization letter must be renewed each year
through a similar application process.
Further, the final regulations provide that patients and caregivers have an obligation to contact the
Department upon the occurrence of any of the following: (I) a change in the cardholder’s name or
address; (2) the withdrawal of a patient certification by a practitioner; (3) a decision by a patient or the
patient’s legal guardian to discontinue the services of a caregiver; (4) a decision by a caregiver to no
longer serve as a caregiver for a patient; and (5) a decision by a patient, the patient’s legal guardian or a
parent on behalf of a patient to discontinue obtaining medical treatment from the practitioner who issued
the patient certification.
These requirements are the same as in the temporary regulations.
Practitioners/Medical Professionals
Practitioners who will issue patient certifications and medical professionals who will work in
dispensaries are also required to register and be approved by the Department. The online practitioner
registration form can be found here:
https:Fipadohmmp.custhelp.com/app’relzister/sessioniL3Rpb\VUVMTU I NTM I ODizzNv9nZ W4vMTU I
NTM I ODzzNv9zu\VQvZIL3d3NZaHJQZEdwRniv1NmhJU2ZgOEQOc2dubEJRQl gINOVuMUR4hW
ZoSkxXZXhacldnR3ljOFJrnRnZM\’UNVTOVINHIzVko5SmRKUUxITWIvQjFvbXFIOIB5UIZWXI I
ÔTTdwaDdYWSU3RXYxcI-IdKZW100GxQbVE4TXROQSUYMSUYMQ%3D%3D.

The online registration form for medical professionals can be found here:
h tuDs ://padoli mrnp. custhel p. corn app ‘medical pro
reuister/session/L3RpbWLTvMTU I NTM I OD2ZNv9nZW4vMTU I NTM I ODuzNv9zaWQvZIU3d3NZa
HJOZEdwRmw4NmhJU2ZgOE9Qc2dubEJROI szINOVtiMUR4bWZoSkxXZXhaeIdpR3IjOFJmRnZMV
LINVTOV[NHIzVko5SmRHUUxITWIvQiFybXFIOIB5U IZWX I l6TTdwaDdY\VSU3RXYxeHdKZWt
OOGxObVE4TXROQSUvMSUyMQ%3D%3D.
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The final regulations require that registered practitioners provide the Department with the patient
certification with original signature after certifying a patient, as well as notify the Department of any
subsequent modifications to a patient certification, Further, practitioners must noti’ the Department in
writing in the event of a revocation of patient certification.
Under the statute and the final regulations, both practitioners and medical professionals are required to
complete a four-hour training course approved by the Department and notify the Department upon
completion. An entity that wishes to conduct such a course for continuing cducation credits to a
physician registering to become a practitioner with the Medical Marijuana Program or any medical
professional who wishes to be employed by a dispensary may apply online. The online application for
approval to provide such a training course can be found here:
%2OApplication 20 for%2OApproval%2Oto42OProvide%20a%204liourP ,20Trajiiz20Course%2Oin2Othe°4j2OMedical%2OMaiijuana’!1j20[’rourajupdE
Dispensaries
A dispensary applicant is requ red to apply for a permit and, if awarded a permit, maintain the standards
in the final regulations to retain the permit received. This requirement has not changed from the
temporary regulations. The permit application and required attachments can be found online here:
https://www.health.pa.uov/rnpics!prorams/Mcdical%2OMariiuana/Paues/Dispensaries.aspx.
To apply for a permit. a dispensary must have local zoning approval to obtain or constmct a facility,
including reviewing and approving building plans; to hire and train staff, including developing and
revising employment policies and procedures and employment files; to create plans and procedures for
the operation of the facility; and to obtain and maintain an electronic tracking system. The dispensary
must track the medical marijuana products from the time the dispensary purchases the medical
marijuana products from a grower/processor to the dispensing of the medical marijuana products to the
patient or caregiver. These requirements are the same as in the temporary regulations.
Under the final regulations, the Department will manage the permit application and review process and
evaluate dispensary permit applications. This process has not changed from the temporary regulations.
The Department must still monitor compliance with the standards to determine that a dispensary should
retain a permit, including reviewing complaint and inspection files. The Department has access to, and
will monitor. thc electronic tracking system to track medical marijuana products from the dispensaries’
purchase of medical marijuana products from the grower/processor through the dispensing to a patient or
caregiver in order to prevent diversion of medical marijuana products and to promote public safety.
None of these requirements in the final regulations has substantially changed from the those in the
temporary’ regulations.
The final regulations provide that a dispensary has an obligation to notify the Department: (I) of any
complaint made to the dispensary by a patient, caregiver, or practitioner who reports an adverse event
from using a medical marijuana product; (2) any delivery vehicle accidents, diversions, losses, or other
reportable events that occur during the transportation of medical marijuana products; (3) any unresolved
discrepancy in the transport manifest when receiving a delivery of medical marijuana and follow-up
report; (4) any complaint made to the dispensary by a patient, caregiver, or practitioner who reports an
adverse event from using medical marijuana products dispensed by the dispensary; and (5) that it is
applying for approval as a clinical registrant, through the submission of a request to do so.
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Further, the regulations provide that a dispensary must maintain: (1) a full and complete plan of
operation, to be provided to the Department at the time the Department deems the dispensary
operational; (2) a log of any temporarily authorized individuals that enter the facility maintained for four
years and made available upon request to the Department or to State or local law enforcement; (3) an
electronic tracking system proscribed by the Department; and (4) transport manifests.
Finally, under the final regulations, medical marijuana organizations are required to comply with local
zoning laws. If a new medical marijuana organization were to seek zoning approval from a local
government, or to move location, the medicaL marijuana organization could be required to submit
applications and present plans to obtain those approvals. This requirement is statutory, reflected iii the
final regulations as it was in the temporary regulations, and has not changed from the time of the
implementation of the Program.

I Growers/Processors
Under the final regulations, a potential grower/processor must apply for a permit and maintain standards
to retain the permit received. The final regulations do not change the requirements found in the
temporary regulations. This application and required attachments can be found online here:
To apply for a permit, the proposed regulations require the grower/processor to have local zoning
approval for a grower/processor facility. This is not a change from the temporary regulations, nor from
the requirements of the act. In addition, a grower/processor has to obtain or construct a facility,
including reviewing and approving building plans; to hire and train staff, including developing and
revising employment policies and procedures and employment files; to create plans and procedures for
the operation of the facility; and to obtain and maintain a seed-to-sale tracking system with a daily
beginning and ending inventory of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, marijuana plants, medical
marijuana, medical marijuana products, and medical marijuana waste. The grower/processor is required
to track other information in the system, including tax records, testing and results, point of sale records,
including transport manifests, waste disposal records, and recall records. These requirements were
included in the temporary regulations and are currently being followed by permitted grower/processors.
Under the final regulations, the Department will manage the permit application and process and review
and evaluate grower/processor applications. This process has not changed from the temporary
regulations. The Department must monitor compliance with the standards to determine that a
grower/processor should retain a permit, including review of complaint and inspection files. The
Department has access to. and will monitor, the seed-to-sale electronic tracking system to track medical
marijuana from the beginning to the end of the growth, production, and sale process in order to prevent
diversion of medical marijuana and to promote public safety. None of these requirements in the final
regulations has substantially changed from the temporary regulations.
The final regulations provide that once a grower/processor is deemed operational, it must provide the
Department with a full and complete plan of operation for review. Growers/processors must also
maintain: (I) a log of any temporarily authorized individuals that enter its facility for four years, that
must be made available upon request to the Department or to State or local law enforcement; (2) an
inventory log; (3) a log of all actions taken to detect pests or pathogens. and the measures taken for
control; (4) a written process to maintain the sanitation and operation of equipment that comes into
contact with medical marijuana; (5) a log recording the maintenance, cleaning, and calibration of
equipment; (6) a transport manifest for each delivery’ vehicle; (7) an electronic tracking system
prescribed by the Department, and (8) a record of each application olpesticide, recorded and maintained
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for four years. These final regulations make only minor revisions to the temporary regulations for the
sake of clarity and consistency.
Further, the final regulations provide that a grower/processor also has a mandatory duty to notify the
Department of: (I) any unresolved discrepancy in a transport manifest; (2) its rationale for taking no
further action on a reported adverse event caused by medical marijuana or a medical marijuana product;
(3) any voluntary recalls of medical marijuana, or medical marijuana products; (4) the discovery of a
condition that poses a risk to public health and safety relating to the seeds, immature medical marijuana
plants. medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products grown or processed
at its facility; (5) any delivery vehicle accidents, diversions, losses, or other reportable events that occur
during the transportation of medical marijuana products; and (6) that it has applied for approval as a
clinical registrant.
The final regulations also require that all permittees submit permit renewal applications annually, which
are attached as Exhibits Al and A2, respectively. All pemlittees are required to request approval for
promotional events and advertising and marketing materials; the required font is attached as Exhibit B.
Affiliations with, and un-affiliations from. penuittees must be reported using the forms attached as
Exhibits Cl and C2, respectively. Pennittees must request approval to sell products, instruments, or
devices using the required font attached as Exhibit D. Grower/processors must request approval for all
packaging and labeling using the required form attached as Exhibit E. Dispensaries are required apply
for an additional location ifthe location was not identified in the initial permit application using the
required form attached as Exhibit F. Permittees must request approval for of alteration of a facility using
the required form attached as Exhibit G. Pentittees must tile an application to relocate an operational
facility using the font attached as Exhibit H and, once approved, must submit plans for closing and
relocating using the font attached as Exhibit I.
Finally, under the final regulations, medical marijuana organizations are required to comply with local
zoning laws. If a new medical marijuana organization were to seek zoning approval from a local
government, or to move location, the medical marijuana organization could be required to submit
applications and present plans to obtain those approvals. This requirement is statutory, reflected in final
regulations as it was in the temporary regulations, and has not changed from the time of implementation
of the Program.
Laboratories
The final regulations require that a laboratory apply for approval and maintain standards to retain the
approval received. The application to become an approved laboratory can be found online here:
hftps:Hwww.hcalth.pa.uovFtopics’prourams’ Medical%2oMarijuana:Paucs’Lahoratories.aspx. To apply
for approval, a laboratory must have an accreditation from an accrediting body whose accreditation is
accepted by the Department.
The final regulations require that an existing laboratory renovate its facilities, hire staff, and provide
training to obtain approval to participate in the Program. To the extent that a new laboratory intends to
start up within Pennsylvania to provide this testing, the laboratory may have to obtain local zoning
approval for a laboratory. A new laboratory would have to obtain or construct a facility, including
reviewing and approving building plans; to hire and train staff, including developing and revising
employment policies and procedures and employment files; to create plans and procedures for the
operation of the facility; and to purchase equipment.
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Under the final regulations, to participate in the Program, a laboratory must have in place certain
policies on reporting to the Department and into the electronic tracking system, so that the Department
can review and cnsure compliance with the act and regulations. These include: (I) sampling policies and
procedures; (2) a quality assurance program to ensure that its measurements are accurate, errors are
controlled, and devices used for testing are routinely and properly calibrated; and (4) copies of four
years of the certificates of analysis performed on samples submitted by a grower/processor. These final
regulations make only minor revisions to the temporary regulations for the sake of clarity and
consistency.
Further, the final regulations provide that a laboratory must report to the Department: (I) the entry into a
written contract with a grower/processor by providing a copy of the contract to the Department; (2) the
laboratory’s intention to re-test a sample or test another sample from the same harvest batch, harvest lot,
or process lot that failed a test; and (3) via written report, the test results of a test sample provided to the
laboratory by the Department. These requirements for record keeping and reporting in the final
regulations make only minor revisions to the temporary regulations for the sake of clarity and
consistency.
Finally, a laboratory wishing to participate in the Program, and seeking to build new facilities, could be
required to obtain zoning approval from a local government, and to submit applications and to present
plans to obtain those approvals.

Clinical Registrants/Academic Clinical Research Centers
The final regulations require that, to be an approved CR. an applicant must file an application for
approval with the Department with all pertinent supporting documentation. The application to become a
CR can be found online here:
This includes
supplying an application to be a grower/processor or an application to be a dispensary, if the applicant
lacks one or the other permit, or both, if the applicant lacks both permits. A CR must have both a
grower/processor permit and a dispensary permit. If a CR applicant already holds a grower/processor
permit or a dispensary permit. or both, the CR applicant must also submit a request for conversion of an
existing permit to the Department. A CR must renew its approval annually by submitting a renewal
application.

The final regulations provide that a CR must submit to the Department a written report of the findings of
its research program or research study within 365 days of the completion of an approved research
program or research study or within 30 days of publication in a per-reviewed medical journal.
The final regulations provide that an accredited medical school must apply to the Department to be
approved as a certified ACRC. The application to become an academic clinical research center can be
found online here:
https:/Jvww•health.pa.tov/topics1prouramsiMcdicaYVn2OMarijuanaates/Research.aspx.
(22a) Are forms required for implementation of the regulation?
Yes.
(22b) If forms are required for implementation of the regulation, attach copies of the forms here.
[jfvour agency uses electronic forms, provide links to each form or a detailed description of the
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information required to be reported. Failure to attach forms, provide links, or provide a detailed
description of the information to be reported will constitute a faulty delivery of the regulation.
Applicable forms are attached. Additional required forms are discussed and the Links are provided in the
answer to Question 22.
(23) In the table below, provide an estimate of the fiscal savings and costs associated with
implementation and compliance for the regulated community, local government, and state
government for the current year and five subsequent years.
Current FY
FY +1
FY +2
FY +3
FY +4 {FY +s
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
I \‘ear
SAVINGS:
S
S
S
S
S
S
Regulated Community
Local Government
State Government
Total Savings
COSTS:
Regulated Community2

2,580.000

620,000

620,000

620,000

620,000

620.000

2,580.000

620,000

620,000

620.000

620,000

620.000

Local Government3
State Government
Total Costs
REVENUE LOSSES:
Regulated Community
Local Government
State Government
Total Revenue Losses
(23a) Provide (he past three year expenditure history for programs affected by the regulation.
Program

FY -3

FY -2

FY -1

Current FY

2

The Department expects to accept fees from approved CRs. The Department may register tip to ten CRs. While there is no cost
associated with being approved as a CR or an ACRC. a CR applicant must also obtain or have a permit to be a grower/processor and
a dispensary, and there are application fees associated with chose pennits. A grower/processor is required to pay an initial application
fee ofSlO,000, an initial permit fee of $200,000 and a renewal fee ofSlO,000. A dispensary is required to pay an initial application
fee of $5,000. an initial permit fee of $30,000 for each location (up to six per permit) and a renewal fee of S5,000 Iliac covers all
locations. The calculation for the current FY includes only one CR dispensary location, Additional dispensary locations may be
added at any lime for a fee of $30,000 for each dispensary location, This current FY calctilation also includes pennit renewal fees
for 25 rovers,’processors and 50 dispensaries. Following FYs include permit renewal Ices for 25 grower/processors and 50
dispensaries as well as the CR permit renewal fees. The calculation for the current FY assumes four additional dispensary’ locations.
The Department is not able to quantit’ the additional cost to local governments of potential zoning cases and appeals.
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Medical Marijuana

2018-2019
10,559,000

2019-2020
11,179,000

2020-2021
31,552,000

2021-2022
32,079,000

Program
(24) For any regulation that may have an adverse impact on small businesses (as defined in
Section 3 of the Regulatory Review Act, Act 76 of 2012), provide an economic impact statement
that includes the following:
(a) An identification and estimate of the number of small businesses subject to the regulation.
(b) The projected reporting. recordkeeping and other administrative costs required for
compliance with the proposed regulation, including the type of professional skills necessary
for preparation of the report or record.
(c) A statement of probable effect on impacted small businesses.
(d) A description of any less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the
purpose of the proposed regulation.
(a) Due to the ihct that the Medical Marijuana Program has only been operating in the Commonwealth
since 2017, and that medical marijuana has not been legalized at the federal level, there are no
Department of Labor standards and the Department cannot say with certainty whether any dispensary or
grower/processor qualities as a small business, Similar issues arise with respect to the practitioner
groups providing certifications and laboratories doing testing. The following information is provided for
the purposes of information and not to be taken as a declaration of an entity’s status as a small business.
The Department will respond to the questions assuming that some, if not all, of the medical marijuana
organizations may be considered small businesses.

The final regulations apply to dispensaries, which is a type of business that has only legally existed in
the Commonwealth since the act’s inception. There are currently 56 dispensary permits issued by the
Department. The Department does not maintain information on the numbers of employees each
dispensary employs. In addition, the federal government does not recognize a dispensary as a legal
entity, so information from the federal Department of Labor cannot be utilized to determine which
dispensaries are small businesses. Dispensary’ applications must include information on diversity and
each applicant has been scored on diversity.
The final regulations apply to growers/processors, which is also a type of business that has only legally
existed in the Commonwealth since the act’s inception. There are currently 35 grower/processor permits
issued by the Department. Again, the Department does not keep information on the number of employee
at each grower/processor, and there are no federal requirements that can be applied, because, as with
dispensaries. the business activities conducted by growers/processors, while legal in Pennsylvania. are
not recognized as legal by the federal government. Like dispensaries, grower/processor applications
must include information on diversity, and each applicant has been scored on diversity.
The final regulations apply to laboratories approved by the Department to test medical marijuana and
medical marijuana products by the Department. There are currently seven approved laboratories in the
Commonwealth.
The final regulations also apply to nine CRs, each of which holds a grower/processor permit and a
dispensary permit. Those types of entities are discussed above. The final regulations also apply to
certified ACRCs. which are educational institutions with medical schools. As of July 28, 2022, there are
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B. The date or dates on which any public meet
will be held:
-form regulation:
C. The expected date of delivery of the final
regulation:
D. The expected effective date of the final-form
the final-form
F. The expected date by which compliance with
regulation will be required:
its, licenses or other
F. The expected dale by which required perm
approvals must be obtained:
g in the
30 days after publication of the proposed rulemakin
A. The agency accepted public comment for
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
orary and proposed regulations, and these final
B. Given that stakeholders had input on the temp
cted public meetings or hearings.
regulations are substantially similar, there are no expe
-form rulemaking in sufficient time for the final-form
C. The Department expects to publish the final
n of the current temporary regulations.
rulemaking to become effective prior to the expiratio
on.
rulemaking will be effective on the date of publicati
D. The Department expects that the finaL-form
21

E. Compliance will be required on the date of publication of the final-form rulemaking.
F. No deadlines are required for permits, licenses, or other approvals.
(30) Describe the plan developed for evaluating the continuing effectiveness of the regulations
after its implementation.

The Department continually reviews the validity and efficacy of its regulations and will do so with these
regulations as well.
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Office of Medical Marijuana
Grower/Processor: Permit Renewal Application
28 Pa. Code § 1141.36
Pursuant to 28 Pa. Code § 1141.36, a medical marijuana organization wishing to renew Us permit shall submit a
Permit Renewal Application with the applicable fee to (lie Department prior to the current permit’s expiration.
If the Department determines that a Permit Renewal Application is complete but lacking suflicient information upon
which to make a detenninat ion, the Department vi II notify the med cal marijuana organization in writing of the
factors that require additional information and documentation. The medical marijuana organization shall have 30
days from the mailing date of the notice to provide the requested information and docunientation 10 the Department.
A medical marijuana organizatton’s failure to provide the requested information to the Department by the deadline
may be grounds for denial of the Permit Renewal Application.
Submission of Permit Renewal Application
All sections of the Pet-mit Renewal Application must be completed. All sections must be saved as a PDF file on a
single USB drive in accordance with the following file naming fonnat: [Name on permit] _[Name of
document]_Permit Renewal Application.
Send the Permit Renewal Application package, along with the required fee, to the following address:
Office of Medical Marijuana
Permit Renewal Application
Department of I lealth
Room 628. I lealth and Welfare Building
625 Forster Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Please ensure the Permit Renewal Application is properly signed and dated. A signature may be scanned and
provided electronically tn a PDF file.
Fees
Pursuant to 28 Pa. Code § 1141.28, the following fee must be submitted with the Permit Renewal Application in the
form ofa certified check or money order made payable to “Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.” The permit renewal
fee must be enclosed in a separate envelope within the Permit Renewal Application package. The permit renewal fee
for the Pernut Renewal Application is refundable if tlte renewal permit is not granted.
Permit Renewal Fee for a grower/processor permit: SI 0,000
Permit Information
Permit Name:

Permit Number:

Submission Date:

Business Primary Contact
Name:

Business Primary Contact Phone
Number:

Business Primary Contact Email
Address:

Primary Contact Information
Name:
Address:

City:

State:

Zip Code:

Phone:

Fax:

Email:

Pcnnsylvania Dcpartment or Hcatth
Office of Medical Marijuana

-
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Facility Information
Name of Facility:
Street Address:
City:

Zip Code:

Municipality:

County:

Facility Primary Contact Name:

Faciliiy Primary Contact Email:

Facility Primary Contact Phone:

Primary Contact role at Facility:

Documentation
Please submit the following:
A narrative olthe medical marijuana organization’s history in complying with the Medical Marijuana Act.
D

A narralive concerning the medical marijuana organization’s ability to carry on the activity for which the
permit was issued. The statement should include infonnation regarding shortages of medical marijuana
prodticl or wait I isis relevant to 11w medical marijttana organization’s operation that occurred during the 12
months prior to the date the Permit Renewal Application was submitted.

U

A copy of current, non-expired proof of comprehensive liability Insurance coverage and workers
compensation insurance coverage for the permitted location during the renewal period.

U

Information regarding any charge, or any initiated, pending or concluded investigation, during the prior
renewal period by any governmental or administrative agency with respect to:
a Any iticident involving the theft, loss or possible diversion of medical marijuana by the medical
marijuana organization or from the medical marijuana organization’s facility.
o Compliance by the medical marijuana organization wills the laws of the Commonwealth with
respect to any substance in section 4 of The Controlled Substance, Drug. Device and Cosmetic Act
(35 P.S. § 780-104).
Diversity Plan: Report on efforts to meet the diversity goals of the act and the effectiveness of the medical
tilarijuana organization’s diversity plan. The report must include information regarding the following, as
applicable:
(I) Representation of diverse participants in the medical marijuana organization’s workforce.
(2) Efforts to reach out to and recruit diverse participants for employment, including for executive and
managerial positions.
(3) Employee retention effons.
(4) A list of all contracts entered into or transactions conducted by the medical marijuana organization for
goods or services with diverse groups.

C

Attestations
I acknowledge that all current principals, financial backers, operators and employees listed in the Permit
Renewal Application have(l)received approval through the Department’s affiliation process and (2) completed the
required two-hour training required by 28 Pa. Code § 114148.
U I acknowledge that the Departtnent is in possession of the location’s most updated Plan of Operation, that a copy
of the Plan of Operation is kept onsite at the facility, and that the medical marijuana organization follows its
established Plan of Operation.
C I acknowledge that the medical marijuana organization complies with the Medical Marijuana Act, its regulations,
and all other laws of the Commonwealth.

Pennsylvania Dcpanmcnt of I-icalth
Office of Medical Marijuana
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U I acknowledge that a false statement made byrne in this Pennit Renewal Application is punishable under the
applicable provisions of IS Pa. CS. Ch. 49 (relating to falsification and intimidation).

Signature

Date

Printed Name

Questions

Title in medical marijuana organization

:iL,ont this application may be submitted to: RA—DlhMMkComplianceii pacov

Pennsylvania Depanment on Icalth
Office of Medical Marijuana
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Office of Medical Marijuana
Dispensary: Permit Renewal Application
28 Pa. Code § 1141.32 &1141.36
Pursuant to 28 Pa. Code § 1141.36, a medical marijuana organization wishing to renew its pennit shall
submit a Permit Renewal Application with the applicable fee to the Department prior to the current
permit’s expiration.
If the Department determines that a Permit Renewal Application is complete but lacking sufficient
information upon which to make a determination, the Department will notify the medical marijuana
organization in writing of the factors that require additional information and documcntation. The medical
marijuana organization shall have 30 days from the mailing date of the notice to provide the requested
information and documentation to the Department. A medical marijuana organizalion’s failure to provide
the requested information to the Department by the deadline may be grounds for denial of the Permit
Renewal Application.
Submission of Permit Renewal Application
All sections of the Permit Renewal Application must be completed. All sections must be saved as a PDF
file on a single USB drive in accordance with the following file naming format: [Name on pemiit]_[Name
of documenl]_Permit Renewal Application.
Send the Permit Renewal Application package, along with the required fee, to the following address:
Office of Medical Marijuana
Permit Renewal Application
Department of Health
Room 628, Health and Welfare Building
625 Forster Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Please ensure the Permit Renewal Application is properly signed and dated. A signature may be scanned
and provided electronically in a PDF file.
Fees
Pursuant to 28 Pa. Code § 1141.28, the following fee must be submitted with the Permit Renewal
Application in the form of a certified cheek or money order made payable to “Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania.” The pennit renewal fee must be enclosed in a separate envelope within the Permit
Renewal Application package. The permit renewal fee for the Pennit Renewal Application is refundable
if the renewal permit is not granted.
Permit Rene’val Fee for a dispensary permit: S5,000
Permit Information
Permit Name:

Permit Number:

Submission Date:

Business Prjmamw Contact
Name:

Business Primary Contact Phone
Number:

Business Primary Contact Email
Address:

Pennsylvania Department oN lealUt
Office ofMedical Marijuana
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Facility Information
Name of Primary Facility:
Street Address:

City:
Municipality:
Facility Primary Contact Name:

Zip Code:
County:
Facility Primary Contact Email:

Facility Primary Contact Phone:

Primary Contaci role at Facility:

Name of Second Facility (if applicable):
Street Address:

Facility Primary Contact Name:

Zip Code:
County:
Facility Primary Contact Email:

Facility Primary Contact Phone:

Primary Contaci role at Facility:

City:

Municipality:

Name of Third

Facility (if applicable):

Street Address:
City:
Municipality:
Facility Primary Contact Name:

Zip Code:
County:
Facility Primary Contact Email:

Facility Primary Contact Phone:

Primary Contact role at Facility:

Docu mcntatio n
Please submit the following:
C A narrative of the medical marijuana organization’s history in complying with the Medical
Marijuana Act.
C A narrative concerning the medical marijuana organization’s ability to carry on the activity for
which the permit was issued.
C A copy of current, non-expired proof of comprehensive liability insurance coverage and workers’
compensation insurance coverage for the permitted location during thc rcncwal period.
C Information regarding any charge, or any initiated, pending or concluded investigation, during the
prior renewal period by any governmental or administrative agency with respect to:
o Any incident involving the theft, loss or possible diversion of medical marijuana by the
medical marijuana organization or from the medical marijuana organization’s facility.
o Compliance by the medical marijuana organization with the laws of the Commonwealth
with respect to any substance in section 4 of The Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and
Cosmetic Act (35 P.S. § 780-104).
Pcnnsylvania Department of health
Office of Medical Marijuana
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Diversity Plan ( 1141.32): Report on efforts to meet the diversity goals of the act and the
effectiveness of the medical marijuana organization’s diversity plan. The report must include
information regarding the following, as applicable:
(I) Representation of diverse participants in the medical marijuana organization’s workforce.
(2) Efforts to reach out to and recruit diverse participants for employment, including for
executive and managerial positions.
(3) Employee retention efforts.
(4) A list of all contracts entered into or transactions conducted by the medical marijuana
organization for goods or services with diverse groups.

Attestations
U I acknowledge that the medical marijuana organization complies with the Medical Marijuana Act, its
regulations, and all other laws of the Commonwealth,
1 acknowledge that a false statement made by me in this Permit Renewal Application is punishable
under the applicable provisions of 18 Pa. C.S. Ch. 49 (relating to falsification and intimidation).

Signature:

Date:

Printed Name:

Title in Medical Marijuana Organization

Questions about this application may be submitted to: RA—DJ-lMMRCompliancc6ij,aeov

Pennsylvania Department ofilcalsh
Office of Medical Marijuana

Page 3
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Office of Medical Marijuana
Request for Approval: Promotional, Advertising or Marketing Materials
28 Pa. Code § 1141.50
Pursuani to regulation § 1141.50 (relatthgto advenisingby a medicalmarijuanaorganizadon).promotionai.
adveMisingand marketinumaterials shalibe approved bythe Department priorto theiruse.
To request approval forpromotional. advenisingormarketing materials. submit I) this form. 2) a RequestFonn
CoverPage,and3)alladditionaldocumentationlisted below, Arcquestwill bedeemedincomplete.andnot
considered, until all required documentation has been submitted.
Submitting your Request
All documents must be savedas a PDF file with the following file naminu format: [name onpermitHname of
document]. Files should be submitted in a singularcouespondcnce via emailto k.\-DH\l\IkCoinplüicicc’u PilES’
Please ensure theapplication isproperl siuned anddated. A signature may be scannedandprovidcd electmnically
in a PDF File.
Documentation
Please submit Ike following:
• All matLlialsthat themcdicalmarijuanaorganiiiflion is requcstingto be approved bythe OfflceofMedical
Marijuana
• A description ofthe event orevents in which themedical marijuana organization willbe using the atiached
materials
• A description ofthe audieneethatwill be receivingthe promotional, advedisingormarketingmatedal
Additional Attestation
I acknowledge thatnoneofthematetials attaehedto this form willbe usedhy theMedicalMatijuana Organization
to provide to patients,caregivers,prnctitioncrs,medicalprofessionalsoranymemberofthegeneralpublic,either
free or forsale, at the facility orsite ofthe medical marijuana organization.
Permit

IDNumber:

Signature

Date

Name

RoIeüo MMD

ForlntemalUse Only
Request lD#___________________
Date Submitted_____________________
Intake In itials________________________
Pennsytania PLvanment siHealili
Marijuana

office or Medical

Promotional, Adveffisingor Marketing MateHat.
03/21)19

EXHIBIT Cl

OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA
REPORTING INDIVIDUALS AFFILIATED
WITH A MEDICAL MARIJUANA ORGANIZATION
Nate:

This form must be submitted by a medical marijuana organization for each financial backer, principal,
operator and employee listed in the initial permit application and for each financial backer, principal,
operator and employee added by the organization after the submission of the initial permit application. Alter
each financial hacker, principal, operator and employee submits fingerprints for a FBI criminal background
check, the medical marijuana organization shall submit this farm and other required documentation, by
email, to the Department, at RA-DHMMOAEFiLh\TlONSu pa.tw\. To complete the FBI criminal background
check process, each principal, financial backer, operator and employee shall also submit by email to the
Department at RA-D[I\I\lO.-\FFII.IATIONSa nauov. the original State criminal history report received from
the Pennsylvania State Police. If the principal, financial hacker, operator or employee resides outside of
Pennsylvania, they must submit that state’s background check results.
Please follow the attached instructions to complete this form and submit the documents at the
bottom of this page.

Medical Marijuana Organization (MMO)
Submission Date:
Region:
Phone Number:
U Public
U Private
Classification Information
The individual listed in this form is one of the following (check all the following that apply):
U Financial Backer
U Principal
U Employee
U Operator
U Medical Professional
U Owner of Securities
U Owner of 5°h or more of entity
Individual’s Information
Name:
Mailing Address:
Email address:
Name of MMO:
Permit Number:
Primary Contact:
Entity Type:

Telephone Number:
Cell Phone Number:
Please select individual’s necessary Mi Freeway Access:
U No Access U General Access U Admin Access
U Proof of employee fingerprint submission attached
Attestation
Employees may work in a supervised capacity pending completion of their background check. If unable to he aflilialed, the
employee must be immediately terminated. 35 P.S. 1023 l.602(afl4). By checking the box below, I acknowledge compliance
with tlus statement. C

Attestation
I acknowledge that I am not using this form to effectuate the transfer or sale of a medical marijuana permit from the entity to
which the permit was initially issued, as permits are nontranslerable pursuant to 35 P.S. § 10231.603(b). I further
acknowledge that a false statement made by me in this document is punishable under the applicable provisions of 18 Pa. CS.
Ch. 49 (relating to Ialsiñcation and intimidation).
Signature

Date

Printed Name

Title in MMD

Submit this form via entail with required attachments to: RA-DHMMOAFFlL[ATlDNS(iipa.gov

Instructions:
All documents

must

be submitted via email to RA-DI-I\l\IOAFrILIATIONS(a pa.euv.

When submitting this form and the required documents, the email subject line should use the
following naming Format: Permit/ce Nmnher_Permittee Name_Affiliation to ensure processing
for the correct entity. The email may only include documentation for the one permittee listed in
the subject line. Any email containing several pemiittees will not be accepted or processed.
Please submit the following in one email:
I. Completed Form REPORTING INDIVIDUALS AFFILIATED WITH A MEDICAL
MARIJUANA ORGANIZATION
2. Proof of employee fingerprint submission (receipt)
3. State background check results.
a. If the individual resides outside of Pennsylvania, the appropriate state background
check must be submitted.
-

Failure to follow these instructions will result in the return of the documents for correction and
delay the processing of your affiliations.
Hardcopy documents mailed, shipped, or delivered will not be accepted, processed or approved,
unless specifically requested.
Medical Marijuana Organization (MMO)

Name of MMO: the Permit Name issued by the Department of Health, not the DBA or
Management Services Agreement name.
Permit Number: include only one permit number per Affiliation Form. IF the employee is to be
affiliated to several permits, an Affiliation Form is required for each permit and should be
submitted via email with all required documents attached.
Primary Contact: name of person who completes this form and can provide information on the
contents of this form, if needed.
Entity Type: select the correct box if the entity is publicly owned or privately owned.
Classification Information
Select the correct box(s) to indicate if the individual is a Financial Backer, Principal, Operator or
Employee. Further, if the individual is a Medical Professional, select the Medical Professional
box. The individual will not be processed as a Medical Professional unless this box is selected.
If the individual owns securities, select that box. Furthermore, if they own 5% or more of the
entity, please check that box.
Please note: If you need a Medical Professional’s affiliation expedited to allow them to consult
with patients. the email subject line should use the following naming format: Permit/ce
VzmzberPen,,ittee iVcune_Affiliation MED PROF URGENT and the request will be processed
accordingly.

If the classification is Financial Backer, Principal, or Operator, proof of completion of the 2-hour
mandatory training must be attached to this font.
If the classification is Employee, the employee has 90 days from hire to complete the training.
Proof of completion of the 2-hour training must be kept at the employment location and made
available upon request during an inspection.
Individual’s Information
Name: The Legal name of the individual, Nicknames, alias’ or shortened versions of the legal
name is not acceptable. This should match the legal name on the FBI and state background
checks.
Mailing Address: This is required for every individual.
MJ Freeway Access: Please specify if the individual needs access to MJ Freeway. Not all
employees require access, and it should only be granted to those who require it. General Access
is appropriate for all those wishing to access and transact in the system’s “normal” operational
functions. Admin Access should only be granted to select individual(s) who you wish to name as
your custodian of the MJ Freeway system.
Proof of employee fingerprint submission attached: The receipt from the location where Ihe
individual submitted fingerprints is acceptable. If the receipt is not attached to the email, do not
select this box. Enrollment to be fingerprinted is not an acceptable proof of employee fingerprint
submission.
Please Note: If the individual’s fingerprints are rejected due to poor quality of prints, the
individual has 30 days to be reprinted.
Attestation: Acknowledge by selecting the box, sign and date. Failure to acknowledge the above
form will result in the return of the documents for correction and delay the processing of your
affiliations.
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EXHIBIT C2

OFFICE OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA
REPORTING INDIVIDUALS NO LONGER AFFILIATED
WITH A MEDICAL MARIJUANA ORGANIZATION
Note: This form must be submitted by a medical marijuana organization for each financial backer,

principal, operator and employee listed in the initial permit application and for each financial
backer, principal, operator and employee who is no longer affiliated with the medical marijuana
organization. A medical marijuana organization shall submit this form electronically to the Office
of Medical Marijuana.
Medical Marijuana Organization (MMO)
Submission Date:
Reaion:
Phone Number:
Classification Information
The individual listed in this form is one of the following (check all the following that apply):
1._fl Financial Backer
U
U
Principal
Operator
Employee
Individual’s Information
Name:
Mailing Address:
Email address:

Name of MMO:
Permit Number:
Primary Contact:

Telephone Number:
Cell Phone Number:
Job Title:
Date Individual Left Organization:
Attestation
I acknowledge that I am not using this form to effectuate the transFeror sale of a medical marijuana
permit from the entity to which the permit was initially issued, as pennits are nontransferable pursuant
to 35 PS. § 10231.603(b). I further acknowledge a false statement made by mc in this document is
punishable under the applicable provisions of IS Pa. CS. Ch. 49 (relating to falsification and
intimidation)

Signature

Date

Printed Name

Title in MMO

Submit this document electronically to : tabosacki pa.gov
Office of Medical Marijuana

—
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Office of Medical Marijuana
Request for Approval: Medical Marijuana Product, Instrument or Device
28 Pa. Code § 1151.28
1151.28, (relating to the forms of medical marijuana a growerprocessor may process for
Pursuant to 28 Pa. Code
dispensing) any medical marijuana product, instrument, or device manufactured, produced, or assembled must be
approved by the Department.
To reqtiest approval for a medical marijuana product. instrument, or device, submit I) this form. 2) a Request Form
Cover Page. aod 3) all additional documentation listed below. A request will be deemed incomplete, and not
considered, until all required documentation has been submitted.
Submitting your Request
All documents must be saved as a PDF file with the following file naming format: [name on permit]_[name of
document]. Files should he suhmitted in a singular correspondence via email to PA-nI IM.\lRCoinpliance pa.2ov.
Please ensure the application is properly signed and dated. A signature tn-ay be scanned and provided electronically
in a PDF rile.
Documentation
Please submit the following:
I)

The name of the product, instrument, or device for which the permittee is requesting approval by the Office
of Medical Marijtiana. Yoti may also submit physical instrtiments or devices to the Office of Medical
Marijuana, 625 Forster St., Harrisburg, PA 17120, for consideration.

2)

The medical purpose for the product, instrument, or device.

3)

The process for creating the product, instrument, or device (including ilit necessitates the purchasing of
additional manufacturing tools).

4)

A product description, including the intended use of the product, instrument, or device by a patient.

5)

Detailed information regarding the formulation of the final form product to include the name and amount of
each additional active ingredient or material used in the prodttct that alters the dosage level, color,
appearance, smell, taste, effect or weight of the final form product.

6)

The Material Safely Data Sheet for each additional active ingredient or material used in Ihe final form
product that alters the dosage level, color, appearance, smell, taste, effect or weight of the final form
prodtict.

7)

A picture, or link to a website with a picture, of the product, instrument, or device.

Additional Attestation
I acknowledge that none of the products, instruments or devices discussed in this form and any attachments will be
used by the medical marijuana organization outside of the specific use listed above.
Permit

ID

Number:

Signature

Date

Name

Role in MMO

Pennsylvania Dcpanrncnt or Hcatth
Office or Mcdicai Marijuana

Medical Marijuana Product, Instrument, or Device
p.
rev 12/2021
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Complete the following for any product containing additional active ingredients or materials that alters the
dosage level, color, appearance, smell, taste, effect, or weight of the medical marijuana. Excipients must he
pharmaceutical grade, unless otherwise approved by the Department. 28 Pa. Code
1141.2 and I 151.27(fl;
35 P.S. § 10231.702(a)(5). Attach additional pages i1necessa. Complete all sections.
•

List the name and amount of each additional active ingredient or material used in the final form product.
You may not simply list the name ofan externally sourced product. You must list each ingredient contained
in thai externally sourced product.

•

Utilize the following ltnks to determine whether each additional active tngredient or material used in the
final form product is permitted by the United Slates Food and Drug Administration. 35 P.S.
10231.L02(3fli) and L0231.702(a)(5):
FDA Database of Inactive Ineredients
SCOGS (Select Committee on GRAS Subsianccs
21 UFR 101.22 Subpart B--Specific Food Labeling Requirements
eCFR :: 21 CFR 172.515

--

Synthetic fiavorinc substances and adjuvants.

eCFR :21 CFR 182.60-- Synthetic flavoritic substances and adjuvants.

•

If the additional active ingredient or material is permitted by the FDA, provide the following infonnation
for that additional active ingredient or material:
Route of Administration:
Dosage Form:
CAS Number:
UN II Number:
Maximum Potency per unit dose:

•

Indicate whether the additional active ingredient or material constitutes a known hazard such as Diacetyl.
CAS number 431-03-8 and pentanedione. CAS number 600-11-6.35 P.S. § 10231 .702(a)(5). Include the
Material Safety Data Sheet for each additional active ingredient or material used in the final form product
that alters the dosage level, color, appearance, swell, taste, effect, or weight of the final fonn product.

Pennsylvania Depahinent oF Heattti
Office ofMcd,cat Marijuana

Medical Marijuana Product, Insiminent, or Device
p.2
rev. t2/202
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•

Utilizing the following link, indicate whether there are any known drug interactions for each additional
active ingredient or material used in the final form product:
Dro e Interact inn Checker

•

Describe why each additional added ingredient or material used in the final form product is necessary,
including justification for its intended medical use.

Additional Attestation
I acknowledge that all information provided on this form and on any attachment to it is true and conect and that ihere
are no intentional misrepresentations, falsifications or omissions. I acknowledge that any intentionally false,
misleading or omitted information is punishable tinder the applicable provisions of IS Pa. CS. Ch. 49 (relating to
falsification and intimidation), I understand that any knowingly tithe or intentionally misleading statement or
intentionally omitted information in this document and attachment(s) could result in withdrawal of any approval
resulting from this submission and, additionally, could constitute grounds for action under 28 Pa. code 1141.47.

Permit

ID

Number:

Signature

Date

Name

Role in MMD

For Internal Use Only
Request

ID

#______________________

Date Submitted____________________
Intake Initials__________________________

Pcnnsylvania Dcpantnenl of Health
Marijuana

office olMedical

Medical Marijuana Product, Insimmern, nr Device
p.3
rev 12/2021

EXHIBIT E

pennsylvania

Office of Medical Marijuana
Request for Approval: Packaging and Labeling of Medical Marijuana
Products
28 Pa. Code § 1151.34
Pursuant to 2g Pa. Code § 1151.34 (Packaging and labeling of medical marijuana products), a grower/processor shall

obtain the prior written approval of the Department of the content of any label to be affixed to a medical marijuana
product package.
To request approval tbr any new or modified packaging and labeling submit 1) this form. 2) a Request Form Cover
Page. and 3) all additional documentation listed below. A request will be deemed incomplete, and not considered.
until all required documentation has bcen submitted.
Section I: Submitting your Request
All documents must he saved as a PDF file with the illowing file naming format: Iname on permit]_[name of
i)ll\
documentj. Files should he submitted in a singular correspondence via email to
Please ensure the application is properly signed and dated. A signature may he scanned and provided electronically
in a PDF tile.
Section 2: Requirements

—

Packaging

Signing and submitting this lbrm attests that the new or modified packaging minimizes exposure to oxygen and is:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Child-resistant.
Tamper-proof or tamper-evident.
Light-resistant or opaque. or both.
Resealahle.

Section 3: Requirements

—

Labels

Signing and submitting this tbrm attests that the new or rnodilied label(s) are:
(I)
(2)
(3)

Easily readable.
Made of weather-resistant and tamper-resistant materials.
Conspicuously placed on the package.

Section 4: Requested Documentation for Requirements

—

Labels

Please include a photograph(s) of the package(s) and label(s) identiing the Ibllowing required items.
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(II)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Name. address. and permit number of the grower/processor.
Form, quantity. and weight of medical marijuana included in the package.
Number of indh idual doses contained within the package and the species and percentage of THC and CBD.
An identifier that is unique to a particular harvest batch of medical marijuana, including the number assigned
to each harvest lot or process lot in the harvest batch.
Date the medical marijuana product was packaged.
Employee identification number of the employee preparing the package and packaging the medical marijuana
product.
Employee identification number of the employee shipping the package. if diftèrent than the employee
described in item (9).
Name and address of the dispensary to which the package is to be sold.
Date of expiration of the medical marfluana product.
Instructions tbr proper storage of the medical marijuana product in the package.
A warning stating: This product is for medicinal use only. Women should not consume during pregnancy or
while brcastfccding except on the advice of the practitioner who issued the certification and, in the case of

Pennsylvania Depanment of Health
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breastfceding. the inlhnt’s pediatrician. This product might impair the ability to drieor operate heay
machinery. Keep out of reach of children.
I5) A warning that the medical marijuana product must be kept in the original container in nhich it nas dispensed.
(16) A warning that the unauthorized use is unlawful and will subject the purchaser to criminal penalties.
Section 5: Restrictions

—

Labels

Signing and submitting this lhrm attests that the new or modified label(s) do not hear:
(I) Any resemblance to the trademarked, characteristic, or product-specialized packaging of any commerciall3
available load or be’ erage product.
(2) An statement artsork or design that could reasonably lead an individual to believe that the packace contains
an thing other than medical marijuana.
(3) An seal, llng.crest,coatotarmserother insigniathatcould reasonably mislead an indhidual to bdlletethat
the product has been endorsed, manufactured or approtcd for use by any stale, county or municipalit or any
agency thereoL
4) Any canoon, color scheme. imaac. graphic or feature that might make the package attractive to children.
Additional .4ltestation
I acknowledge the packaging and labeling submitted in this form adhere to the rcquircments of 28 Pa. Code
115134 (Packaging and labeling of medical marijuana products).
Permit

ID

§

Number:

Signature

Date

Name

Role in MNIO

For Internal Use Only
Rcquest ID ft______________________
Dale Submitted
Intake initials____________________

Pennsylvania Department of Health
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Office of Medical Marijuana
Request for Approval: Additional Dispensary Location
28 Pa. Code 1161.40
An applicantfora dispensanpetmit shall include a primatydispensaty facility location and mathcIudeup to two
additionaldispcnsaiy facility locations.th ksinitialpermit application. Pursuanttoreuulation § I 16l.40.a pemitlee
may file anapplication foradditionaldispensatyfacility localionsata lalerdate.
A dispensaTy may notbegin operations alan additional location untilihe Department approves theapplication loran
additional dispensary location.
To request approval foran additionaldispensaiylocation please submit I )this fonn,2)therequested fees 3)a
Request Form Cover Page, and4) all additionaldoaimentttion as listed below. A request will be deemed
incomplete, and not considered. untilallrequfred docwnenrnflonand fees has beensubmitted.
Submitting your Request
All documents must be saved as a PDF file with the following file naming formal: [name onpennitl_[name of
document]. Files should be submittedin a singtilarcorespondeiwe if via email to [tA—nI I MMRCt’niplimicci, a.uov
ORsubmitiedtothefollowingaddressona single USB drive ifvia mail:
Office of Medical Marijuana Request Form
Depa flmen (of H call h
Room 628 Healthand Welfare Building
625 ForsterStreet
Harrisburg, PA 17120
-

Please ensure theapplication is properly signed and dated. A signature may be scannedandprovided eleclronically
in a PDF file.
Fees

The following fees mttst be submitted in the fonn ofcenifiedcheck ormoneyordermade out to ‘Commonwealthof
Pennsylvania”,encIodin two separate envelopeswithin the request package.TheRequest forApproval fee is nonrefundable. The Permit Fee willbe refunded if the request foranaddttionaldispeniry location is not approved.
Request forApproval Fee: Additionaldispensary location: $5,000
Permit Fee forthe dispensatylocation: $30,000
Proposed Facility Infonnalion
Name of Proposed Facihty:
Street Address:
City:
Municipality:

Zip Code:
County:

Documentation

Please submit the following:
•

•

A signed statement that theapplicanthas perfonneda search ofavailable public recordsandthepropod
dispensary lotion is not within 1,000 feet ufthe pmpenyline ofa public, private orparochialschoolora
day-care center.
A copy of the initial application filed with the Deparunent forthepermit with updatedthfonnahon
provided forthe followingscelions:

Pennsylvania DLvanment of Health
Office of Medical Marijuana
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C

Section I: Application
Name, Address and
Contact Information
Section 2: Dispcnn’
Information

C

Section 4, Pan C:
Principals. Financial
Backers, Operators and
Employs
Section S. Pan D:
Operational Timetable

C

C

Section I O.Pan D:
Sccunt andSuneillance
Section I 6,Pan D:
Sanitation and Safety
Section 23 Pan F:
Community’ Impact
AttuchmentC: Property
Title, Lease orOption to
Acquire Property
Location
AttachmentD: Site and
Facility Plan

Provide anychangestothe applicant’s name,addressandcontact infonnationsince
the initialapplicadon fora permit was filed with the Department.
lndicatethecxistingfacility locationauihonzedbv thcpermhandprovidc a
description ofthe proposed location includingpublic access to the dispeniiy
location.
Attacha list ofanyptincipals, financialbackers,opentom,andemploycesthat
have becnaddedto medicalmadjuana organization sincethe Lssuanccofthcpcnnn
by the Department.
Attacha timetable forthe proposed location indicatingthe steps that willbe taken
forthe proposedlocationto becomeopentional within 6-months from thc datc the
proposedlocationisapprovdby_thcDepartment.
Attacha statetneiitoutliningthe securityand suneilbncemethodsand procedures
that will be implemented at thcproposed location.
Attacha statementoftheintendedsanitationandsafetymeasuresthatwiflbe
implementedat the proposed location.
Attacha statementdescribing the posiliveimpact the proposed locafionwill have
on the communityand patients.
Attach copies ofanydocumentition forthe proposed locationshowingan
ownership interest in the proposed location.

Based on the instructions, anachcopies ofthesite plan fortheproposed location.
Include any documcntationprovided bythe local rnunicipalityshowingthe
dispensaiy locationcomplies with local zoningrequtrements and canoperate at the
proposedlocationas a dispensary.

Additional Attestation
I hereby affinn that allothersectionsof theinitialapplicationsremain unchangedandwill apply to theproposed
location.
Permit ID Number:

Sitmature

Date

Name

RolcinMMO

Forintemal Use Only
ReqttestlD#______________________
Date Submitted____________________
mt ak e In it ia Is______________________
Pennsylvania Dcpaniiient ofHeatih
Office of Medicat Marijuana
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EXHIBIT G

Office of Medical Marijuana
Request for Approval: Facility Alteration
28 Pa. Code § 1141.41
Pursuant to regulation § I 141.41 ,a medicalmadjuana organiition shallrequest approvalto make any ofthe
tollowingalterationsto the facility forwhich itspermit wasissued:
• An increase ordecrease in the totalsquare footage oIthe Facility
• The sealingoff, creationoforrelocadonofa common entiyway, doorway, passtge orothermeans of
public ingress oregress when the common entryway, doonvayorpassagealters orchanges litnitedaccess
area
•
Any ofthe followinumade toenhance acdvitiesauthorizd underthe permit:
o Additional electric fixtures orlightingequipment
o Theloweringofa ceiling
o Electdcalmodimntionsthatrequire inspection bythe localmunicipality
To request approvalfora facility altendonsubmit I )this form.2)the required Fee. 3)a RequLt FormCovLTPage,
and 4)all additional docwnentation listed below. A requestwill be deemed incomplete, and not considered, until all
required documentation has been submitted.
Submitting your Request
All documentsmtistbe savedasa PDFfllewith the followingfilenamhigfonnat: LnameonpennitL[namc of
doctiment]. Files shotild be submitted in a singularcoffespondence if via email to (A—ni I Nt NtRCI,nmtiaiice a p:I.eov
ORsubmittedtothefollowingaddressona single USB dtiveifvia mail:
Office ofMedicalMarijuana-Request Form
Depa ilmen to ff1 ealth
Room 628 Healthand Welfare Building
625 ForsterStreet
Hathsburg,PA 17120
Please ensure theapplication is properly sinned and daied. A siguature may bc scannedandprovidcd elecuonically
in a PDF file.
Fees

Pursuant to 28 Pa. Code § I 14128,thelollowing feemustbesubtnittedin the fonoolceniliedcheekormoney
ordermade out to Connnonwilthof Pennsylvania’,enclosedin an envelope within Iheapplicationpackage.
RequestforApproval: Facility AltentionFee: S250
Documentation

Please subtnU the following:
• A brief explanation of why this a Iteration is beingrequested.
• Updaiedinfonnation,providedforthefollowingscctions.that differs fromthc originalapplication filed
with the Department (unless othenvise noted):

C

C

Section 1: ApplicationName,
Address andContact
Information
Section 2: Facility
Information

Indicatethe existing facility location nuthorizedby thepenoit (the location
originally approved forthis permit, NOT the new facility location).

Section 8, Part D:
OperationalTimemble

Attacha timelinedefiningthestepsand durationofthealteration from
commencementto completion. Please indicutethe steps that will be taken for

Provide anychanges lothe applicant’s name, address and contact infomution
since the initialapplicadon fora permil was filed with the Department.

Pennsylvania Department of Health
Office of Medical Marijuana
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Alteration of a Facility
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Section lO,Part D: Security
and Surveillance

Section 16, Part D’:
Sanitation andSafetyOk
Section 20, Pan D2:
Sanitation and Safety
AttachmentD: Siteand
Facility Plan

the new location to become operational within 6-months from the date the
proposedalterationsareapprovedby theDepattment
Attacha statementouthningthesecurityand surveillancemerhodsand
procedures that wilibe implemented followingthe proposed alterations. Please
indicate howtheydiffer from the current security andsuneillance methods.
Attacha statementofthe intendedsanitationandsa fetymeasures that willbe
implemented fortheproposedalterations.

Attachboth thecurent andproposed Site and Facility Plans, illustratinghow
the proposedplandilfers from the current plan. Theproposedplan should
incLude thespeciftc proposedchangesand anydocumcnthtionprovidedby the
c
local municipality showing the flicility complies with loca Izoning
requirements and canopemle at Iheproposed location as a grower/processoror
a dispensaty.
Supplementalinformation A Attachboth thecunentandproposed Security Overlay. Illustrate the specific
C
Security Overlay
pmposedchanges. includingchanges to anycamera pbcementson the
proposed Security Overlay.
Supplemernallnfommtion B: Attacha description ofchanges to any SOPsprompied bytheproposed
Q
SOPs
alteration.
Additionaldocumentationassociated with this alteration maybe requested.
Additional Attestation
lherebyafftrm that allothersectionsoftheinitialapplicationsrernainunchangedandwillapplytotheproposed
location.
Permit lflNumber:

Stsnia tore

Date

Name

Role in MMO

For Grower/Processors only.
For Dispensaries only.
Pennsylvania Department of Health
Office of Medical Marijuana
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Office of Medical Marijuana
Request for Approval: Change of Facility Location
28 Pa. Code § 1141.40
Pursuant 10 regulation 1141.40, a medical marijuana organization may requesl a chance in location of a facililv. A
request for a change in facility location must be accompanied by a completed ‘Request for Approval: Closure of a
Facility’. The medical marijuana organization musl submit a separate request for each facility that it proposes to
move under its permit.
To request approval for a change in location of a facility please submit I) this fonn, 2) the required fee 3) a Request
Form Cover Page, and 4) all additional documentation as listed below. A request will be deemed incomplete, and
not considered, until all required documentation and fees has been submitted.
Fees
Pursuant to 28 Pa. Code § 114128, the following fee must be submitted in the form of certified check or money
order tnadc uui to ‘Commonwealth of Pennsylvania”. enclosed in an envelope withtn the application package.
Request for Approval: Change of Facility Location Fee: S250
Submitting your Request
All documents must be saved as a PDF file with the following file naming format: [name on pennit]_[name of
document]. Files should be submitted in a singular correspondence ifvia email to RA-DliMMRConmhanceriipa.eov
OR submitted 10 the following address on a single USB drive if via mail:
Office of Medical Marijuana Request Form
Department of Health
Room 628 Health and Welfare Building
625 Forster Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120
-

Please ensure the application is properly signed and dated. A signature may be scanned and provided electronically
in a PDF file.
Facility Information
Existimz Facility Information
Type of Facility (choose one):
Name of Existing Facility:

Dispensary

Grower/processor

Street Address:
City:

Zip Code:

Municipality:

Counly:

Proposed Facility Information
Type of Facility (choose one):
Name of Existing Facility:
Street Address:
City:
Municipality:

U Grower/processor

U Dispensary

I
I

Zip Code:
County:

Documentation
Please submit the following:
•
A completed “Request for a Closure of a Facility.
•
A statement, with supporting documentation, outlining the reasons the medical marijuana organization is
proposing a change in location. If the change of location is based on a waiver granted by the Department,
Pennsylvania Dcpani,ieni of Hcattli
Office ofMcdical Marijuana
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please attach the letter sent to the Department requesting the waiver and the response letter from
Department.
Updated information for the following sections included in the initial permit application:
Section I: Application Name,
Address and Contact
Information
Section 2: Facility
Information

U

Section 4, Part C: Principals,
Financial Backers, Operators
and Employees
Section Pan D:
Operational Timetable

U

,

U
.

U

o

Section 10. Part D: Security
and Surveillance
Section 16, Pan Dt:
Sanitation and Safety OR
Section 20, Pan D2:
_Sanitation and_Safety
Section 23 Pan Ft:
Community Impact OR
Section 28, Part F:
Community Itnpact
Attachment C: Property Title.
Lease or Option to Acquire
Property Location
Attachment 0: Site and
Facility Plan

Provide any changes to the applicants name, address and contact information
since the initial application for a permit ‘vas filed with the Department.
Indicate the existing facility location authorized by the permit and provide a
description of the proposed location including public access to the location
(dispensaries_only).
Attach a list of any principals, financial backers, operators, and employees that
have been added to medical marijuana organization since the issuance of the
permit by the Department.
Attach a timetable for the proposed location indicating the steps thai will be
taken for the proposed locution to become operational within 6-months from
(he date the proposed location is •tpproved by the Department.
Attach a statement outlining the security and surveillance methods and
procedures that will be implemented at the proposed location.
Attach a statement of the intended sanitatinn and safety measures that will be
implemented at the proposed location.

Attach a statement describing the positive impact the proposed location will
have on the community and patients.

Attach copies of any documentation for the proposed location showing an
ownership interest in the proposed location.
Based on the instructions, attach copies of the site plati for the proposed
location. Include any documentation provided by the local municipality
showing the facility complies with local zoning requirements and can operate
at the prnposed location as a grower/processor or dispensaty.

Additional Attestation
I liereb affirm that all other sections of the initial applications remain unchanged and will apply to the proposed
location.
Permit Number:

Signature

Date

Name

Role in MMO

2

For Internal Use Only
Request ID ft______________________
Date Submitted_____________________
Intake Initials_____________________________

For Grower/Processors only.
For Dispensaries only.

Pennsylvania Depanincnt of Hcatth
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Office of Medical Marijuana
Request for Approval: Closure of a Facility
28 Pa. Code § 1141.43
Pursuant to regulation § 1141.43, a medical marijuana organization shall notify the Department in writing
immediately, but in no event less than 60 days prior to the projected dale of closure, upon making a determination
that it intends to close a facility.
A request for approval let closure of a facliIy may be submitted independently or in conjunction with a “Request
for Approval: Change of Facility Location,” if the closing facility will be re-opened elsewhere.
To request approval for the closure of a Ihcility please submit I) this form, 2) a Request Form Cover Page, and 3) all
additional documentalion lisied below. A request will be deemed incomplete, and not considered, until all required
doeumeniation has been submitted.
Submitting your Request
All documents must be saved as a PDF file with the following file naming format: [name on permit] name of
document]. Files should be subtiiitted in a singular correspondence via email to RA—DllNlMRComphancepa.eov.
Please ensure the application is properly signed and dated. A signature may be scanned and provided electronically
in a PUF file.
Documentation
Atiach a wrilten plan for closing the facility that includes the following information:
•
The process he medical marijuana organization will use, prior to closing, to notify any person that is
provided medical marijuana or medical marijuana sen’ices.
•
The process thc medical marijuana organization will use to dispose of seeds, immature medical marijuana
plants. medical marijuana plants. medical marijuana, medical marijuana products or other plant matter that
will still be in the facility at the time of the projected closure in accordance with
1151.40 (relating to
management and disposal of medical marijuana waste).
•
The process the medical marijuana organization will use to dispose of equipment or medical devices or
insimments used by the medical marijuana organization in its operations at the facility.
Affirmations
Affirm each of the following statemenis by checking the corresponding box and signing the attestation below:
C As of the date on this form, the medical marijuana organization will no longer accept or purchase seeds,
immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana, other plant matter, medical
marijuana products, equipment, or medical devices or instruments.

C The medical marijuana organization agrees not remove or destroy any seeds, immature medical marijuana
plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana, other plant matter, medical marijuana products,
equipment, or medical devices or instruments until the Department has approved its plan for closure.
C The medical marijuana organization agrees not lo remove or destroy any seeds, immature medical marijuana
plants. medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana, other plant matter, medical marijuana products.
equipment. or medical devices or instruments uniil the Department has approved us plan for closure.
C The medical marijuana organization understands thai the Department may enter the site and facility’ and inspect
the medical marijuana organization’s velucles to approve the medical marijuana organization’s closure plan.
C

lithe Departmenl approves the medical marijuana organization’s plan to close the facility, the medical
marijuana organization shall surrender its permit to the Department on or before the date for closure provided in
the plan.

Pennsylvania Department of Health
ornee of Medical Marijuana
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I acknowledge that a false statement made by me in this document, or any accompanying documents, is punishable
under the applicable provisions of 18 Pa. CS. Ch. 49 (relating to falsification and intimidation).

Permit

ID

Number:

Signature

Date

Name

Role in MMO

For Internal Use Only
Requesl

ID

#________________________

Date Submitted____________________
Intake Initials______________________
Pennsylvania Department of Health
Office orMedical Marijuana
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CDL-1
FACE SHEET
FOR FILING DOCUMENTS
WITH THE LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE BUREAU

RECEIVED
SEP 19 2022

(Pursuant to Commonwealth Documents Law)

Iliclepenclen i I{egnlaiory

Rcvjcy Coninjjss ion

DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE
Cooy below is here by certfted to be a trte and correct copy
copy below is hereby approved as to form
prescnbed
or
promulga:ed
of a docunent issued.
by:
and legality. EaeajNe or lndepe”.dent Agenc:es,

Copy below is hereby approved as to
form and legality. Altorr.ey General

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
(AC ENCY I
BY:$/

BY,

(DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL)

DOCUMENTIFISCAL NOTE NO.

10-219

DATE OF ADOPTION:

DATE OF APPROVAL

-

I

-‘f

9/16/2022

.1’’)

DATE OF APPROVAL

BY

C

(Deputy General Counsel)
(Chief Counsel, Independent Agency)
(Strike inapplicable title)

Check if applicable
Copy not approved, Objections
attached.

C

TITLE: Acting Secretary of Health
(EXECUTIVE OFFICER. CHAIRMAN OR SECRETARY)

NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMAKING
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
TITLE 28. HEALTH AND SAFETY
PARTS IX. and IXa. MEDICAL MARIJUANA

28 PA. CODE CHAPTERS 1131—1230; I 141a—1230a
MEDICAL MARIJUANA

Check ii applicable. No Attorney General
approval or objection within 30 days after
submission.

FINAL RULEMAKING
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
128 PA. CODE CHS. 1131—1230 AND 1141a—1230a

I

Medical Marijuana
lPa.B. I

II
The Department of Health (Department) promulgates these final regulations in 28 Pa. Code Part
IXa (relating to medical marijuana) by replacing the current temporary regulations at 28 Pa. Code
Part IX. The final regulations are set forth in Annex A.
Purpose oft/ic Riileinaki,ig
Under the authority of section 1107 of the Medical Marijuana Act (“MMA” or “the act”) (35 p.s.
10231.1107)
regarding temporary regulations, the Department promulgated temporary regulations
§
to facilitate the prompt implementation ofthe Medical Marijuana Act (act) (35 P.S. § 10231.101—
10231.2110) published at 46 Pa.B. 3254 (June 25, 2016); 46 Pa.B. 6829 (October 29, 2016); 46
Pa.B. 8036 (December 24, 2016); 47 Pa.B. 73 (January 7, 2017); 47 Pa.B. 74 (January 7, 2017); 47
PaR. 199 (January 14, 2017); 47 Pa.B. 217 (January 14, 2017); 47 PaR. 269 (January 14, 2017); 47
Pa.B. 3096 (June 3,2017); 47 Pa.B. 6938 (November 11,2017); and 48 PuB. 1508 (March 17,
2018). The content of the temporary regulations resulted from extensive surveying of stakeholder
groups and countless working meetings with the Legislature. Under section 1107 of the act, the
Departments authority to adopt temporary regulations was to expire May 12, 201%, 2 years after the
effective date of section 1107 of the act. Prior to the expiration of its authority to adopt temporary
regulations, the Department promulgated a second set of temporary regulations, with an expiration
date of May 12, 2020, published at48 PaR. 2767 (May 12, 2018); 48 Pa.B. 2793 (May 12, 2018);
48 Pa.B. 2801 (May 12, 2018); 48 PaR. 2806 (May 12, 2018); 48 Pa.B. 2810 (May 12, 2018); 48
Pa.B. 2814 (May 12, 2018); and 48 PuB. 2767 (May 12, 201%). Act 10 of 2020, section 1736-Al,
extended the expiration date of the temporary regulations to November 20, 2021.
On June 22, 2018, the General Assembly amended Chapter 20 of the act (35 P.S. §
10231.2000—10231.2004) and provided the Department with authority to issue new temporary
regulations to implement the revised Chapter 20. Under section 2004 of the act (35 P.S. §
1023 1.2004), the Department’s authority to issue Chapter 20 temporary regulations was to expire 2
years after initial publication of the amended Chapter 20 temporary regulations. The Department
rescinded the initial Chapter 20 temporary regulations on July 28, 2018, at 48 Pa. B. 4493 (July 28,
2018), and promulgated revised Chapter 20 temporary regulations at 48 Pa.B. 5072 (August 1%,
2018) and 48 Pa.B. 7778 (December 22, 2018). On June 30, 2021, Act 44 of2021 was enacted,
which further extended the Department’s authority to promulgate temporary regulations until May 31,
2022. 35 P.s. § 10231.1107(b). As a result, the Department published a notice extending the deadline
for expiration of the temporary medical marijuana regulations to January 15, 2024, by republishing
and readopting the temporary regulations at 52 Pa.B. 359 (January 15, 2022).
Section 301 of the act authorizes the Department to promulgate all regulations necessary to carry
out the act. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.301(b). Section 301 also directs the Department to: issue permits to

medical marijuana organizations to authorize them to grow, process or dispense medical marijuana
and ensure their compliance with the act; register practitioners and ensure their compliance with the
act; have regulatory and enforcement authority over the growing, processing, sale and use of medical
marijuana; establish and maintain an electronic database to include activities and information relating
to medical marijuana organizations, patient certifications and identification cards issued, practitioner
registration and electronic tracking of all medical marijuana; monitoring all growth, transfer,
possession, processing, testing and dispensing of medical marijuana; maintain a directory of patients
and caregivers approved to use or assist in the administration of medical marijuana; develop a fourhour training course for physicians, pharmacists, certified registered nurse practitioners and physician
assistants regarding the latest scientific research on medical marijuana, including the risks and
benefits of medical marijuana; develop a two-hour course for the principals and employees of a
medical marijuana organization who either have dircct contact with patients or caregivers or who
physically handle medical marijuana; develop enforcement procedures, including announced and
unannounced inspections of facilities of the grower/processors and dispensaries and all records of the
medical marijuana organizations; establish a program to authorize the use of medical marijuana to
conduct medical research relating to the use of medical marijuana to treat serious medical conditions,
including the collection of data and the provision of research grants; establish and maintain public
outreach programs about the medical marijuana program; collaborate as necessary with other
Commonwealth agencies or contract with third parties as necessary to carry out the provisions of the
act; determine the minimum number and type of medical marijuana products to be produced by a
grower/processor and dispensed by a dispensary; develop recordkeeping requirements for all books,
papers, any electronic database or tracking system data and other information of a medical marijuana
organization; and restrict the advertising and marketing of medical marijuana.
This rulemaking transforms the current temporary regulations found in Part IX to permanent
regulations governing the medical marijuana program in a new Part IXa. These regulations further
the purpose of the act by providing access to medical marijuana for patients with serious medical
conditions; ensuring a safe and effective method of distribution; and promoting high-quality research
into the efficacy of medical marijuana. As a prefatory note, the current temporary regulations include
Chapter 1131 (relating to safe harbor letter—temporary regulations). Chapter 1131 has expired, and
the chapter is reserved.
The Department has received comments throughout the public comment period and prior to
submission of this final-form rulemaking. Further, the Department has continued to meet with
stakeholders to hear their concerns. The Department has responded to these comments in this
preamble. The comments and responses are included section-by-section. In its comments on the
proposed regulation, IRRC requested more explanation, basis, and rationale for each section because
the temporary regulation upon which this rulemaking was based was not subject to the
Commonwealth Documents Law, the Regulatory Review Act, and the Commonwealth Attorneys
Act. In response, the Department has included the explanation, basis, and rationale for each section
below, and has also gone into more depth regarding the changes from temporary to proposed to final.
As an additional clarif’ing technique, the preamble will describe the changes from temporary to
proposed as though the changes are edits. While the Department recognizes that, technically
speaking, the temporary chapters will be reserved and the proposed chapters are new, the easiest way
to describe the differences between the temporary and proposed regulations are by describing them as
“edits,” “revisions” or “changes” from temporary to proposed.
In addition, IRRC requested the Department address whether the regulated community, in light of
the enactment of the Act ofJune 30, 2021, P.L. No.44 (Act 44 of2021), had a chance to review the
Act 44 provisions in this final-form rulemaking. Because the Act 44 provisions are self-executing,
and the Department is mirroring this language in the final-form rulemaking, additional public
comment would be impracticable and unnecessary. Further, the Department has continuously
7

engaged the regulated community since the enactment of Act 44 to address questions and clarify
implementation of certain sell-executing provisions where practical. lEditor’s Note: Please retain
all of the formatting in this preamble.1
B. Requirements

of (lie Regulation

Chapter 114k,. General Provisions
This chapter in the final-form rulemaking contains general provisions that apply to all permittees
such as: definitions; public and confidential records; permitting regions; requirements and fees for
permit applications, including renewal applications; changes in ownership and facility location;
alteration of facilities; facility and training requirements; and penalties and sanctions for
noncompliance. The provisions of this chapter are promulgated in accordance with chapter 1
(preliminary provisions), chapter 3 (program), chapter 6 (medical marijuana organizations) and
chapter 13 (offenses related to medical marijuana) of the act. This chapter is substantially similar to
the temporary Chapter 1141 (relating to general provisions—temporary regulations). Differences
between the temporary regulations, the proposed, and this final-form rulemaking are discussed more
fully as follows.
S’

I 141a.21. Definitions

This section in the final-form rulemaking includes all terms that were contained in the temporary §
1141.21, as well as additional terms. This section also consolidates all definitions for Part IXa into
this section instead of defining the terms separately in each chapter as was done with the temporary
regulations. Because of the request for clarity, and to make it easier for the regulated community to
understand the changes that were made, special formatting is used here. The terms that were
included in the temporary § 1141.21 are in regular font; the terms that were included in the temporary
regulation in other sections are underlined; the terms that were included for the first time on proposed
are underlined and bolded; and the terms that were included for the first time on final-form are
CAPITALIZED and bolded. No changes were made on final-form to definitions included for the
first time on proposed.
This final-form rulemaking includes the definitions for ACRC—Academic Clinical Research
Center, Accreditation body, Accredited medical school, Acute care hospital, Act, Added substance,
Adult patient, Adverse event, Adverse loss, Advertising, Applicant, Approved laborato, CAS
number, CBC CBD CBDA, CBDV, CBG, CBN. Cannabinoids, Caregiver, Certificate of
accreditation, Certificate of analysis, Certified medical use, Certified registered nurse practitioner,
Chain of custody, Change in control, Change in ownership, Clinical registrant, Continuing care,
Controlled substance, Controlling interest, D8, DE-IDENTIFIED DATA, Department, Device,
Disadvantaged business, Dispensary, Dispense, Diverse group, Diverse participants, Diversity plan,
Electronic tracking system, Employee, Excipients, Facility, Family or household member, Financial
backer, Financial institution, Form of medical marijuana, Fund, Grower/processor, Harvest batch,
Harvest lot, HARVESTED HEMP, Health care medical marijuana organization, Hydroponic
nutrient solution, IRB—Institutional review board, Identification card, Immature medical marijuana
plant, Immediate family, Industrial hemp, Initial permit application, Institution of hiuher education,
Laboratory, Legal guardian, Limited access area, Marijuana, Medical Board, Medical marijuana,
Medical mariiuana cardholder, Medical marijuana container, Medical marijuana extract, Medical
marijuana organization, Medical mariiuana patient authorization letter, Medical marijuana plant,
Medical marijuana product, Medical Marijuana Program, MEDICAL MARIJUANA UNIT
Medical marijuana waste, Medical professional, Minor patient, Minority-owned business, Municipal
waste, Municipality, Nebulization, Nutrient, Nutrient practice, Office, Operational, Operator, Parent,
Patient, Patient and caregiver regist, Patient certification, Patient consultation, Permit, Permittee,
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Person, Pharmacist, Physician, Physician assistant, POSTHARVEST PLANT MATERIAL,
Practitioner, Practitioner re2istry, Prescription Dru Monitoring Program, Principal, Process lot,
Proccssing, Professional disciplinary action, Publicly traded company, RAC—Rcsearch approval
committee. Research, Research contract, RESEARCH INITIATIVE, Research prouram, Research
nroiect or study. Research protocol, Sample, Security, Serious medical condition, Service-disabled,
Service-disabled veteran-owned small business. Site. SPECIES,.Spent hydroponic nutrient solution,
SYNCHRONOUS INTERACTION. THC. THCA, THCV, Tenninal illness, Terpenes, Test
sample. Third-party certifying organization. Transport vehicle, Unit, Vaporization, Veteran. Veteranowned small business, Women-owned business.
Terms that were defined in the temporary regulations at 28 Pa. Code § 1171.21, 1211.21, and
1230.22, and not carried over to the proposed or final-form rulemaking are: Approved Clinical
Registrant, Certified ACRC, Clerk. Laboratory Applicant. Immediate family as defined in the
temporary regulation at 28 Pa. Code § 1141.21 was deleted from proposed to final-form.
The definition of “ACRC” was revised on proposed to mirror the definition of”Academic Clinical
Research Center’ in the act. The definition of “applicant’ was revised on proposed to include persons
who apply to become an approved laboratory’, an ACRC, or a clinical registrant and to move
subsections (ii) and (iii) from subsection (C) to subsection (B), as initial placement in subsection (C)
was in error.
One commentator sought revision to the term “added substances” under this section to expressly
exclude hemp-derived terpenes. Act 44 of 2021 expressly pennits a grower/processor to add hemp or
hemp-derived additives if the hemp is obtained from a person holding a permit issued by the
Department of Agriculture to grow or cultivate hemp under the 3 Pa.C.S. Ch. 15 (relating to
controlled plants and noxious weeds). 35 P.S. § 1023 1.702(a)(4). Because statute now includes
hemp-derived additives, including hemp-derived terpenes, the Department takes no action on this
comment.
Another commentator requested that the definition of “added substance” clarify those substances
that are safe for inhalation versus those that are safe for consumption. Before approving a product
containing added substances, the Department references a multitude of sources, including those
outlined in 115 la.27(fl, in evaluating appropriateness of each added substance and considers the
intended route of administration. Accordingly, the Department will take no action in response to this
comment.
The Department received multiple comments regarding the definition of ‘adverse event.” seeking
to strike the inclusion of “mental harm” as overly broad. After consideration, the Department retains
the proposed definition of adverse event in this final-form rulemaking. In promulgating the act, the
General Assembly expressly and repeatedly prioritized patient safety. See 35 P.S. § 1023 1.102(2)
(“The Commonwealth is committed to patient safety.”); 10231.1 02(3)(ii) (“It is the intent of the
Provide a safe and effective method of delivery’ of medical marijuana to
General Assembly to:
patients.”): 10231.1 l05(b)(3) (authorizing the Board to make recommendations for amendments to
the act “for reasons of patient safety”): and 10231 .2000(b)( I )-(2) (declaring dedication to patient
safety as pail of medical marijuana research program). Considering the General Assembly’s clear
intent with respect to patient safety, and in recognition of the medical nature of this program, the
Department believes that documentation and investigation of any adverse event is necessary to ensure
the safety of patients.
.

.

.

On proposed, due to revising the definition of”applieant,” the definitions of”approved clinical
registrant” and “certified ACRC” were removed as unnecessary. To correspond to these changes, the
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definitions of “IRB, “RAC, “and Research contract were revised on proposed to remove the
reference to “certified” ACRC.
“

The definition of “CBD” was revised on proposed to add the substances Chemical Abstracts
Service (CAS) number to conform to scientific standards of substance identification.
The definition of”caregiver” is revised on final-form to reflect statutory changes made by the Act
44 of 2021,
The Department received a comment requesting to retract the Department’s definition of
Certificate of Accreditation (COA), believing that the addition of this defined term limits the
opportunities for grower/processors to conduct testing for the purposes of research and development.
In response, while the COA is designed to apply to tests conducted as required under the act, the
regulations will allow for additional testing. See Chapter 17. As a result, the Department declined to
make changes to the definition of certificate of accreditation.
In response to a public comment stating that the “certificate of analysis” should provide a broader
range of testing, results, and times, the definition of”certificate of analysis” is revised on final-form
to include a sample taken for stability testing. and the definition of”chain of custody” is revised on
final-form to clarify that it is not only the written procedures used to collect and move samples, but
also the real-time documentation of actions taken from collection to test completion. One
commentator requested an example of what the Department’s expectations are with the addition of
“and the real-time documentation of actions taken” to the definition of “chain of custody.” Atier
consideration, the Department takes no action in response to this comment as the definition as a
whole illustrates the need to document in real time each action taken to fulfill the written procedures
used to record the possession and transfer of samples and test samples.
The definition of”clinical registrant” was revised on proposed to add subsection (iii) as the
unnecessary definition of “approved clinical registrant” was removed on proposed. Per comment
from IRRC regarding use of the defined term within the definition, the phrase “as a clinical
registrant” is removed on final—form from the definition of “clinical registrant” in subsection (iii).
The Department received comments seeking to revise the definition of “continuing care” to
remove the requirement that the practitioner conduct an in-person consultation with the patient.
IRRC also raised the question of whether temporary measures implemented during the COVID-19
response could be made permanent in these regulations. All of the temporary measures implemented
during the COVID- 19 response were made permanent by Act 44 of 2021, removal of the “in-person”
patient consultation. The definition of”eontinuing care” had been revised on proposed to reflect the
definition in the act by adding “including an in—person consultation with the patient.” However, “in—
person” is removed on final-form from the definition, pursuant to statutory change made in Act 44 of
2021.35 P.S. § 10231.103.
The definition of “controlling interest” was changed on proposed to mirror the definition in the act
by changing “company” to “entity” in subsection (i).
The definition of “dc-identified data” was added on final-form in response to comments from
IRRC and other commentators seeking clarification on 1 141a.22(O.
One commentator requested that the Department revise the definition of “device” to include that
devices may be purchased at a dispensary or another source, to eliminate confrision as to what
devices are permitted for use in Pennsylvania’s medical marijuana program. Adopting this proposal is
not necessary because the definition of “device” is currently not limited to devices purchased from a
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permitted dispensary and the Department does not prohibit patients from purchasing devices from
sources other than dispensaries. 1-lowever, devices sold by dispensaries have been evaluated by the
Department and approved, under § 1161.27(c), as safe and suitable for use.
One commentator, though not referencing a specific provision, sought to amend the definition of
diverse participant” to remove women, citing that women are equal to men. After consideration, the
Department takes no action in response to this comment as the act requires diversity goals and
defines “diverse group” as including women-owned businesses. 35 P.S. § 10213.615.
One commentator sought to amend the definition of”electronic tracking system’ to allow
permittees to utilize the electronic tracking system of their choosing, as opposed to the electronic
tracking system prescribed by the Department. The Department, however, is unable to adopt the
requested revision, as the requirement to establish a singular electronic tracking system is enshrined
in the act. See 35 P.S. § 10231.30l(a)(4).
Several commentators expressed concern about the Department using one electronic tracking
system exclusively, with many commentators suggesting the Department should allow third-party
APT to connect with the required electronic tracking system. Because Act 44 of 2021 added an
application-programming interface ofa medical marijuana organization’s enterprise resource
planning. inventory, accounting and point-of-sale software with the Departments electronic tracking
system, these comments have been addressed. 35 P.S. § 10231.701 (c. I).
The definition of “harvested hemp” is added on final-form due to Act 44 of 2021 amending
section 702 of the act to allow grower/processors to obtain harvested hemp from hemp growers or
cultivators holding a permit issued by the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture.
The definition of “immediate family” is removed on final-form as unnecessary.
The definition of”laboratoty applicant” was removed on proposed because the definition of
applicant” was revised to include persons who apply to become an approved laboratory.
The definition of”madjuana” was revised on proposed to exclude synthetic marijuana.
Additionally, in response to multiple commentors requesting the inclusion of hemp-derived CBD
products. and per Act 44 of 2021, the definition of”marijuana” is amended on final-form to remove
the industrial hemp exclusion in subsection (ii), and the now’ unnecessary definition of ‘industrial
hemp is removed. Per Act 44 of 2021, grower/processor pennittees may now obtain harvested
hemp from a person holding a permit issued by the Department of Agriculture to grow or cultivate
hemp under 3 Pa.C.S. Ch. 15 (relating to controlled plants and noxious weeds). 35 P.S. §
10231 .702(a)(4).
The Department received multiple comments (with some referencing this provision, and others
commenting generally) seeking to add “edibles” and to exprcssly allow for chewable pills to the
definition of medical marijuana, expanding on the acceptable forms of medical marijuana as defined
in this section. The Department is unable to adopt such revisions, as permissible forms of medical
marijuana are prescribed by the act. See 35 P.S. § l0231.303(b)(2). Patients, however, retain the
right to incorporate medical marijuana into edible form for their own consumption. 14. at §
10231.304(c). Additionally, Act 44 of 2021 gave the Board, with the Secretary’s concurrence,
authority to change the forms of medical marijuana permitted under the act. 35 P.S. § 10231.1201.
The definition of”medical marijuana organization” was revised on proposed to remove the
exclusion of a clinical registrant, to comport with section 2002(b)(5) of the act, 35 P.S. § 2002(b)(5).
One commentator sought to exclude clinical registrants from the definition of “medical marijuana
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organization, reasoning that its inclusion is inappropriate, as a clinical registrant needs to be
separated from the commercial market and sectored off solely for research markets. The Department,
however, is unable to adopt the requested change. The definition mirrors the act. 35 P.S. §
1023 l.2002(b)(5). As the requested revision requires legislative change, the Department takes no
action in response to this request.
One commentator sought an addition to this provision to define medical marijuana trim to allow
for the transportation of medical marijuana trim between grower/processors. The commentator
articulated the benefits that trim’s inclusion would provide by increasing patient access to products,
as other grower/processors could process the trim into medical marijuana products. Act 44 of 2021
expressly permits a grower/processor to obtain and transport bulk posthan’est medical marijuana
plant material from another Commonwealth grower/processor to process medical marijuana. 35 P.S.
§ 1023 l.702(a)(2.l). Additionally, the Department’s final-form rulemaking conforms with this new
provision in the act. Accordingly, the Department takes no action in response to this comment.
In response to public comment seeking to define a 30-day supply of medical marijuana, a
definition for “medical marijuana unit” is added on final-form, which corresponds to the 90-day
supply set at 192 medical marijuana units in § 1 161a.24(b). A 90-day supply, rather than a 30-day
supply, is used pursuant to statutory change implemented in Act 44 of 2021.
In response to public comments, reiterated by IRRC, the definition of “medical marijuana waste”
is revised on final-form to address a specific scenario that resulted in financial loss to the
grower/processor. 1-listorically, products erroneously delivered to the wrong dispensary delivered
were required to be returned to the grower/processor and destroyed since products returned to
grower/processor are included in the definition of medical marijuana waste. This revision creates a
limited exclusion from the definition for certain returned products.
One commentator sought revision of the definition of”medical marijuana waste” to remove
medical marijuana roots from the definition. This commentator stated that destroying the roots
requires extensive efforts, and those efforts provide little benefit when compared to the low
utilization for improper purposes. The commentator, providing citations to other states not including
medical marijuana roots in the definition of medical marijuana waste, suggested that application of
Department-approved organic chemicals would render the roots incapable of growth in a more
efficient manner than the methods currently required by the regulations. After consideration, the
Department will take no action in response to this request. There are a multitude of products
designed to shred medical marijuana waste, including roots. Given these options, grower/processors
can ably destroy medical marijuana waste as currently required.
The definition of”municipality” was revised on proposed to add “county” and “or any similar
general-purpose unit of government which shall hereafter be created by the General Assembly.”
The definition of”patient consultation” is revised on final-form to reflect changes made, by Act 44
of2021, to the definition of”continuing care” in section 103 of the act, removing the requirement of
“in-person” consultations and allowing for telemedicine. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.103. The definition of
“permit” was revised on proposed by changing “applicant” to “medical marijuana organization” to
reflect the definition of”permit” in the act.
Per request for revision from IRRC, the Department replaces “and” with “or” in the definitions of
“physician” and “physician assistant,” in this final-form rulemaking.
The definition of”postharvest plant material” is added on final-form to mirror the definition added
to section 702 of the act by Act 44 of 2021. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.702(a)(2.l).
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The definition of research initiative’ is added on final-font to mirror the definition added to
section 103 ofthe act by Act 44 of2021. 35 P.S. § 10231.103.
IRRC questioned whether the references to a “research program” or “study” within the definition
of “research protocol” should be revised to instead reference the defined term “research project” or
“study?” The distinctions bctwcen the tents “research project” or “study” and “research program”
are intentional and should not be revised. Section 2003 of the act, which does not become effective
until marijuana is rescheduled at the federal level, pertains only to a “research project” or a “research
study.” In order to advance other medical marijuana research, the Department added the definition of
“research program,” consistent with the language used in sections 2000 and 2002 of the act.
However, to add clarity, the definition of “research protocol” is revised to include research projects.
The definition of”serious medical condition” was revised on proposed. Act 44 of 2021 amended
the statutory definition of”serious medical condition” to include “other conditions that are
recommended by the Advisory Board and approved by the Secretary under section 1202” and gave
this amendment retroactive effect to May 18, 2016, codifying conditions added by the Board between
the act’s commencement and Act 44 of 2021’s passage. The Medical Marijuana Advisory Board
(Board) is charged with issuing a final report making various recommendations. See 35 P.S. §
10231.1201 (j)(5)(ii). The Board issued its final report and, in accordance with section 1201 (j)(6) of
the act, adopted the report at a public meeting on April 9, 2018. The Board’s final report
recommended that a process be established for a subcommittee of the Board to review and approve
additional serious medical conditions on a continuous basis; the Secretary approved this
recommendation at48 Pa.B. 2898 (May 12, 2018). Consequently, the definition of “serious medical
condition” was removed on final-font as serious medical conditions will be included as a list in
Appendix A to allow timely updates to newly approved conditions. The Department will
periodically, no less than annually if additional serious medical conditions have been recommended
by the Board and approved by the Secretary, publish a notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin updating
Appendix A to reflect all approved serious medical conditions and post the updated list on the
Department’s public website.
IRRC commented that the process for amending the definition of “serious medical condition”
should be included in the final-font regulations, with an opportunity for public notice and comment.
The process is now statutorily defined and notice of updates to Appendix A will be periodically, no
less than annually if additional serious medical conditions have been recommended by the Board and
approved by the Secretary, published by the Department. The Department additionally notes that the
Advisory Board meetings arc public meetings subject to 65 Pa.C.S. § 701-716, P.L. 729, No.93 (the
Sunshine Act) and that the public may submit written comments to the Advisory Board for review.
See 35 P.S. § 10231.1201 W(3). Implementation of this comment is unnecessary.
The Department received a comment regarding the addition of “anxiety” and “Tourette’s
Syndrome” to the definition of “serious medical condition.” The commentator sought clarity as to
whether these additions were proper. As described above, these revisions are proper and follow from
Act 44 of 2021 and from section 1201 of the act.
One commentator, commenting generally, wished to add “insomnia” as a serious medical
condition. The Department is unable to add a new serious medical condition without a final report
issued by the Board authorizing such a condition, and, therefore, cannot take action in response to
this comment. However, Act 44 of 2021 provides the Board, with the Secretary’s concurrence, the
authority to approve additional serious medical conditions. 35 P.S. § 10231.1201.
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One commentator, though not referencing a specific provision, objected to the Departments
inclusion of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), autism, opioid use disorder, and anxiety as
serious medical conditions for which individuals can be certified for medical marijuana use and
sought their removal. In response, PTSD and autism arc included in thc act, and so the removal of
those conditions would require legislative change. In addition, opioid use disorder and anxiety were
properly added as serious medical conditions using the approval method explained above and as
adopted by Act 44 of 2021. Accordingly, the Department takes no action in response to this
comment.
Another commentator lamented what they believed to be overlapping or vague serious medical
conditions and requested the addition of other conditions to clarit’ this ambiguity. The Department,
however, is unable to adopt the requested revisions. Additions to the serious medical conditions
would have to be done through one of two means: (I) legislative change; or (2) recommendation of
the medial marijuana advisory board, with concurrence of the Secretary. as explained above. As the
Department cannot compel action in either case, the Department takes no action in response to this
comment.
The Department adds a definition of “species” on final-form in response to public comments.
Several public commentors, including IRRC. questioned the need for “species” on the product label
and suggested that, if it is required, a definition should be provided. While the act requires medical
marijuana products to identify the species. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.303(b)(8), the act does not define the
tenm The Department recognizes that the names and number of marijuana species is a topic of
debate. However, patient feedback reveals that consumers are interested in knowing whether the
product consists of cannabis sativa. cannabis indica, or both. Accordingly, “species” will be defined
as “cannabis sativa. cannabis indica or a hybrid of the two.”
A definition for “synchronous interaction” is added, mirroring the definition added in Act 44 of
2021. 35 P.S. § 10231.103. The detinition of”THC” is revised to clarif’ that the term refers to
“Delta-9” tetrahydrocannabinol.
Some commentators sought to revise the definition of”THC” to exclude all variations other than
deltaS tetrahydrocannabinol. No change is necessary in response, as the definition of THC is
currently limited to deha-9 tetrahydrocannabinol.

5’ 1 141a.22. Records subject to disclosure; confidentialiü
Consistent with section 302 of the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.302, this section addresses which records
are subject to disclosure and which records must remain confidential. This section substantially
transitions the temporary § fl4L22 (relating to records subject to disclosure; confidentiality) to a
permanent section § I l4la,22. Subsection (b) was revised on proposed and subsections (fl and (g)
were added on proposed, as detailed below. In addition, subsections (d) and (e) were modified in the
final-form rulemaking, as detailed below.
Subsection (a).
This subsection lists what records are public records subject to disclosure under the Right-toKnow Law (RTKL) (65 P.S. § 67.101—67.3 104). No changes were made to this subsection from
temporary to proposed to final-form.
Subsection ‘b,).
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This subsection lists what information is considered confidential and not subject to the RTKL.
Paragraph (II) of this subsection was revised from temporary to proposed to replace the phrase ‘The
names and any other information relating to.. with “Any information that would identi1’...” This
amendment was made to eliminate any ambiguity relating to the confidcntiality of individuals who
review permit applications to protect the identities of, and any other information pertaining to, those
individuals.
.“

The RTKL contemplates promulgation of regulations protecting thc confidential nature of certain
information. See Section 306 of the RTKL, which provides that ‘[n]othing in [the RTKL] shall
supersede or modify the public or nonpublic nature of a record or document established in
regulation.’ 65 P.S. § 67.306 (emphasis added). To score the permit applications, the Department
collaborated with a multitude of Commonwealth agencies. To dissuade applicants from attempting
to exert any improper influence—an unfortunate, but realistic, concern when introducing a new
billion-dollar industry—the Department protected the confidentiality of individuals who scored the
applications by promulgating the temporary regulation, and the Department has determined that such
protection remains necessary to carry out the provisions of the act.
No comments were received on this subsection and no changes were made from proposed to final
fbnm
Subsection (‘c,).
This subsection provides that applicants are responsible for marking confidential proprietary
information contained in their applications prior to submission. No changes were made to this
subsection from temporary to proposed to final-form.
Subsection (ci).
This subsection provides that an applicant’s failure to redact confidential proprietary information
contained in the application will result in the disclosure ofthat information if requested under the
RTKL. No changes were made from temporary to proposed. Per comment from IRRC regarding
ambiguity about the “version” of the initial permit application requiring redaction in this subsection,
the phrase “in its submitted permit application” is replaced in this final-form rulemaking with “in
accordance with § I 141a.29(a)(2)” in order to clarify when redactions are required.
Subsection (e).
This subsection, as proposed, matched the temporary subsection (e), except that it initially
proposed adding language to cIari’ that an applicant was responsible for defending only those
redactions it makes to protect its confidential proprietary or trade secret information and that
unsuccessful defense thereof may result in full disclosure of the application in unredacted form. This
subsection is revised in final form to reflect the holding of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in
McKelvev i’. DOH, 255 A.3d 385 (Pa. 2021) that the Department is obligated to make its own
determination as to whether records marked as confidential, proprietary or trade secret should be
released.
Subsection J).
This subsection was added on proposed and provides that the Department may release de
identified data for research purposes that are subject to approval and oversight by the Department and
an IRB. The nascent nature of the medical marijuana program requires not only constant review of
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the efficacy of the program for its current purposes, but also research into potential areas of
improvement. The addition of this new subsection serves to effectuate those goals.
The Department received a comment seeking explanation regarding subsection (fl of this
provision, allowing the Department to release dc-identified data for research purposes that are subject
to approval and oversight by the Department and an IRB. This commentator believes that this data is
not subject to disclosure, as it is not enumerated in section 302 of the act. 35 P.S. § 10231.302. In
response, section 302 prohibits the disclosure of individual identifying data, in addition to deeming
some records as public information. Id. This added provision permits the disclosure of de-identified
data/br research purposes. Section 302 of the act is silent as to the non-public disclosure ofde
identified data for research purposes. Moreover, in section 2000 of the act, the General Assembly
expressly stated its findings that patients deserve the benefit of quality research and that the
Commonwealth has an interest in creating a mechanism to allow Commonwealth medical schools
and hospitals to develop research programs and studies. 35 P.S. § 10231.2000(a). To facilitate this
research and achieve the greatest benefit offered by such research, it is crucial to disclose de
identified data (subject to multiple levels of oversight) to facilitate the highest quality research. As
section 302 of the act does not deem this data confidential, and considering the benefits to research
into medical marijuana, the Department will take no action in response to this comment.
Additionally, another commentator requested that the Department notify applicable perrnittces
when the Department releases dc-identified data in addition to informing the permittee what de
identified data was released. However, the Department will not be releasing any confidential
information ofa permittee. Rather, the data will pertain to a patient’s product usage.
IRRC additionally asked the Department to clarify how it will implement this provision, including
providing notice that the data of a grower/processor will be or has been disclosed. The newly-added
definition of “dc-identified data” explains the release process; and, as explained above, no
confidential data ofa grower/processor will be released.
No changes were made to this subsection from proposed to final-form.
Subsection (g).
This subsection was added on proposed and permits the Department to collaborate with other
Commonwealth agencies for purposes of investigating and enforcing violations of the act and
regulations. This is necessary because other agencies have regulatory authority outside of the act,
such as the Department of State in the licensing and professional conduct of practitioners, and
collaboration is required by the act. This addition is consistent with section 301 of the act. 35 P.S. §
10231.30! (a)( 11). No comments were received on this subsection, and no changes were made to this
subsection from proposed to final-form.
I 14]a. 23. Limitation on number ofpenn its
This section sets the limits on the amount of grower/processor and dispensary permits the
Department may issue and the limit of permits that may be received by one person consistent with
section 616 of the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.616.
The proposed section 1 141a.23 mirrored the temporary § 1141.23 (relating to limitation on
number of permits), except for changing ‘Notwithstanding” to “Except as provided in” as the
introduction to the section and revising incorrect citations in subsection (3).
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On final-form, in response to IRRC’s request to remove non-regulatory language in subsection
(2)(ii), the phrase “as approved by the Department” is replaced with “as approved in the initial permit
application or under § I 161a.40.” Subsection (3) is removed on final-form to comport with
elimination of this requirement in Act 44 of 2021.
One commentator, though not citing a specific regulatory provision, requested that the Department
ban vertical integration of pentittees within the medical marijuana program. This commentator cited
concerns related to costs and effects on small businesses. The Dcpartment, however, is unable to
take the requested action, as vertical integration is permitted by the act itself. See 35 P.S. §
1023 1.616(5).
‘

114 Ja.24. Medical marijuana regions

This section outlines the geographic areas contained in each of the six medical marijuana regions in
this Commonwealth, consistent with section 603(d) of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.603(d). Further, this
section provides factors the Department will consider when issuing a permit and allows the
Department to change the number or boundaries of the regions every 2 years, consistent with section
604 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.604. This section mirrors the temporary § 1141.24 (relating to
medical marijuana regions). No comments were received on this section, and no changes were made
to this section from temporary to proposed to final-font.
• 11 41a.25. General requirements/br pennits
This section outlines the general guidelines and prohibitions with respect to permits, consistent
with section 608 of the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.608. This section mirrors the temporary § 1141.25
(relating to general requirements for permits). No changes were made to this section from temporary
to proposed to final-font.
IRRC commented under this section but pertaining to a pathway for pre-operational facilities to
select a new location within the same region, despite the specific location identified in the permit
application. This comment is addressed below under § I l4la.40.1 (request to change location ofa
non-operational facility).
‘

]141a.26. Privilege and nontransferabihty

This section provides that the issuance or renewal of a permit is a revocable privilege, and that
permits arc nontransfcrable, consistent with section 603 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.603. This section
mirrors the temporary § 1141.26 (relating to privilege and nontransferability). No comments were
received on this section, and no changes were made to this section from temporary to proposed to
final-form.

c ii 41a.2 7.

General requirements for application

This section follows from section 606 of the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.606, and outlines the general
requirements for an application as further described below. Subsections (a), (c), and (d) were revised
on proposed, as detailed below. Changes to subsections (a) and (b) were made from proposed to
final-font.
Subsection (a).
This subsection lists the types of applications to be submitted to the Department. Subsections
(a)(3), (a)(4), and (a)(5) were revised on proposed by removing the phrase “as authorized by a
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permit.’ This phrase is unnecessary because the definitions of”medical marijuana organization” and
“facility” make clear that a permit has been issued. The temporary subsection (a)(4), which currently
provides for “[a]n application for approval of a change of location of a facility,” was revised on
proposed to add that an application to change location may be submitted only for an operational”
facility. This revision clarifies that the application is not intended to pertain to non-operational
facilities. A commentator requested that the Department remove “ofan operational facility” from
(a)(4), as to allow non-operational facilities to relocate. The Department has a process to allow
relocation of non-operational facilities tinder exceptional circumstances and that process is described
in newly added § ll4la.40.l. Finally, in response to a public comment requesting this section to
properly reflect that laboratories must submit a renewal application under § I 171a.25, subsection
(a)(7) is revised on final-forni to add “or renewal of’ a laboratory to capture the laboratory renewal
application that must be filed every two years. Beyond these revisions, this final subsection mirrors
the temporary subsection (a).
Subsection (h).

As proposed, this subsection mirrored the temporary subsection (b). This subsection provides that,
by submitting an application, an applicant consents to investigations to ensure the applicant’s ability
to meet the requirements under the act. On final-form, in response lo IRRC’s request to remove nonregulatory language, the phrase
the extent deemed appropriate by the Department” is removed
from this subsection.
“to

Subsection (ci.

This subsection lists the information that is required with the submission ofan application. If this
required information is not included, the application will be rejected as incomplete. As proposed, this
section mirrored the temporary subsection (c), except for changing the citation in subsection (c)( 1) to
refer to this new chapter and adding “for an initial permit or for a permit renewal” afier “application”
to clari& that this provision applies to medical marijuana permit applications. No comments were
received on this section and no changes were made to this section proposed to final-form.
Subsection (d).
This subsection provides that an incomplete application will be rejected. As proposed, this
subsection revised the language in the temporary subsection (d), which provided that “[a]n application
that is rejected by the Department as incomplete will be returned to the applicant without ftirther
consideration by the Department and the initial permit fee will be refUnded” At proposed stage, this
subsection removed the requirement on the Department to return an incomplete application, making
for a more efficient and cost-effective operation. Additionally, the language regarding refunding the
initial permit fee was relocated to final-form § I 141a.28(a)(2) and (b)(2). and “for an initial permit”
was added after “application” to elari’ that this provision applies only to initial permit applications.
No comments were received on this section and no changes were made to this section from proposed
to final-form.
1141a.28. Fees

This section tracks section 607 of the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.607. Subsections (a), (b), and (e) were
revised, as detailed below.
Subsection (a).
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This subsection provides the fee amounts for initial and renewal grower/processor permits, and to
whom initial permit fees will be refunded. The temporary subsection (a) provides that the fee for
these permits must be paid by ‘certified check or money order.” This subsection was revised on
proposed to expand the acceptable forms of payment to include cashier’s checks. This revision
provides applicants greater flexibility in their choice of payment. Subsection (a)(2) was also revised
to clarif’ that the permit lee will be refunded if the application is rejected, as well as if the permit is
not granted. No comments were received on this subsection and no additional revisions were made to
this subsection from proposed to final-font.
Subsection (b).
This subsection provides the fee amounts for initial and renewal dispensary permits, and to whom
initial permit fees will be refunded. The temporary subsection (b) provides that the fee for these
permits must be paid by “certified check or money order.” This subsection was revised on proposed
to expand the acceptable forms of payment to include cashier’s checks. This revision provides
applicants greater flexibility in their choice of payment. Subsection (b)(l) was also revised to match
the language in subsection (a)( 1) and subsection (b)(2) was revised to clarify that the permit fee will
be refunded if the application is rejected, as well as if the permit is not granted. No comments were
received on this subsection and no additional revisions were made to this subsection from proposed
to final-form.
Subsection (c).
This subsection provides that a medical marijuana organization shall pay a $250 fee for:
(I) “an application for approval ofa change in ownership;” (2) an application for approval ofa
change of location ofa facility; and (3) an application for approval of alteration ofa facility. The
subsection makes three changes to the temporary subsection. Subsection (c) was revised on proposed
to add “cashier’s check” as an acceptable font of payment, consistent with the revisions to
subsections (a) and (b). Additionally, the unnecessary phrase “authorized by permit” in temporary
subsections (a)(2) and (a)(3) was removed. Finally, subsection (c)(2) was revised to add the word
“operational” before “facility,” consistent with the revision to § 1141 a.27(a)(4) (relating to general
requirements for “facility,”) to clariI’ that the application and fee only applies to an operational
facility. No comments were received on this subsection and no additional revisions were made to
this subsection from proposed to final-form.
‘‘

§

]141a.29. Initial permit application
This section details permit application requirements, consistent with section 602 of the act, 35 P.S.
1023 1.602. Revisions to subsections (a) and (b) are detailed below.

Szihsectio,z (a).
This subsection provides that the Department will publish notice of initial application availability
in the Pennsylvania Bulletin; that the applicant may only use the application form prescribed by the
Department; that applicants are required to redact their applications; and that untimely submissions
will not be accepted. This subsection minors the temporary subsection (a), except that the citation in
subsection (a)(2) was changed on proposed to refer to this new chapter. No comments were received
on this subsection and no additional revisions were made to this subsection from proposed to finalform.
Subsection (b).
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This subsection requires certain information from an applicant in addition to that required by §
I 141a.27 (relating to general requirements for application).
Per comments from IRRC directing removal of non-regulatory language, the phrase “at a
minimum is removed in final-form from subsections (b)(3)(ii), (iii) and (b)( 12).
The citations in subscctions (b), (b)(6)(iii), (b)(9)(iv), (b)(l 2)(xii), and (b)( 13) were revised on
proposed to refer to this new chaptcr. Subsection (b)(6)(ii) is removed on final-form to comport with
elimination of this requirement in Act 44 of 2021. Also on final-form, subsections (b)(6)(iii) and (iv)
are renumbered due to the removal of subsection (ii) and are revised to effectuate statutory changes
made by Act 44 of 2021.
Fonrier subsection (b)(6)(iii), now subsection (b)(6)(ii), was revised on final-forni to effectuate the
statutory changes made by Act 44 of 2021 on the persons not required to receive a background check.
Former subsection (b)(6)(iv). now subsection (b)(6)(iii). was revised on proposed by adding
‘financial backer to the introducton’ phrase for consistency throughout the subsection.
Subsection (b)(6)(iv)(B) in the temporary’ regulations requires an affidavit from each principal or
operator of the applicant indicating whether the principal, operator. or financial backer has been
convicted of a criminal offense graded higher than a summary offense. This language had been
revised at the proposed stage to reflect that applicants must disclose if they had previously been
convicted of a criminal offense graded higher than a summary offense “in this Commonwealth or the
lowest-graded criminal offense in another State or country.” However, this subsection, now
subsection (b)(6)(iii)(B) in final form, is further revised to reflect changes made by Act 44 of 2021,
which now requires reporting of only felony drug convictions less than ten years old. 35 P.S. §
10231.614. Subsection (b)(6)(iv) also added subsections (C) and (D) on proposed. These
subsections were reworded and relocated from temporary’ subsections 1141 .29(bfl9)(vi) and (vii),
because those subsections ;vere more appropriately located in the section of the application requiring
disclosures via affidavit.
Temporary subsection (b)(9) outlines the types of evidence that would factor into the Department’s
determination of an applicant’s ability to establish and operate a facility. At the proposed stage,
subsection (v) was deleted as duplicative of background check requirements in subsection (b)(6).
Subsections (vi) and (vii) were reworded and moved to I 141a.29(b)(6)(iii) because they are more
appropriately located in the section of the application requiring disclosures via affidavit.
In response to IRRC’s request to remove the non-regulatory language. subsection (b)(12) was
revised on final-form to specifically detail other requirements to be included in the plan of operation
regarding packaging, additives, processing and extraction, and sanitation and safety.
Subsection (b)(l4Xi) was removed on final-form to comport with elimination of this requirement
in Act 44 of 2021. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.602(a)(7)U).
In response to TRRC’s request to remove the non-regulatory language, subsection (b)( 16) was
revised on final-form to list the specific requirement for inclusion of a diversity plan in an application
and a new subsection (b)(17) is added to require inclusion of a community impact statement in an
application.

Subsection (c,).
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This section provides that if the Department determines that an initial permit application is
complete but lacking information, the Department may, but is not obligated to, request the additional
information from the applicant. Once contacted, an applicant has 30 days to provide the additional
documentation. No comments were received on this subsection and no changes were made to this
subsection from temporary to proposed to final-font.
Subsection d,).
This section provides that the Department may, in its discretion, extend the deadline in slLbsection
(c) for up to an additional 15 days. No comments were received on this subsection and no changes
were made to this subsection from temporary to proposed to final-font.
Subsection

(e).

This section specifies the Department’s investigatory authority to inspect different facets of an
applicant’s proposed sitc and compliance with the act and regulations. in addition to potentially
interviewing individuals affiliated with the applicant’s facility. No comments were received on this
subsection and no changes were made to this subsection from temporary to proposed to final-font.
• I 141a.3O. Capital requirements
This section provides that a medical marijuana organization applicant must provide an affidavit,
confirming that the applicant has the necessary amount of funds on deposit with one or more
financial institutions, consistent with section 607 of the act. 35 P.S. 1023 1.607. No comments were
received on this subsection and no changes were made lo this subsection from temporary to proposed
to final-form.
114 Ia. 31. Background checks
This section details background check requirements, consistent with section 602 of the act, 35 P.S.
1023
1.602, and replaces the temporary § 1141.31 (relating to background checks). While this
§
section largely tracks the temporary § 1141.31, this section includes revisions to subsections (a) and
(c), as detailed below.
Subsection (a).
This subsection provides the way thc Dcpartmcnt will conduct criminal background cheeks on
applicants and their affiliates. This subsection was revised at proposed to change the citation to refer
to this new chapter. No comments were received on this subsection and no changes were made to this
subsection from proposed to final-font.
Subsection (b,).
This subsection provides that the Department will only use the criminal background check for the
limited purpose of determining character, fitness, and suitability to serve in the individual’s
designated capacity. No comments were received on this subsection and no changes were made to
this subsection from temporary to proposed to final-font.
Subsection (b. 1,).
This subsection is added on final-form to comport with new language from Act 44 of 2021. 35
P.S. § 10231 .602(a)(4). This subsection provides that after submitting proof to the Department that
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fingerprints have been obtained, an individual may begin employment at a medical marijuana
organization in a supervised capacity. If the Department does not approve the individual to affiliate
with the medical marijuana organization, the individual shall bc immediately terminated from the
medical marijuana organization.
Subsection (‘c).
This subsection, in tcmporary form, exempted from the background check requirement an owner
of a publicly traded company if the Department determined that the owner was not substantially
involved in the activities of the medical marijuana organization. This subsection was revised at
proposed stage to exempt from the background check requirement an owner of a publicly traded
company holds 5% or more of the company’s securities or the owner has voting rights to elect or
appoint one or more members of the board of directors or other governing board. In final-form, this
section is further revised, pursuant to Act 44 of 2021,35 P.S. § 1023 l.602(a)(4), to exempt owners of
securities in a publicly traded corporation or owners of 5% or less in privately held business entities
and who do not have voting rights to elect or appoint one or more members of the board of directors
or other governing board.
Some commentators, though not specifically referencing this regulatory provision, criticized the
processing time of affiliation of new employees, and sought the addition ofa provision to ensure that
affiliations be completed within a two-week period. The Department understands these
commentators’ frustration. Recent changes implemented by Act 44 of 2021 will streamline this
process. Act 44 enables the Department to receive background checks electronically from the FBI
and state police instead of by paper, which often took 6-12 weeks. 35 P.S. § 10231 .602(a)(4).
Additionally, Act 44 of 2021 permits an individual to begin employment at a medical marijuana
organization in a supervised capacity while awaiting background check results. 35 P.S. §
10231 .602(a)(4). Accordingly, the Department will not implement this comment.

Subsection (d,)
Subsection (d) details prohibitions on financial backers, principals, or employees from holding
positions with medical marijuana organizations. No changes were made to this subsection at
proposed stage. This subsection is revised on final-form to reflect changes made by Act 44 of 202 1,
limiting the prohibition to felony convictions relating to the manufacture, delivery, or possession
with intent to manufacture or deliver a controlled substance in violation of the Act of April 14, 1972
(P.L. 233, No. 64), known as the Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act, or similar
law in any otherjurisdiction, that are less than 10 years old.
IRRC questioned the reasonableness of a lifetime ban on individuals with certain criminal
histories. As indicated above, Act 44 of 2021 eliminated the lifetime ban and narrowed the
disqualidng convictions.
One commentator proposed to extend this subsection (d) to allow financial backers, principals, and
employees to begin work pending the results and processing of the background checks. The
Department incorporated the changes made by Act 44 of 2021 and provisional employment is now
permitted as reflected in final form subsection (b.1).
1141 a. 32. Diversity goals
This section outlines the Department’s intent that medical marijuana organizations establish
practices and procedures for promoting and ensuring diversity, consistent with section 615 of the act,
35 P.S. § 10231.615. Under this section, applicants are required to include in their application a
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diversity plan, including contracts with diverse vendors, efforts to recruit diverse participants, and the
diversity in the applicant’s workforce. The Department will review the diversity plans submitted by
applicants for viability. Applicants must also include in the renewal applications information of their
efforts to meet their diversity goals and the effectiveness of their diversity plans. The only change
made to this section from temporary to proposed was revision of the citation in subsection (g) to refer
to this new chapter.
On final-form, the phrase “are reasonable and represent a good faith effort to” in subsection (c) is
removed, per comment from IRRC, as it constitutes non-regulatory language and is unnecessary.
Also, in response to IRRC’s comment, the word “advice” in subsection (h) is replaced with the word
“information” and the word “should” is replaced with “may” as the DepartmenE provides information
to the applicant in thc application instructions and in the scoring matrix as to how the applicant may
demonstrate compliance with the act’s diversity goals.
‘

1141a.33. Rev/eu’ of but/al permit applications

This section provides that the Department will review initial permit applications in accordance
with section 603(a.l) of the act and the factors in § I 141a.24(b) (relating to medical marijuana
regions). Further, the Department will publish the number ofpentits to be issued and the locations
thereof in the Penns1lvan ki Bulletin before the initial permit applications are made available for
submission. The only change to this section from temporary’ proposed was revision of the citation in
subsection (a) to refer to this new chapter. No comments were received on this section and no
changes were made to this section from proposed to final-fonm
s’ 1141a.34. Denial ofpermit
This section delineates the grounds upon which the Department will deny the issuance of a permit
to an applicant, and is consistent with section 603 of the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.603. The only changes
to this section from temporary to proposed were revision of the citations in subsections (3) and (8) to
refer to this new chapter. On final-form, revisions are made to subsection (3) to address statutory
changes made in Act 44 of 2021. No comments were received on this section and no additional
changes were made to this section from proposed to final-font.
I)fla.35. Notice olden/al

Under this section, the Department will provide written notice of denial to an applicant, and the
applicant may thcn appeal a notice of denial. The only change made to this section from temporary to
proposed was revision of a citation to refer to the new Chapter l230a (relating to practice and
procedure). No comments were received on this section and no additional changes were made to this
section from proposed to final-font.
I 141a. 36. Penn it renewal applications

This section provides the procedure for medical marijuana organizations applying for a permit
renewal, in addition to specif’ing the information that must be included in the application, consistent
with section 612 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.612. The only change made to this section from
temporary to proposed was revision of the citation in subsection (b) to refer to this new chapter.
The Department received a comment from IRRC seeking clarification of the information sought
by subsection (c)(3). To clarif,, the subsection is revised on final-form to add: “including a summary
of any noncompliance and corrective action taken or a statement indicating that the medical
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marijuana organization has not violated the act or regulations as of the date the renewal application is
submitted. No additional changes were made to this section from proposed to final-form.
One commentator objected to the requirement under this provision that a medical marijuana
organization submit a permit renewal application no less than four months prior to the expiration of
the current permit. This commentator asserted that medical marijuana organizations should be
permitted to submit a permit renewal application any time prior to thirty days of the expiration of the
current permit because having to submit a permit renewal application eight months into the active
permit term deprives the medical marijuana organization from providing accurate infomiation in
some instances. Reviewing and processing permit renewal applications is a time-intensive process,
and this laborious process must be repeated for a multitude of permittees submitting permit renewal
applications prior to the expiration of the respective permittees current permit. This minimum fourmonth review time is necessary to ensure all necessary permit renewal applications can be reviewed
and processed in a timely manner. Moreover, the commentators fears regarding an inability to
provide accurate information are misplaced. Some of the required information does not solely
contemplate the timeframe of the active permit. Instead, the renewal application seeks information
based on timeframes that vill have already passed by the time the pennittee submits the permit
renewal application. See 28 Pa. Code § 1141a.36(c)(I)(seeking information from the prior renewal
period) and § I 141.36(c)(2) (seeking information from the twelve-month period prior to the date the
renewal permit application was submitted). Accordingly, the Department declines to implement a
change in response to this comment.
I 14 Ia. 37. Denial a/renewal of a permit

This section provides the grounds upon which the Department will deny the renewal of a medical
marijuana organization’s permit. consistent with section 612 of the act. 35 P.S. § 10231.612, and
outlines the obligations of a medical marijuana organization should it fail to file a permit renewal
application or should the Department deny its application for a renewal permit. The only changes
made to this section from temporary to proposed were revision of the citations in subsections (b), (d),
and (e) to refer to this new chapter. No comments were received on this section and no additional
changes were made to this section from proposed to final-form.
1141a.3& Dim’ to report

This section outlines the circumstances under which an applicant must report changes of
information during the application process, as well as during the permit period, to the Department.
and is consistent with section 606 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.606.
At proposed stage, consistent with the revisions to § I l4la.39 (relating to application for change
in ownership of a medical marijuana organization), subsection (b) was amended to reflect that
medical marijuana organizations only need to submit an application for a change in ownership, as
opposed to an application for approval of a change of ownership. This revision intended to reflect the
fact that the Department does not approve equity transactions of medical marijuana organizations.
Instead, the Department only approves the suitability of the individuals affiliating with medical
marijuana organizations. Also, on proposed, the citations in subsections (b) and (c) were revised to
refer to this new chapter.
On final-form, references to submitting an application for change in ownership are removed, as the
process currently utilized by the Department, as detailed in § I l4la,39, does not require submission
ofan application. Additionally, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory
language, the phrase ‘at least’ in subsection (a)(2) is replaced with “no less than.” Subsection (a)(3)
includes a nonsubstantive edit to make clear when to noti’ the Department of an adverse loss.
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,s I 141a.39. Change in ownership of a medical marijuana organization
This section replaces the temporary § 1141.39 (relating to application for approval of a change in
ownership ofa medical marijuana organization). This section substantially amends the provisions in
temporary § 1141.39, as detailed below.
Title.
This section omits the words “approval of a” from the title of temporary § 1141.39, consistent with
the amendments to § I l4la.38 discussed above. The Department received a comment from IRRC
requesting provision of the form required to comply with this section. The Department did supply,
with the proposed rulemaking packet, two forms entitled “MM Form Reporting Individuals
Affiliated with the Organization” and “MM Form Reporting Individuals No Longer Affiliated with
the Organization.” These two forms are used to comply with this section. To provide additional
clarity, the phrase “application for” is removed from the title of this section on final-form and
additional clarifying revisions are made as detailed below.
—

—

Subsection (a).
This subsection provides that medical marijuana organizations are required to inform the
Department in the event of an impending change in ownership involving a change in control. At
proposed stage, the words “approval ofa” were omitted when discussing the application for a change
in ownership, for the same reasons as discussed above. Also on proposed, the citation was revised to
refer to this new chapter. On final form, consistent with IRRC’s proposal to provide clarity on the
process, the phrase “an application for change in ownership, on a form prescribed by the
Department,” is removed and language is added clarifying that the process involves supplying the
Department with the name of each individual affiliating, and each individual no longer affiliating.
with the medical marijuana organization.
Subsection (b).
This subsection provides that a change of ownership will not be considered complete until the
applicant pays the necessary fees. Temporary subsection (b) was omitted in its entirety on proposed,
as it did not reflect the internal process used to evaluate affiliatioLt of individuals with a medical
marijuana organization. Proposed subsection (b) tracked the substantive requirements of the
temporary subsection (c), but omitted the words “approval of a” when discussing the application for a
change in ownership. for the same reasons discussed above; revised the citation to refer to this new
chapter; and removed “the Department may reject an incomplete application” as this language did not
reflect actual practice. On final form, consistent with changes to the title and subsection (a), this
subsection is ffinher revised to remove reference to an application and to add language clarifying that
a change in ownership will not be considered complete until the names of all incoming and outgoing
affiliates have been submitted to the Department.
Subsection (c).
Under this subsection, medical marijuana organizations will be required to provide all information
required by § I 141a,29 (relating to initial permit application) for each individual involved in the
change of ownership. This subsection mirrors the temporary subsection (d), except for revising the
citation to refer to this new chapter. No comments were received on this subsection and no additional
changes were made to this section from proposed to final-form.
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Subsection (d.
This subsection, as proposed, was modeled after the temporary subsection (fl, which provides that
a change in ownership occurring without the Department’s “prior written approval of the change as
provided in this section’ is a violation of the act and this part. As proposed, this subsection provided
that a medical marijuana organization’s change in ownership occurring without the Department’s
knowledge of all individuals affiliated with the medical marijuana organization is a violation of the
act and this part. This revision reinforced the fact that the Department only dctemines the suitability
of the individuals affiliating with a medical marijuana organization and does not approve a medical
marijuana organization’s equity transaction. As a result of a public comment received reflecting on
the length of time needed to clear background checks and obtain written approval to affiliate with a
medical marijuana organization, the phrase “and written approval” is removed from this subsection in
final-form. The Department currently does not require completion of all affiliation approvals before a
medical marijuana organization may complete an equity transaction. Denial of an individual’s
affiliation will not void the equity transaction. Rather, the medical marijuana organization will simply
be requ red to remove the individual from the organization.
IRRC also requested the Department to explain the need for ‘vritten approval of all individuals
affiliating with the medical marijuana organization, or to delete the requirement. As indicated above.
the Department has eliminated the requirement.
Subsection (e)
Temporary subsection (c) was removed in its entirety’ at proposed stage to eliminate a process that
was not utilized.
The Department received a comment regarding who approves equity transactions. The
participating entities approve their own equity transactions, although the Department may ask to
review a completed transaction to ensure that the perniit has not been transferred in violation of the
act. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.603(b).
.

/ 141r.40. Application for approval of a change in location of an operatioizalfiiciliti

This section provides the procedure in which an operational facility may apply to relocate,
consistent with section 609 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.609. This section outlines the applicants
responsibilities with respect to the content of the application, duties after receiving approval, and
grounds for denial of an application At proposed stage, the following revisions were made to the
temporary provisions: the word “operational” was added to the title and to subsections (a) and (b).
consistent with the revisions to § l14a.27-.28 (relating to general requirements for applications;
fees); the phrase “authorized under a permit” was removed from subsections (a) and (b). as the
language was unnecessary; and subsection (a) was revised to rcfer to this new chapter.
IRRC requested the Department to explain how the Department will evaluate whether to approve a
relocation request for an operational facility. In response, subsection (h) is added.
The Department received numerous comments either opposing the limitation of this section to
operational facilities or suggesting the addition ofa provision for relocation of non-operational
facilities. In response, the Department adds § I 141a.40.l.
114]a.40. I. Request to change location ofa non-operational facilth’
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This new section is added in response to public comments and provides that the Department will
review a request to change the location ofa non-operational facility based upon individual
circumstances and in consideration of the following factors: (I) inability to operationalize the
location due to circumstances beyond the permittee’s control and the pemiittee knew, or should have
known, of the circumstances prior to selecting the site location; (2) viability of the pennittee or the
ability to sustain the permitted location, or both, is at risk; and (3) impact on patient access to medical
marijuana or resulting acquisition costs of medical marijuana in this market, or both, may be
excessive. This section further provides that the Department will not approve a change of location
that is outside the boundaries of the region for which the initial permit was issued and may require
relocation within the same municipality or county as the originally designated location. The addition
of this subsection memorializes the procedure the Department has consistently used to consider
requests to relocate non-operational facilities. The Department considers the burden for a request to
relocate a non-operational facility to be high because pennit applications are scored based upon the
location provided within the application itself, and a successftil applicant’s attempt to relocate before
operationalizing the location provided in the application undercuts the application and scoring
processes.
V

1141a.41. Application fbi approval a/alteration ala facility

This section provides that, generally, a medical marijuana organization may not alter its facility
after the issuance of a permit. This section further provides that a medical marijuana organization
wishing to make such an alteration must submit an application to do so if the proposed alteration
involves one or more of the scenarios delineated in subsections (b)(l)—(3). The only change to this
section from temporary to proposed was revision of the citation in subsection (b) to refer to this new
chapter. No comments were received on this section and no changes were made to this section from
proposed to final-fomi.
I 141a.42, Failure to be operational
This section requires a medical marijuana organization to notify the Department that it is
operational within six months from the date the Department issues the permit. The Department will
then conduct an inspection to determine whether the medical marijuana organization is operational.
Failure to adhere to its operational timcline will require the medical marijuana organization to create
a plan olcorrection to become operational. If the medical marijuana organization fails to comply
with its pLan of correction within 90 days of the Department approvitig the plan, the Department may
take disciplinary action. The only change to this section from proposed to temporary was revision of
the citation in subsection (d) to refer to this new chapter.
The Department received a comment from IRRC requesting clarification of how the Department
will know when notice is received under subsection (c), which requires submittal of a plan of
correction within 30 days of receiving the Department’s notice of deficiency. To clariI’ on finalform, the Department replaces “receiving” with “the mailing date on” the Department’s notice.
One public commentator requested that the Department amend the language of this section to
allow for the operationalization of a facility to be extended beyond six months as permitted by the
Department. After consideration, the Department will not adopt the requested revision. The
regulations as written allow for extensions of the six-month operational timeline. which multiple
permittees have utilized in operationalizing their respective facilities. As the regulations currently
allow for the requested revision, the Department will not adopt a duplicative provision.
‘

I 11.43. Closure ofafàcility
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This section outlines the procedure for a medical marijuana facility to close a facility. A medical
marijuana organization that intends to close a facility must provide proper notice and a closure plan
to the Department, which must be approved by the Department. This section also lists activities in
which a medical marijuana organization is prohibited from engaging after providing notice of its
intention to close a facility. This section mirrors the temporary § 1141.43 (relating to closure ofa
facility), except for changing the citations in subsections (c)(3) and (d) to refer to this new chapter.
No comments were received on this section and no changes were made to this section from proposed
to final-form.

.s 114 Ia. 44. Insurance requirements
This section requires a medical marijuana organization to obtain and maintain an adequate amount
of insurance coverage for its activities, facilities, and equipment. This section further provides that a
medical marijuana organization must obtain and maintain adequate workers compensation insurance
coverage. This section mirrors the temporary § 1141.44 (relating to insurance requirements). No
comments were received on this section and no changes were made to this section from proposed to
final-form
s’ II 41a. 45. Inspection and investigation
This section provides that the Department may conduct announced or unannounced inspections to
ensure a medical marijuana organization’s compliance with its permit, the act, and this pad. and
specifies the elements of the inspections. This section further provides the extent to which the
Department and its authorized agents may inspect a facility. The section also outlines the penalty for
a medical marijuana organization’s failure to provide immediate access to its facility. This section
minors the temporary § 1141.45 (relating to inspection and investigation). No comments were
received on this section and no changes were made to this section from proposed to final-form.
s’ 1141a.46. Reports
This section details reports required to be submitted by medical marijuana organizations and
largely minors the temporary § 1141.46 (relating to reports). except for revisions to subsection (a), as
detailed below.
Subsection (a).
This subsection outlines the ongoing reports medical marijuana organizations must provide to the
Department and details the required contents of the reports. As proposed, revisions were made to
subsections (a)(l) and (a)(2) to require dispensaries and growers/processors to report the “average
price per unit of medical marijuana products sold” rather than the “per-dose price.” These revisions
are necessary because a “dose” varies from one patient to another and from one product to another.
Per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language and public commentators
regarding units of measurement, subsection (a)(2)(iii) is hirther revised in final—form to delete “and in
a unit of measurement as detennined by the Department”.
Subsection (fri.
This subsection minors the temporary subsection (b), which provides that the Department will
aggregate the information submitted through these reports and publish it on the Department’s website.
No comments were received on this subsection and no changes were made from proposed to finalform.
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Subsection (c).
As proposed, this subsection mirrored the temporary subsection (c), which provides that the
Department may require ongoing reporting of operational and financial information. Per comments
from IRRC regarding the use ofnon-regulatoiy language, the phrase ‘in a form and manner
prescribed by the Department’ is removed from this subsection in final-font.
Subsection (‘ci)

As proposed, this subsection mirrored the temporary subsection (d), which provides that the
Department may require any reports necessary to carry’ out its responsibilities under the Act and this
part. No comments were received on this subsection and no changes were made from proposed to
final-form.
‘

1141a.47. General penalties and sanctions

This section outlines the penalties and sanctions the Department may impose for violations of the
act and this part, which range from a written warning to revocation of a permit. This section further
provides that individuals who assist in the violation of the act or this part are subject to civil
penalties.
At proposed stage, two changes were made from the temporary provisions. Subsection (v),
falsification of information on any application submitted to the Department, was added to the list of
reasons for which the Department may suspend or revoke a medical marijuana organization’s permit.
This addition serves to underscore the Department’s expectation that applicants be truthful in all
submissions to the Department. The words “temporary regulations” were deleted from subsection
(d). As this rulemaking promulgates Chapter 1 230a as permanent regulations, this deletion was a
necessary byproduct.
In response to numerous comments, including legislator comments, the Department added, on
final form, two examples of falsification the failure to comply with a labor peace agreement
submitted with an application and the failure to follow through on any commitment made in the
Community Impact section of the application. IRRC also requested the Department to explain how it
will ensure that a pemit holder is implementing the initiatives included in the organization’s permit
application. The addition of flilsification of information in the application as a reason for imposing
penalties and sanctions, as well as these two non-exclusive examples of falsification, ensures that the
Department will have authority to enforce commitments made in a permit application.
-

Additionally, per comment from IRRC. the phrases “or suspects” and “will likely create” in
subsection (a)(5)(ii) are removed as they constitute non-regulatory language. Additionally, the
remainder of the subsection is revised to require observation of an operational failure or evidence of
diversion or contamination of seeds, plants or products.
1141a.48. Training

This section outlines who must undergo a two-hour training course developed by the Department,
in addition to the information that must be included in the training. This section further provides that
the Department will make its training course available at no cost to medical marijuana organizations,
and medical marijuana organizations must retain the attendance records for the training and make
them available to the Department upon request. As proposed, this section minored the temporary §
1141.48 (relating to training), except that the content was reorganized to clarify that principals, as
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well as employees, who have direct contact with patients or caregivers or who physically handle
medical marijuana plants, seeds, and products must complete the training.
One public commentator described the training materials they reviewed during their original
training (in 2019) as outdated. The training materials, however, have been updated since that time.
Another commentator also requested that the Department update its training materials. The
Department will continue to review and update its training materials as appropriate.
the concerns
raised by the former commentator have already been addressed, and the Department will review to
address the latter commentator, the Department takes no regulatory action.
IRRC posed several questions regarding this section: First, who administers the training? The
Department administers the training through its online trainer provider. Second, what is the rationale
for allowing an employee to start working at a facility before the training is complete? To allow
employees time to complete new employment onboarding activities. Third, ifan employee leaves one
medical marijuana organization and starts working for a different organization, will that employee
need to take the course again? The Departmenl does not require completed training to be repeated;
however, some employers may require repeat training. Fourth. Subsection (e) requires the medical
marijuana organization to retain the attendance records of its principals and employees. Does the
medical marijuana organization have ownership of the records that need to be kept? Yes. The
principal or employee prints a certificate of completion and provides it to the medical marijuana
organization. Finally, must records be kept for individuals that are no longer employed by the
organization? So. The regulation requires retention of records for the medical marijuana
organization’s principals and employees. Once separated, Ihey are no longer principals or employees
of the medical marijuana organization and there is no obligation to retain the records.
One commentator sought clarification as to whether approved laboratories, including principals
and employees, are subject to this section. Approved laboratories, including principals and
employees, are not subject to this section because it applies to “the principals and employees of a
medical marijuana organization,” and approved laboratories are not a medical marijuana organization
under the act or this regulatory rulemaking. See the definition of “medical marijuana organization” at
35 P.S. l023 1.103 and 28 Pa. Code 1141a.21.
s’ II41i.49. Zoning
This section provides that medical marijuana organizations must meet the same municipal zoning
and land use requirements as other similar facilities located in the same zoning district. As proposed.
this section mirrored the temporary § 1141.49 (relating to zoning).
Several commentators, including a legislator and IRRC. raised concerns related to community
impact statements as it relates to zoning issues in applications. The commentators sought the
inclusion of community impact statements and letters of support or opposition from the municipality
in the permit applications. Community impact statements are a required part of all pernitIee
applications. Moreover, the regulations already require a medical marijuana organization to meet the
identical municipal zoning and land use requirements as other manufacturing or commercial facilities
located in the same zoning district. Accordingly, letters of support or opposition are not necessary.
Further, requiring a medical marijuana organization to meet the identical municipal zoning and land
use requirements as other manufacturing or commercial facilities located in the same zoning district,
ensures that these facilities will not be permitted to situate in residential areas. No changes were
made to this section from proposed to final-form.
1141a.50. Advertising by a medical ;nanprana organization
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This section provides that medical marijuana organizations must be consistent with applicable
federal regulations when advertising or marketing medical marijuana products, and before use, these
materials must first be approved by the Department. This section further provides that it does not
apply to information provided by a grower/processor to a dispensary listing various medical
marijuana products, instruments, and devices that the grower/processor is offering for sale to the
dispensary. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1141.50 (relating to advertising by a
medical marijuana organization).
One commentator sought clarification as to whether this provision prohibits grower/processor
permittees from taking photographs of the interior of the facility for advertising and marketing
purposes. It was this commentators understanding that the Department prohibited this practice and
suggested that it should be provided expressly within this provision. After careftul consideration, the
Department will take no action in response to this comment. The commentator correctly observes
that the Department does not and has not allowed this practice, as interior photographs present a
security risk to the facility by potentially revealing (he layout and compromising the location and
type of security measures implemented. Section 1 l4la.22(b)(9) provides that “[ijnfonnation
regarding the physical features of. and security measures installed in, a facility” is considered
confidential and not subject to the RTKL. Id. § L l4la.22(bX9). As permitting photographs of the
interior of a grower/processor facility threatens to undermine the efforts expended to maintain the
confidentiality of building and security features, no revision is warranted.
Another commentator sought removal of the term ‘promotional” in subsection (b) of this
provision. This commentator asserts that all promotional material should be permitted and not subject
to Department approval. The Department, however, is required to restrict advertising and marketing
of medical marijuana under the act. See 35 P.S. § 1023 l.301(a)(14). Accordingly, the Department is
unable to implement this comment.
Another commentator sought to strike subsection (b)’s requirement that the Department review all
promotional, marketing, and advertising materials prior to their use. The Department, however, is
unable to adopt the requested revision. Section 301(a)(14) of the act requires that the Department
restrict the advertising and marketing of medical marijuana to be consistent with federal standards.
See 35 PS. § 10231.301 (a)( 14). It is unquestionable that the Department is unable to enforce these
restrictions without first reviewing the material. As the requested revision requires legislative change,
the Department is unable to implement this comment. No changes were made to this section from
proposed to final-fomi.
IRRC requested information regarding the Department’s process for implementing this provision.
The Department requires pentittees to submit for approval all planned promotional, marketing and
advertising activity using the Request for Approval: Promotional, Advertising or Marketing Materials
font included with this regulatory packet. TRRC also questioned the DepartmenCs statutory authority
to review promotional materials. As indicated above, the act requires the Department to restrict the
advertising and marketing of medical marijuana, which would include promotional material. IRRC
ffirther asked the Department to clari’ whether educational material from growers/processors used to
educate patients is considered promotional material. Yes. Educational material includes the
publishing pemhittee’s name and any information that includes the pentittee’s name is considered
promotional material.
I] 4Th. 51. Technical udviso,-ies
This section provides that the Department may publish technical advisories in the Penn,n’li’ania
Bulletin to provide guidance with respect to the Department’s interpretation of the act and this part,
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but that the advisories would not have the force of law or regulation. No changes were made to this
section from temporary to proposed to final-form.
Chapter 115/a. Growers/Processors
This chapter pertains to grower/processors of medical marijuana and details: facility requirements;
plans of operation; access to facilities; security and surveillance; pennissible fonns of medical
marijuana; requirements for growing, processing, inventory, storage, equipment and maintenance,
sanitation and safety, packaging and labeling, transportation, electronic tracking system use, disposal
of waste, and pesticide use; recall of medical marijuana products and quarantine orders. This chapter
tracks chapter 7 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.701 etseq. This chapter replaces the temporary Chapter
1151 (relating to growers/processors temporary regulations). New sections and amendments to
sections of the temporary regulations are discussed more fully below.
--

•t 1)5 Ia. 21. Grou’ers/processors generally
This section provides that a grower/processor is under a continuing obligation to meet the
qualifications necessary to receive a permit. This section further provides that a grower/processor
may not engage in growing/processing operations prior to being deemed operational by the
Department; nor may a grower/processor employ someone under the age of 18 to work at its facility.
Th only change to this section from temporary to proposed was revision to the citation in subsection
(b)( I) to refer to this new chapter.
Some commentators, though not referencing a specific regulatory provision, requested that the
Department allow patients to grow medical marijuana in their homes, citing prospective benefits
related to cost and pricing. The Department, however, is unable to implement the requested action, as
the act provides that it is unlawful to grow medical marijuana without a permit issued by the
Department. See 35 P.S. § 1023 1.304(b)(3). Accordingly, the Department is unable to implement
these comments.
1151a.22. Plans of operation
This section provides that at the time the Department determines a grower/processor to be
operational, the grower/processor must provide the Department a lull and complete plan of operation
for review. This section also delineates the required components of this plan of operation and
provides that a grower/processor shall make the plan oloperation available to the Department upon
request.
Subsection (c) was added at proposed stage, requiring a grower/processor to comply with its plan
of operation. This addition will ensure that growers/processors comply with the plans of operation
submitted to the Department, which provide guidance as to how a growcr/proeessor will handle
specific events. Further, the language in paragraph (a)(2)(ii) was revised as proposed by replacing
the word visitors with the phrase ‘individuals requiring access to the facility. This revision
emphasizes that grower/processor facilities are not open to the public and are not permitted to have
non-essential visitors. Finally, the citation in subsection (a)( 12) was revised as proposed to refer to
this new chapter. No comments were received on this section and no changes were made from
proposed to final-form.
I 15 Ia. 23. Groiver/processorfiscilities
This section provides that growing/processing operations must occur in a secure facility, that
certain areas must be marked with specific signage, and that the facility must have an enclosed,
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secure area out of public sight for loading and unloading. At proposed stage. the word “visitor” in
subsection (b)(3) was replaced with “individual.” Replacement of the term ‘visitor accentuates the
fact that grower/processor facilities are not open to the public and are not permitted to havc non
essential visitors.
A comment from IRRC indicated that the phrase “as approved” by the Department in subsection
(a) constituted non-regulatory language. Therefore, in final-form, the phrase is replaced with “that
has been inspected and deemed operational” by the Department. No additional changes were made to
this section from temporary to proposed to final-form.
The Department received numerous comments, including from IRRC. regarding the Department
replacing the word “visitors” with “individuals” in subsection (b)(3) of this provision, Commentators
objected on the basis that this change would require grower/processors to purchase and implement
new signage to comply, asserting that the new signage would cost thousands of dollars. Some
commentators sought adequate time to order and hang the new signage if the Department were to
retain the usage of “individuals.” The revision provides necessary clarity to this provision. Moreover,
the commenlators’ concerns related to cost are dependent largely on the permittee, not the
Department. Although this provision contains specifications related to size and content of the
signage, it does not require a specific type ofsignage—Le. paper vs. metal. Any exorbiiant costs
related to acquisition of new signage would be a result of a permitice’s preference, not regulatory’
requirement. Lastly, given the relative ease and expedience of installing a paper sign during the
pendeney of any potential custom signage. the Department finds no need for a grace period.
Commenters also asserted that the revision restricts disability accommodation for those requiring
physical assistance into a dispensary unless the patient uses a caregiver. which is a time-intensive and
costly process. Since the Medical Marijuana Assistance Program is now implemented, background
check fees have been eliminated for caregivers. Additionally, there are no card fees for patients and
caregivers participating in financial hardship programs such as CHIP, Medicaid. PACE, PACENET,
SNAP, and WIC, so cost is not a barrier. Finally, the Department can assign a caregiver to those who
are unable to wait for the background check completion, so time delay is also not a barrier.

.s’ 115 Ia. 24. Gron’ing and proce.v.ving i,ii’e,;ton’
This section details inventory’ requirements, consistent with section 702 of the act, 35 P.S. §
10231.702. and replaces the current § 1151.24 (previously relating to start-up inventory). This section
contains multiple changes from the temporary provisions, as detailed below.

Title.
The title of the subsection is changed on final-Form to replace “start—up” with “growing and
processing” as revisions to the section resulting from stawtory change are not limited to start-up
inventory.

Subsection (a).
The temporary subsection provided that, within 30 days of being deemed operational, a
grower/processor may obtain seeds or immature medical marijuana plants from outside this
Commonwealth to secure its start-up inventory. This subsection as proposed removed references to
“immature medical marijuana plants” as § 702(a) of the act, at the time of initial drafting, only
permitted the importation of seeds from outside the Commonwealth, This subsection, as proposed,
also added that a grower/processor could obtain seeds from outside the Commonwealth during any
30-day window established by the Department if the Department deemed it necessary.
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IRRC asked why “immature medical marijuana plants” were included in the temporary regulations
if not authorized by statute and asked the Department to explain the reasonableness and the fiscal
impact of removing “immature medical marijuana plants” from this provision if the provision
remained unchanged in final-fomt No explanation is necessary since Act 44 of 2021 amended the act
to include this language, 35 P.S. § 10231.702, which specifically says a grower/processor may
“obtain and transport seed and immawre plant material from outside this Commonwealth during at
least one 30-day period per year as designated by the Department to grow and process medical
marijuana.” final subsection (a) is revised pursuant to statutory changes made in Act 44 of 202!. 35
P.S. § 10231.702. In accordance with amended § 702 of the act, grower/processors may also import
immature medical marijuana plants. Additionally, because Act 44 of 2021 amended the act to require
at least one additional 30-day period per year for the importation of seeds and immature plants, this
subsection is further revised to establish one annual 30-day period as December 1 to December 30,
and to establish a process for a grower/processor to request additional windows for importation.
The Department received numerous comments regarding the 30-day windows established in
subsection (a). Most commentators sought the establishment of many more 30-day windows, whether
they be periodic or ad hoc. Others, however, commented seeking clarity as to when the Department
would establish a 30-day window. Additionally. IRRC commented on this subsection, raising
various questions, some of which are now moot in light of Act 44 of 2021 and the resulting
regulatory revisions explained above. In response to IRRC’s questioning how the process would be
implemented. subsections (a)(l)-(5) are added. These subsections outline the process for a
grower/processor to request another 30-day window (in addition to the December 30-day window) to
import seeds and immature plants i.e., by written request submitted at least 60 days in advance of
the proposed start date, with justification including, but not limited to, the need to refresh or improve
genetics, patient demand, and the need to ensure ample supply of product. The Department will
provide written notice, no later than 30 days prior to the proposed start date, approving or denying the
request based on sufficiency of the justification presented. These additions are consistent with section
702 of the act, which requires “at least” one additional 30-day window. 35 P.S. § 10231 .702(a)( I).
Additionally, these provisions were requested by the regulated community and any fiscal impact
would be voluntarily carried by the grower/processor.
—

Szthsection ‘b,).
This subsection provides that a grower/processor may not obtain medical marijuana plants, as
opposed to seeds or immature medical marijuana plants, from outside this Commonwealth at any
time. This subsection mirrors the temporan’ subsection (b).
One commentator objected to subsection (b) of this provision and requested that
grower/processors be permitted to obtain immature medical marijuana plants from outside of this
Commonwealth, citing the benefit of greater variety of medicine available to patients and the burden
of competitive disadvantages related to not being able to receive clones of other strains of medical
marijuana. As indicated above, this change has been implemented pursuant to statutory change.

Subsection (c)
Subsection (e) requires that a grower/processor record in the electronic tracking system each seed
or immature medical marijuana plant that it receives during a 30-day period under subsection (a)
within 24 hours of receiving the seed or plant. This subsection, as proposed, removed “and immature
medical marijuana plant” as section 702(a) of the act, at the time of initial drafting, only permitted the
importation of seeds from outside the Commonwealth. The final subsection is further revised to allow
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for the importation of immature medical marijuana plants during multiple importation windows
pursuant to stawtoty change made in Act 44 of 2021. 35 P.S. § 1023! .702(a)( 1).
One commentator objected to the removal of ‘immature medical marijuana plants1” from this
subsection, raising concerns regarding time needed for harvest and getting a grow operation ready to
be harvested for processing in an expedient fashion. As explained above, this initial revision has been
reversed due to Act 44 of 2021.
Subsection (di

The temporary subsection (d) provides that “[a]her the 30-day period in subsection (a), a
grower/processor shall only grow medical marijuana plants from seeds or immature medical
marijuana plants located physically in its facility, or purchase seeds, immature medical marijuana
plants or medical marijuana plants from another grower/processor.” Necessitated by the change to
subsection (a), this subsection was revised at proposed stage to incorporate any additional 30-day
window that may be provided for the importation of seeds or immature medical marijuana plants. No
additional changes were made from proposed to finaL-fonm
Subsuction (e)
This subsection is added on final-form pursuant to Act 44 of 2021, which provides that a
grower/processor may obtain and transport bulk postharvest plant material from another
grower/processor within this Commonwealth to process. 35 P.S. § 10231 .702(a)(2. I).
Subsection

U)

This subsection is added on final-form pursuant to Act 44 of 202!, which provides that a
grower/processor may obtain harvested hemp from a person holding a permit issued by the
Department of Agriculture to grow or cultivate hemp under the 3 Pa.C.S. Ch. 15 (relating to
controlled plants and noxious weeds) if the hemp received by a grower/processor is subject to the
laboratory testing requirements of section 704 of the act. 35 PS. § 1023 l.702(a)(4).
Subsection (g)

This subsection is added OL1 final-fomi pursuant to Act 44 of 202!, which provides that a
grower/processor may add hemp or hemp-derived additives obtained or cultivated in accordance with
subsection (0.35 P.S. § 10231.702(a)(5).

6 i]51a.25. Access to grower/processor ñzcilities
This subsection limits access to grower/processor facilities. Several substantive changes have been
made to the temporary § 1151.25 (relating to visitor access to grower/processor facilities).
Title
Temporary § 1151.25 is entitled: “Visitor access to grower/processor facilities.” The title to this
section was amended at proposed stage to: “Access to grower/processor facilities.” Removing the
term “visitor” accentuates the fact that grower/processor facilities are not open to the public.
Subsection (a,).
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This subsection provides that grower/processor facilities may not be open to the general public.
This subsection was revised at proposed stage to clarify that ifsomeone who is not approved to enter
a facility requires access to that facility for purposcs related to the work of the facility, the individual
will be required to sign a log detailing the need for entry and will also be required to wear a
temporary identification badge while on site and in the facility. This subsection clarifies who may
have access to a facility, and for what purpose. No changes were made from proposed to final-form.
One commentator objected to the proposed changes in this provision, though not specifically
referencing this regulatory subsection, and requested that grower/processors be permitted to allow
visitors subject to the existing identification, log, and escort protocols, citing the need of media,
government officials, researchers, consultants, investors, and academic institutions to see and
appreciate the sophistication of grower/processor facilities for the continued evolution and betterment
of medical marijuana operations. IRRC requested amendment of this provision to address the issue of
access for individuals such as prospective principals, financial backers, operators or employees of the
organization, local first responders, local law enforcement, lawmakers, and others who may need to
enter grower/processor facilities for legitimate purposes such as information gathering, training, or
orientation. In response, subsection (a) is revised to include “potential investment or employment” as
reasons to allow’ entry. The remaining classes of individuals are already permitted entry under
subsection (g).
Subsection (b,).
This subsection requires individuals to present a government-issued photo identification to enter a
grower/processor facility. The temporary subsection (b) provides that “visitors” must present proper
identification; this subsection, as proposed, replaced “visitors” with “individuals.” consistent with the
Department’s removal of the term “visitor” from the final regulations. No changes were made from
proposed to final-form.
Subsections (ci and (ci).
Subsection (c) provides that individuals under the age of 18 are not pennitted in a
grower/processor facility. Subsection (d) provides that a grower/processor must post proper signage
at its facility. No comments were received on these subsections and no changes were made from
temporary to proposed to final-form.
Subsection (e).
This subsection provides the requirements for a grower/processor to admit an individual into its
facility. The changes from the temporary to proposed include: replacing the word “visitor’ with
“individual” and requiring that the individual detail the need for entry in the log. These changes are
consistent with the Department’s intent to remove the word “visitor” from the regulations, and to
ensure that individuals entering grower/processor facilities arc entering for the proper reasons. No
changes were made to this subsection from proposed to final-fonm
The Department received comments objecting to the requirement tinder subsection (e)(5) that,
when admitting an individual to a site or facility, grower/processors ensure that the individual does
not touch any medical marijuana seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana, or
medical marijuana products. See 28 Pa. Code § 115 la.25(e)(5). Those commentators saw this as a
hindrance for employees of laboratories collecting samples for testing. These concerns, however, are
misplaced, as laboratory personnel are authorized to enter and collect samples under § 1171 a.28. See
28 Pa. Code § 1 171a.28.
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One commentator objected to this subsections requirements that an individual’s name and
company name be listed on a temporary identification badge. All the requirements under this
subsection—including those to which the commentator objects—are in place to ensure that
individuals with appropriate business purposes are permitted to enter and traverse through a facility,
while maintaining safety and security. Not obtaining this infomiation could threaten facility safety
and security: accordingly, the Department will not adopt the requested change.
Subsection

(9.

This subsection provides the content and retention requirements for the log that individuals must
sign upon entry to a roeri’processor facility. Consistent with the rest of this section, this subsection
was revised at proposed stage to replace the word visitor’ with words or phrases corresponding to
revisions made in other subsections within this section. Additionally, the date is added in final-form
as a required entry on the log.
The Dcpanment received a comment from IRRC regarding the need to require maintenance of
logs for four years and questioned whether the Log could he maintained electronically. In response,
the Department reduces the storage requirement in final-form subsection (I) to 180 days. unless
otherwise required for investigative or litigation purposes, which aligns with the timeframe required
by Act 44 of 2021 for grower/processors to retain security surveillance records. This timeframe is
reasonable given that entry records may need to be reviewed in conjunction with security
surveillance video. The Department additionally clarifies that the log may be maintained
electronically.
Subsection (‘g).

This subsection provides that nothing in § 1151 a.25 will limit the right of the Department or its
authorized agents, State or local law enforcement, or other Federal, State or local government
officials, from entering any area of a grower/processor site or facility, if entrance is necessary to
perform their functions and duties. At proposed stage, the phrase “that pertain to the act or this part”
was added to the end to clarify that the official governmental duties must be related to the act or
regulations.
One commentator and IRRC requested revision of this subsection to allow prospective principals,
financial backers, operators/employees, Local first responders. Lawmakers, and others to enter
grower/processor facilities for the purposes of infonnation gathering, training, or orientation. As it
relates to employees/affiliates of the growcr/processor, those individuals are permitted to enter the
facility once they are affiliated and Act 44 of 2021 eliminated the prior delay in the affiliation process
caused by the background check requirement. The remaining classes of individuals, as provided by
this subsection, are permitted entry’ for governmental official functions as authorized by the act and
these regulations. Any unauthorized purpose is not a legitimate reason for entry’, and the Department
will not compromise facility security to accommodate these purposes.
Subsection (Ii).

This subsection provides that grower/processor employees or other affiliated persons may not be
compensated for granting access to a limiled access area. The only change to the language of the
temporary subsection (Ii) was replacement of the word “visitor” with “individual” at proposed stage,
consistent with the rationale explained above. No changes were made from proposed to final-form.
1151a.26. Security and siuweillance
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This section details the requirements of a grower/processors security and surveillance systems and
the inspection and servicing requirements, consistent with section 702 of the act, 35 P.S. §
10231.702. This section flnther provides requirements for accessing rooms containing security and
surveillance monitoring equipment. This section largely mirrors the temporary § 1151.26 (relating to
security and surveillance), except for the changes detailed below.

The following changes were made on final-fornu Per comments from IRRC regarding the use of
non-regulatory language, the phrase “at least’ in subsection (a)(l)(viii) and (a)(2)(i)(E)(ii) is replaced
with “no less than.” Subsection (a)(2) is revised to require “continuous’ surveillance per the statutory
change made in Act 44 of 2021. 35 P.S. § 10231 .702(b)(2). The Department received numerous
comments, including from IRRC, regarding the cost imposed by subsection (aM4) requiring storage
of all video surveillance for two years. The storage requirement is reduced to 180 days, unless
otherwise required for investigative or litigation purposes. per Act 44 of 2021. 35 P.S. §
1023 I.702(bfl2). Due to the statutory amendment, the Department is unable to reduce the storage
requirement to ninety days as suggested by multiple commentors. The phrase “at least” in subsection
(b)(3) is removed, per comment from IRRC, as it constitutes non-regulatory language and is
unnecessary. Subsection (b)(3) is further revised on final-form, in response to a comment from IRRC,
to elariI’ that the records may be maintained in paper or electronic fonm In light of the clarification
that records may be retained electronically, no change is made to the time frame, as fiscal impact for
retaining electronic records, even for four years, will be minimal.
One commentator sought to implement motion-activated security and surveillance systems instead
of 24/7 continuous recording security and surveillance system, claiming an increased failure rate in
systems related to burn out that results in ongoing maintenance costs- The Department is unable to
implement this comment, as Act 44 of 2021 requires a grower/processor to maintain continuous
video surveillance. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.702(b)(2).
Subsection (b)(5) was revised at proposed stage to permit more than one employee to be assigned
to monitor the security system, whereas the temporary subsection only allowed one employee to be
assigned. Additionally, subsection (d) was revised to require that all entrances to and exits from a
grower/processor facility must be securely locked “at all times,” as opposed to only during
nonworking hours, as provided by the temporary subsection. These changes ensure the safety and
security of a groveri•processor facility.
The Department received a comment seeking to remove subsection (b)(5)’s requirement that a
grower/processor designate employees to continually monitor the security and surveillance system at
the facility. This commentator finds this monitoring provision to be duplicative of the requirement,
under subsection (a), that the security system be professionally monitored—i.e., monitored by a third
party. See 2S Pa. Code § 1151 a.26(a). IRRC also questions the need for this requirement. This
requirement is needed because employees monitoring the system at the facility will be able to
respond immediately to issues without delay caused by a third-party offsite vendor needing to contact
the facility. Immediate response to a security breach is in the best interest of facility safety and
security, and the Department will not take any action that lessens the safety and security of these
facilities.
Another commentator suggested revision to subsection (d)’s requirement that facility doors be
securely locked at all times. This commentator suggested that doors being securely locked at all times
is harmful to conducting business, in addition to presenting a safety issue in the event ofa fire. The
Department disagrees. The regulated community has ably operated under this requirement, and the
Department sees no benefit to removing this requirement. Moreover, the locked-door requirement
does not present a safety issue in the event of a fire. Locked doors serve as an impediment from enin’
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into a facility, not exit from a facility. Accordingly, the Department will take no action in response to
this comment.
IRRC asked the Department to explain how implementation of the final-form regiLlation will
protect the public health, safety, and welfare. Requiring locked doors at these facilities will help to
prevent unauthorized entry. theft and diversion of product into the black market.
‘

1 151a.27. Requirenieiitsfbi- growing and processmg inetheal marijuana

This section establishes growing and processing requirements. At proposed stage, the language
largely mirrored the temporary provisions except for the following: the phrase “additional active
ingredients or materials” in temporary subsection (fl was replaced with the newly defined term
“added substance” for the purposes of clarity; paragraphs (i) through (iv) were added to subsection (I)
to provide criteria on what the Department will consider when determining whether to approve an
added substance. Subparagraphs (i) and (ii) are identical to language added to the act by Act 44 of
2021.35 P.S. § 1023 l.702(a)(5). Subparagraphs (iii) and (iv) require consideration of the United
States Food and Drug Administration approval for added substances, considering the route of
administration and dosage, as well as known drug interactions; and subsection (h)(3) was revised to
more clearly read that a grower/processor may only process parts of the medical marijuana plant that
“[d]o not contain levels of mold, rot or other fungus or bacterial diseases above the minimum levels
acceptable to the Department.”
IRRC asked what are the acceptable minimum levels, what criteria will be used to determine the
minimal levels, and how this standard will be implemented? In response, subsection (h)(3) is revised
on final-form to replace acceptable to the Department” with “contained in the standards for testing
under § I l7la.30 (relating to standards for testing).”
IRRC also noted that mold and mildew are not anomalies and asked the Department to explain the
reasonableness of not permitting the option for remediation in order for growers/processors to
achieve acceptable levels by processing into medical marijuana infused products. The Pennsylvania
Cannabis Coalition (PCC) frequently advocates for the ability of its members to remediate product.
l-lowever, PCC has yet to respond to the Department’s request for scientific evidence that the
processes used will remediate contaminants to acceptable levels. The Department’s own research
reveals that mold prevention is the best method. https://cannabisindustryjoumal.com/column!the
best-wav-to-remediate-moldy-cannabis-is-no-remediation-at-all/. Further. Act 44 of 2021, added
language allowing for processing of lots failing for yeast and mold to be processed into topical forms
only, provided that the product is labelled as remediated. 35 P.S. § 1023 l.702(a)(3)
This final-form section is revised to mirror the language in Act 44 of 2021 and provides that a
grower/processor may use a pesticide that is registered by the Department of Agriculture under the
act of March I, 1974 (P.L.90, No.24), known as the Pennsylvania Pesticide Control Act of 1973, and
designated by the Secretary of Agriculture in consultation with the Secretary for use by a
grower/processor. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.702(e). This section also requires a grower/processor to use
approved pesticides in a manner approved by the Department of Agriculture based on Federal law
and regulations. A grower/processor must also log all actions taken to detect pests or pathogens and
the measures taken for control. This section requires a grower/processor to use appropriate nutrient
practices. use fertilizer as appropriate to support healthy plant growth, and maintain records of
fertilizer and growth additives used.
Per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, proposed subsection (e)
is revised in to delete that is greater than an acceptable level as determined by the Department.”
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One commentator requested that the ‘Comments section be removed from Appendix A (the list
of approved pesticides), citing greater ease of use than that proscribed in Appendix A. Appendix A,
as a list of approvcd pesticides, is removed per the changes made in section 1151.27(a), which were
necessitated by Act 44 of 2021, and is replaced with a ncw Appendix A (relating to Serious Medical
Conditions).
One commentator requested that the Department, in conjunction with the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture, review the list of approved pesticides at least annually to ensure they
remain accurate and applicable. Another commentator requested that the Department expand the list
of pesticides acceptable for use on medical marijuana. IRRC also asked the Department to clarify
how this provision will be implemented, and to address the reasonableness of the provision in the
final-form regulation. Substantial changes have been made, as a explained above, in response to Act
44 of2021, expanding permissible pesticides and allowing for regular updating of the list, This
provision is reasonable, as it directly aligns with the new statutory language.
One commentator sought to include food grade excipients as an added substance. Food grade
excipients are permitted if approved by the Department.
One commentator sought to remove subsection (h)( I) to allow grower/processors to process seeds
and stems, After consideration, the Department viIl take no action in response to this comment. The
Department will not compromise the quaLity of medical marijuana by allowing unusable parts that are
not medicine. Furthermore, seeds should not be provided to patients as possible abuse can result in
home growing, which is not permissible under the act.
I 15hz. 2$. Forms of’medical ,;zarijziana
This section lists the six acceptable forms of medical marijuana that a growertprocessor may
process. consistent with section 303 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.303, in addition to providing that a
grower/processor may not manufacture, produce, or assemble any medical marijuana product,
instrument or device without the prior written approval of the Department. No changes were made to
this section from temporary to proposed to final-form.
The Department received comments seeking to add edibles to subsection (a), as to allow
grower/processors to process medical marijuana into edible or drink form. For several reasons, the
Department is unable to make such a revision. First, the acceptable forms for processing under this
subsection mirror the forms of medical marijuana provided under the act. See 35 P.S. § 10231.303.
Additionally, the act further deems those forms to be the exclusive fonns for the lavfttl dispensing of
medical marijuana, lit at § 1023 1.303(b)(2). Patients, however, retain the right to incorporate
medical marijuana into edible form for their own consumption. Id. at § 10231.304(e). Additionally,
Act 44 of 2021 gave the Board, with the Secretary’s concurrence, authority to change the forms of
medical marijuana permitted under the act. 35 P.S. § 10231.1201.

§ llSIa.29. Limit on medical marijuana processing
This section provides that medical marijuana or medical marijuana products must have a specific
concentration of total THC and total CBD, in addition to reporting the concentrations of delineated
cannabinoids and listing them on the product’s label, consistent with section 801 of the act, 35 P.S. §
10231.801. Further, this section provides that within six months after the Department deems a
grower/processor to be operational, a grower/processor must provide the Department a forecast of its
medical marijuana production and form and notify the Department of potential increases or decreases
within the following six months. This section mirrors the temporary § 1151.29 (relating to limit on
medical marijuana processing), excepting the revisions noted below.
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Subsection (a) was revised at proposed stage to replace the hill name of each cannabinoid on the
product label with the abbreviation—as each is a defined term—in addition to requiring that the
amount of Delta-9 THC be disclosed on the product label. These revisions are aimed at providing
transparency with respect to the cannabinoids in medical marijuana products, while maximizing label
space. Some commentors, including TRRC, asserted that this information does not readily fit on a
label, and would require the print to be very small, possibly unreadable. IRRC asked the Department
to explain the reasonableness of this requirement and to address the fiscal impact and implementation
timefrarne. The Department is requiring labeling of these additional cannabinoids at the request of
patients, who understand the significance of different cannabinoids and how they work on the
endocannabinoid system. It is reasonable for patients to know which products contain their preferred
cannabinoid, and in what amount. Labeling space is not constraining, as many permittees are already
making use of accordion-style labels that are common in the pharmaceutical industry. Since many
perniittees are already using accordion-style labels, the fiscal impact should be negligible, and no
additional time needed for implementation. However, the Department will allow a transition period to
deplete existing supply.
Per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language. the phrase “at a
minimum” is removed ftom final-form subsection (a). In response to public comments, reiterated by
IRRC, opposing the necessity’ of listing each cannabinoid on the label even if it is 0.0%, subsections
(a)(2). (3), and (5)-a) are revised in final-form to require listing of these cannabinoids only if greater
than 0.0%. The Department is unable to implement this proposed revision for THC and CBD
because the act requires listing the percentage ol’these cannabinoids on the label. 35 P.S. §
10231.303(b)(8) and 10231.601(0(5). In addition to the above reasoning, the Department will not act
on one commentator’s suggestion that subsections (l)-(5) only be listed if the eannabinoid profiles are
greater than 0.1% and subsections (6)-(10) should be provided via an electronic link as the
Department seeks a comprehensive listing of all relevant infbnnation on the label for patient
transparency and safety and not all patients have means to utilize an electronic link.
Temporary subsection (b) required a grower/processor to “immediately” notify the Department of
anticipated increases or decreases in production. At proposed stage, subsection (b). as proposed,
required the grower/processor to notii’ the Department “promptly.” Upon receipt and consideration
of comments from the regulated community requesting that a window of time to report anticipated
variations be provided, especially for those initial operational phase grower/processors stilt growing
accustomed to the market, and from IRRC requesting clarification on the notification timeframe, this
requirement is further revised on final-form to “within 48 hours,” This amendment provides clarity
and a slightly expanded time frame for a grower/processor to notify the Department of a potential
increase or decrease in production of medical marijuana or medical marijuana products.
The Department received public comments which, though not referencing a specific regulatory
provision, sought to impose a cap of 10’Yo on the percentage of THC in medical marijuana products.
These commentators cited to risks of harm associated with high-potency medical marijuana products
and their suitability within a medical program. After consideration, the Department will lake no
action in response to these comments. Medical marijuana products are to be administered as part of a
patient’s course of treatment while under the continuing care of a practitioner for the patient’s serious
medical condition. While research continues to develop in this area, the efficacy of different
fonts/potencies/strains of medical marijuana will differ from one patient to another. While the
Department is sensitive to the commentators’ concerns, it will not implement a cap at this time.
]151a.30. Inventoiy data
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This section, consistent with section 70! of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.70!, specifies the data elements
to be included in a grower/processors inventory and requires a grower/processor to maintain the
listed data in its electronic tracking system, in addition to requiring that a grower/processor establish
inventory controls, and that the inventory information be maintained in an electronic record. This
section mirrored the temporary § 1151.30 (relating to inventory data) at proposed stage. Only one
change was made in final-form subsection (b)(2), per comment from IRRC, to remove the nonregulatory phrase ‘at least.”

€ 115 la. 31.

Storage requirements

This section, consistent with section 703 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.703, requires a grower/processor
to ensure that its facility maintains a locked storage area for its products, and that these areas are kept
in a clean and orderly condition. This section minors the temporary § 1151.31 (relating to storage
requirements). except for amending a citation in proposed subsection (a) to refer to this new chapter.
No comments were received on this section and no changes were made from proposed to final-form.
§ I 151.32. Eqzlipn;eI?t,

operation

and maintenance

This section requires a grower/processor to have a wdtlen process in place to maintain the
sanitation and operation of its equipment. which must be provided to thc Department upon request; to
routinely calibrate equipment used in operations; and to maintain a log regarding the maintenance,
cleaning, and calibration of its equipment. This section mirrored the temporary § 1151.32 (relating to
equipment, operation and maintenance) at proposed stage. Per comment from IRRC, regarding the
use of vague non-regulatory language, the word ‘routinely’ in final-form subsection (b)(1) is
replaced with “annually, or more frequently if recommended by the manufacturer,”.

§ I 151a.33. Sanitation and sa/L’tv in afacilitt’
This section requires that a grower/processor maintain sanitary conditions to limit potential for
contamination, in accordance with the requirements listed in subsection (a), including, for example,
frequent cleaning and sanitizing, proper removal of trash, and protection against pests. Further, this
section states that any employee coming into direct contact with medical marijuana is subject to
restrictions in 28 Pa. Code § 27.153 (relating to restrictions on food handlers). This section also
requires a grower/processor to provide potable water, cleansers, and handwashing facilities, as well
as clean restroom Facilities. Finally, this section requires a grower/processor to comply with state and
local building codes. This section mirrored the temporary § 1151.33 (relating to sanitation and safety
in a facility) at proposed stage, except that “28 Pa. Code” was added to correct the incomplete
citation in subsection (b). No comments were received on this section and no changes were made
from proposed to final-form.

§ I 151a.34. Packaging ci;zd labeling of medical inarijzianap,vthicts
This section details packaging and labeling requirements and makes several substantive changes to
the temporary § 1151.34 (relating to packaging and labeling of medical marijuana products) as
described below.
Subsection (a).

This subsection provides that a grower/processor must package and label its products at its facility,
and that the original seal may not be broken except for testing purposes at an approved laboratory.
No comments were received on this subsection and no changes were made from temporary to
proposed to final-fomt
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Subsection (b).
This subsection lists the general requirements for medical marijuana product packaging. The
temporary subsection (b)(3) provides that packaging must be “[flight resistant or opaque, or both.”
This subsection was revised at proposed stage to remove the “light resistant” packaging option. This
revision effectuates the Department’s intent for non-transparent packaging.
The Department received multiple public comments opposing the opaque requirement, asserting
that patients desire the ability to see dry leaf forms before purchasing and that greater transparency to
view the medical marijuana products would reduce potential product returns. In response, ftirther
revision is made to subsection (b)(3) to exempt packages containing dry leaf from the opaque
requirement. In response to several public comments directed at minimizing dispensing errors caused
by similarities in packaging between different products, which are a patient safety concern and could
lead to serious adverse events, the Department also added tinal-form subsection (bX5’). requiring
packaging to clearly distinguish the contents of the package from the contents of any other package
of similar appearance. The Department also received several public comments requesting the listing
of all ingredients on product packaging for patient knowledge, particularly for those with allergies, to
provide greater transparency for patient safety. The Department agrees that requiring this information
will enhance patient safety and, therefore, added final-form subsection (b)(6) requiring the product
package to list all product ingredients and include a warning for known allergens, such as tree nuts.
Subsection (c).
This subsection, which mirrors the temporary subsection (c), requires a grower/processor to
identify each process lot of medical marijuana with a unique identifier.
One commentator suggested this provision should include language to “allow the Department to
access a record of the employee identification number of the employee preparing the package and
packaging the medical marijuana product. and the employee identification number of the employee
shipping the package.” As these suggestions are already required in subsections (d)(9) and (10), the
Department will take no action in response to this comment.
Sithsection (a’).
This subsection requires that all packaging and labeling be approved by the Department and sets
out the information that must be included on each label. The requirements in the temporary
subsection (d) were expanded, on proposed, to require: (I) that all packaging receive prior written
approval of the Department; (2) labels to list the species and percentages of all cannabinoids and
individual terpenes; (3) that labels be firmly affixed to the container directly holding medical
marijuana as well as outer packaging; and (4) that THC be the first number in a THC:CBD ratio,
when the labeling includes a ratio. These revisions minimize patient confusion caused by medical
marijuana packaging and ensure that individuals and law enforcement officials can readily determine
if a medical marijuana product was purchased at a dispensary. Subsection (d)(2) also contained a
technical revision at proposed stage to correct syntax.
IIRC asked the Department to clarify how a grower/processor obtains packaging and labeling
approval, including how a request is made, the timeframe for the Department to respond, and the
criteria that the Department will use to approve or disapprove packaging and labels. Pennittees
submit packaging and labeling approval requests to the medical marijuana compliance resource
account using the packaging and labeling approval request form attached to this regulatory packet.
The Department reviews each submission to ensure compliance with section 801(i) of the act, 35 p.s.
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§ 10231.8010) and this section. Submissions are reviewed on a first in, first out basis, with response
time averaging several weeks.
In response to public comments, reiterated by IRRC, opposing the necessity of listing each terpene
on the label even if it is 0.0%, subsection (d)(6) is further revised in final fomi to require listing of
terpenes only if greater than 0.0%.
Subsection (d)( II), which requires the grower/processor to list on the label the dispensary to
which the product is to be sold, is revised in final form to accommodate a clinical registrant selling
medical marijuana products to another grower/processor and the dispensary destination is unknown.
In such cases, the receiving grower/processor will be required to affix a label to the outer packaging
listing the dispensary to whom the product is ultimately sold.

In response to public comments. subsection (d)(17) is revised on final-fonn to clarify that the label
needs to be affixed to the container holding the medical marijuana product and to create an exception
for directly labelling the container holding medical marijuana to allow for blinded research programs,
such as placebo trials, wherein the research requires to blind the medical marijuana product, in such
cases, the outer packaging must still be labelled. The Department received a comment objecting to
the labeling requirements as many medical marijuana products, like vape cartridges, do not have
enough space to affix a label to it. The addition of “product” to this subsection clarifies that the label
needs to be affixed to the container holding the medical marijuana product, not for example, the vape
cartridge itself which is considered the product. The Department received multiple comments,
reiterated by IRRC. objecting to the labeling requirements found in subsection (d) of this provision,
citing concerns related to costs associated with creating new packaging and logistics of listing the full
array of cannabinoids present within the medical marijuana product. As indicated above, the
Department is adding labeling requirements at the request of patients, who want to know the specific
cannabinoids and terpenes contained in each product. While the Department understands the
commentators’ and IRRC’s concerns with the additional criteria reqtnred on the label, the regulated
community has ably utilized accordion-style labels affixed to the container, containing large amounts
of infomiation. Since many permittees are already using accordion-style labels, the fiscal impact
should be negligible, and no additional time needed for implementation. However, the Department
wilL allow a transition period to deplete existing supply. These labeling requirements are in the best
interests of patient safety, as some patients may be sensitive to certain terpenes, and those patients
have a right to know if the product they are intending to consume may potentially cause them to
experience an adverse event. Moreover, some commentators, including IRRC. sought removal or
explanation of the requirement to include plant species on the label. One commentator even
suggested that the label should instead have the full cannabinoid and tcrpcne profile as these should
be used to accurately predict the effects of a medical marijuana product on the human body. The
requirement to include “species” on the label is found in the act and would require legislative change
to remove. See 35 P.S. § 10231 .303(b)(8). As indicated above, a clarifying definition of”species” has
been added. As it relates to including the cannabinoid and terpene profile on the label, this is already
a requirement found under section I l6la.28(b)(6). Although pentiittees may experience incremental
cost increases related to complying with these requirements. the Department must prioritize the
express intent of the legislature: patient safety.
IRRC questioned the necessity of listing the receiving dispensary on the label. This infontation is
important to law enforcement who has been trained on lawfully dispensed packaging and expects to
see the selling dispensary name displayed on the package.
IRRC further reiterated other commentator concerns over being required to affix large amounts of
information directly to a small container. As previously indicated, pemittees are already successfully
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using accordion-style labels that can accommodate all required inforniation on a very small space. It
is reasonable for patients to know the cannabinoids and terpenes contained in each product, and in
what amounts. Further, law enforcement expressed concern for unlabeled containers once removed
from outer packaging. Additionally, patients relayed inability to distinguish products once removed
from outer packaging, such as identical syringes containing identical appearing, yet distinct, oils.
Requiring labels to be affixed directly to the container holding medical marijuana will assist law
enforcement and patients alike. The Department will allow a transition period to deplete existing
supply or previously packaged products.
One commentator wanted to add “resistant to moisture and contain acrylic adhesive” to subsection
(d), claiming that it would provide specificity. After consideration, the Department will not act in
response to this comment. “Moisture resistant” is a lower standard than “weather resistant” and as
such, the “clarification” would mean lowering the standard. The higher weather resistant standard
ensures the labeling will remain legible on the products as required by’ the act and regulations and
speaks to patient safety.
Some commentators requested that the Department remove the requirement that labels include the
number of individuals doses or, instead, list mg’mL, citing lack ofunifonuity in dosing standards.
The Department, however, is unable to facilitate the requested revision. The requirement that labels
reflect the number of individual doses is found in the act itself. See 35 P.S. 1023 l.80l(i)(5).
Accordingly, the Department will take no action in response to these comments.
One commentator requested that the Department require the labels to contain the number of
individual doses contained within the package for ingestible medical marijuana products, which
would be satisfied by including directions to an electronic link. After consideration, the Department
will take no action in response to this comment. This information can be provided to patients via a
medication information sheet to allow for sufficient clarity and readability of all the current label
requirements.
Subsection (e).
This subsection specifies the design and other elements that may not be included on a label. This
subsection mirrors the temporary’ subsection (e). No comments were received on this subsection and
no changes were made from temporary’ to proposed to final-form.
‘

115 1cr. 35. Transportation oJ medical inauijuana

This section details transportation requirements, consistent with section 703 of the act. 35 P.S. §
10231.703. Deviations from the temporary § 1151.35 (relating to transportation of medical
marijuana) are noted below.
Some commentators sought an addition to this provision to allow for the transportation of medical
marijuana trim between grower/processors. The commentators asserted that trim would cIassi’ as
“plant material,” which may be transferred between grower/processors under section 702(a)(2) of the
act, See 35 P.S. § 1023 1.702(a)(2). Further, the commentators articulated the benefits that trim’s
inclusion would provide in the form of increasing patient access to products, as other
grower/processors could process the trim into medical marijuana products. This comment has been
adopted by the addition of”posthaivest plant material,” which was added to section 702 of the act by
Act 44 of 2021. 35 P.S. § 10231 .702(a)(2. 1). All references to transporting “medical marijuana” in
final-form subsections (a) through (f) are eliminated to clarify that only seeds, plants, postharvest
plant material, and medical marijuana products may be transported. This clarification is necessary as
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the act, even as amended by Act 44 of 2021, does not allow for the transportation of finished but
unpackaged pills, oils, gels, creams, ointments, tinctures, or liquids.
One commentator requested that the Department add a provision to require that deliveries be
scheduled in advance, as to avoid multiple deliveries arriving at the same time. After careflul
consideration. the Department will take no action in response to this comment. The timing of
deliveries is a policy decision for each perniittec to make. In the same vein, permittees can create
standard operating procedures to ensure the timing and orderliness of deliveries.
Subsection (a).

This subsection provides the guidelines for the transportation of medical marijuana seeds, plants,
plant material, and medical marijuana products transporting only between specified hours; allowing
for third-party contracting; prohibiting transport outside the Commonwealth; and requiring use of
GPS tracking. This subsection mirrors the temporary provision, except for replacing medical
—

marijuana with postharvest plant material as explained above.
Subsection (b).
This subsection requires the vehicles used to transport medical marijuana to be insured, unmarked,
and temperature controlled with secure cargo areas.
A commentor pointed out that subsection (b)( I) was inconsistent with the Department’s revision to

§ 1161 .35(b)( 1) to require that vehicles transporting medical marijuana products be ‘equipped with a
secure lockbox located within a locking cargo area. Given that the Department reverted §

I 161.35(b)(l) to its original form, in response to multiple public comments, the two provisions now
mirror each other. IRRC reiterated comments indicating that the requirement of having a secure
lockbox or locking cargo area adds cost. However, all vehicles are already equipped with locking
cargo or think areas.
The temporary subsection (b)(4) requires that vehicles engaged in the transportation of medical
marijuana “[djisplay current State inspection stickers and maintain a current State vehicle
registration.” This subsection was revised as proposed to read that transportation vehicles must
“[mjaintain current State inspection and vehicle registrations.” This revision allows for the possible
elimination of inspection stickers in the future, as has been done with registration stickers.

This subsection otherwise mirrors the temporary provision, except for replacing medical marijuana
with postharvest plant material as explained above.
One commentator requested that the Department increase the permissible size of l’xl’xl’ to
accommodate more medical marijuana products when transporting products between
grower/processor facilities. As such a requirement is not present in this provision or any other
provision in these final regulations, the Department will take no action in response to this request.
Subsection (c,).
This subsection, as proposed, required medical marijuana transport vehicles to be staffed with at
least two individuals, one of whom must always remain with the vehicle, who: are licensed drivers.
wear plain clothing, carry identification, and have access to communication. Per comments from
IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the phrase “at least two” is replaced with “two or
more” in final-form. For the same reason, the phrase “at least” is removed from final-form subsection
(c)(l).
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This subsection othenvise mirrors the temporary provision, except for replacing medical marijuana
with postharvest plant material as explained above.
The Department received multiple comments, reiterated by IRRC. objecting to the requirement
under this subsection of staffing two or more individuals performing transportation olmedical
marijuana. These comments largely focused on the financial burden of additional staffing, and one
comment suggested that only trips over five hours should have additional staffing. After
consideration, the Department will take no action in response to these comments. This requirement is
reasonable and serves the dual purposes of safety and diversion prevention. Reducing the current
standards would undermine those purposes. Further. pennittees have been successthlly operating
under these requirements for the last five years.
Subsections (d-(h).
These subsections provide that transportation vehicles are subject to inspection and require:
products in transport must be concealed from outside view; direct transportation from a
grower/processor facility to a medical marijuana dispensary or laboratory where unloading must
promptly occur; a grower/processor must immediately report to the Department any accidents, losses,
or diversions of product that occur during transport; and a grower/processor must daily notify the
Department of its delivery schedule.
Subsection (d) is revised on final form, in response to comments, to state that products in transport
‘must be placed inside a secure lockbox or locking cargo area.” This change clarifies that transport
vehicles must be equipped with a lockbox or locking cargo area, and that these security devices must
be utilized for transporting product to minimize opportunity for diversion. Per comments from IRRC
regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the phrase “in a form and manner prescribed by the
Department’ is removed from subsections (t’) and (g).
These subsections othenvise minor the temporary provisions, except for replacing medical
marijuana with postharvest plant material as explained above.
One commentator requested that the Department revise subsection (d) as to allow for both delivery’
and pickup within the same trip. This practice, however, is not prohibited by these regulations.
Accordingly, the Department will take no action in response to this comment.
Some commentators, reiterated by TRRC, objected to what they believe to be excessive
consequences of informing the Department of a reportable event under subsection (fl. Specifically,
the commentators cited to an instance wherein a grower/processor delivered medical marijuana
products to an improper dispensary. After reporting this delivery error, the grower/processor was
directed to recover and destroy the medical marijuana products as products returned to
grower/processor are included in the definition of medical marijuana waste. The commentators object
to what they believe to be severe and expensive consequences for delivering product to the wrong
facility. In response, the definition of “medical marijuana waste” has been revised, as indicated
above, to exclude this scenario from the definition and eliminate the destruction requirement.

§

I 15hz. 36. Transport manifest

This section, consistent with section 703 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.703, requires a
grower/processor to generate and maintain an electronic transport manifest, documenting all
deliveries. This transport manifest is subject to inspection by the Department upon request.
Subsection (a) details the information that must be contained in the manifest. Subsection (b) details
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specific chain ofcustody requirements for the transportation of seeds, plants, and other medical
marijuana products. Subsection (c) specifies the transportation requirements for seeds, immature
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, postharvest plant material, and medical
marijuana products. Subsection (d) requires a grower/processor to provide a copy of the manifest to
the delivery recipient. Subsection (e) requires a grower/processor to provide a copy of the manifest to
the Department and other governmental officials if requested. As proposed, this section mirrored the
temporary § 1151.36 (relating to transport manifest) except for revising the citation in subsection (e)
to refer to this new chapter. In final-form, all references to transporting “medical marijuana” are
replaced with “postharvest plant material” consistent with Act 44 of 2021 and § 1 151a.35.
The Department received multiple comments, reiterated by IRRC, questioning whether the term
“shipping container” as used in this section. means the medical marijuana packaging. When the
subsection is read in its entirety to include reference to seeds and plants needing to be packaged in
shipping containers, the subsection refers to an appropriately sized shipping container other than the
medical marijuana product packaging. Accordingly, the Department will take no action in response
to these comments.
One commentator suggested to replace “shipping container” with “for shipment” to eliminate
vagueness. The Department believes it has sufficiently addressed the vagueness issue and does not
believe that the requested change would accurately reflect the requirement of a container in addition
to medical marijuana product packaging. Accordingly, the Department will take no further action in
response to this comment.
One commentator requested that medical marijuana organizations be permitted to manually
override erroneous entries in the transport manifest. After consideration, the Department will not
adopt the requested revision. To allow for medical marijuana organizations to manually tamper with
the information in the transport manifest allows for possible diversion and/or unaccounted for
medical marijuana products. Accordingly, the Department will take no action in response to this
comment.
One commentator requested that the Department revise subsection (d) to require that a
grower/processor must send the transport manifest to the dispensary in an appropriate amount of time
prior to delivery, After carchil consideration, the Department will take no action in response to this
comment. The timing of deliveries (and sending ofthe transport manifest) is a policy decision for
each permittee to make. In the same vein. permittees can create standard operating procedures to
ensure the timing and orderliness of deliveries.
J]5]a.3 7. Transportation ofseeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical maryuaira plants
and posthan’est plain material
This section, consistent with section 702 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.702, provides that a
grower/processor may only transport seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana
plants, and posthan’est plant material within this Commonwealth. As proposed, this section mirrored
the temporary § 1151.37 (relating to transportation of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants and
medical marijuana plants), except for revising three cross-references in subsection Ic) to refer to this
new chapter. In final-form, references to transporting “posthanest plant material” are added to be
consistent with Act 44 of 2021 and § 1151.35.
The Department received a public comment, reiterated by IRRC, objecting to the Department not
permitting grower/processors to transport final-fonri medical marijuana products or biomass to
another grower/processor. This comment has been partially adopted by the addition of § 1151.24(e).
allowing grower/processors to obtain and transport “posthaiwest plant material” from another
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grower/processor, which was added pursuant to Act 44 of 2021.35 P.S. § 1023 l.702(a)(2.l). The
Department is unable to incorporate the remainder of the comment as section 702(a) of the act does
not permit a grower/processor to transport final form medical marijuana products unless it is a
clinical registrant. Compare 35 P.S. § 10231.702 and 35 P.S. § 1023 1.2002(bX8).
115 Ia.38. Ei’ide,ice of adverse loss during

transport

This section outlines a grower/processor’s duties in the event of a discrepancy in the transport
manifest upon delivery. This section also requires a grower/processor to report suspected theft or
diversion of seeds, plants, or product to the Department; to investigate a discrepancy in the transport
manifest; to amend its pLan of operation if necessary to prevent ifiture discrepancies; and to submit a
report of the investigation to the Department. As proposed, this section minored the temporary §
1151.38 (relating to evidence of adverse loss during transport) except for adding “unresolved” to
subsection (a). This change was made to eliminate required refusal of a delivery if the discrepancy is
resolved. This revision eliminates unnecessary delay in grower/processors obtaining inventory, which
will ultimately affect delivery of products to dispensaries and patients.
In final-form, all references to transporting “medical marijuana are replaced with “postharvest
plant material consistent with Act 44 of 2021 and § 1151.35. Additionally, per comments from
1RRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the phrase “in a font and manner prescribed by
the Department” is removed from subsections (a) and (b).
IISIa.39. Electronic Tracking Sisteni
This section, consistent with section 701 of the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.701, provides that a
roverprocessor must use an electronic tracking system prescribed by the Department. As proposed,
this section minored the temporary § 1151.39 (relating to electronic tracking system), except for
omitting the obsolete language that the Department will provide notice of the electronic tracking
system to be used by growers/processors, as the Department published this information in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin at the time the system was implemented.
This section is revised in final-font to add language from Act 44 of 2021, providing that the
system shall allow for two-way communication, automation and secure application-programming
interface ofa medical marijuana organization’s enterprise resource planning, inventory, accounting
and point-of-sale software, and allow for access to all data required to be transmitted to the
Department to ensure compliance with the operational reporting requirements of the act and these
regulations. 35 P.S. § 10231.701 (ci) (effective December31, 2021).
One commentator, referencing an email sent to pennittees wherein the Department stated that Mi
Freeway would be the electronic tracking system of record for the medical marijuana program in the
Commonwealth, asserted that regulations were being promulgated via email. This commentator,
however, is mistaken. \Vhile the Department did send an email to that effect, it did so after publishing
the same in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. 47 Pa.B. 2835 (May 13, 2017).
http://www.pacodeandbufletinjzov/Display/pabull?file=/secureipabulletin/dala!vol47/47_
I 9/827.html). As thc commentator’s concerns are misplaced, the Department will take no action in
response to this comment.
IRRC asked the Department to explain how it administers the electronic tracking system required
by the Act; whether a medical marijuana organization can use an API of its choosing to connect to
the database; and to consider the suggestions of commenters as their concerns relate to the use of an
API and the potential benefits of safety and efficiency that commenters contend can be realized. As
indicated above, the Department’s vendor, Mi Freeway, administers the electronic tracking system.
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The system developed by Mi Freeway is compliant with all requirements of the act. Additionally,
this section is revised, as described above, to allow the use of API integration pursuant to Act 44 of
2021.
‘

1 151a.40. Management and disposal of medical marijuana waste

This section provides the obligations of a grower/processor with respect to the collection, storage,
and disposal of medical marijuana waste. Specifically, all unused, surplus, returned, contaminated, or
expired medical marijuana waste must be rendered unusable, unrecognizable. and incapable of
ingestion and composted or disposed of according to municipal waste procedures or according to
laws pertaining to hazardous waste. No changes were made to tlus section from temporary to
proposed to final-form.
One commentator suggested revising this section to allow for the reprocessing of any unopened
returned medical marijuana products. If the tamper evident seal is intact, the commentator believes
the product is safe for reprocessing. IRRC also asked thc Dcpanment to explain the need to destroy
unopened, returned medical marijuana, and to address the fiscal impacts of this provision if it is
retained in the final-form. As indicated above, the definition ofinedical marijuana waste” has been
revised to exclude unopened, briefly misdirected to the wrong dispensary, medical marijuana
products from the definition, eliminating the destruction requirement and majority of fiscal impact to
permittees. Howcver, the Department will not allow further exception for products that have been
dispensed and later returned. Like what one might expect in the phannaceutical field, prescription
medications that are returned cannot simply be repackaged and resold—they are destroyed. The
Department maintains the same position in administering the medical marijuana program—i.e.,
products dispensed and later returned to a grower/processor are considered waste and must be
destroyed.
One commentator requested that the Department revise subsection (e)(3) to allow dispensaries to
dispose of medical marijuana waste. After consideration, the Department will take no action in
response to this comment. As described in subsection (c) of this section, grower/processors are
responsible for the management and disposal of medical marijuana waste. Dispensaries do not have
this responsibility, and the Department will maintain this current standard.
§‘

I 151a.42. Complaints about

or

recall of medical naiijuaeia products

This section provides that in the event of a complaint of an adverse event from using medical
marijuana, a dispensan’ must notify the Department and the grower/processor from which it
purchased the medical marijuana and outlines the grower/processor’s subsequent investigatory and
reporting obligations. Further, this section addresses processes and procedures in the event of a
voluntary or mandatory recall of medical marijuana or medical marijuana products, subject to
penalties for noncompliance; specifies the information that must be entered into the electronic
tracking system; and specifies the requirements of a recall plan.
Several changes were made at the proposed stage adding a requirement to subsection (a)( 1) that
growers/processors must “immediately” investigate complaints and adding subsection (h) authorizing
the Department to initiate a mandatory recall upon receipt of information that any medical marijuana
product poses a risk to public health and safety. These amendments underscore the Departments
goals of product quality and patient safety.
—

In final-form, references to postharvest plant material” are added to be consistent with Act 44 of
2021. Per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the phrase ‘any other
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information required by the Department is removed from subsection (g)(l0) as unnecessary, as all
required reporting elements are listed in subsections (g)( I) through (g)(9).
One commentator, reiterated by IRRC, sought clarification as to what is contemplated using
condition’ in subsection (Ii). asserting that the term is vague. The common, dictionary definition of
the ten-n is intended i.e., the state of something with regard to its appearance. quality, or working
ordcr. Furthcr. the term is qualified as meaning those conditions that “pose[J a risk to public health
and safety.” 28 Pa. Code § 115 la.42(h). While the Department declines to enumerate or otherwise
identify the universe of conditions that would be considered to pose a risk to public health or safety.
the Department will discharge its duties in making those determinations with patient safety as its
primary consideration.
—

Some commentators, reiterated by IRRC. requested that the Department add a procedure to allow
patients to report problematic products—i.e., seeds, fungus. other problems with products—to the
Department. Such a procedure is already in place. Patients may report information to the Department
via email or phone, as well as requesting a complaint form that may be submitted directly to the
Department. As this procedure currently exists, the Department vi1l take no action in response to
these comments.
One commentator sought clarification as to when adverse events need to be reported, querying as
to whether only ‘serious’ adverse events need to be reported. In response, the regulations require
reporting an “adverse event” as that term is defined in this regulatory packet.
One commentator requested that the Department revise subsection (a) to require a dispensary to
notify the Department and a grower/processor of a product complaint “in a reasonable time” as
opposed to the temporary regulatory requirement of providing notification “immediately.’ After
consideration, the Department will take no action in response to this comment. If a dispensary
receives a product complaint, it could be indicative of a serious issue, threatening patient safety.
Thus, immediate notification is appropriate, to avoid any potential harm to patients.
J]51a.43. Pesticides
This section, consistent with section 702 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.702, requires that the use of
pesticides by a grower/processor be in accordance with the applicable laws in this Commonwealth,
subject to oversight by the Department and the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture. Further, this
section outlines the reeordkeeping. record retention, and record production requirements associated
with pesticide application, prescribes the pesticide active ingredients that a grower/processor may
use, and defines terms relevant to this section, including select terms used in the statutes cited in this
section. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1151.43, except that language was added
in subsection (d) to clarify that the Department of Agriculture. which enforces the Pesticide Control
Act, coordinates with the Department. In final-form, references to “postharvest plant material” are
added to be consistent with Act 44 of 2021. In final-form, per comments from IRRC regarding the
use of non-regulatory language, the phrase “at least” is removed from subsection (c)(2).
One commentator requested that the Department expand the list of pesticides acceptable for use on
medical marijuana. This change was implemented per Act 44 of 2021 and will be continually
reviewed as detailed in § 1151.27(a).
One commentator requested that the Department, in conjunction with the Pennsylvania
Department of Agriculture, review the list of approved pesticides at least annually to ensure they
remain accurate and applicable. Another commentator requested that the Department expand the list
of pesticides acceptable for use on medical marijuana. IRRC also asked the Department to clarify
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how this provision will be implemented, and to address the reasonableness of the provision in the
final-form regulation. Substantial changes have been made, as a explained above, in response to Act
44 of 2021, expanding permissible pesticides and allowing for regular updating of the list. This
provision is reasonable, as it directly aligns with the new statutory language.
‘

115 la. 44. Treatment and quarantine orde,:c

This section provides that the Department, in conjunction with the Pennsylvania Department of
Agriculture, may issue and carry out a treatment order against a grower/processor if the
grower/processor fails or reftises to eradicate a plant pest found at its facility. Further, this section
pennits the Department of Agriculture, acting with the cooperation of the Department, to establish a
quarantine, if necessary, to prevent the dissemination of plant pests and outlines the requirements in
the event a quarantine is established. No comments were received on this section and no changes
were made from temporary to proposed to Iinal-fonn.
Chapter

1 161ci. DLcpensaries

This chapter pertains to medical marijuana dispensaries and details: facility requirements;
dispensing requirements and restrictions; licensed medical professionals at dispensary facilities;
items and services provided; label verification and safety insert requirements; plans of operation;
access to facilities; security and surveillance; requirements for inventory, storage, sanitation and
safety, transportation. and electronic tracking system use; recall of medical marijuana products and
applications for additional locations. This chapter, which tracks chapterS of the act, replaces the
temporary Chapter 1161 (relating to dispensaries-- temporary regulations). New sections and
amendments to sections of the temporary regulations are discussed more fully below.

§ I lóIa.22. Dispensaries generally
This section provides that a dispensary is under a continuing obligation to meet the qualifications
necessary to receive a permit. This section further provides that a dispensary may not engage in
dispensing operations prior to being inspected and deemed operational by the Department, may not
employ someone under the age of 1$, and may not allow a patient to administer medical marijuana in
the facility’ unless the patient is also an employee. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary §
116122 (relating to dispensaries generally), except for revising a citation in subsection (b)(l) to refer
to the new Chapter I l4la. No comments were received on this section and no changes were made
From proposed to flnal-fonn,
1]6)a.23. Dispensing medical ;;zarijiiaiza products
This section details dispensing requirements. consistent with section 801 of the act, 35 P.S. §
10231 801. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1161.23 (relating to dispensing
medical marijuana products). Subsection (a) is revised, on final form, to comport with Act 44 of
2021, which allows for curbside delivery. 35 P.S. § 10231 .802(a)(l). This section further specifies
the necessary prerequisites the dispensary must complete before dispensing medical marijuana
products and before completing a transaction, including information that must be listed on a receipt
and rceordkeeping requirements. Subsection (b) is revised on final-form in response to a public
comment requesting clarification that the dispensarys medical professional shall review the patient
certification prior to dispensing, as only the medical professional has access to the patient
certification and this obligation cannot be delegated to a non-medical professional.
One commentator sought the removal of subsection (b)(2)’s requirement that a dispensary review a
patient’s most recent certification prior to dispensing medical marijuana products to that individual.
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This commentator asserted that the review is unnecessary, as it requires the dispensary’s medical
professional to review this certification and causes disruptions to other patient consultations. The
Department, however, is unable to take any action in response to this comment. This regulatory
provision is also found in the act itself and would require legislative change to remove. See 35 P.S. §
1023 l.801(fl.
One commentator requested that the Department revise subsection (b)(2)(ii) to allow for patients
to deny consultation with a dispensary’s medical professional if no limitations are present on the
patient certification. After consideration, the Department will take no action in response to this
comment. Regardless of limitations present on the patient certification, the Department believes all
patients can benefit from consulting with a medical professional before engaging in the purchase of
medical marijuana products.
Another commentator queried as to whether a medical marijuana identification card qualifies as a
valid identification to enter a dispensary—the answer is yes; medical marijuana identification cards
are valid for purposes of entering a dispensary facility. Sec 35 P.S. § 10231.801(a).
One commentator requested that the Department revise subsection (c)(4) to remove the
requirement that limitations on a patient certification be listed on the receipt. questioning the
rationale behind its inclusion. The act itself requires that this infontation be included on the receipt
and, accordingly, the Department cannot revise that requiremeni. See 35 P.S. § 10231.801(a). As the
request requires legislative change, the Department is unable to take action in response to this
comment.
•s 1161c:.24.

Lin;itarions on

dtcpensing

This section, consistent with section 801 of the act, 35 P.S. * 10231.801, provides that a
dispensary’ may only dispense medical marijuana or medical marijuana products in a quantity or fonn
provided for on the patient’s certification and permitted by the act or these regulations. As proposed,
this section mirrored the temporan’ § 1161.24 (relating to limitations on dispensing). Subsection
(a)(3) is revised in final-form to incorporate changes made to sections 1201 and 1202 of the act by
Act 44 of 2021, empowering the Board to change the fonts of medical marijuana, with approval of
the secretary and publication in the Pennsrhania Bulletin. 35 P.S. § 10231.1201 and 1202.
Subsection (b) is revised in final-font to retlect statutory amendment in Act 44 of 202 Ito a 90day supply. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.801(e). Additionally, in response to a public comment requesting to
define a 30-day supply of medical marijuana, subsection (b) is ftwther revised and provides that a 90day supply is 192 medicaL marijuana units. The definition for “medicaL marijuana unit’ is added in §
I 141a,21.
One commentator sought clarification as to whether the certiuing practitioner is the one providing
limitations on fonts of medical marijuana for patients. The answer is yes; the certifying practitioner
may list certain limitations on a patient certification, and a dispensary may only dispense medical
marijuana to a patient in the fonts permitted under the patient certification. 35 P.S. §
1023 l.801(d)(l).
One commentator sought to remove (a)( 1 )‘s requirement that a patient not be dispensed more than
provided on the patient certification. This requirement is present in the act itself. See 35 P.S. §
10231.801(d). Accordingly, the Department is unable to take action in response to this request.
I] 6]a. 25. Licensed medical professionals a/facility
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This section, consistent with section 801 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.80!, details requirements for
medical professional staffing at dispensaries. Further, this section provides training requirements and
continuing education standards for physicians, pharmacists. physician assistants, and certified
registered nurse practitioners. This section aLso prohibits a practitioner or physician from issuing
patient certifications while at the facility.
Subsections (a) and (b), as proposed. provided that a physician or pharmacist must be prcsent at
the facility during operating hours and, if a permittee operates more than one facility under the same
permit, a physician assistant or certified registered nurse practitioner may cover the other sites. These
subsections are revised in final-form to reflect changes made in Act 44 of 2021, allowing a physician.
pharmacist, physician assistant or certified nurse practitioner to be available either in person or by
synchronous interaction. 35 P.S. § 10231.801(b).
Subsection (b) was revised at proposed stage to provide that a facility’s “physician, pharmacist.
physician assistant and certified registered nurse practitioner may rotate coverage of facilities as long
as a physician or pharmacist is always either in person or by synchronous inleraction, at one of thc
facilities’ This addition clarifies that a dispensary authorized to operate more than one facility may
allow the physician and pharmacist to rotate coverage to the secondary and tertiary dispensaries, as
opposed to being limited to covering only the primary location.
One commentator sought to revise this section to allow a physician or pharmacist to be physically
present at one facility location and be ‘virtually” present at the remaining locations with no need for
other staffing at those other locations. Conversely, the Department received numerous comments
from certifying practitioners, phannacists, medical professionals, patients, and caregivers requesting
the Department clearly define a 1:1 ratio of medical professionals at each dispensary site, because
medical professionals cannot provide adequate care if they are constantly covering multiple
dispensary locations and it is not in the best interest of the patients. That minimum ratio is enshrined
in Act 44 of 2021, which provides that a physician or pharmacist shall be available at all times while
a dispensary is open, and ifa dispensary has more than one location, a physician assistant or certified
registered nurse practitioner may be available, either in person or by synchronous interaction, at the
other dispensary locations in lie,, ofthe physician or pharmacist. See 35 P.S. § 10231.801(b). Sonic
of these commentators even requested that the synchronous interactions be eliminated or limited to
emergency situations. In response to these comments, subsection (b) is revised on final-form to
include language specifying that one medical professional cannot cover more than one dispensary
location regardless of whether in-person coverage or synchronous interaction. As it relates to the
elimination or limitation of synchronous interactions, the Department takes no action in response to
this request as the requested revision requires legislative change.
One commentator sought clarification as to the requirements under subsection (b) of this
provision. Specifically. whether a pharmacist or physician must be present at each dispensary facility
(assuming the dispensary peimittee is approved to operate at more than one location). As the
Department explained at the proposed stage, subsection (b) clarifies that a dispensary authorized to
operate more than one facility may allow the physician and pharmacist to rotate coverage to the
secondary and tertiary dispensaries, as opposed to being limited to covering only the primary
location. The remaining locations may utilize the services of a physician assistant or a certified
registered nurse practitioner.
One commentator snught to amend subsection (e) to require training every two years that includes
relevant yearly updates of any amendments, announcements, etc. These medical professionals are
required to meet continuing education requirements to maintain their licenses. As this training could
be covered through continuing education requirements. the Department declines to implement this
suggestion.
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116 la. 26. Dispensa,vJhcilities

This section imposes restrictions with respect to dispensary facilities and amenities, consistent
with section 802 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.802. It also provides that individuals under the age of IS
may not enter a dispensary unless the individual isa patient or accompanied by a parent, guardian, or
caregiver. This section further provides signage requirements for specific areas of the facility.
No changes were made to subsection (a) from temporary to proposed. A comment from IRRC
indicated that the phrase “as approved’ by the Department in subsection (a) constituted nonregulatory language. Therefore. on final-form, the phrase is replaced with “that has been inspected
and deemed operational” by the Department. Subsection (a) is ifirther revised in final form to
comport with Act 44 of2O2l, which allows forcurbside delivery’. 35 P.S. § l0231.802(a)(1).
As proposed, subsection (b)( I) was revised to provide that a dispensary may not be located within
1,000 feet of “a public, private or parochial school, or a day-care center providing services to children
under the age of 18, measured from the property line ofa public, private or parochial school nearest
to the dispensary to the nearest physical wall of the dispensary.” This change clarifies that “school” is
not intended to mean post-secondary schools and further defines how the 1,000-fool setback will be
measured. This section retains the authority of the Department to waive this requirement per the act.
35 P.S. § 1023 1.802(b).
The Department received a comment of general opposition to the regulatory packet, raising myriad
questions regarding safety. One such question, though not aimed at this provision specifically,
queried as to protections for schools. This provision aims to accomplish protection for schools, as
subsection (b)( I) requires that dispensary facilities be located more than 1,000 feet away from public,
private, or parochial schools, as well as day care centers providing services to minors. Additionally,
similar protections and other provisions germane to schools can be found in the act itself. See 35 P.S.
§ l0231.802(a)(3), 10231.2104. As protections are already provided in the act and final regulations,
the Department takes no action in response to this request.
Subsection (e)( I) was revised as proposed to replace the word ‘visitors” with “individuals.” This
change is to remove references to “visitors,” as discussed elsewhere in this Preamble.
No changes were made to subsections (c), (d) and U) from temporary’ to proposed to final-form.
The Department received numerous comments regarding the Department replacing the word
“visitors” with “individuals” in subsection (e) of this provision. Commentators objected on the basis
that this change would require dispensaries to purchase and implement new signage to comply.
asserting that the new signage would cost thousands of dollars. If the Department were to retain the
usage of”individuals,” commentators sought adequate time to order and hang the new signage. After
consideration, the Department takes no action in response to this comment. The commentators’
concerns related to cost are dependent largely on the pemhittee, not the Department. Although this
provision contains specifications related to size and content of the signage, it does not require a
specific type ofsignage—i.e. paper tr. metal. Any exorbitant costs related to acquisition of new
signage would be a result of a perminee’s preference, not regulatory requirement.
Sonic commentators suggested that the Department revise this section to allow patients to be
assisted into dispensaries and with transactions by an individual who cares for the patient but who is
not an approved caregiver ivithin this program. These commentators requested allowing a family
member to help a patient who needs such assistance without having to undergo approval as a
caregiver. After consideration, the Department takes no action in response to these comments.
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Allowing unknown third parties to enter dispensaries with patients undercuts the secure nature of
dispensary Facilities. Patients needing assistance are best served: (1) through an approved caregiver
under this program. or (2) dispensary staff.
4’ 1 161a.27.

hems

and sen’kes provided at a dispeizsan’

This section details restrictions on sales of products and devices at dispensaries and substantially
revises the temporary § 1161.27 (relating to items and services provided at a dispensary), as detailed
below.
Subsection (a).

This subsection provides that a dispensary may only dispense medical marijuana in forms
prescribed in § 116 la.23(b)(2) (relating to dispensing medical marijuana products). This subsection
mirrors the temporary provision, except for amending the regulatory citation to refer to this new
chapter.
Subsections (h) anti (c).

These subsections respectively provide that a dispensary may only purchase medical marijuana
products from a grower/processor and that, with prior written approval from the Department, a
dispensary may sell instruments, devices, and services related to the use of medical marijuana
products. No changes were made to these subsections from temporary to proposed to final-form.
Some commentators requested that the Department create a procedure to allow patients to request
that dispensaries be permitted to sell certain medical marijuana devices, as opposed to only
dispensaries being able to make the request. Patients may already engage in such a practice by asking
their dispensary of choice to seek approval from the Department to sell certain medical marijuana
devices. As the dispensary ultimately determines the products and devices it sells after Department
approval, patients seeking the addition of specific devices are better suited to convey this to the
dispensary who may then request approval under subsection (b). This, too, alleviates one
commentators concern that patients would have to make stops at different stores to buy different
products/items.
Subsection (d).

This subsection provides that a dispensary may dispense a medical marijuana product with a THC
concentration of 0.3% or less so long as the dispensary purchases it from a grower/processor. This
subsection, at proposed stage, provided that dispensaries may dispense a medical marijuana product
with a TI-IC concentration of less than 0.3% if purchased from a grower/processor that has obtained
prior Department approval. Consistent with the changes made in response to public comments to
remove the industrial hemp exclusion from the definition of marijuana, this subsection is revised in
final form to remove the requirement for a grower/processor to obtain Department approval to sell to
a dispensary a medical marijuana product with a THC concentration of 0.3 % or less.
The Department received a comment seeking clarification on whether subsection (d) allows
grower/processors to offer hemp-based CBD products to be sold in dispensaries. In accordance with
the statutory changes implemented by Act 44 of 2021, grower/processors may obtain harvested hemp
that passes the testing requirements from a person holding a permit issued by the Department of
Agriculture to grow or cultivate hemp and may produce hemp-based medical marijuana products to
be sold in dispensaries.
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Subsection (e).
This subsection proscribes certain actions for dispensaries. Specifically, dispensaries may not (I)
provide medical marijuana product at no cost unless the patient is approved for financial assistance
by the Department; (2) make purchases conditional upon the patient purchasing a medical device at
the facility or a separate facility; (3) deliver, or contract with a third party, to deliver medical
marijuana; and (4) sell items and services unrelated to the use of medical marijuana products. As
proposed, this subsection removed the prohibition on advertising activities, as that provision caused
confusion. The removal of this subsection does not, however, negate the general requirement in §
I l41a.50(b) (relating to advertising by a medical marijuana organization) that all promotional,
advertising, and marketing materials must be approved by the Department prior to use. Further, the
prohibition on delivcring mcdical marijuana products was revised, as proposed, to prohibit a
dispensary from contracting delivery to third parties, in addition to prohibiting a dispensary from
delivering to a patient or caregiver. Finally, an additional prohibition on the sale of items unrelated to
the use of medical marijuana was added at the proposed stage. These revisions seek to limit the
scn’ices a dispensary may provide to a patient or carcgiver that are unrelated to the sale of medical
marijuana products. No changes were made to this subsection from proposed to final-form.
One commentator objected to subsection (e)(2)’s prohibition on providing patients medical
marijuana products at no cost or free unless the patient is approved by the Department for financial
assistance. This commentator believed that patients who are participating in a research study should
receive products at no cost. After consideration, the Department takes no action in response to this
request. While the Department maintains its position that no-cost or free products may not be
dispensed, the permittee is free to set its own pricing models for certain classes of patients—i.e., lowcost medical marijuana products to those individuals participating in research studies. As permittees
retain broad authority to reduce patient expenses as they see fit, the Department will make no
revision in response to this comment.
Another commentator requested that the Department allow pcrcentagc and dollar amount of
discounts to be disclosed to patients to provide more transparent notice to patients and reduce patient
costs, in addition to wishing to sell non—medical marijuana related promotional items to patients,
subject to Department approval. The prohibition on advertising of discounts has been removed.
Howcvcr. the prohibition of sales of items unrelated to the use of medical marijuana remains, as
dispensaries should be limited to sale of only medical marijuana-related products.
The Department received comments in opposition to I 161a.27(e)(3)’s prohibition on dispensaries
delivering, or contracting with a third party to deliver, medical marijuana to patients. These
commentators believe in allowing for delivery under the medical marijuana program. After
consideration, the Department takes no action in response to these comments. Currently, the act
allows for patients to designate caregivers for themselves, and those caregivers are permitted to
deliver medical marijuana to a patients residence. See 35 P.S. § 10231.103. As the act currently
allows for a means of delivery through caregivers, the Department declines to extend delivery
services.
One commentator sought clarification as to whether dispensary employees are permitted to
become caregivers under the medical marijuana program. The answer is yes; there is no provision in
the act or these regulations that would prohibit a dispensary employee from becoming a earegiver,
provided the individual passes the background cheek requirement.
s’ ]161a.28. Labels aiidsafl’tj’ inserts
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This section sets forth the requirements of what must, and what may not, be listed on a label, in
subsections (c) and (d), respectively, in addition to requiring, in subsection (b), that any product sold
to a patient be filly sealed and labeled. Further, subsection (c) requires a dispensary to inspect labels
to ensure that the label contains all requ red information and is firmLy affixed to the container holding
medical marijuana, and subsection (e) prescribes standards for safety inserts. This section tracks
section 801 ofthe act, 35 P.S. § 10231.801(i). This section mirrors the temporary § 1161.28 (relating
to labels and safety inserts) with two exceptions, as detailed below.
Subsections (c)(6) and (15) were revised at proposed stage to add the requirements that all
cannabinoids and terpenes and corresponding percentages be listed on the label and that a label be
firmly affixed to a container directly holding medical marijuana. These revisions seek to ensure that
law enforcement may readily discern the difference between packaging containing legitimate medical
marijuana and illegal substances, in the event of a patient’s interaction with law enforcement. In
addition, the changes provide patients and caregivers with more information regarding the products
they seek to purchase. In response to a comment regarding subsection (c)( IS), pointing out that a
dispensary may not open a sealed outer package to inspect the inner label, this subsection is finher
amended on final-form by changing “and” to “or.”
Further, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the phrase “any
other information required by the Department” is removed from subsection (c)(14) and is replaced
with “a process lot identification number.” This additional information is the only other labelling
requirement under § 1151.34 that does not currently appear in subsection (c). Subsection (e)(6) is
removed on final-form as unnecessary since all patient safety requirements are listed.
The Department received numerous comments regarding this provision’s requirement that safety
inserts be provided with every dispensing event. These commentators assert that this requirement is
wasteftil, leading to unnecessary costs for the permittee. The Department, however, is unable to take
any action in response to these comments, as the regulatory requirement is contained in the act. See
35 P.S. § 1023 1.801(h).
Another commentator, though not referencing a specific regulatory provision, requested that the
Department require patients to be informed about risks of hann associated with medical marijuana.
The Department believes this provision, in conjunction with others, provides patients with sufficient
notice of potential risks. Beyond receiving a safety insert under this provision during every
dispensing event, patients are informed of these risks prior to receiving a patient certification from a
practitioner. Sec 28 Pa. Code § 1181 a.27(c)( II) As patients are infonned prior to using medical
marijuana and every time they are dispensed medical marijuana, the Department takes no action in
response to this comment.
Other commentators requested that the Department remove the requirement that labels include the
number of individuals doses, citing lack of uniformity in dosing standards. The Department,
however, is unable to incorporate the requested revision. The requirement that labels reflect the
amount of individual doses is found in the act itself. See 35 P.S. § 1023 l.801(i)(5). Accordingly, the
Department is unable to take action in response to these comments, Similarly, another commentator
objected to the inclusion of all terpenes on the label. This, however, is required for the sake of patient
safety, as patients need to know what they are about to consume, as to avoid any form of an adverse
reaction. Accordingly, the Department takes no action in response to this comment.
One commentator requested that labels include allergy warnings. This change was incorporated in
§ 1151.34(b).
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Some commentators, including IRRC, sought removal or explanation of the requirement to include
plant species on the label. This requirement is found in the act and would require legislative change
to remove. See 35 P.S. § 10231 .303(b)(8). As indicated above, a clarifying definition of “species” has
been added. Although permittees may experience incremental cost increases related to complying
with these requirements, the Department must prioritize the express intent of the legislature: patient
safety.
Some commcntors, including IRRC, asserted that the information required will not readily fit on a
label, and will require very small, possibly unreadable, print. IRRC asked the Department to explain
the reasonableness of this requirement and to address the fiscal impact and implementation
timeframe. The Department is requiring labeling of these additional cannabinoids at the request of
patients, who understand the significance of different cannabinoids and how they work on the
endocannabinoid system. It is reasonable for patients to know which products contain their preferred
cannabinoid, and in what amount. Labeling space is not constraining, as many permittees are already
making use of accordion-style labels that are common in the phannaceutical industry. Since many
permittees are already using accordion-style labels, the fiscal impact should be negligible, and no
additional lime needed for implementation. However, the Department will allow a transition period to
deplete existing supply.

c I 161a.29. P/mis of operation
This section provides that upon the Department determining a dispensary to be operational. the
dispensary must provide the Department with its plan of operation. This section outlines what must
be included in a plan of operation and requires that a dispensary provide its plan of operation to the
Department during inspections of the site and facility and at any time upon request. This section
mirrors the temporary § 1161.29 (relating to plans of operation) with two exceptions, as detailed
below.
As proposed, subsection (a)(2)(ii) replaced the word “visitors” with “individuals requiring access
to the facility.” This change is to remove references to “visitors” wherever possible, as discussed
elsewhere in this Preamble. Additionally, subsection (e) was added at proposed stage to require a
dispensary to comply with its plan of operation. This addition ensures that a dispensary adheres to the
plan of operation submitted to the Department, in addition to informing the Department as to how a
dispensary would handle specific events. No comments were received on this section and no changes
were made from proposed to final-form.
I /61a.30. Access to dispensan’ facilities
This section restricts access to dispensary facilities. Several subslantive changes are made to the
temporary § 1161.30 (relating to visitor access to dispensary Facilities), as detailed below.
Title

Temporary § 1161.30 is entitled: “Visitor access to dispensary facilities.” As proposed, the title
was changed to: “Access to dispensary facilities.” This change removes the lerni “visitor” to
emphasize that dispensaries are not open for general visitation.
Subsection (a).
The temporary subsection (a) provides that a dispensary must post a sign at each entrance
indicating that the premises are under continuous video surveillance and that no one under the age of
18 is permitted to enter unless the individual is a patient or accompanied by a parent, guardian, or
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caregiver. The proposed amendments added language to the sign indicating that only employees,
patients, and caregivers may enter, and that anyone under the age of 18 entering the dispensary must
be a patient and accompanied by a parent, guardian or caregiver. The Department received numerous
public comments regarding this change, from the regulated and patient communities and from IRRC.
The regulated community opposed the change due to the costs associated with having to print new
signage. The patient community opposed the inability to bring minor children into the dispensary,
which created the need for childcare to obtain medication, especially for single parents. After careful
consideration, the Department agrees to abandon this proposed revision and to continue allowing
minor children to accompany parents or guardians in the dispensary. Accordingly, subsection (a) is
revised in final-form to revert to the language contained in the temporary provision.

Sithsection (hf.
Subsection (b) originally minored the temporary subsection (b) and provided that only authorized
employees may enter limited access areas in a dispensary. Based on public comments received as
noted above, this subsection is revised in final-form to provide that only patients, caregivers, and
authorized employees of a dispensary may enter a limited access area, except as provided in
subsections (a), (c) or in section 1161 a.26(d). This revision clarifies the Departments intent that only
employees and cardholders may enter the dispensary unless specifically authorized elsewhere in the
regulations.

Szrbsectio,z (€9.
The temporary subsection (c) provides that ‘visitors’ must present a government-issued photo
identification to enter a dispensary. As proposed, this subsection eliminated the word visitor”
consistent with the Department’s removal of the term “visitor” from the regulations. The new
language clarifies that the subsection applies to any individual who is not approved to enter the
facility who requires access to provide goods and services to the facility and requires the individual
to sign a log and detail the need for entry to the facility. The Department received a public comment
suggesting that certifying practitioners should be permitted to accompany patients to dispensaries to
assist with product selection. In response, this subsection is further amended on final-form to add:
to assist a patient with product selection as the certifying practitioner” as a valid reason to enter a
dispensary. Additionally, the identification ofa certifying practitioner must match the name and
medical credentials documented on the accompanied patient’s certification.
One commentator objected to the proposed changes in this provision, though not specifically
referencing this regulatory subsection, and requested that dispensaries be permitted to allow visitors
subject to the existing identification, log, and escort protocols, citing the need of media, government
officials, researchers, consultants, investors, and academic institutions to see and appreciate the
sophistication of dispensing floors for the continued evolution and betterment of medical marijuana
operations. To remain consistent with IRRC’s requested amendment of section 1151 a.25 to address
the issue of access for individuals such as prospective principals, financial backers, operators or
employees of the organization, local first responders, local law enforcement, lawmakers, and others
who may need to enter a medical marijuana organization for legitimate purposes such as information
gathering, training, or orientation, subsection (c) is revised on final-font to include “or for potential
investment or employment when patients and caregivers are not at the dispensary” as reasons to
allow entry. The Department understands the business necessity to allow potential investors or
potential employees to be on site, however, it must protect the confidentiality of the patients and
earegivers accessing these dispensaries, and therefore, limits access to these individuals at times
when patients and caregivers are not present. The remaining classes of individuals are already
permitted entry under subsection (fl.
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Szthsectio,i (cO.
Subsection (d) details a dispensary’s obligations when admitting an individual to its facility, such
as requiring the entrant to sign a log detailing the need for entry and to wear a temporary
identification badge while in the facility. Like § 115 la.25 (relating to access to grower/processor
facilities), proposed subsection (d) revised the temporary subsection (d) to replace the term “visitor
with “individual.” No additional changes were made from proposed to final-form.
One commentator objected to this subsection’s requirements that an individual’s name and
company name be listed on a temporary identification badge. After consideration, the Department
declines to adopt the requested revision. All requirements under this subsection—including those to
which the commentator objects—are in place to ensure that individuals with an appropriate business
purpose are permitted to enter and traverse through a facility. As this requested revision threatens
facility safety and security, the Department declines to implement the suggestion.
Subsection (e).
This subsection provides the content and retention requirements for the log that individuals must
sign upon entry to a dispensary. Consistent with the rest of this section, proposed subsection (e)
replaced the word “visitor” with words or phrases like corresponding revisions to other subsections in
this section.
The Department received a comment from IRRC regarding the need to require maintenance of
logs for four years and questioned whether the log could be maintained electronically. In response,
the Department reduces the storage requirement on final-form to one year and clarifies that the log
may be maintained electronically. Additionally, the date is added as a required entry on the log.
Subsection 03
This subsection provides that nothing in § I I6la.30 will limit the right of the Department or its
authorized agents. State or local law enforcement, or other Federal, State or local government
officials from entering any area of a dispensary site or facility, if entrance is necessary to perform
their functions and duties that pertain to the act or this part. At proposed stage, the phrase “that
pertain to the act or this part” was added to the end to clarify that the official governmental duties
must be related to the act or regulations. No changes were made from proposed to final-form.
One commentator queried as to whether firefighters are included in “government officials” for the
purposes of this section—the answer is yes, and they are permitted to enter if necessary to perform
their duties.
Subsection (‘g).
Subsection (g) provides that dispensary employees or other affiliated persons may not be
compensated for granting access to a limited access area. As proposed. the only change to the
language of the temporary subsection (d) was the replacement of the word “visitor” with “individual,”
consistent with the rationale explained above. No comments were received on this subsection and no
changes were made from proposed lo final-form.
I 161a.31. Security and sun’eillance
This section requires that a dispensary establish and maintain security and surveillance systems to
the specifications provided within this section. Further, this section prescribes lighting requirements
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and limits access to rooms containing surveillance monitoring equipment. Changes to this section are
detailed below.
On final-form, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the phrase
“at least” in subsections (a)( I )(viii) and (a)(2)(ii) is replaced with “no less than.” For the same reason,
the phrase “at least” is removed from subsections (bft3) and (c). Subsection (bfl3) is further revised
on final-fonn, in response to a comment from IRRC, to clarify that the records may be maintained in
paper or electronic form. In light of the clarification that records may be retained electronically, no
change is made to the time frame, as fiscal impact for retaining electronic records. even for four
years. will be minimal.
Subsection (a)(2) is revised on final-font to require “continuous” surveillance per the statutory
change made in Act 44 of 2021. 35 P.S. § 10231 .802(a)( 1.1). The Department received numerous
comments, including from IRRC, regarding the cost imposed by subsection (a)(4) requiring storage
of all video surveillance for two years. The storage requirement is reduced to 180 days, unless
othet•’ise required for investigative or litigation purposes. per Act 44 of 2021.35 P.S. §
10231.802(a)(l.l). Due to the statuton’ amendment, the Department is unable to reduce the storage
requirement to 90 days as suggested by multiple commentors.
The Department received a comment seeking to remove subsection (b)(5)’s requirement that a
grower/processor designate employees to continually monitor the security and surveillance system at
the facility. This commentator finds this monitoring provision to be duplicative of the requirement,
under subsection (a), that the security system be professionally monitored—i.e., monitored by a third
party. See 28 Pa. Code § 1161 a.3 I (a)( I). IRRC also questions the need for this requirement. This
requirement is needed because employees monitoring the system at the facility will be able to
respond immediately to issues without delay caused by a third-party offsite vendor needing to contact
the facility. Immediate response to a security breach is in the best interest of facility safety and
security, and the Department will not take any action that lessens the safety and security of these
facilities.
Subsection (c) was revised at proposed stage to allow dispensaries to designate multiple
employees to continuously monitor the security and safety ofa facility, whereas the temporary
provision only permits the designation of one employee. This revision provides dispensaries greater
flexibility in ensuring the efficacy of their security systems while also not requiring the monitoring of
these systems by a single person. Subsection (c) was also revised at proposed stage to require that a
dispensary install “commercial grade. nonresidential doors and door locks” on all external doors of
the facility. This change ensures the safety and security of each facility.
Subsection (d) was revised at proposed stage to require that entrances to, and exits from, a
dispensary be locked at all times as opposed to just during non-working hours. This change ensures
the safety and security of facilities.
The Department received comments seeking to remove I 161a.31(d)’s requirement that all
entrances and exits for a dispensary facility remain securely locked at all times. These commentators
cited difficulty of access to a facility as burdens caused by the provision. After consideration, the
Department takes no action in response to these comments. The requirement under ll6la.31(d) is
aimed towards maintaining the safety and security of dispensary facilities. The Department will not
make concessions that compromise facility safety and security.
Another commentator suggested revision to subsection (d)’s requirement that facility doors be
securely locked at all times. This commentator suggested that doors being securely locked at all times
is harmifil to conducting business, in addition to presenting a safety issue in the event of a fire. The
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Department disagrees. The regulated community has ably operated under this requirement, and the
Department sees no benefit to removing this requirement. Moreover, the Department also does not
believe the locked-door requirement presents a safety issue in the event of a fire. Locked doors serve
as an impediment from ent;y into a facility, not exit from a facility. Accordingly, the Department
takes no action in response to this comment.
IRRC asked the Department to explain how implementation of the final-form regulation will
protect the public health, safety, and welfare. Requiring locked doors at these facilities will help to
prevent unauthorized entry, theft and diversion of product into the black market.
I 161a.32. Inventory data
This section lists the inventory infomrntion that must be maintained in the electronic tracking
system. In addition, this section requires a dispensary to establish inventory controls, conduct
monthly reviews and annual comprehensive inventories and specifies what information must be
recorded as a result of inventory reviews. This section mirrors the temporary § 1161.32 (relating to
inventory data). No comments were received on this subsection and no changes were made from
temporary to proposed to final-form.
I161a.33. Storage requtements

This section provides that dispensaries must have separate and locked limited access areas for the
storage of defective medical marijuana products, as described in this section. This section also
provides that all storage areas must be maintained in a clean and orderly condition. As proposed, this
section mirrored the temporary § 1161.33 (relating to storage requirements), except for revising a
citation in subsection (a) to refer to the new Chapter 1151 a. No comments were received on this
subsection and no changes were made from proposed to final-form.
I161a.34. Sanitation and safety in a/hei/itv
Subsections (a) and (b) prescribe sanitation requirements and expectations for a dispensary facility
and employees therein; subsections (c) and (d) require adequate bathroom and hand-washing
facilities; and subsection (e) requires a dispensary to comply with all State and local building codes.
As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1161.34 (relating to sanitation and safety in a
facility), except that “28 Pa. Code’ was added to correct the incomplete citation in subsection (b) and
the word
deleted from subsections (c) and (d) for the reasons explained elsewhere in
this Preamble. No comments were received on this subsection and no changes were made from
proposed to final-form.
Itvisitorh

ç ii 6Ia.35.

was

Transportation of medical marijuana products

This section provides that a dispensary may deliver medical marijuana products to medical
marijuana organizations, subject to requirements delineated in subsection (a). This section also
outlines the requirements with respect to the storage of medical marijuana products during
transportation in subsection (b); delivery drivers in subsection (c); and transportation in subsections
(d) and (e). Further, subsections (1) and (g) impose reporting requirements for specified events, and
subsection (h) subjects transport vehicles to inspection at the Department’s request.
As proposed, subsection (b)( I) was amended to require vehicles transporting medical marijuana
products to be “equipped with a secure lockbox located within a locking cargo area,” rather than the
requirement in temporary subsection (b) that such vehicles be “equipped with a secure loekbox or
locking cargo area.” Multiple public comments were received regarding the unnecessary cost
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associated with this new requirement. Upon careful consideration, the Department agrees to revert to
the original language contained in the temporary regulation. Accordingly, subsection (b)(l) is revised
in final-form to mirror the temporary provision. However, subsection (d) is revised on final-fonn to
state that products in transport must be placed inside a secure lockbox or locking cargo area.” This
change clarifies that not only must transport vehicles be equipped with a lockbox or locking cargo
area, but that these security devices must be utilized for transporting product to minimize opportunity
for diversion. IRRC reiterated comments indicating that the requirement of having a secure lockbox
or locking cargo area adds cost. However, all vehicles arc already equipped with locking cargo or
trunk areas. Further, subsection (b)(4) was revised at proposed stage to require transport vehicles to
maintain current state inspection and vehicle registrations. whereas the temporary regulation requires
current vehicle registration and the display ofa state inspection sticker. This revision allows for the
possible elimination of inspection stickers in the thturc, as has been done with registration stickers.
The Department received multiple comments, reiterated by IRRC, objecting to the requirement
under subsection (c) of staffing two or more individuals performing transportation of medical
marijuana. These comments largely focused on the financial burden of additional staffing, and one
comment suggested that only trips over five hours should have additional staffing. After
consideration, the Department vill take no action in response to these comments. This requirement is
reasonable and serves the dual purposes of safety and diversion prevention. Reducing the current
standards would undermine those purposes. Further, pernittecs have been successfully operating
under these requirements for the last five years.
Per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the phrase “at least two”
in final-form subsection (c) is replaced with “two or more.” For the same reason, the phrase “at least”
is removed from final-form subsection (c)( I) and the phrase “in a form and manner prescribed by the
Department” is removed from final-form subsections (1) and (g).
• I 161a.36. Transport nzaniftst
Subsections (a) and (b) provide that every transport vehicle shall generate a transport manifest;
specifies the information that must be contained in the manifest; and details requirements for delivery
to multiple facilities. As proposed, subsection (c) requires all medical marijuana products be
transported in a secure lockbox located within a locked cargo area, whereas the temporary regulation
requires that the product be packaged in a shipping container. As indicated above, multiple public
comments were received regarding the unnecessary cost associated with this new requirement. Upon
careful consideration, the Department agrees to further revise the language on final-form to mirror §
I 161.35(b)(l).
Subsection (d) requires a dispensary to provide a copy of the manifest to the delivery recipient.
Subsection (e) requires a dispensary to provide a copy of the manifest to the Department and other
governmental officials if requested. No changes were made to these subsections from temporary to
proposed to final-form.
One commentator requested that medical marijuana organizations be permitted to manually
override erroneous entries in the transport manifest. After consideration, the Department will not
adopt the requested revision. To allow for medical marijuana organizations to manuaLly tamper with
the information in the transport manifest allows for possible diversion and/or unaccounted for
medical marijuana products. As the requested change threatens product safety, the Department takes
no action in response to this comment.
‘

116]a.37. Evidence of adverse loss during transport
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This section outlines a dispensary’s duties in the event of an unresolved discrepancy in the
transport manifest upon delivery. This section also requires a dispensary to report suspected theft or
diversion of product to the Department; to investigate a discrepancy in the transport manifest; to
amend its plan of operation, if necessary, to prevent future discrepancies; and to submit a report of
the investigation to the Department.
The temporary subsection (a) provides that a dispensary must refuse acceptance of a delivery in
the event of any discrepancy in the transport manifest. As proposed, subsection (a) requires a
dispensan’ to refuse delivery only when the discrepancy has not been resolved. This revision
eliminates unnecessary’ delay in product delivery to dispensaries and, ultimately, to patients. Per
comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the phrase “in a form and
manner prescribed by the Department is removed from final-form subsections (a) and (b). No other
changes were made from proposed to final-form.
t 1)6 Ia. 38. Complaints about or recall ofmedllcal niari/nana products

This section provides that dispensaries must notify the Department and the grower/processor from
which it purchased the medical marijuana product immediately upon becoming aware of a complaint
made to the dispensary by an individual who experienced an adverse event resulting from use of a
medical marijuana product. If the grower/processor were to recall the product, the dispensary is
required to cease dispensing the item in question and coordinate a return of the recalled product. No
changes were made to this section from temporary to proposed to final-form.
Some commentators, reiterated by IRRC, requested that the Department add a procedure to allow
patients to report problematic products—i.e., seeds, fungus, other problems with products—to the
Department. Such a procedure is already in place. Patients may report information to the Department
via email or phone, as well as requesting a complaint form that may be submitted directly to the
Department. As this procedure currently exists, the Department takes no action in response to these
comments.
Another commentator requested that we define what adverse events require immediate reporting
under this section. All adverse events must be immediately reported, and “adverse event” is a defined
term. See 28 Pa. Code ll4la.21.

§ I 161n.39. Electronic tracking svseil
This section, consistent with section 701 of the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.701, provides that a
dispensary must use an electronic tracking system prescribed by the Department. As proposed, this
section mirrored the temporary § 1161.39 (relating to electronic tracking system), except for omitting
the obsolete language that the Department will provide notice of the electronic tracking system to be
used by dispensaries, as the Department published this infonnation in the Pennsylvania Bulletin at
the time the system was implemented. This section is revised in final-form to add language from Act
44 of 2021, providing that the system shall allow for two-way communication, automation and secure
application-programming interface of a medical marijuana organization’s enterprise resource
planning, inventory, and accounting and point-of-sale software, and allow for access to all data
required to be transmitted to the Department to ensure compliance with the operational reporting
requirements of the act and these regulations. 35 P.S. § 10231.701 (c. 1) (effective December 31,
2021). This revision addresses several comments received regarding the use of API integration.
Another commentator requested that medical marijuana be included within Pennsylvania’s
Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP), so practitioners may consult its database to review a
patients controlled substance history prior to beginning treatment involving the use of medical
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marijuana. While the Department takes no action towards adding medical marijuana to the PDMP
database, it notes that the practice of reviewing the patients history of controlled substance
treatments is already required. Specifically, section 403(c.l) of the act allows for practitioners to
access the PDMP to review a patient’s controlled substance history during a consultation. 35 P.S. §
10231.403(c.l). Adding medical marijuana to the PDMP, however, is prohibited, as cardholder
information is deemed confidential under the act. 35 P.S. § 10231.302(a).
One commentator, though not citing a specific regulatory provision, requested that patients have
access to lab analyses from medical marijuana testing. The Department, however, is unable to adopt
the requested revision. The lab analyses are contained within the electronic tracking system, and that
information is deemed confidential by the act. See 35 P.S. § 1023 1.701(c). As the requested revision
requires legislative change, the Department will take no action in rcsponsc to tins comment.
IRRC asked the Department to explain how it administers the electronic tracking system required
by the Act; whether a medical marijuana organization can itse an API of its choosing to connect to
the database; and to consider the suggestions of commenters as their concerns relate to the use of an
API and the potenlial benefits of safety and efficiency that commenters contend can be realized. As
indicated above, the Department’s vendor, Mi Freeway. administers the electronic tracking system.
The system developed by MJ Freeway is compliant with all requirements of the act. Additionally,
this section is revised, as described above, to allow the use of API integration pursuant to Act 44 of
2021.
One commentator requested guidance on how an approved laboratory is able to establish an API
connection to MJ Freeway. Act 44 allows medical marijuana organization pcnnittces, not
laboratories, to establish that gateway. As the requested revision requires legislative change, the
Department will take no action in response to this comment. See 35 P.S. § 10231.701 (c. 1).
I 161a.40. Additional dispeiisan’ locations
This section provides that an applicant for a dispensary permit may identify a primary location and
up to two additional dispensary locations in its application, or at a later date, using a form prescribed
by the Department and following the initial permitting requirements set forth in § II l4a.29 (relating
to initial permit application), subject to the payment of fees specified in subsection (e) and the
Department’s approval. No changes were made to this section from temporary to proposed. In final
form, subsection (fl, allowing a dispensary to interchange the designation of a primary, secondary or
tertiary location, was added and the title of this section revised, to effectuate changes made to § 609
of the act by Act 44 of 2021.35 P.S. § 1023 1.609(b).
Chapter 1)7Th. Laboratories
This chapter pertains to laboratories and details the approval process; suspension, revocation and
renewal of approval; testing requirements; sampling procedures; selection protocols; test results and
reporting requirements; transportation of samples; advertising restrictions; and ownership
prohibitions. This chapter is consistent with section 704 of the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.704, and replaces
the temporary Chapter 1171 (relating to laboratories-- temporary regulations). New sections and
amendments to sections of the temporary regulations are discussed more fully below.
§‘

1] 71a.22. Laboratories generalh’

This section prohibits a laboratory from collecting or testing medical marijuana samples unless the
laboratory has been approved by the Department under § I 171a.23 (relating to approval of
laboratories) and has a written contract with the grower/processor under § 1171 a.29 (relating to
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testing requirements). This section requires the Department to post a list of approved laboratories on
its website and provides general requirements with respect to: (I) laboratory duties; (2) director
responsibilities and employee qualifications; (3) prohibitions on ownership; (4) duration of the
Department’s approval; and (5) nontransferability of the Department’s approval. As proposed, this
section mirrored the temporary § 1171.22 (relating to laboratories generally), except for revising
citations in subsection (a) to refer to this new chapter. Subsection (g) is added on final—font to
reflect that laboratory testing requirements also apply to harvested hemp pursuant to Act 44 of 2021.
See 35 P.S. § 1023 1.702(a)(4) and (704).
In final-font, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the first
phrase “at least one” in subsection (c) is replaced with “a” and the second is replaced with “one or
more.”
One commentator sought clarification to the contractual requirement under this section.
Specifically, the commentator noted that, on some occasions, grower/processors do not have a formal
contract with a specific laboratory, but instead bill for goods and services on a case-by-case basis. To
the extent those practices exist, they are in violation of the act, as section 704 requires that
grower/processors and laboratories enter into a contract. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.704. While the
commentator suggests that a non-contractual relationship may allow for better business relationships,
legislative change would be required to remove the requirement. As the request requires legislative
change, the Department will take no action in response to this comment.

§ II 7]a. 23. Approval of laboratories
This section provides that a laboratory wishing to become an approved laboratory must submit a
completed application to the Department, including the information required in subsections (b) and
(d), the submission of which amounts to consent to an investigation of any person, information, or
location the Department deems appropriate to approve or deny the application. The subsection adds
that the application is available on the Department’s public website. Under this section, the
Department may grant approval based upon its determination that the applicant is financially and
professionally suitable to conduct the required testing.
As proposed, this section mirrorcd the temporary § 1171.23 (relating to approval of laboratories),
except for revising a citation in subsection (b)(8) to refer to this new chapter. Per comments from
IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the phrase “in a font and manner prescribed by
the Department” is removed from final-font subsection (a) and new language is added advising that
the application may be found on the Department’s web site. No other changes were made from
proposed to final-font.
One commentator sought clarity as to what qualifies as “professionally suitable,” as used in this
provision. The Department views ISO 17025 Certification as sufficient for determining professional
suitability under this section.

§ II 71a.24. Suspension or revocation of an approval issued to a laboratol)’
This section provides that the Department may suspend or revoke a laboratory’s approval if the
laboratory engages in unethical practices, fails to maintain proper standards for reporting accuracy, or
fails to comply with the act or this part. Further, this section delineates other conduct for which the
Department may revoke a laboratory’s approval. No comments were received on this section and no
changes were made from temporary to proposed to final-form.

§ II 71.25. Renewal of an approval issued to a laboraton’.
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This section provides the timeframe in which an approved laboratory must submit an application
for renewal, As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1171.25 (relating to renewal ofan
approval issued to a laboratory), except for revising a citation to refer to this new chapter. No
changes were made on final-form.
One commentator asked how ofien laboratories need to submit for renewal, as well as with how
many labs a grover/processor will contract. As to the first question, labs must renew every two years.
See 28 Pa. Code § I l7la.22. As to the second question, grower/processors must contract with a
minimum of two laboratories to comply with the testing requirements required by these regulations.
‘

1171.26. Stabiliti’ testing and retention v/samples

As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1171.26 (relating to stability testing and
retention of samples) and provided that an approved laboratory must conduct required stability
testing of samples collected from growers/processors to ensure product potency and purity and
accurate expiration dating, and that the laboratory must properly store those tested samples for one
year.

Revisions are made on final-form to reflect changes made to section 704 of the act by Act 44 of
2021.35 P.S. § 1023 1.704(b). Subsection (a) is revised to provide that a grower/processor shall
retain a sample from each process lot to ensure product potency and purity and accurate expiration
dating. Subsection (b) is revised to reflect that stability lesting will be done at six-month intervals ii
the product remains in inventory at a dispensary. Subsection (c) is revised to require the
grower/processor, rather than the laboratory, to store a sample from each process lot for subsequent
stability testing for the duration of the expiration period.
One commentator requested that the Department modi1’ the retention requirements for harvest
batches, suggesting that laboratories should only be required to maintain a sample of only one harvest
batch, as opposed to the temporary regulatory requirement of maintaining a sample from each harvest
batch. This commentator noted that the revision would align with the current pharmaceutical practice
of sample retention. Due to the statutory change, which now requires stability testing only on process
lots, implementation of this comment is unnecessary.
Other commentators requested revision of the requited stability testing under this section, These
commentators requested that stability testing be required at one year only if there is prodtict left in
inventory (or removed entirely), citing unnecessary expenses related to testing if no product remains
in inventory. IRRC also asked the Department to explain the rationale for and reasonableness of
testing requirement at six— and twelve-month intervals and the need to perform stability testing under
subsection (c) if a product is no longer in inventory. As explained above, the act has been amended to
require stability testing at six-month intervals as long as unexpired product remains in inventory. 35
P.S. § 1023 1.704(b).
With the above reasoning provided, the Department is unable to remove the entire provision as
requested by one commentator. In addition to the changes implemented in Act 44 of 2021, these
requirements are in the best interest of patient safety, as they ensure high-quality consumer standards.
In addition to requesting clarification on whether grower/processors are required to retain every
stability sample for all medical marijuana products, or only those that are currently in their inventory.
one commentator expressed concerns on where a grower/processor was to store these samples as well
as how to track them when delivered to third-party dispensaries. Afier consideration, the Department
takes no action in response to this comment. As it relates to the first question, grower/processors are
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required to retain a sample from each process lot for the duration of the expiration period listed on
the medical marijuana product. As it relates to storage and tracking, notwithstanding any enumerated
regulatory requirements, these types of internal business decisions are better left to each
grower/processor to determine what meets the individual needs of thc facility,
11 71a.27. Sanpling procedures/br testing
Subsection (a) requires a laboratory to ensure its employees follow established sample
preparation procedures. Subsections (b) and (c) outline the elements that a laboratory’s policies and
sampling procedures must include. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1171.27
(relating to sampling procedures for testing).
On final-form, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language. the phrase
“at a minimum’ is removed from subsection (b). Per concern from IRRC regarding the incorporation
of the laboratory guidance into the regulations as an Appendix to be updated by publication of
periodic notices in the Pennsvhaniu Bullet/n, the Department on final-form incorporated testing
methods and standards into this rulemaking. Subsection (b)(2) is revised on final-form to reflect that
samples must be representative of the harvest batch, harvest lot or process lot. Subsection (b)(3) is
added on final-form to address that the amount being removed from a sample must be based on
applicable statistical criteria established under the standards in § 1171 a.29.
One commentator suggested that the sampling procedures provided by the Department tinder
subsection (b)(2) do not actually exist as a requirement under testing in § 1171 a.29, rendering the
“Guidance for Quality Testing and Sampling by Approved Laboratories” moot. The Department
revises the previous subsection (b)(2) to require the samples be representative of the harvest batch,
harvest lot or process lot as established under the standards in the revised final-form § 117 la.29.
One commentator, though not referencing a specific provision, also sought clarification on the
sample preparation “test portion,” “analytical unit,” or “analytical portion” for microbial samples. The
Department has incorporated the testing methods established under the American Herbal
Pharnucopeia’s “Cannabis Inflorescence Standards of Identity, Analysis arid Quality Control”, 2014
Revision Edition. Laboratories must meet or exceed the minimum standards found within this
resource.
S’

II 7Th. 28. Selection protocol for samples

This section provides that an employee of an approved laboratory may enter a grower/processor
facility for the purpose of identifying and collecting samples. subject to procedures regarding chain
of custody and permitting access to limited access areas for these purposes. This section also
specifies the samples that a laboratory employee must identify and collect from a grower/processor
facility. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1171.28 (relating to selection protocol for
samples). Subsection (c)(4) is added on final-form pursuant to Act 44 of 2021. 35 P.S. §
10231.704(b).
In response to one commentator requesting clarification on whether employees of an approved
laboratory are permitted to collect research and development samples and arc permitlcd to visit a
grower/process facility as part of ongoing account management and/or business development
purposes, without collecting compliance samples, subsection (a) is revised on final-form by moving
“only” to clarify that approved laboratories may access a grower/processor facility tinder this
subsection as well as § 1 151a.25(a). An employee ofan approved laboratory is permitted to enter a
grower/process facility under § 1151 a.25(a) for purposes regarding “testing.” which may include
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aspects of the contractual relationship of the approved laboratory. The final-form regulations also
permit approved laboratories to collect samples for research and development. See § I l7la.29(c)(3).
One commentator requested clarification to multiple sections found within tables of the previously
proposed laboratory guidance attached in the appendix of the originally submitted final-form
rulemaking. The Department takes no action in response to these comments as the tables are no
longer included as part of the annex and the standards to be followed are incorporated into this
chapter.
Commentators, reiterated by IRRC, opposed as unnecessary and more stringent than other states,
the requirement for testing of medical marijuana at the time of harvest and before the product is sold
to a dispensary. However, the act specifically requires the two tests. 35 P.S. § 10231.704(a).

§ ]171a,29. Testing requirements
This section details testing requirements. Several changes are made to the temporary § 1171.29
(relating to testing requirements). as detailed below.
S,ibsecrio,;s (a) niul (7,).
These subsections provide that an approved laboratory must have a written contract with a
growers/processor prior to conducting testing and submit a request for testing through the electronic
tracking system. No changes were made to these subsections from temporary to proposed to finalfont.
Subsection (ci.
The temporan’ subsection (c) specifies that an approved laboratory must minimally test two
samples at harvest and at process stages. Subsection (c) was amended at proposed stage to provide
that one approved laboratory must conduct testing on the harvest sample and a different approved
laboratory must conduct testing on the processed sample. This revision creates checks and balances
in the testing process.
The Department received a comment from IRRC regarding use of several non-regulatory phrases
in subsection (c). To clarify, subsection (c) is revised on final-form by removing the phrases ‘at a
minimum” and “as prescribed by the Department.” Subsection (c)(3) is also added on final-font in
response to comments from the regulated community requesting that additional non-mandatory
testing be permitted,
One commentator expressed confusion as to the number ol’reqtiired tests under this subsection,
incorrectly believing that four tests are required—two at harvest, and two at process. In actuality, the
number of required tests is two—one at harvest, and one at process.
The Department received a plethora of public and legislative comments, including additional
comments submitted after the original submission of this final rulemaking. reiterated by IRRC,
regarding the new requirement that different labs perform the harvest lot and process lot tests. These
comments raised myriad objections relating to the cost, optics, and need for this new requirement.
IRRC asked the Department to: (I) explain why it believes the language of Section 704 of the Act
allows for testing of harvest batches and final product by two different approved laboratories; (2)
provide a more detailed explanation of the specific problems it has encountered with the existing
testing protocols and how testing by two different approved laboratories solves those problems; and
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(3) quantify the costs for growers/processors associated with entering into a contract with a second
approved laboratory.
Rcgarding (I), Act 44 of 2021 specifically revised section 704 to require a grower/processor to
contract with “one or more independent laboratories” to test medical marijuana. 35 P.s.
10231.704(a). Regarding (2), the Department frequently hears allegations from patients that lab
results are inflated to reflect higher THC percentages than the product acmally contains. While
commentators correctly point out that Pennsylvania’s medical marijuana program has not seen wide
spread corruption in the testing of medical marijuana, other states have experienced these issues. For
example. FiveThinyEight recently published an article highlighting the issues of lab testing across
the country. Black, Lester. (June 29, 2021). America’s Pot Labs Have a THC Problem. Retrieved
from https://fivcthirtycitht.conVfearnres/americas-pot-labs-have-a-thc-problem!. similarly, a class
action lawsuit was filed on July 12, 2022, alleging a laboratory has violated federal racketeering law
by intentionally overstating the amount ofTHC in the medical marijuana products it sells to patients
in Arkansas. See https://www.elassaction.org’news/class-action-allees-steep-hill-overstatcd
amounts-of-thc-in-medical-marijuana-sold-to-arkansas-patients. Instead of giving the same issues an
opportunity to fester within the Commonwealth’s medical marijuana program, the Department is
proactively insuLating the program from such issues.
Regarding (3), peimittees are currently required to conduct two lab tests and the only change being
made is that two different labs conduct those tests. As such, there should be no increase in operating
costs. At least one permittee asserted that labs lower costs when quantity increases, making it
financially prudent to use the same lab. 1-lowever, since all permittees will have to comply with the
new requirement to use different labs, it is expected that labs will adjust their pricing accordingly.
Subsections (it), (e,), and (1,).

These subsections provide the minimum elements for which a laboratory must test; that testing
samples must bc conducted with a statistically significant number and size of samples and
methodologies approved by the Department; and that testing is prohibited on samples in the
delineated circumstances. As proposed, these subsections mirrored the temporary regulatory
provisions.
On final-form, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the phrase
“at a minimum’ is removed from subsection (d) and “heavy metals’ and “mycotoxins” are added in
subsection (d)(7) and (d)(). respectively, as samples are currently being tested for heavy metals and
mycotoxins. Additionally, in response to a comment from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory
phrases, “with methodologies acceptable to the Department’ in subsection (c) is replaced with “with
approved methodologies.” The phrase “[a]ll testing methods must be fully validated to address the
accuracy. precision, specificity, linearity, range, and sensitivity of the testing method” is also added
to subsection (e) to ensure sampling and testing meet the approved methodologies established within
in this chapter. Subsection (el) is added to expressly exclude PCR testing as an approved
methodology. Finally, IRRC opposed the unclear phrase ‘any other factor” in subsection (1’).
Accordingly, the phrase “any other factor sufficient to render the findings of questionable validity” is
replaced with “any other obvious circumstance that compromises the sample.”
Subsection (g).

This subsection (g) specifies tracking and disposal requirements. Temporary subsection (g)
requires that all tests be entered into the electronic tracking system. As proposed, subsection (g)
provided that only testing performed on samples of harvest lots and process lots must be entered into
the electronic tracking system, allowing for additional non-mandatory testing to be performed
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without being entered into the electronic tracking system. Many permittees requested the ability to
conduct additional testing prior to harvesting. This subsection was further amended on final-form to
account for the addition of subsection (c)(3) and to make clear that these non-mandatory tests need
not be entered into the electronic tracking system. Additionally, a citation was amended at proposed
stage to refer to this new chapter and the new Chapter 1151 a.
One commentator queried as to why grower/processors may want additional testing and not have
to enter the test results into the electronic tracking system. The purpose behind the allowance of
additional testing is requests from the grower/processors to allow for testing to occur for research and
development purposes, which would fall outside of those tests currently required by the act to be
entered into the electronic tracking system.
One commentator sought clarification as to which test result goes on the label. The correct test to
be displayed on the label is the process lot test.
One commentator requested that harvest lot testing occur only once per year per strain. After
consideration, the Department is unable to take action in response to this comment, as the act requires
a test at each harvest. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.704(a).
II 71a.30. Standards for testing

,‘

This section requires that an approved laboratory follow the methodologies, ranges, and
parameters that are contained in the scope of the certificate of accreditation issued to the laboratory
and in accordance with this chapter. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1171.30
(relating to standards for testing). On final-form, the phrase contained in” is changed to ‘consistent
with.’ This change was made in response to a comment pointing out that the certificate of
accreditation does not detail the laboratory’s testing scope. The phrase and “in accordance with this
chapter” is added in subsection (a) to address all laboratory testing methodologies and standards
enumerated in the entire chapter. Additionally, in response to a comment from IRRC regarding the
non-regulatory phrase “acceptable to the Department.” the phrase is removed.
One commentator, though not referencing a specific provision, asserted that qPCR testing for
yeast and mold is inadequate as it does not require the additional incubation time used by the plating
method. The commentator states that qPCR is not fit for “quantitation of organisms” and is used for
compliance in the interest of speed rather than efficacy. Another commentator directly opposed this
qPCR conclusion, reasoning that (1) “qPCR can detect a wider array of fungal pathogens as most
pathogens do not culture,” (2) qPCR allows for internal controls that safeguard against
misinterpreting negative results from failed results, (3) “qPCR assays used in cannabis industry have
more public and open access data for evaluation than any test on the marketplace.” and (4) it would
be premature to make technology choices before the standards have been established in the
marketplace. Based on the Departments research. qPCR was deemed an acceptable testing method,
Accordingly, the Department will make no changes.
ii 71a.3]. Test results and reporting
This section details test reporting requirements. Several changes are made to the temporary §
1171.31 (relating to test results and reporting), as detailed below, in addition to changing citations to
reflect this new chapter and the new Chapter 1 151a (relating to growers/processors).
Subsection (a).
This subsection lists the tests to which the testing requirements of the chapter apply: testing on
harvest lots and process lots. As proposed, subsection (a) mirrored the temporary provision. In
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response to a public comment requesting that only a laboratory sampling agent handle the samples to
ensure adherence to § 1151 a.28(c), proper sanitary techniques and recording methods, subsection
(a)(2) is revised in final-form to remove “either an employee of a grower/processor or” so that the
language mirrors subsection (a)( 1). This change emphasizes that only the Laboratory employee should
be selecting samples for testing.

Subsection (fr).
Temporary subsection (b) requires all test results to be entered into the system. This subsection has
been amended at proposed stage to clarify that only test samples collected under § 117128(c) were
required to be entered into the electronic tracking system. This amendment allows a pemlittee to
conduct additional testing outside of thc two required to be entered into the system. Subsection (b)
was revised on final-form to account for the addition of non-mandatory testing under § 1171.28(c), to
clarify that only testing perfonied on harvest lots and process lots are required to be entered into the
electronic tracking system.
The Department received a public comment, citing concerns that grower/processors will abuse the
research and development testing. Specifically, this commentator stated that ifa sample were to fail
testing, the grower/processor would deem it as a research and development test, whereas if the
sample passes testing, the grover:processor would deem it as a harvest test to be entered into the
electronic tracking system. The commentators’ concerns cannot occur as a grower/processor must
designate the nature of the sample—research and development or harvest/process—prior to receiving
the results from the approved laboratory. As this prevents grower/processors from adjusting the
purpose of the test after receiving results, the Department takes no action in response to this
comment.
One commentator informed the Department that if laboratory “a” tests the harvest lot and
laboratory “b” tests the same harvest lot, both test results are visible to both laboratories in MJ
Freeway. The Department investigated and confinued that test results are onLy visible to the testing
laboratory.
Sub.iection (c).

This subsection (e) provides the procedure for a sample that fails testing and allows a failed
sample to be re-tested by the same laboratory. If the initially failed sample were then to pass re
testing. subsection (c)(2) requires a different laboratory to confirm that passing test. Subsection (3)
requires disposal of the sample if the Department declines to accept the confinting results. As
proposed, this subsection mirrored the temporary provision, except for adding the term ‘confirming’
to subsection (e)(3) as a grammatical clarification and revising citations to refer to this new chapter
and new Chapter 1151 a.
On final-font, subsection (1.1) is added to provide that ifa re-tested sample fails again, the lot is
required to be disposed ofin accordance with § 1151 a.40 (relating to management and disposal of
medical marijuana waste) unless the grower/processor opts to process the failed lot, failed for yeast
or mold only, into a topical font under section 702(a)(3) of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231 .702(a)(3). This
language is added pursuant to Act 44 of 2021.
One commentator sought clarification on retesting procedures, citing that the regulations would
create a “bottleneck” of products that fail an initial test, but pass subsequent tests. IRRC asked the
Department to: (1) include language in the final-form regulation that clarifies and specifies what
criteria will be used to implement this provision and determine if a result is unsatisfactory; and (2)
explain the overall need for changes being made to this subsection, including the requirement that a
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second approved laboratory confirm the test results of the first approved laboratory when retesting
occurs. Regarding (I), to address how the Department will decide whether to accept a confirming
passing result, subsection (c)(2.1) is added to detail the Departments considerations in determining
whether to accept re-test results. The changes to this section are necessary to eliminate opportunities
to manipulate test samples or test results and to keep patients safe. For these reasons, the Department
is hesitant to simply release a previously failed batch or lot based solely on a confinning passing
result and, therefore, requests this additional information with patient safety in mind. These requests
for additional information sometimes result in a grower/processor abandoning its request to have a
batch or lot released, apparently due to inability to provide one or more requested item. Some delays
related to testing, reporting of information, and Department acceptance of those results. are a
necessary element in ensuring that the product reaching the patient community is safe and of the
highest quality. Additionally. Act 44 of 2021 allows for a different path for the processing of certain
failed lots. 35 P.S. 1023 1.702(a)(3).
Another commentator requested that if a sample fails an initial test, the grower/processor should
be permitted to choose the laboratory to conduct a re-test. Additionally, this commentator (and
others) sought to remove the Departments ability to reject test results under subsection (c)(3), citing
a lack of criteria of when the Department would not accept test results. First, the grower/processor is
permitted to choose the re-testing laboratory’ after an initial failed test. Further, subsection (c)(25)
now lays out the Department’s considerations in determining whether to accept re-test results.
One commentator objected to subsection (c)(3)’s requirement that lots that fail re-testing under this
provision shall be disposed ofç asserting that the requirement is more stringent than testing standards
present in other states with a medical or recreational marijuana program. The commentator asserts
that these burdensome standards subject the grower/processor to excessive costs and delays in the
event of a failed test. Without directly stating as much, this commentator appears to suggest that
grower/processors should have the option to remediate product to avoid disposal. Given that certain
failed lots may be processed per Act 44 of 2021, 35 P.S. § 10231 .702(a)(3), the Department takes no
additional action on this comment.
Another commentator, though not referencing a specific provision, requested remediation
following failed microbiological tests, allowing processing into medical marijuana infused products.
Given that certain failed lots may be processed per Act 44 of 2021, 35 P.S. § 10231 .702(a)(3), the
Department takes no further action on this comment.
Subsection ft!,)
This subsection requires a grower/processor to noti& the Department and the approved laboratory
of its intent to re-test a sample that failed a test or test another sample from the same harvest batch,
harvest lot, or process lot. No changes were made to this subsection from temporary to proposed to
final-form.
One commentator requested the deletion of the requirement under subsection (d) of this provision
for testing laboratories to notify the Department when the grower/processor makes the decision to
retest a failed sample because the seed-to-sale tracking system already provides notice. Review of
subsection (d) reveals no requirement for the laboratory to notify the Department. Rather, subsection
(d) requires the grower/processor to notify the Department and the laboratory of the intent lore-lest
through the electronic tracking system. Accordingly, the Department takes no action on this
comment.
Subsection (e).
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This subsection (e) requires a laboratory to provide a grower/processor a certificate of analysis that
reports the results of the testing, which must include the delineated information. As proposed,
subsection (e) mirrored the temporary provision, except for using abbreviations and adding additional
cannabinoids that must be included in thc analysis.
On final-font, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language. the
phrases “as determined by the Department” in subsections (e)(l) and (e)(2) are removed. Subsection
(e)( I) is revised to include “approved” and (e)(2) is revised to include “approved maximums” as the
test results must meet or exceed the testing standards established under §1171a.30. Further, in
response to a public comment, “when applicable for process lot’ is added to subsection (e)(2)(ivRD)
to account for the fact that moisture is not tested in certain processed products like oils and tinctures.
Also, in response to a public comment, subsection (c)(2)(iii) is revised to add e. coli and salmonella,
as the standards established in § 1 171a.30(b) require testing for these bacteria.
One commentator requested that the Department add testing for Shiga-toxin producing
Escherichia coli (STEC I and STEC 2) and Salmonella Enterica species, in addition to specifyinu
that those contaminants and Aspergillus Flavus, Aspergillus Fumigatus, Aspergillus Niger and
Aspergillus Terreus shall be absent in one-gram samples. In response, the Department uses the
standards for testing established under § 1171 a.30. The Department will continue to review and
update the standards and methods of testing as appropriate. Therefore, the Department takes no
action on this comment.
One commentator wished to remove the testing of those cannabinoids found in subsections
(1)(vii), (l)(viii), and (1)(x) of this subsection, reasoning that only the remaining cannabinoids should
require listing. After consideration, the Department declines to adopt this comment. As the
cannabinoids do not have to be listed if the level is 0.0%, these cannabinoids may not need to be
listed if they are not present within the tested sample.
One commentator requested the Department define total yeast mold count to ensure proper testing
methodologies are employed. Contaminant limits can be found in the newly added resource for
testing methods under § 1171 a.30.
Subsection D
This newly added subsection addresses an approved laboratories duty to immediately report
pesticides that exceed the normal or acceptable limits. Subsection (fl(1) provides the limit of
quantification for pesticides. Subsection (0(2) the sample size to analyze for residual pesticides.
Subsection (g)
This new subsection is added to allow the Department the oversight needed to ensure
approved laboratories are reporting test results in the manner established under Chapter 1171 a. See
35 P.S. * 1023 1.704(a).
Sc ii 7/a. 32. Quality a.cstuance program
This section requires that an approved laboratory establish and implement a quality assurancc
program to ensure accuracy and delineates the components that the quality assurance program must
include. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1171.32 (relating to quality assurance
program). In final-form, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language,
subsection (a) is revised to clarify that devices must be calibrated annually or more frequently if
recommended by the manufacturer.
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ç ii 71a.33. Transporting samples
This section requires that the samples must be transported in accordance with § 115 la.35 and
115 la.36 (relating to transportation of medical marijuana; and transport manifest). Further, this
section requires that samples be transported from a grower/processor to an approved laboratory in a
manner that adequately protects the integrity and composition of the samples from outside
interference. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1171.33 (relating to transporting
samples), except for revising citations in subsection (a) to refer to the new Chapter 115 Ia.
On final-form, in response to a public comment requesting clarification, process lot is removed
from subsection (b) to clarify that all samples, not just process lot samples, must be transported in a
manner that protects the sample’s integrity. Additionally, in response to comment from TRRC
opposing the phrase “other environmental factors that may work to jeopardize the integrity of the
sample. the phrase is replaced with “any other circumstance that appears to have compromised the
sample.
The Department received a comment objecting to the requirement under this subsection of staffing
two or more individuals performing transportation of medical marijuana. These comments largely
focused on the financial burden to perform the additional staffing, and one comment suggested that
only trips over five hours should have additional staffing. After consideration, the Department
declines to adopt these comments. This requirement is done for the dual purposes of safety and
diversion prevention. Reducing the current standards would pose a threat to those purposes.
The Department received another comment requesting to remove “grower/processor or third-party
contractor” from this section, presumably to avoid someone other than the laboratory’ employee from
selecting the sample. The Department declines to implement this comment because § 1 l7la.28
requires the laboratory employee to identil’ and collect the sainple
11 7hz. 34. Department request for testing
This section provides that the Department, in its discretion, may identify and collect samples for
testing by an approved laboratory, and the approved laboratory must provide a written report of the
results within seven days or sooner if requested by the Department. No comments were received on
this section and no changes were made from temporary to proposed to final-fomt
,‘

II 71a.35. Lahoraron’ reporting

This section requires laboratories to enter test results into the electronic tracking system. As
proposed, citations were amended to refer to this new chapter. Other changes are detailed below.
Subsection (a).
This subsection lists the specific information a laboratory must enter into the electronic tracking
system when testing a sample. The temporary provision required reporting on all samples. As
proposed, this subsection was revised to only pertain to samples collected pursuant to § I 171a.28(c)
(relating to testing of samples from harvest lots and process lots). On final-form, this subsection is
further revised to account for the addition of non-mandatory testing under § 1171.28(e), to clarify
that only testing performed on harvest lots and process lots are required to be entered into the
electronic tracking system.
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One commentator asserted that the system does not provide a way or section to insert the
information in (3), (4), and (5). The Department verified with MI Freeway that the system does allow
for entry of this information.
Subsection (b).
This subsection provides that an approved laboratory must maintain a certificate of analysis for
four years. As proposed, subsections (b)(l) and (c) were added to address test results not required to
be entered into the electronic tracking system. These provisions require an approved laboratory to
immediately provide to the Department an electronic copy of a certificate of analysis for those test
results that are not required to be entered into the electronic tracking system and allow the
Department to conduct an investigation based on the results of a certificate of analysis. Further, the
second sentence of subsection (b) was amended as subsection (b)(2).
The Department received public comments seeking clarification on subsection (b)( I )‘s requirement
that certificates of analysis for tcst results not entered into the electronic tracking system be
immediately provided to the Department by the laboratory performing the test. These commentators
thought this requirement to be excessive, given the burden it would impose upon laboratories and the
quantity of data that the Department would receive. Another commentator expressed concerns that
the mandatory reporting of test results may disclose the intellectual property of grower/processors
utilizing this testing for research and development purposes, with another commentator asserting that
the reporting violates their business’ privacy rights. After consideration, the Department makes no
change in response to these comments. The purpose underlying this requirement is to serve as a
safeguard from potential abuse. Given the additional testing that grower/processors may now request
outside of the two that are required to be entered into the electronic tracking system, the Department
seeks to remain informed of the results of those tests to ensure that grower/processors are not
conducting numerous tests on the same lot until it achieves passing results. Moreover, the act requires
the Department establish an electronic database to, inter cilia, “[m]onitor[] all growth, transfer,
possession, processing, testing and dispensing ofmedieal marijuana.” 35 P.S. § 1023l.301(a)(4)(iv)
(emphasis added). Given the act’s express authority to track testing, the asserted invasion of privacy
and alleged compromise of intellectual property rights does not merit further revision of the
language.
IRRC asked the Department to explain the need for subsection (b)( 1 )‘s requirement that
certificates of analysis for test results not entered into the electronic tracking system be immediately
provided to the Department by the laboratory performing the test; how a laboratory is to comply; and
to clarify how the provision will be implemented. To clarify how a laboratory is to comply with this
requirement, “by email” is added to final-form subsection (b)(l). A dedicated email address will be
provided to approved laboratories once established. This provision is necessary because these test
results will not be entered into the electronic tracking system and requiring submission of these
additional test results will allow the Department to monitor whether the same sample is being
repeatedly tested until a passing result is achieved.
Another commentator cited confusion with this subsection and sought clarification. This
commentator, however, did not indicate exactly what portion of this subsection caused the confimion.
The Department believes this subsection, as previously written (and subsequently amended) is
straightforward and, accordingly, takes no action in response to this comment.
Subsection (c).
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This new subsection (c) provides that the Department may conduct an investigation based on the
results of any certificate of analysis. This subsection is added to ensure product quality and patient
safety.
]171a.36. Advertising
This section prohibits a laboratory From advertising or promoting its services to the general public.
This section clarifies that personal solicitation by a laboratory employee is considered advertising or
promotional marketing. It also provides that a laboratory may only advertise to a grower/processor
those services perfomwd on site, subject to prior Department approval. Further, this section provides
that a laboratory may erect signage at its facility, subject to compliance with local zoning
requirements and this section. This section mirrors the temporary § 1171.36 (relating to advertising).
No changes were made from temporary to proposed to final-form.
One commentator queried as to whether a laboratory contacting a grower/processor would be
considered advertising. The substantive reason for the contact would dictate whether the contact
constitutes advertising; solicitation constitutes advertising, per subsection (b). However, a laboratory
is penitted to call a grower/processor as it relates to testing results.
.

1171a.37. Ownership prohibition

This section delineates those individuals who may not have a management, financial (direct or
indirect), or other ownership interest in an approved laboratory. No comments were received on this
section. On final—form, “posthaiwest plant material” is added to subsection (4) consistent with Act 44
of2021 and ll5la.35.
1171a.3$. Appeals
This section provides that all actions of the Department under this chapter are governed by
Chapter 5, Subchapter A of2 Pa.C.S. and its accompanying regulations, as modified by Chapter
1230a. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1171.38 (relating to appeals), except for
amending a citation to refer to the new final Chapter 1230a (relating to practice and procedure). No
comments were received on this section and no changes were made from proposed to final-form.
Chapter 1 18 Ia. Phvsicia,zs and Practitioners
This chapter, which tracks chapter 4 of the act, pertains to practitioner registration, training
requirements, and prohibitions, issuance and revocation of patient certifications. This chapter
replaces the temporary Chapter 1181 (relating to physicians and practitioners temporary
regulations). New sections and amendments to sections of the temporary regulations are discussed
more filly below.
--

TRRC reiterated a commenter who stated that terms “practitioner” and “physician” appear to be
used interchangeably in the regulations and asked the Department to review the use both terms
throughout the rulemaking to ensure usage is clear and appropriate. The term “practitioner” is defined
in Section 103 of the act as a physician who is registered with the department under section 401. 35
P.S. § 10231.103. Since “physician” is not defined in the act, it is defined in § 1 141a.21 of these
regulations as “the term as defined in section 2 of the Medical Practice Act of 1985 section 2 of
the Osteopathic Medical Practice Act.” Careful review of each term used throughout the regulations
reveals that the terms are not used interchangeably. Rather, “physician” is used when referring to the
individual who has not yet registered under section 401 of the act. “Practitioner” is used when
referring to an individual who has already registered under section 401 of the act.
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€ 1 18 Ia. 22. Praclitione,w geneiallv
This section requires that a practitioner must meet continuing qualifications to be registered with
the Department and may not issue patient certifications prior to becoming registered. This section
also requires a practitioner to notify the dispensing dispensary of a patient’s adverse reaction to
medical marijuana. Further, this section permits a practitioner to petition the Medical Marijuana
Advisory Board to review any proposed change to the currently listed serious medical conditions for
which medical marijuana could be beneficial. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary §
1 181a.22, except for revising the citation in subsection (b) to refer to this new chapter; deleting
reference to the statute in subsection (d); and deleting the last sentence of subsection (d) as the
Medical Marijuana Advisory Board has already created that process. No changes were made from
proposed to final-form.
The Department received a comment regarding subsection (a) of tIns provision, averring that the
provision is unclear and sought clarity as to if this provision intends to indicate that the qualifications
needed for a physician to remain in the registry are continuing qualifications. To the extent the
commentator is asserting that the requirements to be initially registered with the Department and
approved as a practitioner are identical to those requirements to remain registered with the
Department and approved as a practitioner, we agree. Those requirements can be found in §
1181 a.24. See 28 Pa. Code § 1181 a.24. Accordingly, as provided in this section, the requirements for
registration with the Department and approval as a practitioner constitute both initial and ongoing
qualifications to remain a practitioner in the program.
s’ 118/a. 23. Medical professionals genera/h
This section provides that, like the requirements for a registered practitioner, the requirements to
be a registered medical professional are an ongoing responsibility to maintain. The section also
provides that a medical professional may not assume any duties at a dispensary until all requirements
are satisfied. This section further requires that a medical professional notify’ the practitioner listed on
the patient certification of any adverse reaction suffered by the patient due to use of a medical
marijuana product purchased at the dispensary. As proposed. this section mirrored the temporary §
1181.23 (relating to medical professionals generally), except for revising a citation in subsection (b)
to refer to this new chapter. No changes were made from proposed to final-form.
The Department received a comment regarding subsection (a) of this provision, averring that the
provision is unclear and sought clarity as to ifthis provision intends to indicate that the qualifications
needed for a medical professional to remain employed at a dispensary are continuing qualifications.
To the extent the commentator is asserting that the requirements to be employed as a medical
professional within a dispensary are identical to those requirements to remain a medical professional
within a dispensary, we agree. Those requirements can be found in § 1181 a.25. See 28 Pa. Code §
1181 a.25, Accordingly, as provided in this section, the requirei-ncnts for a medical professional to be
employed at a dispensary constitute both initial and ongoing qualifications.
One commentator sought clarification as to what “adverse reaction” means, as used in this section.
The phrase ‘adverse reaction” is defined in § I 141a.21.
One commentator requested that the Department revise subsection (c) to allow for email
communication as opposed to phone. After consideration, the Department declines to adopt this
suggestion. Communications made under subsection (e) are for the purposes of communicating an
adverse event—i.e., a patient safety issue. The Department believes that phone calls to practitioners
provide the most direct and immediate means of communication, as opposed to an email that may not
be viewed for some time.
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§ I 181a.24. Practitioner registration
This section details the requirements for practitioner registration. As proposed, this section
mirrored the temporary § 1181.24 (relating to physician registration), except for clarifying
reorganization and revision of a citation in subsection (e) to refer to this new chapter. This section as
currently written in the temporary regulation implies that that a physician may not apply for
registration as a practitioner unless the physician holds an active, unrestricted medical license and is
detemuned by the Department to be qualified to treat patients with serious medical conditions. To
clarit’, the physician licensing requirement in temporary subsection (a)( I) was relocated at proposed
stage to subsection (a). Additionally, temporary subsection (a)(2) was deleted, and subsection (c) was
revised to clarify that the Department determines approval to issue patient certifications based on the
information submitted in the application. Finally, temporary subsection (c) was revised to be
subsection (d). With this reorganization, the section more clearly provides for licensing qualifications
to apply in subsection (a), followed by application requirements in subsection (b), and ending with a
determination of approval to issue patient certifications based on the submitted application in
subsection (c). This section further provides that the Department may only list a physician on the
practitioner registry after the physician has completed the training course required in § 1181 a.32
(relating to training) and met all other requirements for registration.
On final-form, in response to a public comment, the Department revises the title of this section to
mirror the title of the practitioner registration section in the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.401. Further, per
comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language. the phrase “at a minimum’ is
removed from subsection (b). No additional changes were made from proposed to final-font
The Department received a comment regarding the requirement that a physician applying to be
registered as a practitioner with the Department include in their application the physician’s
credentials, education, training, specialty, training, experience and supporting documentation, where
available. This commentator questioned whether these pieces of information are directed towards a
physician’s qualifications to treat one of the serious medical conditions under section 402 of the act.
See 35 P.S. § 1023 1.402. In short. yes. Specifically. subsection (c) of this provision provides that the
information described in the comment will aid the Department in determining whether to approve the
physician to issue patient certifications. See 28 Pa. Code § 1181 a.24(b)P).
Another commentator queried as to whether practitioners must be based in Pennsylvania to
participate as a practitioner in the medical marijuana program. The answer is no; the practitioner
must only be licensed to practice in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to participate as a
practitioner within the medical marijuana program.
I]81a.25. Practitioner registn’

This section provides that the Department will maintain a practitioner registry for use by patients
or caregivers, and that inclusion in the registry is subject to annual review by the Department to
ensure that the practitioner remains qualified. No comments were received on this section and no
changes were made from temporary to proposed to final-form.
I]81a.26. Denial revocation or suspension of a practitioner registration

This section provides the grounds upon which the Department may deny, revoke, or suspend a
practitioner’s registration. The section also prohibits a physician who has been denied registration or
has had that registration revoked or suspended from accessing, issuing. modifying, or copying a
patient’s certification. Further, this section provides that a physician may reapply if the circumstances
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leading to registration denial, revocation, or suspension have resolved. As proposed, this section
mirrored the temporary § 1181.26 (relating to denial, revocation or suspension ofa practitioner
registration), except for revising a citation in subsection (c) to refer to this new chapter. No changes
were made from proposed to final-form.
The Department received a comment seeking clarification on subsection (d)(3), which prohibits a
physician who has been denied registration or whose practitioner registration has been revoked or
suspended from providing a copy of a patient certification to any person, including a paticnt or
caregiver, except in accordance with applicable law. The commentator sought clarification as to
which applicable laws would qualify as a permitted disclosure under this law. IRRC reiterated this
comment and asked the Department to claris’ what the applicable law or laws are so that the
regulated community can comply with those laws, In response, the language has been amended to
clarify the intent and to provide an example of when the exception would apply, 42 PaCS. §
61 55(b)( I), which provides that ‘[a) patient or his designee
shall have the right of access to his
medical charts and records and to obtain photocopies of the same.’
.

.

.

$ I 18Th. 27. iccituig patient certifications
Consistent with section 403 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.403. this section specifies the conditions
under which a practitioner may issue a patient certification, as well as specifying the information that
is required on a patient certification. This section also requires a practitioner to provide a copy of a
completed patient certification to the patient or the patient’s caregiver and to the Department, as well
as to retain a copy in the patient’s file. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1181.27
(relating to issuing patient certifications).
In final-form, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory’ language, the phrase
“and any other factor deemed relevant by the practitioner” is removed from subsection (a)( I). In its
place, subsection (1.5) is added to include the statutory requirement for the patient to be under the
practitionc?s continuing care for the serious medical condition. 35 P.S. § 10231.403 and 10231.103.
The Department additionally removes the phrase “at a minimum’ from subsection (c) as it constitutes
non-regulatory language.
The Department received a comment seeking to remove the requirements that practitioners
provide a copy of the patient certification to the patient and file a copy of the patient certification in
the patients health cure record under subsections (d)(l) and (d)(3). commenting that the requirements
are excessive due to digital access to the patient certification. The Department is unable to adopt this
comment as the act requires the practitioner to file a copy of the certification in the patients health
care record. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.403(d)(3).
One commentator objected to the list of required patient infonnation on a patient certification
under subsection (c)( 1). Specifically, this subsection requires that a patient ccrtification include the
patient’s name, home address, telephone number, date of birth, and email address. A similar provision
found in the act, however, only requires that a patient certification include the patient’s name, date of
birth, and address. See 35 P.S. § 10231 .403(b)( I). As subsection (c)( 1) of this section requires more
than provided under the act, the commentator expressed concerns related to the Department’s
authority to require more information than required by the act, in addition to raising concerns related
to patient privacy. The Department disagrees with this commentator’s assertions. The power of an
administrative agency to prescribe rules and regulations under a statute is not the power to make law,
but only the power to adopt regulations to carry into effect the will of the Legislature as expressed by
the statute. Commonwealth v. DiMeglio, 122 A.2d 77,80 (Pa. 1956). Although subsection (c)(l)
requires more information to be listed on the patient certification than the act, the requirement is not
contra?]’ to the act. In promulgating the act, the Legislature vested authority in the Department
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regulatory and enforcement authority over the use of medical marijuana. 35 P.S. § 10231.301 (a)(3).
Moreover, the act provides that the Department is responsible for creating the certification form, fit
at § 10231,404. Thus, subsection (c)(l )‘s requirement of extra information is in line with this express
grant of authority from the Legislature. Further, this commentators fears related to patient privacy
are unfounded. Patient certifications—and the information therein—are deemed confidential by the
act. See 35 P.S. § 1023! .302(a)(2). Thus, the Department does not share this commentator’s
concerns, and takes no action in response to this comment. This commentator shared a similar
concern regarding the information in subsection (cR2). citing a similar disparity between what is
required here compared to under the act. The rationale applied to subsection (c)( I) also applies to this
commentator’s concerns under subsection (c)(2). and the Department similarly takes no action in
response.
One commentator requested that the Department remove “if the records are available for review”
from subsection (a)(2)O). After consideration, the Department declines to adopt the requested
revision, as the Department does not presuppose that patients have medical records for certain
conditions, and the certifying practitioner may be making the initial diagnosis.
One commentator requested that the Department amend (c)( I I) to include a statement thai the
patient is not pregnant or breastfeeding. After careful consideration, the Department will take no
action in response to this comment. The practitioner’s ability to make this statement would depend, in
part, upon the patient’s truthfulness. Furthcr, the Department believes practitioners will adequately
explain the existing risks to patients, which would include advising against using medical marijuana
while pregnant or breastfeeding.
One commentator requested that the Department add “emergency medicine” to the list of medical
professionals that can certify pediatric patients. After consideration, the Department declines to adopt
this comment. Per the Board’s recommendation, as adopted by the Secretary, a practitioner with
specialized knowledge relating to minor patients is preferred because of the potential effects of
medical marijuana use on a developing brain. 49 Pa.B. 2898 (May 12, 2018).
http://www.pacodeandbulletin.gov/Display/pabull?rile/secure/pabulletin/data/vo148/48- 1 9/747.html
One commentator questioned how this section will be implemented as it relates to the interaction
between practitioners, medical professionals, caregivers, and patients that are homebound or
physically unable to visit a dispensary. The commentator asked how the Department will implement
the requirements of this section of the regulation and Section 80! of the Act (relating to dispensing to
patients and caregivers). Specifically, this commentator asked how a homebound patient could
consult with a medical professional to determine which form of medical marijuana is best. TRRC
asked the Department to review these concerns, clarify how the final-form regulation will be
implemented, ensure that the requirements of the regulation are consistent with the Act, and ensure
that the health. safety, and welfare of the patients are protected. l-lomebound patients can receive
patient certifications via telcmcdicinc. which would allow for such a discussion. Act 44 of 2021
amended the definition of”continuing care” by eliminating the requirement of in-person patient
assessments and pennitting telemedicine. 35 P.S. § 10231.103. Homebound patients can also
communicate with medical professionals at the dispensary via remote audio or video conferencing
another convenience measure implemented through Act 44 of 2021.
—

1181a.28.

ModiJi’ingaparient

ceni/kaiion

This section provides for modif’ing a patient certification and requires a practitioner to provide a
copy of a modified patient certification to the patient or the patient’s caregiver and to the Department,
as well as to retain a copy in the patient’s file. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary
provision. Subsection (a) provided that a practitioner could not modify the form of medical marijuana
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products specified on a patient certification for 30 days from the date the receipt is entered into the
electronic tracking system unless the practitioner notifies the Department. Several commentators,
including IRRC, questioned the limitation in this subsection on a practitioners modification of a
patient certification within the first thirty days of issuance, which limits practitioners from correcting
any mistakes. In response, subsection (a) is revised on fiuial—fonu to remove the limitation and allows
modification ofa patient certification at any time after issuance and before expiration.
One commentator requested a two-year duration for patient certifications as opposed to the current
one-year limit. After consideration, the Department takes no action in response to this request. In line
with the medical focus of this program, practitioners providing continuing care to the patients they
treat is critical to the treatment of the patient’s serious medical condition. The act requires that a
patient be under thc ‘continuing care” of the practitioner issuing the patient certification. 35 P.S. §
1023 I.403(a)(3). This requirement contemplates that the continuing care occur more than bi
annually, as to allow the practitioner to monitor the patient’s response to the current course of
treatment and modif, as necessaiw.
Like the previous section, one commentator queried as to why a practitioner must provide a patient
with a copy of the patient certification, commenting that the requirements are excessive due to digital
access to the patient certification. The Department is unable to revise this obligation as the act
explicitly requires the practitioner to provide the certification to the patient. 35 P.S. §
10231 .403(d)( I).
118 Ia. 29. Revocation

of a patient certification

Consistent with section 401 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.401, this section provides that a
practitioner must immediately notify the Department that a patient’s circumstances have changed in a
manner that would affect the patient’s certification, for example, the patient no longer has the serious
medical condition for which he or she was certified. The section also provides that the Department
will revoke the patient’s certification upon receiving such notification. Further, this section provides
that a practitioner may withdraw the issuance ofa patient certification at any time. The section also
provides that the Department will immediately notify the medical marijuana cardholder of a
certification revocation and enter the information into the electronic tracking system. As proposed,
this section mirrorcd the temporary § 1181.29 (relating to revocation of a patient certification). No
changes were made from proposed to final-form.
One commentator asked whether a practitioner is immune from suit or disciplinary sanctions if a
practitioner were to revoke a paticnt certification, or if there were othcr implications regarding
continuity of care tinder the requisite medical practice acts. Section 2103 of the act provides that a
practitioner shall not be subject to arrest, prosecution. or penalty in any manner, or denied any right
or privilege, including civil penalty or disciplinary action by a Commonwealth licensing board or
commission, solely for lawftd use of medical marijuana or manufacture or sale or dispensing of
medical marijuana, or for any other action taken in accordance with this act. 35 P.S. §
1023 l.2l03(a)(3).
ci 181a.30. Prescription drug monitoring progiwn
Consistent with section 403 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.403, this section requires a practitioner to
review the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program prior to issuing or modifying a patient certification
to determine whether the controlled substance history of the patient would impact the patient’s use of
medical marijuana products. The section also specifies the reasons for which a practitioner may
access the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program. No comments were received on this section and
no changes were made from temporary to proposed to final-form.
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1181a.31. Practitioner prohibitions

Consistent with section 402 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.402, this section lists the prohibitions for
practitioners, including: (I) accepting any form of remuneration for issuing patient certifications
other than a fee for the patient consultation; (2) holding a direct or economic interest in a medical
marijuana organization; (3) advertising as a certifying physician; (4) issuing a patient certification for
personal use or for a family or household member; (5) acting as a caregiver for a patient certified by
the practitioner; and (6) receiving or providing medical marijuana samples. At proposed stage,
subsection (g) was added, prohibiting a practitioner from charging patients excessive fees. The
Department added this revision due to patient complaints of practitioners taking advantage of the
certification process by charging excessive lab testing, follow-up, or other fees not initially disclosed.
Section 301(a)(l I) of the act provides that the Department “shall collaborate as necessary with other
Commonwealth agencies or contract with third parties as necessary to carry out the provisions of this
act. The Department will collaborate with the Department of State (DOS), which licenses
physicians, and refer for investigation complaints that a practitioner is engaging in unscrupulous
billing practices. DOS will investigate and, if DOS finds a violation of the Medical Practice Act of
1985, 63 P.S.
422. l-422.51a, or the Osteopathic Medical Practice Act, 63 P.S. § 271.1-271.18.
DOS will impose sanctions. If DOS suspends, revokes, limits, or otherwise restricts the practitioner’s
license, the practitioner will be removed from the medical marijuana physician registry pursuant to
28 Pa. Code § 1181 a.26(a). As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1181.31 (relating to
practitioner prohibitions), except for adding subsection (g).
The Department received a comment seeking to remove the prohibition in subsection (c), which
prohibits practitioners from advertising their services as a practitioner who can certify a patient for
medical marijuana. This commentator believes that allowing practitioners to advertise their services
would result in increased education and participation in the medical marijuana program. The
Department, however, is unable to take any action in response to this comment, as this prohibition is
found in the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 l.402(a)(3).
Other commentators sought clarification as to subsection (gis prohibition on excessively charging
patients for expenses related to the certification and follow-up processes for medical marijuana
patients. These commentators sought clarity as to what the Department would deem ‘excessive.”
IRRC agreed and asked the Department to either define “excessive” as it relates to this requirement
or ctarifS’ in the final—form regulation how this provision wilt be implemented, indicating how the
Department and the practitioner will make this determination. Since the Department approves
applications for practitioners to issue patient certifications, it has an interest in ensuring that those
practitioners are not taking advantage of patients in need of medical marijuana. Section 301 (a)( Ii) of
the act provides that the Department “shall collaborate as necessary with other Commonwealth
agencies or contract with third parties as necessary to carry’ ottt the provisions of this act.” The
Department will collaborate with the Department of State (DOS), which licenses physicians, and
refer for investigation complaints that a practitioner is engaging in unscrupulous billing practices.
DOS will investigate and, if DOS finds a violation of the Medical Practice Act of 1985,63 P.S.
§ 422.1-422.5 Ia. or the Osteopathic Medical Practice Act. 63 P.S. § 271.1-271.18, DOS will
impose sanctions. If DOS suspends, revokes, limits, or otherwise restricts the practitioner’s license,
the practitioner will bc removed from the medical marijuana physician registry’ pursuant to 28 Pa.
Code § 1181a.26(a). The facts of each case will dictate whether the physician’s charges are
appropriate in DOS’ view.
One commentator, not referencing any specific provision, alleged that some medical practices that
hire certifying practitioners would not pay those practitioners unless they issued patient certifications.
The Department does not have jurisdiction over this issue. This commentator should raise this
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concern with the proper authority. Accordingly, the Department is unable to adopt any action in
response to this comment.
One commentator objected to the prohibition on certifying family members or oneself, citing
familiarity and cost concerns. This prohibition is found iii section 403(e) of the act. 35 P.S. §
10231.403(e). Accordingly, the Department is unable to remove the prohibition.
s’ IJ$la.32. Training
Consistent with section 301 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.301, this section specifies those individuals
who must complete a four-hour training course prescribed by the Department and the requirements of
that training course. Further, this section provides that completion of the training course qualifies as
continuing education credits by certain medical boards. and that individuals who completed the
training course must submit documentation to that effect to the Department. Finally, this section
provides that the Department will provide on its website a list of approved training providers. As
proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1181.32 (relating to training), except for revising a
citation in subsection (a) to refer to this new chapter.
On final fonm per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language. the phrase
“at a minimum’ is removed from subscction (b). Additionally, in response to a comment from IRRC
questioning how and when an individual submits proof of training completion, subsection (d)( I) is
revised to reflect actual practice that the training providers submit proof of training completion to the
Department, and that proof must be submitted within the time specified in subsection (a).
Sonic commentators sought clarification on a multitude of facets relating to training under this
section. These commentators’ concerns largely center around the substance of the training under
subsection (b) of this section and who may provide this training. IRRC additionally posed the same
questions. In response, subsection (I) is added, which states that an application for approval to
become an approved training provider is available on the Department’s public website and any
application meeting the requirements of subsections (b) and (c) will be approved. Information
pertaining to training can be found on the Department’s website at:
https:/Jwww.health.pa.ov/topics/programs/Medical%20Mariiuana!Pagcs/Physicians.aspx. The
application can be found here:
https:/!www.health.pa.gov/topics!Documents/Programs/Medical%20Marijuana/DOH%20%2oApplicatioii%20 for%20Approval%20to%20Provide°/o2Oa%204hour%2OTraining%2OCourse%2Oin%2Othe%2oMedical%2oMariiuana%2oProuram.pdf.
One commentator sought to require medical professionals to retake the 4-hour training every two
years. The Department, however, believes that this is better handled through medical professionals’
continuing education, as required by their respective lieensures.
1181a.33. Appeals
This section provides that all actions of the Department under this chapter are governed by
Chapter 5, Subchapter A of2 Pa.C.S. and its accompanying regulations, as modified by final chapter
1230a. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1181.33 (relating to appeals), except for
revising a citation to reflect the new Chapter 1230a (relating to practice and procedure). No
comments were received on this section and no changes were made from proposed to final-form.
Chapter 1191a. Patients and caregivei:c
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This chapter, which tracks chapters 3, 5 and 8 in the act, details patient and caregiver registration,
cardholder responsibilities, application and fees for cardholders, background checks, renewing,
revoking or suspending identification cards, obtaining products, and patient authorization letters. This
chapter replaces the temporary Chapter 1191 (relating to patients and caregivers temporary
regulations). New sections and amendments to sections of the temporary regulations are discussed
more fully below.
--

$ 1191a.22. Patient and caregi er registn’
Consistent with section 302 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.302, this section provides that the
Department will maintain a registry of patients and caregivers and lists the information that must be
included in the registry. This section also provides that the information contained in that registry is
confidential and not subject to disclosure. Further, this section provides that a caregiver may waive
this confidentiality requirement and consent to providing the caregiver’s name and contact
information to the patient. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1191.22 (relating to
patient and caregiver registry), except for revising a citation in subsection (b) to refer to this new
chapter. No comments were received on this section and no changes were made from proposed to
final-form.
I 191a.23. Patients and caregivets generally
This section provides that the qualifications to become a patient or caregiver are ongoing
qualifications, and the Department may issue a certification card to those individuals who meet those
qualifications. Further, this section provides that the Department may, with sufficient showing of
suitability, allow a person under the age of2l to serve as a caregiver. Finally, this section provides
that a minor patient shall have a caregiver who meets the criteria specified in subsection (d). As
proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1191.23 (relating to patients and caregivers
generally), except for revising a citation in subsection (b) to refer to this new chapter. No changes
were made from proposed to final-form.
The Department received a comment of general opposition to the regulatory packet, raising myriad
questions regarding safety. One such question, though not aimed at this provision specifically, asked
where in the regulations one can find protections for children. This provision, along with § LI 91 a.32,
provides protections for minors, requiring additional components such as a mandatory caregiver, to
ensure the safety olminor patients. See 28 Pa. Code § 119 Ia.23 and 119 L a.32. These provisions can
also be found in the act. See 35 P.S. § 1023 1 .506: 35 P.S. § 1023 1.801 (h)(4).As these prolections
currently exist in both the act and final regulations, the Department takes no action in response to this
comment.
Another commentator, also not citing a specific regulatory provision, requested that the
Department implement employment discrimination protections to combat patients who suffer adverse
employment decisions due to their status as patients. These protections exist in the act. See 35 P.S. §
l0231.2L03(b). If a person suffers an adverse employment decision based solely on their status as a
certified medical marijuana patient, Pennsylvania courts—state and federal—have detennined that
section 2103 of the act confers a private right of action for individuals alleging such discrimination.
See Huthiell i’. Thomas Jefferson thu. Hasp., Inc., 2020 WL 5749924 E.D. Pa. 2020); Pa/miter v.
Cmuith. Health Si’s., Inc., 260 A.3d 967 (Pa. Super. 2021); Harrisburg Area Comm. Co/I. i.c Pa.
Thm;mi Re/s. Comm’n, 245 A.3d 283 (Pa. Cmwlth. 2020). As these protections currently exist, the
Department lakes no action in response to this comment.
Another commentator, also not citing a specific regulatory provision, requested that the
Department overhaul the zero-tolerance driving under the influence (DUI) laws as they relate to
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medical marijuana cardholders. Such a change, however, would require legislative action beyond the
Departments jurisdiction. Accordingly, the Department is unable to act in response to this comment.
In rcsponse to a comment from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language “sufficient
showing” and “as determined by the Department” in sections (c) and (d)(3), the Department opted to
remove both provisions entirely.
t 1191a.14. Medical marijuana cardholder responsibilities

This section details cardholder responsibilities. Changes to the temporary § 1191.24 (relating to
medical marijuana cardholder responsibilities) are detailed below.
Subsection (a).
Subsection (a) lists the circumstances under which a medical marijuana cardholder must
immediately contact the Department. Specifically, those instances include: (I) change of the
cardholder’s name or address: (2) practitioner withdrawal of a patient certification; (3) a patient’s
decision to discontinue the services of a caregiver; (4) a decision of a caregiver to no longer serve in
such a capacity for the patient; and (5) a decision by patieni to discontinue treatment from the
practitioner who issued the patient certification. At proposed stage, subsection (a) was revised to
corrects a typographical error (changing ‘withdraw” to “withdrawal”) and to change a citation in
subsection (2) to refer to the new § 1 lXla.29 (relating to revocation ofa patient certification). No
changes were made from proposed to final-form.
Subsection (h),

As proposed, subsection (b) was replaced in its entirety and removed the temporary regulatory
requrement that the cardholder must return the identification card upon receiving notification from
the Department that the cardholder has been removed from the registry or the paticnl certification has
been revoked. Returning the card is not necessary because the card will be deactivated and rendered
unusable. Proposed subsection (b) provides that a medical marijuana cardholder must apply for a
replacement identification card within ten business days of discovering the loss or defacement of the
identification card. This provision was relocatcd from the temporary § 1191.28(f) (relating to
identification cards) as it is more appropriately placed under this section detailing cardholder
responsibilities. No changes were made From proposed to final-Form.
c 1191a.25. Application for, and issuance or denial of identification cards
Consistent with section 501 of the act, 35 P.S. § 10231.501, this section requires patient or
caregiver identification card applicants to submit the proper application, complete with the
information required in subsections (b) and (d). Subsection (e) details the procedure where an
application designates a caregiver who is not authorized to serve as a caregiver. Applicants for a
caregiver identification card are subject to a criminal background check and subsection (e) provides
the grounds upon which an application may be denied. Subsection (fl provides that the Department
will notif’ the applicant of an incomplete application and of the additional information that is
required. Subsection (g) provides the applicant with 60 days to submit the requested information. As
proposed, this section read 60 days from receipt of a notification from the Department. In response to
IRRC’s question regarding how the Department will know when the notice was received, this section
is amended on final-form to replace “receipt” with “mailing.” Finally, subsections (h) and (i) provide
that the Department will notify an applicant in writing of the reasons for denial of an application,
allow the applicant to submit a new application following that denial, and permit the Department to
decline consideration of a re-application that does not correct previously identified deficiencies, As
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proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1191.25 (relating to application for, and issuance or
denial of, identification cards), except for revising citations throughout to refer to this new chapter
and new Chapters 1181 a (relating to practitioners).
On final-form, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, the
following changes are made: the phrases “on a font prescribed by the Department” and “at a
minimum” are removed from subsections (a), (b) and (d); subsection (d)(2) is revised to delete “or
other documentation acceptable to the Department;” the word “promptly” is removed from subsection
if); and subsections (b)(9) and (d)(10) are removed as unnecessary. Further, subsections (d)(5) and
(6) are revised to reflect removal of the background check requirement for caregiver renewal
applications and of the 5-patient caregiver cap implemented by Act 44 of 2021. 35 P.S. §
10231.502(b) and 10231.303(b)(4), respectively. Additionally, “a caregivcr” is added to subsections
(1) throLigh (i) to clarify that these subsections are only applicable to a caregiver applicant.
,s 119/a. 26. Application fri’s
This section details application fees, consistent with section 501 of the act, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.501.
Suh.vections (a) and (b).

Subsections (a) and (b) provide that an applicant may pay no more than one S50 fee in a twelvemonth period for an identification card. unless the applicant is submitting a renewal application
within the same twelve-month period or the applicant requires a replacement card, iii which case the
cardholder will pay S25 for a rcplacerncnt card. These subsections mirror the temporary subsections
(a) and (b) and no changes wcre made from proposed to final-form.
Subsection (c).
Subsection (c) provides that the Department may establish higher fees for the issuance of a second
and subsequent replacement cards by publishing notice thereof in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. As
proposed, subsection (c) was revised to eliminate the requirement for the Department ro publish these
fees every January. No changes were made from proposed to final-fonn.
IRRC noted that Section 501 of the act permits the Department to establish higher fees for
replacement cards and to waive or reduce fees and asked why the Department decided to administer
these provisions by publishing notices in the Pennsylvania Bulletin instead of including them in this
rulemaking. The Department wanted to ensure a fast method of communicating fee changes in the
fUture.
Subsection (d.
Subsection (d) allows the Department to waive or reduce card fees for financial hardship and
provides that the Department will publish on its website the qualification for financial hardship. As
proposed, subsection (d) was revised to eliminate the requirement for the Department to publish these
fees every January.
The Department received a comment from IRRC questioning the purpose of the opening phrase to
this proposed subsection: “subject to § 119 la.32 (relating to medical marijuana patient authorization
letters).” In response, the phrase is removed as unnecessary in final-form.
One commentator sought to add a requirement to this section that the date of the application fees
be provided within the electronic system, to help dispensaries discern the reason that a patient card
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might be rejected. After consideration, the Department will take no action in response to this
comment as a dispensary may not dispense on a rejected identification card, regardless of the reason
for the invalidity.
1 191a.27. Criminal background checki
This section requires an individual applying for an identification card as a caregiver submit to
fingerprints to the Pennsylvania State Police for the purpose of obtaining a criminal background
check. This section also provides that the Department reviews the individual’s criminal history’ only
to determine the caregiver’s character, fitness, and suitability to serve in such a capacity. As
proposed. This section minored the temporary provision. On final-form, this section is revised to
eliminate background check requirements for caregivers rcncwing identification cards, per statutory
changes made by Act 44 of 2021. 35 P.S. § 10231.502(b). No comments were received on this
section and no changes were made from proposed to final-font
%

11 91a. 28. Identification cards

This section provides that the Department vil1 issue identification cards as soon as practicable,
and requires that the card must contain certain delineated information, including a photograph of the
cardholder. Subsection (c) provides that the Departmcnt will not require a photograph if the applicant
submits a statement that a photograph cannot be provided due to the applicant’s religious beliefs.
Further, this section outlines the circumstances under which an identification card issued to a patient
or caregiver will expire. As proposed, this section omitted the requirement in temporary subsection
(0 that cardholders apply for a replacement card within ten business days of discovering the loss or
defacement of the card, as this requirement was relocated to § I 191a.24(b) (relating to cardholder
responsibilities).
On final-font, per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language, subsection
(b)(8) is removed as unnecessary.
One commentator sought clarification regarding not requiring a picture for religious reasons,
asking whether this is similar to how the Commonwealth handles drivers’ licenses or passports. Yes,
this religious exemption to the photographic requirement is the same as that for drivers’ licenses. The
Department cannot speak to religious exemptions for passports, as passports are handled at the
Federal level.
119/a. 29. Rei;eiiing a,? identification card
This section provides that a cardholder shall submit an application for card renewal no later than
30 days prior to the expiration of the current card, and that a cardholder shall obtain a new or updated
certification. Further, this section providcs that the identification card will not be valid bcyond the
stated expiration date, and the Dcpartment may remove the individual from the patient and caregiver
registry if the Department denies a renewal application or if the cardholder fails to submit a renewal
application. As proposed, subsection (a) was revised to require a medical marijuana cardholder to
obtain a new patient certification at the time the cardholder applies for a new identification card only
if the certification is expircd. This change is made because the time in which a patient must submit a
new certification may not coincide with the time in which the patient must obtain a new identification
card. Additionally, the citation in subsection (a) was revised to refer to the new Chapter 1181 a
(relating to practitioners).
Subsection (e) is added on final-form to effectuate the statutory change in Act 44 of 2021,
eliminating the background check requirement for an applicant who was previously approved by the
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Department to serve as a caregiver. 35 P.S. § 10231.502(b). No comments were received on this
section and no changes were made from proposed to final-form.
]191a.30. Revocation or suspension of identification ca,d
This section provides the instances in which the Department may suspend or revoke a cardholders
identification card and that, in such an instance, the Department will notil’ the cardholder of the
Department’s action. Further, this section provides that if a patient’s practitioner’s registration has
been revoked or suspended under final § I 181a.26 (relating to denial, revocation or suspension ofa
practitioner registration), or if a patient’s practitioner withdraws the patient’s patient certification
under § 1181 a.29(c) (relating to revocation of a patient certification), the cardholder is required to
obtain a new patient certification within 90 days of receiving notice from the Department or prior to
the expiration of the identification card, whichever is sooner. As proposed, subsection (c) was revised
to reflect that a patient does not need to apply for a new medical marijuana identification card when a
practitioner’s registration has been revoked or suspended or a practitioner withdraws the patient’s
certification under § I 181a.29(c). Instead, subsection (c) providcs that a patient is required to obtain a
new patient certification as explained above. Additionally, citations were amended, at proposed
stage, throughout this section to refer to the new Chapter 118 I a (relating to practitioners).
On final-form, per comments from IRRC regarding thc usc of non-regulatory language, the phrase
“as determined by the Department’ is removed from subsection (a)(3): subsection (a)(5) is revised to
eliminate the word “promptly” by inserting a period after “invalid” and deleting the remainder of the
sentence as unnecessary (an invalid caregiver card need not be returned, as it cannot be used); and the
word “promptly” is deleted from subsection (b). Language is also to subsection (a)(5) to address
deactivation of a card when a patient desires to withdraw from participation in the program.

.

I 11.31. Obtaining medical marijuana products Iron? a dLcpensan

This section provides that a medical marijuana cardholder may only obtain medical marijuana
products from a dispensary in accordance with section 1161 a.24 (relating to limitations on
dispensing), and that the cardholder may only obtain medical marijuana products from a dispensary
based on the recommendation provided in a valid patient certification that the dispensary may access
through the electronic tracking system. As proposed, this section minored the temporary § 1191.31
(relating to obtaining medical marijuana products from a dispensary), except for revising citations to
refer to the new Chapters 1161 a (relating to dispensaries) and 1181 a (relating to practitioners).
One commentator requested that the Department allow dispensaries to determine limitations on
dispensing medical marijuana, as patient certifications rarely include them. A limitation on
dispensing is already provided for in section 801 of the act. 35 P.S. § 10231.801(e). No changes
were made from proposed to final-form.

c ii 91.32. Medical marijuana patient authorization letters
This section provides that the Department will issue a medical marijuana patient authorization
letter to a minor patient and may issue a patient authorization letter to an adult patient, instead of
issuing an identification card. Further, this section provides that when the minor patient who has been
issued a patient authorization letter tunis 18, the patient is entitled to apply for an identification card.
This section also provides that a medical marijuana patient authorization letter confers the same
rights and obligations, and is subject to the same terms and conditions, as apply to a medical
marijuana cardholder, except that an identification card will be required for entry into a dispensary.
Finally, this section provides that a patient who has been issued a medical marijuana patient
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authorization letter will not be required to pay an identification card application fee or an
identification card renewal application fee. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary
provision, except that language was added to subsection (b) to clarify that a patient authorization
letter may be issued to an adult patient only when the patients illness or infirmity permanently
prevents the patient from visiting a dispensary.
The medical marijuana patient authorization letter is not intended to. and may not be, a substitute
for a medical marijuana identification card, which is required to access a dispensan’. The patient
authorization letter may be used only to signify’ .uthorization to be in possession of. or to consume,
medical marijuana. It was developed because schools and child-care programs have requested
documentary evidence that minor patients, who cannot get a photo identification card from the
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PcnnDOT), the agency that verifies Pennsylvania
addresses for the issuance of a medical marijuana identification card, are permitted to consume
medical marijuana. The letter does not afford access to a dispensary or authorize a caregiver to be
dispensed medical marijuana. All patients holding a patient authorization letter must have a
caregiver. who has an identification card, who visits thc dispensary and obtains medical marijuana on
the patients behalf and delivers the medication to the patient. This letter is also used to accommodate
homebound patients who also cannot obtain a PennDOT photo identification card. The Department
also developed the patient authorization letter because it does not want to require payment for an
identification card ($50.00 fee) from a patient who will never independently access a dispensary due
to the patients minor age or due to illness or infirmity that permanently prevents the patient from
visiting a dispensary. No comments were received on this section and no changes were made from
proposed to final-fonm
5 1191a.33. Appeals
This section provides that all actions of the Department under this chapter are governed by
ChapterS, Subchapter A of 2 Pa.C.S., as modified by Chapter l230a. As proposed, this section
minored the temporary § 1191.33 (relating to appeals), except for revising a citation to reflect the
new Chapter 1230a (relating to practice and procedure). No comments were received on this section
and no changes were made from proposed to final-fonn.
Chapter 121 Ja. Clinical Registrants and Academic Clinical Research Centers
This chapter tracks chapter 20 in the act and details application for, and approval or certification
of. clinical registrants and ACRCs. research contracts, practices and procedures for research
programs, renewal and revocation of clinical registrant approval, dispensing and tracking of products,
prohibitions, reporting requirements and sale or exchange of plant material and products. This
chapter replaces the temporary Chapter 1211 (relating to clinical registrants and academic research
centers temporary regulations). Consistent with removing the definition of “certified ACRC” from
Chapter I 141a, references to “certified” ACRC are removed from subsections 121 la.25(b) and (d),
1211a.27(b)-(d), 121 la.27a. 121 la.30(c). 121 la.31(b), 121 Ia.32, 1211a.34. and 121 la.35. Other
amendments to sections of the temporary regulations are discussed more fully below.
—-

4 12/Ia. 22. Clinical registrants general/v
This section provides that the qualifications to be a clinical registrant are ongoing qualifications.
Further, this section outlines the process of becoming a clinical registrant, including holding or
applying for dispensary and grower/processor permits. This section further provides that the clinical
registrant may not engage in dispensing activities until it receives Department approval, both
grower/processor and dispensary facilities are operational, and the clinical registrant demonstrates
ability to begin research within six months of becoming operational. Finally, this section provides
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that clinical registrants may dispense to a cardholder regardless of whether the patient is participating
in a research study. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary provision.
Subsection (c) is revised in final-form to increase the permissible number of clinical registrants to
ten in accordance with Act 44 of 2021.35 P.S. § 1023 1.2002(a). In response to IRRC’s request for
clarification of the ready, willing and able language, subsection (d)(l) is revised to clarify that a
clinical registrant may not dispense products until both its grower/processor and dispensary facilities
have been inspected and deemed operational by the Department.
121 Ia.23. Limitation

on pennits

This section provides that a clinical registrant may not hold more than one dispcnsary and one
grower/processor permit. Further, this section provides that a clinical registrant may dispense
medical marijuana at up to six separate locations, each of which must dispense medical marijuana to
conduct research, and that no more than three of those locations may be in the same medical
marijuana region or county
proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1211.23 (relating to
limitation on permits).
In response to IRRC’s request to remove non-regulatory language, the phrase ‘approved by the
Department” in subsection (b) is replaced on final-font with “as approved in its application or under
§ ll6la.40.” No other changes were made from proposed to final-form.
• 121 la.24. Capital requirements
This section outlines the capital requirements for a clinical registrant applicant, which must be
aflimied via affidavit submitted with the application to become a clinical registrant, along with a
release to allow the Department to veril’ this information. As proposed, this section mirrored the
temporary § 1211.24 (relating to capital requirements), except for revising citations to refer to new
chapters. No comments were received on this section and no changes were made from proposed to
final-form.
.

121)a.25. Cci i/iingACRC’s

This section provides that the qualifications to become an ACRC are ongoing qualifications. This
section also provides that an accredited medical school may become approved to be an ACRC by
application and that the Department will publish a notice in the Pennsylvania Bulletin announcing the
availability of the application and the time for applying. This section specifies the information that
must be included in an application and provides that the Department will pubLish a list of the ACRCs
on its publicly available website and in the Pennsylvania Bulletin. As proposed, this section mirrored
the temporary § 1211.25 (relating to certifying ACRCs). Per comments from IRRC regarding the use
of non-regulatory language, subsection (c)(8) is removed in final-font as unnecessary. No other
changes were made from proposed to final-font.
IRRC questioned whether the Department is still accepting applications and if this subsection
needed. Act 44 of 2021 increased the number ofpennissible clinical registrants, who partner with
ACRCs, to 10.35 P.S. § 1023 1.2002. The Department subsequently completed an application cycle
wherein only one additional clinical registrant was approved to partner with an ACRC, bringing the
current total to 9. Act 44 also provides that if the statutory maximum number of approved academic
clinical research centers or approved clinical registrants are not approved, the department shall
reopen the application process for the approval of academic clinical research centers and clinical
registrants. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.2002(a)(2).
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1211a.26. Revocation

of a ceitijI cation of an

ACRC

This section outlines the circumstances under which the Department will revoke the certification
of an ACRC. Further, should such an event occur, the Department will provide written notice of the
action, and the ACRC will receive an opportunity to retain its certification by submitting proof of
corrective action within 90 days of receiving the notice from the Department. No comments were
received on this section and no changes were made from tcmporaiy to proposed to final-form.
121 Ia.27. App hcation for approval ofa clinical regtitrant
This section provides that an entity wishing to become a clinical registrant must apply to do so via
application. This section specifics the information that must be included in an application, some of
which is confidential under the Right-to-Know Law, 65 P.S. § 67.101-67.3104, and not subject to
disclosure. This subsection also provides that the Department will publish a notice in the
Peiu,svlvania Bulletin announcing the availability of the application and the time for applying. This
section flrnher provides that an applicant may only include one ACRC in its application for approval
as a clinical registrant. As proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 121 la.27 (relating to
application for approval of a clinical registrant), except for revising citations to refer to this, and
other, new chapters.
IRRC questioned whether the Department is still accepting applications and if subsection (a) is
still needed. Act 44 of 2021 increased the number of perniissible clinical registrants to 10. 35 P.S. §
10231.2002. The Department subsequently completed an application cycle wherein only one
additional clinical registrant was approved, bringing the current total to 9. Act 44 also provides that if
the statutory’ maximum number of approved academic clinical research centers or approved clinical
registrants are not approved, the department shall reopen the application process for the approval of
academic clinical research centers and clinical registrants. 35 P.S. § 10231 .2002(a)(2).
in response to IRRC’s request for clarification of the “ready, willing and able’ language,
subsection (b)(7)(iii) is revised to clarify that a clinical registrant may not dispense products until
both its grower/processor and dispensary’ facilities have been inspected and deemed operational by
the Department. Additionally, subsection (b)(l I), mistakenly noted by IRRC as subsection (c)(1 1), is
removed as non-regulatory and unnecessary as all application requirements arc detailed in the
preceding subsections.
• 121 la.27a. Research contracts
This section provides that an applicant for approval as a clinical registrant shall provide with its
application either (I) an executed agreement or (2) a letter of intent to enter into an agreement with
an ACRC. This section hirther provides that an applicant may submit more than one application, with
separate applications identifying distinct ACRCs, and that although an ACRC may execute a letter of
intent with more than one clinical registrant applicant, it may only execute a research contract with
one approved clinical registrant. Further, this section provides that if more than one applicant for
approval as a clinical registrant submits an application that includes a letter of intent with the same
ACRC, the Department will follow the outlined prioritization in approving applications. Finally, this
section provides the minimum acceptable scores for a clinical registrant grower/processor and
dispensary permit application. No comments were received on this section and no changes were
made from temporary to proposed to final-fonm
12]la.28. Request for conversion ofan extctingpennit
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This section provides that a dispensary or grower/processor pemiittee must submit a request for
conversion of an existing grower/processor or dispensary permit with its application for approval as a
clinical registrant. This section further provides that upon approval as a clinical registrant, the clinical
registrant will surrender its current dispensary or grower/processor permit, which will increase the
number of available grower/processor or dispensary pennits available under chapter 6 of the act.
Finally, this section provides that an applicant may include additional dispensary locations in its
request for conversion of an existing permit or may request additional dispensary locations later. As
proposed. this section minored the temporary § 1211.28 (relating to request for conversion of an
existing permit), except for revising citations to refer to this, and other, new chapters. No comments
were received on this section and no changes were made from proposed to final-form.
‘

12] Ja.29. Practices and procethwes of research programs, projects or studies

This section requires medical marijuana to be dispensed to a patient or caregiver as part ofa
research program in a form that conforms to the act or this part. Subsection (b) provides that
marijuana may be dispensed from a clinical registrant directly to an ACRC in any form deemed safe
by an institutional review board (IRB). This section further provides requirements for research
approval committees and IRBs, including(1)establishing policies and procedures, (2) reviewing
research studies, and (3) ensuring each research study addresses the issues specified in subsection (e),
As proposed, this section minored the temporal)’ § 1211.29 (relating to practices and procedures of
research programs, projects or studies). Per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non
regulatory language, the phrase ‘at a minimum” is removed from final—form subsection (e).
IRRC asked whether the word “medical” should be added to the beginning of the first sentence of
subsection (b). The answer is no. Subsection (b) pertains to research projects or studies, which will
not begin until marijuana is rescheduled at the federal level. See 35 P.S. § 10231.2003(a) (pertaining
to research studies).
One commentator asked whether patients in research programs must pay for the medical
marijuana they are instructed to take and questioned whether unapproved forms of medical marijuana
are being used in these research programs. As to the first question, research patients may be charged
a reduced cost for medical marijuana products, but the products may not be free of charge. See 28 pa.
Code § 1161 ,27(e)(2). Additionally, research conducted pursuant to the act must be limited to forms
olmedical marijuana already approved for use. See definitions of”research program” and “medical
marijuana” in 28 Pa. Code § I 111a.21.
121 Ia 29a. Research initiative
This new section is added pursuant to Act 44 of 2021, which allows an academic clinical research
center, in coordination vith its contracted clinical registrant, to conduct a research initiative on the
antimicrobial effects of applying solvent-based extraction methods and processes to microbial
contamination of immature medical marijuana plants. medical marijuana plants. medical marijuana,
or medical marijuana products. 35 P.S. § 10231.2003.1. This section outlines the submission and
approval process for a research initiative and details the process for implementation of approved
findings.
1211a30. Approval or denial ofan application Ibr approval 0/a clinical regLctrant
This section provides that an applicant shall be a clinical registrant upon the Department’s
approval of an application under § 121 la.27 (relating to application for approval ofa clinical
registrant). This section further provides that the Department may deny the application if the
applicant has disclosed prior payments to an ACRC. This section also specifies that prior to denying
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an application, the Department will issue written notice to the applicant and the applicant will have
the opportunity to cure the prohibited payments by submitting to the Department a supplemental
affidavit indicating that the ACRC or its affiliate has refunded to thc applicant the prohibited
payment. This section also provides that a clinical registrant will have the same rights and obligations
as a grower/processor or dispensary permittee, and a clinical registrant’s dispensary and
grower/processor permits will expire upon expiration, revocation, or nonrenewal of the clinical
registrant’s approval. As proposed, this scction mirrored the temporary § 1211.30 (relating to
approval or denial of an application for approval of a clinical registrant), except for revising citations
to refer to this and other new chapters and adding a subsection.
In final-fonn, subsection (ci) is added pursuant to Act 44 of 2021, which provides that the
department shall not approve an applicant for a grower/processor pcrrnit if the applicant has
previously had a specified contractual relationship with an academic clinical research center, 35
§ 10231 .2002(b)(4)(i). No other changes were made from proposed to final-form.

p.s.

One commentator expressed confusion as to the Department denying applications due to payments
to an ACRC occurring previously. The purpose for this prohibition is to prevent any favoritism in
contracting as the ACRC must execute a contract with a clinical registrant.
s’ 121 Jail, Renewal of approval ofa clinical “egis Dan!

This section provides that the term of a clinical registrant’s approval will coincide with the term of
the clinical registrant’s grower/processor permit and dispensary permit, and that an approved clinical
registrant will be required to renew its approval as pail of its dispensary and grower/processor permit
renewals. This section further provides that the renewal application must be submitted on a form
prescribed by the Department, must include the information specified in subsection (b), and is subject
to Department approval. Finally, this section provides that the Department will not renew approval
for a clinical registrant if the Department determines that the clinical registrant’s dispensary locations
are not engaging in research and do not intend to engage in research within six months of renewal. As
proposed, this section mirrored the temporary § 1211.31 (relating to renewal of approval ofa clinical
registrant), except for revising a citation to reflect the new Chapter 1141 a (relating to general
provisions).
Per comments from IRRC regarding the use of non-regulatory language. subsection (b)(6) is
removed as unnecessary’. No other changes were made from proposed to final-form.
12/ Ia.32, Revocation ofapproval of a clinical registrant.

This section outlines the circumstances under which a clinical registrant’s approval tvill be
revoked, including revocation or suspension of the clinical registrant’s grower/processor or
dispensary permit, revocation of the partnered ACRC certification, and lack of a research contract.
This section provides that the Department will issue written notice of its intention to revoke approval.
Thereafter, the clinical registrant will have 90 days to contract with another ACRC that is not already
contracwally committed, or have its approval revoked. As proposed, this section mirrored the
temporary § 1211.32 (relating to revocation of approval ofa clinical registrant), except for revising a
citation to refer to this new chapter. No comments were received on this section and no changes were
made from proposed to final-form.
.

1211a.33. Dispensing and tracking ,nedical narijuana products

This section provides that the dispensary of an approved clinical registrant shall enter information
into the electronic tracking system, as required by the Department, identi’ing patients who are
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enrolled in an approved research program or research study, in addition to entering information about
medical marijuana products dispensed to all patients and caregivers. As proposed, this section
minored the temporary § 1211.33 (relating to dispensing and tracking medical marijuana products).
except for revising a citation to refer to the new Chapter 1161 a (relation to dispensaries). No changes
were made from proposed to final-form.
Some commentators questioned wherc the patient information will be recorded for patients
participating in research programs. This information will be located in the electronic tracking system
as will be other patient data. Clinical registrants have access to the electronic tracking system and can
access patient information through that system.
121]a.34. Prohibition
This section provides that, except for reasonable remuneration specified in a research contract for
the services to be performed or costs to be incurred by the ACRC, an ACRC may not solicit or accept
anything of value from an approved clinical registrant or a principal or financial backer of an
approved clinical registrant. Further, this section clarifies that the prohibition does not apply to
charitable contributions that are part of a history of giving to a ACRC established one year or more
prior to the effective date of the act. No comments were received on this section and no changes were
made from temporary to proposed to final-form.
12] Ia.35. Reporting reqiurements
This section outlines when an approved clinical registrant must provide the Department a report of
the findings of a research activity. This section further provides that the Department will publish
these findings on its publicly available website and share them with other approved clinical
registrants, ACRCs, or other persons the Department determines would benefit from the findings. No
comments were received on this section and no changes were made from temporary to proposed to
final-form.
12]la.36. Sale

ci

exchange

This section outlines the items a grower/processor of a clinical registrant may sell or exchange
with another grower/processor. This section is revised in final-form to reflect statutory change made
by Act 44 of 2021, which permits a grower/processor of a clinical registrant to sell its medical
marijuana products to any dispensan’. rather than just to its own or to another clinical registrant
dispensary’. 35 P.S. § 10231 .2002(b)(8). Subsections (c) and (d) are removed due to the statutory’
change.
One commentator requested that the Department remove subsections (c) and (d) from this
provision. As indicated above, this change was made due to the statutory change.
The Department received several comments concerned about grower/processors of clinical
registrants being able to meet patient demands, including having access to specific medical marijuana
for the research programs. and objecting to the limitation on clinical registrants selling medical
marijuana products only to clinical registrant dispensaries. As indicated above, these concerns were
addressed by Act 44 of 2021.
.

I2lla.37. Appeals

This section provides that all actions of the Department under this chapter are governed by
Chapter 5, Subchapter A of2 Pa.C.S. and its accompanying regulations, as modified by the new final
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Chapter 1230a (relating to practice and procedure). As proposed, this section revised the temporary §
1211.37 by adding the language that the accompanying regulations to 2 Pa. CS. Chapter 5, as
modified by Chapter 1230a, apply to the appeal process. The citation was also revised to refer to the
new Chapter l230a. No comments were received on this section and no changes were made from
proposed to final-form.
Chapter 1230a. Practice and Procedure
This chapter pertains to practice and procedure on appeals and other administrative proceedings.
Section 301 of the act grants the Department the authority to promulgate all regulations necessary to
carry out the provisions of this act. This chapter is necessary to define appeal rights and procedures
surrounding actions taken by the Department pursuant to its regulatory and enforcement authority.
This chapter replaces the temporary Chapter 1230 (relating to practice and procedure-- temporary
regulations). Amendments to sections of the temporary regulations are discussed more fttlly below.
c ]230a.21. Scope
This section provides that this final chapter and the General Rules of Administrative Practice and
Procedure govern practice and procedure before the Department in medical marijuana appeals. No
comments were received on this section and no changes wcre made from temporary to proposed to
final- font
‘

123 Qa.22. Definitions

This section provides definitions not referenced in § I l4la.2 1 (relating to definitions) and
supplements the definitions in I Pa. Code § 31.3 (relating to definitions). No comments were
received on this section and no changes were made from temporary to proposed to final-form.
s’ 1230a.23. Docket
This section provides the general duties and address of the docket clerk for mailing of filings.
Further, this section provides that pleadings must be filed within prescribed time periods and are
considcrcd filed when received by the docket clerk. This section also provides that the clerk will
maintain the docket, that the docket is available for pubLic inspection, and that subsections (a)
through (e) supersede I Pa. Code §* 33.11 and 33.51 (relating to execution; and docket). No
comments were received on this section and no changes were made from temporary to proposed to
final-font.
1230a.24. Filing generalli’
This section provides the general requirements for a filing to be accepted by the Department and
provides for rejection or correction of deficient pleadings. This section further provides that
redundant, immaterial, or inappropriate pleadings may be stricken before being accepted for filing.
No comments were received on this section and no changes were made from temporary to proposed
to final-font.
1230a,25. Eflkctive date of adjudication, actions or order
This section provides that an adjudication, action, or order is effective as of the date of mailing
unless specifically provided otherwise, and that subsection (a) supersedes I Pa, Code § 31.14
(relating to effective dates of agency orders). No comments were received on this section and no
changes were made from temporary to proposed to final-form.
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,‘

123 Oa.26. Representation

This section provides that, except for an individual appearing on their own behalf, a party,
corporation, or group of individuals acting in concert must be represented by an attorney in good
standing and outlines how that representation must be effectuated, This section also provides that
final subsections (a) through (d) supersede I Pa. Code § 31.21 through 31.23 (relating to appearance
in person; appearance by attorney; and other representation prohibited at hearings). No comments
were received on this section. However, the Department amended “his own behalf’ to “their own
behalf’ to make the section gender-neural on final-form.
1230a.38. Co,nnzcngce,;zent, fori;i cnn! content ofNotice ojAppeal
This section details the proper form of. and procedure for filing, a Notice of Appeal. This section
also provides that final subsections (a) through (g) supersede I Pa. Code § 35.5 through 35.7. and
35.20 (relating to informal complaints: and appeals from actions of the staff). No comments were
received on this section and no changes were made from temporary to proposed to final-form.
1230.39. Timeliness of Notice oJ’Appeul
This section provides that the timeliness of a Notice of Appeal is measured from the mailing date
of the written notice of the action, and an untimely filed Notice of Appeal may be deemed an
admission or be dismissed with prejudice. This section further provides that the Department may file
an answer and new matter to a Notice of Appeal within 30 days of service of the Notice but is not
required to do so. This section also provides that subsection (a) supersedes I Pa. Code § 35.5
through 35.7, 35.20, and 35.35 (relating to informal complaints; appeals from actions of the stafI and
answers to complaints and petitions). As proposed, subsection (a) was revised to provide that the
timeliness of an appeal will be measured from the mailing date of the written notice of the action
instead of thc date the appellant receives the written notice. This revision removes ambiguity relating
to timeliness of appeals and removes the possibility for differing time periods for appeal. Further,
subsection (b) was revised to provide that an untimely filed Notice of Appeal may be deemed an
admission or may be dismissed by the Department, instead of the language in the temporary §
1230.39 that one’s ‘failure to file’ a timely Notice of Appeal results in the same. This amendment is a
technical clarification. No changes were made from proposed to final-form.
One commentator sought clarification on the timeframe for an appeal and whether it has been
extended due to mail delays. The timeframe for an appeal will remain unchanged, and untimely
appeals may be permitted if acceptable extenuating circumstances arc established.
‘

1230a.43. Orders to Show Cause, orders or petitions/lied hi’ the 0//ice

This section provides that the Office may start an action by filing an Order to Show Cause. As
proposed, subsection (b) was revised to provide that the date of service is the date indicated on the
certificate of service, regardless of the method of service, as opposed service being deemed complete
three days after the date on the certificate of service if service is completed by mail. This amendment
eliminates ambiguity as to the date of service. This section also specifies the required content for an
Order to Show Cause and provides the required format for a notice to respond. Finally, this section
provides that final subsections (a) through (d) supersede I Pa. Code § 35.14 (relating to orders to
show cause). No changes were made from proposed to final-form.
One commentator raised concerns with the mail system relating to the filing and service of Orders
to Show Cause under this section. Specifically, the commentator requested that the date of service be
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the date the mail is received by the entity. Such a change. however, is unnecessary. The
Department—and, by extension, the courts—are aware of such issues and take such issues into
account when determining the timeliness of these materials. Therefore, the Department will take no
action in response to this comment.
1230a.44. Ansiters to Orders to Sho;t Cause, orders or other petitions/lied bit/ic Office
This section outlines the content, form, and substance of responses to Orders to Show Cause,
orders. or other petitions filed by the Office, in addition to providing penalties for failure to file a
timely response. This section also prohibits the tiling of new matter or preliminary objections and
specifies that subsections (a) through (e) supersede 1 Pa. Code § 35.37 (relating to answers to orders
to show cause). As proposed, this section minored the temporary § 1230.44 (relating to answers to
orders to show cause, orders or other petitions filed by the Office), except for revising a citation to
refer to this new chapter. No changes were made from proposed to final-form.
1230a.45.

Verifications

and affidavits

This section provides that a pleading or other document containing an averment of fact not
appearing of record in the action or containing a denial of fact shall be personally verified in a
manner prescribed by this section by a party thereto or by an authorized officer of the party if a
corporation or other business entity. No comments were received on this section and no changes were
made from proposed to final-form.
‘

1230a.46. Fain’ ofdefiuzi/tjudgnient

This section provides that the Department, on motion of the Office, may enter default judgment
against the respondent for failure to file within the required time an answer to an Order to Show
Cause, order, or other petition, to which the respondent may answer and have an opportunity to be
heard; default judgment may not be granted prior to the hearing and the filing of an answer. No
comments were received on this section and no changes were made from proposed to final-fonn.
Uncategorized Conunent.c/Responses
One commentator requested the removal of the word “marIjuana” from “all regulatory items”
because of the negative connotations and history related to the word. As this would require a
legislative change, the Depanment takes no action in response to this comment.
One commentator requested that the Department ensure that dispensaries only sell forms of
medical marijuana that are permitted under the Act and regulations. Specifically. this commentator
took umbrage with dispensaries selling what are commonly referred to as “moon rocks” or
“caviar”—inarijtiana buds dipped in oil and rolled in marijuana triehomes—as the commentator
alleges that this product cannot be legally consumed under the Act and regulations. The act
authorizes forms “medically appropriate: for administration by vaporization or nebulization.” 35 p_s.
§ 1023 l.303(b)(2)(iv). The Department has received evidence that “moon rocks,” “caviar,” or
“flower concentrate” can be legally consumed by vaporization or nebulization and will take no action
in responsc to this comment.
One commentator requested that the Department require a law enforcement presence at dispensary
parking lots, citing concerns that patients are selling their products to non-patients in the parking lot.
While the Department has supported its permittees in policing and seeking justice against patients
engaging in diversion, the Department does not find continual law enforcement presence in
dispensary parking lots to be necessary. Dispensaries are required to maintain video surveillance over
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parking lots. See 28 Pa. Code § ll6la.31. As these areas are already monitored, the Department will
take no action in response to this comment.
One commentator disagreed with prohibiting 18-year-old patients from enter dispensaries. This
comment, however, is misguided, as those individuals can pemiissibly enter a dispensary facility.
See 35 P.S. * 10231.506. As this practice is currently permitted, the Department takes no action in
response to this comment.
One commentator took umbrage with the current state of gun laws—presumably concealed carry
pernits and their interplay with medical marijuana use. The Department. however, is unable to take
any action in response to this comment, as those gun laws are federal.
One commentator remarked that some dispensaries are holding themselves out as recreational
facilities, as opposed to medical. To the extent this is occurring, the Department shares the
commentator’s concerns and urges the commentator to submit a complaint to the Department.
identi’ing the offending entities.
One commentator requested that dispensary menus dispLay the top three cannabinoids and terpenes
for each product. This comment, however, would be best addressed to dispensary pennittees. The
Dcpanment does not dictate what a dispensary lists on its menu. Accordingly, the Department lakes
no action in response to this comment.
One commentator objected generally to the cost olmedical marijuana products and suggested that
the Dcpartmcnt lower the cost. The Department, however, does not exercise authority over pricing of
product (only enforcing pricing limitations—i.e., no zero-cost products). Beyond that isolated area,
pricing is solely controlled by the perniittees. While the Department has the authority under the act to
implement a pricing cap, 35 P.S. § 1023 1.705, the Department hesitates to do so as the establishment
of a pricing cap often becomes the pricing floor, i.e., already lower prices on products will be raised
to meet the pricing cap. Pricing will decline with increased supply, as has already been demonstrated
over several years.
One commentator requested generally that the Department allow for more medical marijuana
organizations within the Commonwealth. The Dcpartment. however, is unable to adopt such a
revision, as the number of available pernits is set by the act itself. 35 PS. § 10231.616.
One commentator requested that the Department allow an expedited approval process for
tenninal/cancer patients. While the Department is cognizant of the differing needs of these patients,
the Department has streamlined its approval process so that all patients are approved and receive their
cards in the most expedient way possible. often in as little as a few days.
One commentator raised concerns as to whether not allowing unapproved visitors—e.g.. an
individual supporting a disabled person—violated discrimination laws against handicappcd persons.
All pennittee facilities must be handicapped accessible. Additionally, to the extent the person needs
help with mobility, dispensary staft’or an approved caregiver can provide the necessary aid.
Accordingly, the Department takes no action in response to this comment.
One commentator requested that the Department amend section 2 103 of the act to add protections
for housing for medical marijuana patients. The Department, however, is unable to enact legislative
change. and the commentator would be best served by reaching out to their legislators.
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Multiple commentators sought a continuation of the statutory waivers that the Department
received during the COVID- 19 pandemic. These waivers were made permanent by Act 44 of 202!.
All necessary regulatory changes have been made in response to Act 44 of 202!.
One commentator sought to include a dispensary medical professional as part of the physician
workgroup. While the composition of the physician workgroup is not part of these regulations, the
Department will take this request under advisement.
One commentator questioned why dispensary patient consultants are not currently allowed to
touch display items stored in glass display cases to aid in patient education. To the extent that this
comment is suggesting that patient consultants should be permitted to open products or devices that
are for sale in the dispensary, the act requires dispensing of sealed packages. 35 P.S. § 10231.801(i).
If the commentator is proposing to permit the display of approved devices appropriate for
administering medical marijuana but not for sale, nothing in the act or regulations currently prolubit
the visual display of devices that do not contain medical marijuana.
One commentator raised concerns as to the Department’s current process and timing of approvals
and submissions as ‘veil as suggested the Department adopt an online platform such as those used by
other states, like Ohio, that allow requests to be tracked and uploaded in real-time. The Department
appreciates this comment and will continue to examine whether funding will be available to
implement an online platform.
Several commentators, though not referencing a specific regulatory provision, requested that the
Department establish regulations related to the Medical Marijuana Program Fund (Fund) created by
section 902 of the act and referenced in this regulatory section. See 35 P.S. § 10231.902.
Particularly, these commentators sought regulation related to establishing a program to assist patients
demonstrating financial hardship. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.902(c)(l)(i). Funding of the assistance program
for patients demonstrating financial hardship begins afler the Department repays the money
appropriated for the initial funding of the medical marijuana program. 35 P.S. § 1023 1.902(c). This
repayment recently occurred, and creation of the assistance program is undenvay. Regulations are not
necessary to administer the Fund.
The Department received a lengthy comment from the Pennsylvania Cannabis Coalition (PCC),
who represents some, but not all, of the medical marijuana program’s permittees. PCC asserted that
the Department did not conduct stakehoider outreach for input before proposing final form
regtilations and lacks a collaborative relationship with stakeholders. To the contrary, the Department
held multiple meetings throughout 2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022 with the PCC and received feedback
from the industry regarding proposed regulatory changes, many of which were incorporated into the
final regulations. The Department continues to have meetings vith the PCC regularly. Additionally.
all pennittees have ongoing access to regional field supenisors and email resource accounts to
convey questions and concerns. The Department communicates regularly with permittees. PCC
further asserted that the Department fails to providc data transparency in reporting aggregate or de
identified data metrics. The Department does limit dissemination of certain data as the act deems
“[a]!! information obtained by the department relating to patients, caregivers and other applicants”
confidential. 35 P.S. § 10231.302(a). Additionally, section 70 1(c) of the act deems infonnation
maintained in electronic tracking system to be confidential, preventing the release of most seed-tosale tracking data. 35 P.S. § 1023 l.701c). PCC finally asserted that the Department failed to
adequately address the regulatory impact on small businesses in the medical marijuana marketplace
and the fiscal impact on operators. The Department addresses small business and fiscal impacts in the
corresponding questions provided within the regulatory analysis form. The Department takes no
further action in response to these comments.
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C. Affected Pe,wons
Medical marijuana applicants, patients, and their caregivers, as well as grower/processor and
dispensary permittees, approved practitioners and approved Labs, will be required to comply with the
provisions in this rulemaking. Additionally, those individuals or entities that have not yet been issued
a permit to grow, process, or dispense medical marijuana as well as successful future applicants will
be required to comply with the provisions contained in this rulemaking.
D. Cost and Papenioik Estimate

Cost
Commoni’eahh
The Department will experience increased demands to maintain compliance control over the
Medical Marijuana Program. This increased demand will be handled by the existing Medical
Marijuana Program complement. While the Department did not expect to incur any cost increases as
a result of this rulemaking, the passage of Act 44 of 2021, and the resultant changes to this regulatory
packet will result in an estimated S2 million increase to the Department, particularly as it relates to
the implementation of API integration with the MJ Freeway tracking system.
Local Govenunent
The rulemaking will impose no additional costs and have no negative fiscal impact upon political
subdivisions. Further, the rulemaking does not impose any additional burden of enforcement or
review on political subdivisions.
Regulated Community
The rulemaking will impose no additional costs upon medical marijuana patients and caregivers.
Grower/processor and dispensary permittees may experience minimal cost increases in complying
with the revised policies regarding facility security and testing and reporting requirements imposed
by this rulemaking.
Practitioners will not experience any additional costs because of this rulemaking.
General public
This rulemaking will have no fiscal impact on the general public.
Papenvork Estimates
Coniinonivealth and the regulated comnizmztv
This rulemaking imposes no additional paperwork requirements on the Commonwealth or the
regulated community.
Local Government
This rulemaking imposes no additional paperwork requirements on local government.
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General Public
This rulemaking imposes no additional paperwork requirements on the general public.
B. Statuton’ Autharin’

The Department obtains its authority to promulgate regulations relating to the Medical Marijuana
Program from the provisions ofthe Medical Marijuana Act (35 P.S. § 10231.101-10231.2110). The
act provides the Department with the authority to promulgate all regulations necessary to carry out
the provisions set forth in the act. (35 P.S. § 1023 1.301(b)). Further, under § 301 of the act, the
Department has (I) regulatory’ and enforcement authority over the growing, processing, dispensing,
testing, practitioner certification, transportation, and use, of medical marijuana in the
Commonwealth, and (2) authority to promulgate all regulations necessary to carry out the provisions
of the act. (35 P.S. § 1023 l.301(a)(3), (b)).
F. Elf&tiien es.v and Sini.cct Dates
The rulemaking becomes effective upon pubLication in the Penn.cvlvania Bulletin as final-form
rulemaking. No sunset dale will be established. The Department will continually review and
monitor the effectiveness of these regulations after they are published as final.
G. Regulaton’ Reiint
Under section 5(a) of the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.5(a)), on February 16, 2021, the
Department submitted notice of this proposed rulemaking, published at 51 Pa.B. 1141 (March 6,
2021), to IRRC and the Chairpersons of the Senate Health and Human Services Committee and the
1-louse I-lealth Committee for review and comment.
Under section 5(c) of the Regulatory Review Act, 71 P.S. § 745.5(c), IRRC, the Senate Health and
Human Services Committee and the House Health Committee were provided with copies of the
comments received during the public comment period, as well as other documents when requested.
In preparing the final-form rulemaking, the Department has considered all comments from IRRC, the
Senate Health and Human Services Committee, the House Health Committee and the public.
Under section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act, 7! P.S. § 745.5a(e), on
2022, the final-form rulemaking was deemed approved by the Senate Health and Human Services
Committee and the 1-louse Heath Committee. Under section 5.1(e) of the Regulatory Review Act,
IRRC met on
2022 and approved the final-form rulemaking.
H. Contact Person

Additional infonnation regarding this final-form rulemaking may be obtained by contacting Laura
Mentch, Director, Office of Medical Marijuana. Departnient of Health, Room 628. Health and
Welfare Building, 625 Forster Street, Harrisburg, PA 17120, (717) 547-3454, or by emailing
DHMMreutIlations6ipa.1ov. Persons with a disability who wish to submit comments, suggestions, or
objections regarding the final regulations may do so by using the above number or address. Speech
and/or hearing-impaired persons may use the Pennsylvania AT&T Relay Service at (800) 654-5984
(TDD users) or (800) 654-5988 (voice users).
-

1. Findings
The Department finds that:
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(1) Public notice a’ intention to adopt the regulations adopted by this order has been given under
sections 201 and 202 of the Act of July31, 1968 (P.L. 769, No. 240) (45 P.S. § 1201 and 1202), and
the regulations promulgated under those sections at I Pa. Code § 7.1 and 7.2.
(2) A public comment period was provided as required by law and all comments were considered
in drafting this final-form rulemaking.
(3) The amendments made to the final-form rulemaking do not enlarge the original purpose of the
proposed rulemaking as published under section 201 of the Act of July 31, 1968 (P.L. 769, No. 240)
(45 P.S. § 1201).
(4) The adoption of the regulations is necessary and appropriate for the administration of the
Medical Marijuana Act (35 P.S. §S 10231.101—10231.2110).
J. Order
(1) The regulations of the Department at Title 28 of the Pennsylvania Code are amended to delete
Pan IX and add Part IXa, as set forth in Annex A.
(2) The Department shall submit this final-form regulation to the Office of Attorney General and
the Office of General Counsel for approval as required by law.
(3) The Department shall submit this final-form regulation to IRRC, the Senate Health and
Human Services Committee and the House Health Committee as required by law.
(4) The Department shall certify this final-form regulation, as approved for legality and form, and
shall deposit it with the Legislative Reference Bureau as required by law.
(5) This final-form regulation shall take effect upon publication in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
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Annex A
TITLE 28. HEALTH AND SAFETY
PART IX. (Reserved)
CHAPTER 1131. (Reserved)

§

1131.1—1131.7. (Reserved).
CHAPTER 1141. (Reserved)

§

1141.21—1141.52. (Reserved).
CHAPTER 1151. (Reserved)

§

1151.21—1151.45. (Reserved).
CHAPTER 1161. (Reserved)

§

1161.21—1161.41. (Reserved).
CHAPTER 1171. (Reserved)

§

1171.21—1171.39. (Reserved).
CHAPTER 1181. (Reserved)

§

1181.21—1181.34. (Reserved).
CHAPTER 1191. (Reserved)

§

1191.21—1191.34. (Reserved).
CHAPTER 1211. (Reserved)

§

1211.21—1211.37. (Reserved).
CHAPTER 1230. (Reserved)

§

1230.21—1230.46. (Reserved).

(Editorc Note: The following Part is proposed to be added and printed in regular type to enhance
readability.)

PART IXa. MEDICAL MARIJUANA
CHAPTER 1141a. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Sec.
I 141a.21.
I l4la.22.
1141 a.23.
I 141a.24.
1141 a.25.
1 141a.26.
I l4la.27.
I l4la.28.
I 141a.29.
I l4la.30.
I I4la.31.
I 141a.32.
1141 a.33.
I 141a.34.
1 141a.35.
I 141a.36.
I 141a.37.
I 141a.38.
1 I41a.39.

Definitions.
Records subject to disclosure; confidentiality.
Limitation on number of permits.
Medical marijuana regions.
General requirements for permits.
Privilege and nontransferability.
Gcncral requirements for application.
Fees.
Initial penTlit application.
Capital requirements.
Background cheeks.
Diversity goals.
Review of initial permit applications.
Denial of a permit.
Notice of denial.
Permit renewal applications.
Denial of renewal of a permit.
Duty to report.
[Application for changc]Chaiwe in ownership of a medical marijuana
organization.
I 141a.40. Application for approval ofa change in location ofan operational facility.
I l4Ia.40.I Request to chan2e location ofa non-operational facility.
1141 a.41. Application for approval of alteration of a facility.
I 141a.42. Failure to be operational.
I I41a.43. Closure ofa facility.
I l4Ia.44. Insurance requirements.
I 141a.45. Inspection and investigation.
I 141a.46. Reports.
1 I41a.47. General penalties and sanctions.
I 141a.48. Training.
I 141a.49. Zoning.
1 141a.50. Advertising by a medical marijuana organization.
1 I41a.5I. Technical advisories.

§

1141a.21. Definitions.

The following words and terms, when used in this part, have the following meanings, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise:
ACRC—Acadeniic Clinical Research Center—An accredited medical school in this
Commonwealth that operates or partners with an acute care hospital licensed and operating in this
Commonwealth that has been approved and certified by the Department to enter into a contract with
a clinical registrant.
Accreditation both—An organization which:
(i) Certifies the competency, expertise and integrity of a laboratory and operates in conformance
with the current version of International Organization Standard ISO/IEC 17011.
(ii) Detennines a laboratory’s compliance with and conformance to the relevant standards
established by the International Organization for Standardization, including ISO’IEC 17025.
(iii) Is a signatory to the International Accreditation Cooperation Mutual Recognition
Arrangement for Testing.
(iv) Is not affiliated with a laboratory applicant for which it has or will issue a certificate of
accreditation.
Accredited medical school—An institution that is:
(i) Located in this Commonwealth.
(ii) Accredited by the Liaison Committee of Medical Education or the Commission
Osteopathic College Accreditation.

on

Act—The Medical Marijuana Act (35 P.S. § 10231.101—10231.21 10).
Acute care hospital—A facility having an organized medical staff that provides equipment and
services primarily for inpatient medical care and other related services to persons who require
definitive diagnosis or treatment, or both, for injury, illness, pregnancy or other disability and is
licensed by the Department to operate as a hospital in this Commonwealth under the Health Care
Facilities Act (35 P.S. § 448.lol—118.904b) and the regulations promulgated thereunder.
Added substance—Any additional ingredient added to medical marijuana during or after
processing that is present in the final product or any substance used to change the viscosity or
consistency of a cannabinoid product.
Adult patient—A patient who is 18 years of age or older.
Adverse event—An injury resulting from the use of medical marijuana dispensed at a dispensary.
An injury includes physical harm, mental harm or loss of function.
Adverse lvs.c—A loss, discrepancy in inventory, diversion or theft of seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana, medical marijuana products, hinds
or other property of a medical marijuana organization.
Atherthcing—The publication, dissemination, solicitation or circulation, for a fee, that is visual,
oral, written or electronic to induce directly or indirectly an individual to patronize a particular
dispensary, laboratory or practitioner, or to purchase particular medical marijuana products.

Applicant—Depending on the context the term may mean any of the following:
(i) A person who wishes to submit or submits an application to the Department for a permit to
operate as a grower/processor or dispensary, or both, under the act and this part.
(ii) A patient or a earegiver who submits an identification card application to the Department.
(A) The term includes a legal guardian or a parent who submits an application on behalf of a
patient.
(B) The term does not include an individual under 21 years of age unless the Department has
determined under section 507(a) of the act (35 P.S. § 10231.507(a)) that the individual should be
pernitted to serve as a caregiver.
(C) A person who submits an application to the Department to become an approved laboratory,
an ACRC or a clinical registrant.
Approved Iahoraton’—A laboratory that has applied for, and received, the approval of the
Department to identify, collect, handle and conduct tests on samples from a grower/processor and
test samples from the Department used in the growing and processing of medical marijuana or
dispensing of medical marijuana products as required by the act and this part.
CAS number—The unique numerical identifier assigned to every chemical substance by
Chemical Abstracts Service, a division of the American Chemical Society.
CBC—Cannabichromene, CAS number 20675-51-8.
CBD—Cannabidiol, CAS number 13956-29-I.
CBDA—Cannabidiolic acid, CAS number 1244-58-2.
C’BDV—Cannabidivarin, CAS number 24274-48-4
CBG—Cannabigerol, CAS number 25654-3 1-3.
C’BN—Cannabinol, CAS number 52 1-35-7.
Cannabinoids—The chemical compounds that are the active constituents of marijuana.
Caregiver—One of the following:
(i) An individual designated by a patient to obtain on behalf of a patient, and provide to a patient,
a medical marijuana product.
(ii) For a minor patient, an individual who meets the requirements in section 506(2) of the act (35
P.S. § 1023 1.506(2)).
(iii) Individuals designated in writing by an organization that provides hospice, palliative or home
care services and who:
(a) Are employed by an organization licensed under the Health Care Facilities Act. 35 P.S.
448.101 etseg.
(b) Have significant responsibility for managing the health care and well-being of a patient.
(c) Were designated by the organization to provide care to a patient who authorized the
desi1nation.

(iv) Individuals designated in writing by a residential facility, a long-term care nursing facility, a
skilled nursing facility, an assisted living facility, a personal care home, an independent long-term
care facility or an intermediate care facility for individuals with intellectual disabilities who:
(a) Are licensed by the Department or Department of Human Services.
(b) Have significant responsibility for managing the health care and well-being of the patient.
(c) Were designated by the residential facility to provide care to a patient who authorized the
designation.
Certificate of accreditation—A document issued by an accreditation body evidencing that a
laboratory is in compliance with International Organization for Standardization Standard lSO/IEC
17025 or other standards relevant to the operation of laboratories conducting tests on medical
marijuana, medical marijuana products and other items used in the growing and processing of
medical marijuana or dispensing of medical marijuana products.
Certificate of analysis—A document that confirms that the test performed by an approved
laboratory on a harvest batch, harvest lot, [or] process lot, or sample for stability meets the testing
requirements set forth by the Department.

Certified medical use—The acquisition, possession, use or transportation of medical marijuana
products by a patient; or the acquisition, possession, delivery, transportation or administration of
medical marijuana products by a caregiver, for use as part of the treatment of the patient’s serious
medical condition, as authorized in a patient certification, including enabling the patient to tolerate
treatment for the serious medical condition.
Certified registered nurse practitioner—The term as defined in section 2 of The Professional
Nursing Law (63 P.S. § 212).
Chain ofcustodiT he written procedures used by employees of an approved laboratory to
record the possession and transfer of samples and test samples and the real-time documentation
of actions taken from the time the samples and test samples arc collected until the test of the
sample or test sample is completed.
Change in control—The acquisition by a person or group of persons acting in concert of a
controlling interest in an applicant or permittee either all at one time or over the span of a 12consecutive-month period.

Change in ownership—The addition or removal of a principal, operator or financial backer or a
change in control of a medical marijuana organization after the Department approves an initial
permit application or a permit renewal application.
Clinical registrat;t—An entity that:
(i) Holds a permit as both a grower/processor and a dispensary;
(ii) Has a contractual relationship with an academic clinical research center under which the
academic clinical research center or its affiliate provides advice to the entity, regarding, among other
areas, patient health and safety, medical applications and dispensing and management of controlled
substances; and

(iii) Is approved by the Department [as a clinical registrant].
Continuing care—Treating a patient, in the course of which the practitioner has completed a flail
assessment of the patients medical history and current medical condition, including [an in-person]
a consultation with the patient.
Controlled sid stance—A drug, substance or immediate prccursor includcd in Schedules 1—V as
listed in section 4 of The Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act (35 P.S. § 780104).
Controlling interest—
(i) For a publicly traded entity, voting rights that entitle a person to elect or appoint one or more
of the members of the board of directors or other governing board or the ownership or beneficial
holding of 5% or more of the securities of the publicly traded entity.

(ii) For a privately held entity, the ownership of any security in the entity.
D8—Delta 8 Tetrahydrocannabinol. CAS number 5957-75-5.
De-identifled data a record retrieved from the electronic tracking system transmitted to an
ACRC for medical marijuana research purposes after removal of all personal information that
could identify a patient.
—

Department—The Department of 1-lealth of the Commonwealth.

Device—An object used, intended for use or designed for use in preparing, storing, ingesting,
inhaling or otherwise introducing medical marijuana into the human body.
Disadvantaged business—The term as defined in 74 Pa.C.S.
business participation).

§

303(b) (relating to diverse

Dispensan—
(i) A person who holds a permit issued by the Department to dispense medical marijuana
products.
(ii) The term does not include a health care medical marijuana organization as defined under
sections 1901—1908 ofthe act (35 P.S. §* 10231.190l—l0231.1908).
Dispense—The activity of lawfully providing to a patient or caregiver medical marijuana
products in a suitable container that is appropriately labeled for subsequent administration or use
under a patient certification issued by a practitioner.
Diverse group—A disadvantaged business, minority-owned business, women-owned business,
service-disabled veteran-owned small business or veteran-owned small business that has been
certified by a third-party certifying organization.
Diverse participants—The term includes the following:
(i) Individuals from diverse racial, ethnic and cultural backgrounds and communities.
(ii) Women.

(iii) Veterans.
(iv) Individuals with disabilities.
Divers itv plan—A strategy that promotes or ensures participation by diverse groups in the
management and operation ofa medical marijuana organization through contracting and
employment opportunities.
Electronic tracking swtern—An electronic seed-to-sale system approved by the Department that
is utilized by:
(i) A grower/processor to log, verify and monitor the receipt, use and sale of seeds, immature
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana
products, the funds received by a grower/processor for the sale of seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana products to
another medical marijuana organization, the disposal of medical marijuana waste and the recall of
defective seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana
and medical marijuana products.
(ii) A dispensary to log, verify and monitor the receipt of medical marijuana product from a
grower/processor, the verification of the validity ofan identification card presented by a patient or
caregiver, the dispensing of medical marijuana product to a patient or caregiver, the disposal of
medical marijuana waste and the recall of defective medical marijuana products.
(iii) An approved laboratory to log, verify and monitor the receipt of samples and test samples
for testing, the results of tests performed by the approved laboratory, and the disposal of tested and
untested samples and test samples.
Employee—An individual who is hired for a wage, salary, fee or payment to perform work for an
applicant or permittee.
ExcipienLc—Solvents, chemicals or materials reported by a medical marijuana organization and
approved by the Department for use in the processing of medical marijuana.
Facility—A structure and other appurtenances or improvements where a medical marijuana
organization grows and processes or dispenses medical marijuana.
Famth’ or household nwnther—The term as defined in 23 Pa.C.S.

§

6102 (relating to definitions).

Financial hacker—An investor, mortgagee, bondholder, note holder, or other source of equity,
capital or other assets other than a financial institution.
Financial institution—A bank, a National banking association, a bank and trust company, a trust
company, a savings and loan association, a building and loan association, a mutual savings bank, a
credit union or a savings bank.
Form of medical marijuana—The characteristics of the medical marijuana recommended or
limited for a particular patient, including the method of consumption and any particular dosage,
strain, variety and quantity or percentage of medical marijuana or particular active ingredient.
Fund—The Medical Marijuana Program Fund established in section 902 of the act (35 P.S.
10231.902).

§

Grower/processor—
(i) A person who holds a permit from the Department under the act to grow and process medical

marijuana.
(ii) The term does not include a health care medical marijuana organization as defined under
sections 1901—1908 of the act.
Harvest bate/i—A specifically identified quantity of medical marijuana plant that is uniform in
strain, cultivated utilizing the same growing practices, harvested at the same time and at the same
location, and cured under uniform conditions.

Harvest lot—A specifically identified quantity of medical marijuana plant taken from a harvest
batch.
“Han’esred heinz, Plant material, certified as hemp by a Department of Agriculture approved
laboraton’, obtained directly from a person holding a permit issued by the Department of
Agriculture to grow or cultivate hemp under the 3 Pa.C.S. Ch. 15 (relating to controlled plants and
noxious weeds) by a grower/processor holding a permit under the act.
“-

Health care medical marijuana organization—A vertically integrated health system approved by
the Department to dispense medical marijuana or grow and process medical marijuana, or both, in
accordance with a research study under sections 190 1—1908 of the act.
Hvdmponic nutrient solution—A mixture of water. minerals and essential nutrients without soil
used to grow medical marijuana plants.
IRB—Jnsrirurional review board—A board. committee. RAC or group designated by an ACRC
that review’s and approves the anticipated scope of an approved clinical registrant’s research study
involving human subjects under the criteria in 45 CFR 46.111 (relating to criteria for IRB approval
of research) and 21 CFR 56.111 (relating to criteria for IRB approval of research).
Identification card—A document issued under section 501 of the act (35 P.S. § 10231.501) that
authorizes a patient or caregiver to have access to medical marijuana products under the act.
Ininia jute medical marUilana plant—A rootless, nonflowering part of a medical marijuana plant
that is no longer than 12 inches and no wider than 12 inches produced from a cutting, clipping or
seedling and that is in a growing container that is no larger than 2 inches wide and 2 inches tall that
is sealed on the sides and bottom.
[hnmediate/nnllr—The term as defined in 4 Pa.C.S. § 1512(b) (relating to financial and
employment interests).j
[Industrial hemp—The plant Cannabis sath’a L., and any part of the plant, whether growing or
not, with a delta—9 tetrahydrocannabinol concentration of not more than 0.3% on a dry—weight
basis.)
hutial permit application—The document submitted to the Department by an applicant that, if
approved, grants a permit to an applicant.
Inst itution ofhigher ethication—A community college, State-owned institution, State-related
institution, or private college or university approved by the Department of Education.
Lahoratorv—A place, establishment or institution within this Commonwealth that has been
issued a certificate of accreditation.
Legal guardian—
(i) An individual appointed as a guardian of a patient under the laws of the Commonwealth.

(ii) The term does not include an individual who has been appointed a guardian only of a
patients property.
Limited access area—Any area on a site or within a facility where:
(i) Immature medical marijuana plants or medical marijuana plants are growing or being
processed into medical marijuana.
(ii) Immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical
marijuana products are being loaded into or out of transport vehicles.
(iii) Seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or
medical marijuana products are packaged for sale or stored.
(iv) Medical marijuana waste is processed, stored or destroyed.
(v) Surveillance system devices are stored or maintained.
MarUnana—
(i) All parts of the plant Cannabis sativa L., whether growing or not, the seeds of that plant and
resin extracted from any part of the plant, and every compound, manufacture, salt, derivative,
mixture or preparation of the plant, its seeds or resin.[
(ii) The (cnn does not include industrial hemp.]
[(iii)] (ii) The term does not include the mature stalks of Cannabis sativa L., fiber produced
from thestalks, oil or cake made from the seeds of the plant, any other compound, manufacture,
salt or derivative, mixture or preparation of the mature stalks.
[(iv)] (Hi) The term does not include synthetic cannabinoids as defined in section 4(l)(vii)
of The Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act (35 P.S. § 7%O-104(l)(vii)).
Medical Board—Either of the following:
(i) The State Board of Medicine as defined in section 2 of the Medical Practice Act of 1985 (63
P.S. § 422.2).
(ii) The State Board of Osteopathic Medicine as defined in section 2 of the Osteopathic Medical
Practice Act (63 P.S. § 271.2).
Medical marijuana—Marijuana for certified medical use, limited to the following forms:
(i) Pill.
(ii) Oil.
(iii) Topical forms, including gels, creams or ointments.
(iv) A form medically appropriate for administration by vaporization or nebulization, including
dry leaf or plant form for administration by vaporization.
(v) Tincture.
(vi) Liquid.

Medical marijuana cardholder—An adult patient or caregiver who possesses a valid
identification card.
Medical marijuana container—A sealed, traceable, food compliant, tamper resistant, tamper
evident container used for the purpose of containment of packaged medical marijuana products
being transported from a grower/processor to a medicaL marijuana organization or an approved
laboratory.
Medical marijuana extract—A substance obtained by separating cannabinoids from a medical
marijuana plant by a mechanical, chemical or other process.
Medical marijuana organization—
(i) A dispensary or a grower/processor.
(ii) The term does not include a health care medical marijuana organization under sections 1901
—1903 of the act.
Medical marijuana patient authorization letter—A document issued by the Department under
1191 a.32 (relating to medical marijuana patient authorization letters).

§

Medical marijuana plant—A plant which is greater than 12 vertical inches in height from where
the base of the stalk emerges from the growth medium to the tallest point of the plant, or greater
than 12 horizontal inches in width from the end of one branch to the end of another branch.
Medical marijuana prothict—The final form and dosage of medical marijuana that is grown,
processed, produced, sealed, labeled and tested by a grower/processor and sold to a dispensary.
Medical Marijuana Program—The program authorized under the act and implemented by the
Department.
Medical marijuana unit an amount of medical marijuana equivalent to 3.5 grams of dry leaf,
I zram of concentrate, or 100 milligrams ofTUC inftised into a pill, capsule, oil, liquid, tincture.
or topical form.
—

Medical marijuana naste—
(i) Solid, liquid, semi-solid or contained gaseous materials that are generated by a
grower/processor or an approved laboratory.
(ii) The term includes:
(A) Unused, surplus, returned, recalled, contaminated or expired medical marijuana, except as
described in subsection (iii).
(B) Any medical marijuana plant material that is not used in the growing, harvesting or
processing of medical marijuana, including flowers, sterns, trim, leaves, seeds, dead
medical marijuana plants, dead immature medical marijuana plants, unused medical
marijuana plant parts, unused immature medical marijuana plant parts or roots.
(C) Spent hydroponic nutrient solution.
(D) Unused containers for growing immature medical marijuana plants or medical marijuana
plants or for use in the growing and processing of medical marijuana.

(E) Unused fertilizers and pesticides.
(F) Unused excipients.
(G) Wastewater.
(iii) The term does not include medical marijuana products erroneously delivered to a dispensary
other than the dispensary intended for sale, provided that the packaging remains unopened, with
tamper-evident seals intact, and the medical marijuana products arc immediately delivered to the
correct dispensary.
Medical pro,k’ssional—A physician, pharmacist, physician assistant or certified registered nurse
practitioner employed by a dispensary.
Minor patient—A patient who is under 18 years of age.
Minoriti’-ownedbzisiness—The term as defined in 74 Pa.C.S. § 303(b).
Municipal waste—The term as defined in section 103 of the Solid Waste Management Act (35
P.S. § 6018.103).
Municipahtv—A county, city, borough, incorporated town or township, or any similar generalpurpose unit of government which shall hereafter be created by the General Assembly.
Nehulization—The generation of medical marijuana products in the form of fine spray for
medicinal inhalation.
Nutrient—The essential elements and compounds necessary for the growth, metabolism and
development of medical marijuana plants.
Nutrient practice—The use by a grower/processor of essential elements and compounds
necessary for the growth, metabolism and development of seeds, immature medical marijuana
plants or medical marijuana plants.
Office—The Departments Office of Medical Marijuana.
Operational—The time at which the Dcpartmcnt determines that a medical marijuana
organization is ready, willing and able to properly carry on the activity for which a permit has been
issued under this part, including the implementation of an electronic tracking system.
Operator—An individual who directly oversees or manages the day-to-day business functions for
an applicant or permittee and has the ability to direct employee activities onsite and offsite or within
a facility for which a permit is sought or has been issued under this part.
Parent—The biological, natural or adoptive mother or father of a patient.
Patient—An individual who:
(i) Has a serious medical condition.
(ii) Has met the requirements for certification under the act.
(iii) Is a resident of this Commonwealth.
Patient and caregiver registiy—A list of patients and caregivers established and maintained by

the Department.
Patient certification—The document issued by a practitioner under § 1181 a.27 (relating to
issuing patient certifications) certifying that a patient has one or more serious medical conditions.

Patient consultation—A complete [in-person] examination of a patient, if physically present, and
the patient’s health care records at the time a patient certification is issued by a practitioner.
Permit—An authorization issued by the Department to a medical marijuana organization to
conduct activities authorized under the act.
Pennittee—A person who has been issued an authorization to operate as a medical marijuana
organization under the act and this part.
Person—A natural person, corporation, foundation, organization, business trust, estate, limited
liability company, licensed corporation, trust, partnership, limited liability partnership, association
or other form of legal business entity.
Pharmacist—The term as defined in section 2 of the Pharmacy Act (63 P.S. § 390-2).
Physician—The term as defined in section 2 of the Medical Practice Act of 1985 [and] or section
2 of the Osteopathic Medical Practice Act.
Phvsicuin assLctant—The term as defined in section 2 of the Medical Practice Act of 1985 (63
P.S. § 422.2) [and] or section 2 of the Osteopathic Medical Practice Act (63 P.S. § 271.2).
Postharvest plant material all unfinished plant and plant-derived material, whether fresh, dried.
partially dried, frozen or partially frozen, oil, concentrate or similar byproducts derived or
processed from medical mariiuana or medical mariiuana plants.
-

Practitioner—A physician who is registered with the Department under section 401 of the act (35
P.S. § 10231.401).
Practitioner registn’—A list of practitioners established and maintained by the Department.
Prescription Drug Monitoring Program—The Achieving Better Care by Monitoring All
Prescriptions Program (ABC-MAP) Act (35 P.S. § 872.1—872.40).
Principal—An officer, director or person who directly or beneficially owns securities of an
applicant or permitlee, or a person who has a controlling interest in an applicant or permittee or who
has the ability to elect the majority of the board of directors of an applicant or permittee or
otherwise control an applicant or pcrmittee, other than a financial institution.
Process lot—Any amount of a medical marijuana product of the same type and processed using
the same medical marijuana extract, standard operating procedures and the same or combination of
different harvest lots.
Processing—The compounding or conversion of medical marijuana extract by a
grower/processor into a medical marijuana product.
Pro,%’ssional disciplina,y action—A disciplinary proceeding taken by the applicable Medical
Board against a practitioner that results in a corrective action or measure.
Publicly traded conipanv—A person other than an individual who:
(i) Has a class or series of securities registered under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (15

U.S.C.A. § 78a—7Sqq) or on a foreign stock exchange determined by the Department to have
similar listing and reporting requirements to exchanges that are regulated under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934.
(ii) isa registered management company under the Invcstmcnt Company Act of 1940 (15
U.S.C.A. § 80a-l—80a-64).
(iii) is subject to the reporting obligations imposed by section 15(d) of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934 (15 U.S.C.A. § 780(d)) by rcason of having filed a registration statement which has
become effective under the Securities Act of 1933 (15 U.S.C.A. § 77a—77aa).
RAC—Resea,rh approval conimittee—A board, committee or group created or designated by an
ACRC to review and approve the scope and research protocols of a research program proposed by
an approved clinical registrant.
Research—Any systematic investigation, including research development, testing and evaluation,
designed to develop or contribute to genemlizable knowledge.

Research contract—A writtcn agrccment between an approved clinical registrant and an ACRC
that contains the responsibilities and duties of each party with respect to the research program or
research study (hat the approved clinical registrant and the ACRC intend to conduct under this
chapter and under which the ACRC will provide medical advice to the approved clinical registrant
regarding, among other areas, patient health and safety, medical applications, and dispensing and
management of controlled substances. This term shall include a letter of intent to enter into an
agreement for purposes of a clinical registrant application.
Research initiath’e—A nonpatient investigation not subicet to Institutional Review Board or
Research Approval Committee approval requirements of a patient-based research proeram, proiect
or study, conducted 1w an academic clinical research center and its contracted clinical reuistrant.
Research program—Research on the therapeutic or palliative efficacy of medical marijuana
limited to the serious medical conditions defined by the act and this part.
Research project or study—Any other research on medical marijuana or its effectiveness in
treating a medical or psychological condition.
Research protocol—A written procedure for conducting a research program, prolect or [research]
study that includes all of the following information:

(i) With respect to the investigator:
(A) Name and address.
(B) Institutional affiliation.
(C) Qualifications, including a curriculum vitae and list ofptiblications, if any.
(ii) With respect to the research program. proiect or [research] study:
(A) Title of the research program, project or [research] study.
(B) Statement of the purpose.
(C) Type of medical marijuana product involved and the amount needed.
(D) Description of the research to be conducted, including the number and type of medical
marijuana product, the dosage, the route and method of administration, and the duration of the

research program, project or [research] study.
(E) The locations of the dispensaries that will be participating in the research program
project or [research] study.
Sample—Medical marijuana or medical marijuana products collected by an employee ofan
approved laboratory from a grower/processor facility for testing by the laboratory.
Security—The term as defined in section 102(t) of the Pennsylvania Securities Act of 1972 (70
P.S. § 1-102(Q).
Serious medical condition—Any of the conditions listed in Appendix A. [following conditions:
(i) Cancer, including remission therapy.
(ii) Positive status for Human Immunodeficiency Vinis or Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome.
(iii) Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.
(iv) Parkinson’s disease.
(v) Multiple sclerosis.
(vi) Damage to the nervous tissue of the central nervous system (brain-spinal cord) with
objective neurological indication of intractable spasticity, and other associated neuropathies.
(vii) Epilepsy.
(viii) Inflammatory bowel disease.
(ix) Neuropathies.
(x) l-Iuntington’s disease.
(xi) Crohn’s disease.
(xii) Post-traumatic stress disorder.
(xiii) Intractable seizures.
(xiv) Glaucoma.
(xv) Sickle cell anemia.
(xvi) Severe chronic or intractable pain of neuropathic origin or severe chronic or intractable
pain.
(xvii) Autism.

(xviii) Neurodegenerative diseases.
(ixx) Terminal illness.
(xx) Dyskinctic and spastic movement disorders.
(xxi) Opioid use disorder for which conventional therapeutic interventions are contraindicated or

ineffective, or for which adjunctive therapy is indicated in combination with primary therapeutic
interventions.
(xxii) Anxiety disorders
(xxiii) Tourette’s Syndrome
(xxiv) Any other condition recommended by the Medical Marijuana Advison’ Board and
approved by the Secretary.]
Senice-disabled—The term as defined in 51 Pa.C.S.

§ 9601 (relating to definitions).

Service-disabled vejeran-oiyijed small business—The term as defined in 51 Pa.C.S.

§ 9601.

Site—The total area contained within the property line boundaries in which a facility is operated
by a medical marijuana organization.
Species

—

cannabis sativa. cannabis indica or a hybrid of the two.

Spent hydroponic nutrient solution—Hydroponic nutrient solution that has been used and can no
longer serve the purpose for which it was produced.
Synchronous iiite;action—A two-way or multiple-way exchange of information between a
patient and a health care provider that occurs in real time via audio or video conferencing.
THC—DelIa-9 Tetrahydrocannabinol. CAS number 1972-08-3.
THcA—Tetrahrydroeannabinolic acid, CAS number 23978-85-0.
THCV—Tetrahydrocannabivarin, CAS number 31262-37-0.
Terminal illness—A condition or disease for which the medical prognosis of life expectancy is
approximately I year or less if the condition or disease runs its normal course.
Teipenes—Nattrally occurring hydrocarbons found in essential oil secreted from the marijuana
plant.
Test sample—An amount of medical marijuana, medical marijuana products or an amount of soil.
growing medium, water or solvents used to grow or process medical marijuana, dust or other
particles obtained from the swab of a counter or equipment used in the growing or processing of
medical marijuana, or other item used in the growing or processing of medical marijuana in a
grower/processor facility taken by an employee of an approved laboratory or an agent of the
Department at the request of the Department from a grower/processor facility and provided to an
approved laboratory for testing.
Third-parry certifying organization—The tenn as defined in 74 Pa.C.S.

§ 303(b).

Transport ehicle—A vehicle that meets the requirements of the act and is used to transport
seeds. iintnature medical marijuana plants. medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana and
medicaL marijuana products between medical marijuana organizations or between medical
marijuana organizations and an approved laboratory.
Unit—The weight or volume of total usable medical marijuana products, calculated in metric
units.
Vaporization—The generation of medical marijuana products in the form of vapor for medicinal
inhalation.

Veteran—The tent as defined in 51 Pa.C.S. § 9601.
Veteran-owned small business—The term as defined in SI Pa.C.S. § 9601.
Women-owned business—The tent as defined in 74 Pa.C.S. § 303(b).

§

1141a.22. Records subject to disclosure; confidentiality.

(a) The following records are public records and are subject to disclosure under the Right-toKnow Law (65 P.S. §* 67.101—67.3104):
(1) An application submitted under the act, except to the extent that the application contains any
of the information listed in subsection (b).
(2) The name, business address and medical credentials of a practitioner.
(3) InFormation regarding penalties or other disciplinary actions taken against a pentittee by the
Department for a violation of the act.
(b) The following information is considered confidential, is not subject to the Right-to-Know
Law and will not otherwise be released to a person unless under court order:
(I) Information in the possession of the Department or any of its contractors regarding a
practitioners registration information that is not listed as a public record under subsection (a).
(2) The name or other personal identifying information of a patient or caregiver who applies for
or is issued an identification card.
(3) Individual identifying information concerning a patient or caregiver, or both.
(4) A patient certification issued by a practitioner.
(5) Any infontation on an identification card.
(6) Information provided by the Pennsylvania State Police regarding a caregiver, including
criminal history record information, as set forth in § 1 141a.3 I (relating to background checks).
(7) Information regarding a patient’s serious medical condition.
(8) Other infontation regarding a patient, caregiver, practitioner or medical marijuana
organization not listed in subsection (a) that falls within an exception to the Right—to—Know Law, or
is otherwise considered to be confidential proprietary information by other law.
(9) Information regarding the physical features of, and security measures installed in, a facility.
(10) Information maintained in the electronic tracking system ofa grower/processor, an approved
laboratory and a dispensary.
(11) Any information that would identify persons reviewing permit applications, including a
reviewer’s name, individual permit application reviews and notes.
(12) Information relating to an applicant’s diversity plan that is marked confidential proprietary
or trade secret.

(c) An applicant shall mark confidential proprietary information as confidential proprietary or
trade secret information, as defined in section 102 of the Right-to-Know Law (65 P.S. § 67.102),
prior to submission ofa permit application to the Department.
(d) An applicant’s failure to redact confidential proprietary or trade secret information [in its
submitted permit applicationi in accordance with I l4la.29(a)(2) will result in disclosure to the
public of the confidential proprietary ortrade secret infonnation in response to a Right-to-Know
Law request.
(e) [An applicant is responsible for defending its own redactions to protect confidential
proprietary or trade secrets in any administrative or court proceeding, including any appeals. Any
information not adequately defended by the applicant may result in flaIl disclosure of the
information in un-redacted form.] In accordance with section 707(b) of the Right-to-Know Law
(65 P.S. 67.707(b)), the Department will make an independent determination as to whether to
release the information marked as confidential proprietary or trade secret.

(0 Nothing in this section shall preclude the Department from releasing de—identified data for
research purposes, subject to approval and oversight by the Department and an IRB to ensure that
the use of the data is limited to the specified research purposes.
(g) Notwithstanding subsection (b), in accordance with section 30l(a)(1 I) of the act (35 P.S. §
l0231.301(a)(l I)), the Department may collaborate with other Commonwealth agencies as
necessary to carry out the provisions of the act and this part. Collaboration shall include the sharing
of information, including information deemed confidential under the act and this part, with any
other agency, when needed to investigate a potential violation of the act or this part. Any
information shared under this section shall remain confidential and may not be disclosed except for
investigatory or enforcement purposes.

§

1141a.23. Limitation on number of permits.

Except as provided in section 2002 of the act (35 P.S. § 10231.2002), the following limitations
apply regarding the number of pennits to be issued under this part:
(I) The Department will not initially issue permits to more than 25 applicants for
grower/processor permits. The following apply:
(i) The Department will not issue more than one individual grower/processor permit to one
person.
(ii) The Department will not issue an individual dispensary permit to more than five individual
grower/processors.
(2) The Department will not initially issue permits to more than 50 applicants for dispensary
permits. The following apply:
(i) The Department will not issue more than five individual dispensary permits to one person.
(ii) A dispensary permit may be used to provide medical marijuana at no more than three
separate locations as approved [by the Department] in the initial permit application or under
1 161a.40. [
(3) [In accordance with section 1201(j)(5)(iv) of the act (35 P.S. § 1023 l.120Hj)(5)(iv)), the
Department may issue permits in addition to those in paragraphs (1) and (2) if necessary as the
Medical Marijuana Program expands, including to comply with an order of court. No more than
20% of the total number of growers/processors may also be issued permits as dispensaries.]

§

1141a.24. Medical marijuana regions.

(a) The Department will issue permits to applicants in each of six medical marijuana regions.
The six medical marijuana regions are as follows:
(1) Region I—The geographical region comprised of the counties of the Department’s Southeast
District, which includes Berks, Bucks, Chester, Delaware. Lancaster, Montgomery, Philadelphia and
Schuylkifl.
(2) Region 2—The geographical region comprised of the counties of the Department’s Northeast
District, which includes Carbon, Lackawanna, Lehigh, Luzeme, Monroe, Northampton, Pike,
Susquehanna, Wayne and Wyoming.
(3) Region 3—The geographical region comprised of the counties of the Department’s
Southcentral District, which includes Adams, Bedford, Blair, Cumberland, Dauphin, Franklin,
Fulton, Huntingdon, Juniata, Lebanon, Mifflin, Perry and York.
(4) Region 4—The geographical region comprised of the counties of the Department’s
Northcentral District, which includes Bradford, Centre, Clinton, Columbia, Lycoming, Montour,
Northumberland, Potter, Snyder, Sullivan, Tioga and Union.
(5) Region 5—The geographical region comprised of the counties of the Department’s Southwest
District, which includes Allegheny, Armstrong, Beaver, Butler, Cambria, Fayette, Greene, Indiana,
Somerset, Washington and Westmorcland.
(6) Region 6—The geographical region comprised of the counties of the Department’s Northwest
District, which includes Cameron, Clarion, Clcarfield, Crawford, Elk, Erie, Forest, Jefferson,
Lawrence, McKean, Mercer, Venango and Warren.
(b) The Department will consider the following factors about each region in its determination to
grant or deny an initial permit to an applicant:
(I) Regional population.
(2) The number of patients suffering from a serious medical condition.
(3) The types of serious medical conditions in the region.

(4) Access to public transportation.
(5) The health care needs of rural and urban areas.
(6) Areas with recognized need for economic development.
(c) The publication of this section in the Pennsylvania Bulletin is deemed to be the notice of the
establishment of the regions required under section 604 of the act (35 P.S. § 10231.604). The
Department may change the number or boundaries of the regions every 2 years upon publication of
notice of the adjustment in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

§

1141a.25. General requirements for permits.

(a) The Department may issue a permit to an applicant only for the specific location identified in
the applicant’s application, by name and address. A permit will specify that the applicant is
authorized to begin the process necessary to become operational. A permit is only valid for the
person named in the permit and only for the location specified in the permit.

(b) The medical marijuana organization shall conspicuously post its permit in a location within
its facility that is visible to the Department or its authorized agents and law enforcement.
(c) A permit will not be issued to a medical marijuana organization for use in a personal
residence or any other location where the Department or its authorized agents or law enforcement
would have limited access.
(d) A pennit will not be issued to a medical marijuana organization for a site or lbcility located
on lands owned by the United States or the Commonwealth.
(e) A permit is valid for I year from the date of issuance.

§

1141 a.26. Privilege and nontransferability.

(a) The issuance or renewal of a permit to a medical marijuana organization is a revocable
privilege.
(b) A pennit issued tinder this part is not transferable to any person or any location.

§

1141a.27. General requirements for application.
(a) The types of applications to be submitted to the Department under this part include:
(1) An initial permit application.
(2) A pemit renewal application.
(3) An application for change in ownership of a medical marijuana organization.
(4) An application for approval of a change of location of an operational facility.
(5) An application for approval of alteration of a facility.
(6) An application For additional dispensary locations.

(7) An application for approval or renewal of a Laboratory.
(b) By submitting an application to the Department, an applicant consents to any investigation [,
to the extent deemed appropriate by the Department,] of the applicant’s ability’ to meet the
requirements under the act applicable to the application.
(c) An application for an initial permit or for a renewal permit is not complete and will be
rejected by the Department unless:
(F) The payment of the applicable application fee in § I 141a.28 (relating to fees) is submitted
with the application.
(2) The applicant and its principals and other persons affiliated with the applicant identified by
the Department are current in all tax obligations due and owing to the Commonwealth. An
applicant, as part of the application, shall provide tax clearance certificates issued by the
Department of Revenue and the Department of Labor and Industry for the applicant and its
principals and other persons affiliated with the applicant identified by the Department verifying that
the applicant does not have outstanding tax obligations to the Commonwealth. The Department may
consider the application to be complete if the applicant states on a form prescribed by the
Department of Revenue or the Department of Labor and Industry that tax clearance certificates have

been requested at the time the application was submitted to the Department.
(3) All required information for each section of the application, including attachments and any
supplemental information required by the Department, is submitted to the Department.
(4) Nothing in this subsection requires the Department to request additional or supplemental
information from an applicant.
(d) An application for an initial permit that is incomplete will be rejected by the Department.
(e) An application submitted under this part must contain the following statement signed by the
app licant:
A false statement made in this application is punishable under the applicable provisions of 18
Pa.C.S. Chapter 49 (relating to falsification and intimidation).

§

1141a.28. Fccs.

(a) An applicant for an initial grower/processor permit or renewal permit shall pay the following
fees by certified or cashiers check or money order to the Department:
(I) Initial permit application fee—S 10,000. The initial permit application fee shall be submitted
with the initial permit application and is nonrehindable. except as provided in § I 141a.29(a)(3)
(relating to initial pennit application).
(2) Initial permit fee—$200,000. The initial permit fee shall be submitted with the initial permit
application and will be refunded ifthe initial permit is not granted or the application is rejected.
(3) Permit renewal fee—SlO,000. The permit renewal fee shall be submitted with a renewal
application and will be refunded if the renewal permit is not granted.
(4) An initial pernit fee refund will be issued to the business named by the applicant in the
permit application, in care of the primary contact provided by the applicant and mailed to the
primary contacts mailing address provided by the applicant.
(b) An applicant for an initial dispensary permit or renewal permit shall pay the following fees
by certified or cashiers check or money order to the Department:
(J) Initial permit application fee—S5.000. The initial permit application fee shall be submitted
with the initial permit application and is nonrehmdable. except as provided in § I l4la.29(a)(3).
(2) Initial permit fee—S30,000 for each dispensary location. The initial permit fee shall be
submitted with the initial permit application and will be reftLnded if the initial permit is not granted
or the application is rejected.
(3) Permit renewal fee—S5,000. The permit renewal fee shall be submitted with a renewaL
application and will be refunded if the renewal permit is not granted.
(4) An initial permit fee refund will be issued to the business named by the applicant in the
permit application, in care of the primary contact provided by the applicant and mailed to the
primary contact’s mailing address provided by the applicant.
(c) A medical marijuana organization shall pay a fee of $250 by certified or cashier’s check or
money order to the Department with the submission of the following:
(1) An application for change in ownership of a medical marijuana organization.

(2) An application for approval ofa change of location of an operational facility.
(3) An application for approval of alteration ofa facility.

§ 1141a.29. Initial permit application.
(a) The Department will publish in the Pennsylvania Bulletin notice of initial permit application
availability and the time frame during which initial permit applications will be accepted.
(I) An applicant shall only use the initial permit application form prescribed by the Department
on its web site.
(2) An applicant shall submit an initial permit application using the form posted on the
Departments web site together with a version that is redacted in accordance with the Right-to-Know
Law (65 P.S. § 67.101—67.3104). as set out in § I 141a.22 (relating to records subject to
disclosure; confidentiality), by mail in an electronic format that is prescribed by the Department in
the initial permit application instructions.
(3) An initial permit application received from an applicant after the time frame during which the
Department is accepting applications will be rejected by the Department and returned to the
applicant without further consideration along with the initial pennit application fee and initial
permit fee submitted by the applicant with the permit application.
(b) In addition to the requirements in § I l4la.27 (relating to general requirements for
application), the applicant shall provide the Department with the following information in the initial
permit application:
(I) The legal name of the applicant.
(2) Certified copies of the applicant’s organizational documents. if applicable, and, if the
applicant was not organized in this Commonwealth, evidence that it is authorized to conduct
business in this Commonwealth.
(3) The physical address of the applicant’s proposed site and facility, including the following, as
applicable:
(i) Evidence of the applicant’s clear legal title to or option to purchase the proposed site and the
facility.
(ii) A fully-executed copy of the applicant’s unexpired lease for the proposed site and facility that
includes the consent by the property owner to the use by the applicant of that site and facility on the
proposed site for [, at a minimum,] the term of the initial permit.
(iii) Other evidence satisfactory to the Department that shows the applicant has the authority to
use the proposed site and facility as a site and facility for [, at a minimum,1 the term of the permit.
(4) Evidence that the applicant is or will be in compliance with the municipality’s zoning
rcqui rements.
(5) The following apply to the proposed facility:
(i) If the facility is in existence at the time the initial pennit application is submitted to the
Department, the applicant shall submit plans and specifications drawn to scale for the interior of the
ihc i I ity.
(ii) If the facility is in existence at the time the initial permit application is submitted to the
Department, and the applicant intends to make alterations to the facility, ihe applicant shall submit

renovation plans and specifications for the interior and exterior of the facility to be altered.
(iii) If the facility is not in existence at the time the initial permit application is submitted to the
Department. the applicant shall submit a plot plan that shows the proposed location of the facility
and an architect’s drawing of the facility, including a detailed drawing. to scale, of the interior of the
facility.
(6) The name, residential address, date of birih, title and short version of a curriculum vitae of
each principal, operator, financial backer and employee of the applicant, or of any person holding an
interest in the applicant’s proposed site or facility, including:
(i) A verification of identity that is satisfactory to the Department.
[(ii) Evidence of good moral character and reputation of each principal, operator, financial
backer or employee.]
[OH)] {jjj_A copy of a criminal history records check for each individual performed in accordance
with § I 141a.31 (relating to background checks). This subparagraph does not apply to an applicant
who is an owner of securities in a publicly traded [company if the Department detennines that the
owner of the securities is not substantially involved in the activities of the applicant] corporation or an
owner of 5% or less in a privately held business entity and who does not have voting rights to elect or
appoint one or more members of the board of directors or other governing board.
[(iv)] (lID An affidavit from each principal, operator or financial backer of the applicant setting
forth the following:
(A) Any position of management or ownership held during the 10 years preceding the filing date
of the initial permit application of a controlling interest in any other business in this Commonwealth
or any otherjurisdiction involving the manufacturing or distribution of medical marijuana, medical
marijuana products or a controlled substance.
(B) Whether the principal, operator or financial backer has been convicted of a felony criminal
offense [graded higher than a summary offense in this Commonwealth or the lowest-graded
criminal offensein another State or country] related to the manufacture, delivery or possession with
intent to manufacture or deliver a controlled substance in violation of the Act of April 14, 1972
(P.L. 233. No. 64, known as the Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act, or similar
law in any other iurisdiction and, if yes, whether ten or more years have passed since entry of a
final disposition on the conviction or one or more years have passed since the individual’s release
from incarceration for the conviction, whichever is later.
(C) Whether the principal, operator or financial backer has been a party in any civil or
administrative action under the laws of the Commonwealth or any other state, the United States or a
military, territorial or tribal authority relating to the principal, operator or financial backer’s
profession. occupation or fraudulent practices. including fraudulent billing practices.
(D) \Vhether the principal, operator or financial backer has attempted to obtain a registration,
license, permit or other authorization to operate a medical marijuana organization in any jurisdiction
by fraud, misrepresentation or the submission of false information.
(7) If a principal, operator or financial backer is a corporation or limited liability company:
(i) The names, residential addresses, titles and short version of a curricula vitae of each principal
of the corporation or limited liability company.
(ii) A certified copy of the filed articles of incorporation of the corporation or filed certificate of
organization of the limited liability company.

(iii) Unless the corporation or limited liability company is a publicly traded company, the names
and mailing addresses of all persons owning securities in the corporation or membership interests in
the limited liability company.
(8) If a principal, operator or financial backer is a genera! partnership, limited partnership,
limited liability partnership or limited liability limited partnership:
(I) The names, residential addresses, titles and short version of a curricula vitae of each partner
and general partner of a general partnership, limited partnership, limited liability partnership or
limited liability limited partnership, and if any of the partners is a corporation or a limited liability
company. the names, residential addresses, titles and short version of a curricula vitae of each
principal of that corporation or limited liability company.
(ii) A certified copy of its tiled certificate of limited partnership or other formation document, if
applicable.
(iii) A certified copy of its partnership agreement.
(iv) Unless the entity is a publicly traded company, the names and mailing addresses of each of
its partners.
(9) Evidence that the applicant is responsible and capable of successfully establishing and
operating a facility, including the following:
(i) Demonstrated experience, if any, running a for-profit or nonprofit organization or other
business within this Commonwealth or any other jurisdiction and the nature of the business
conducted by the organization.
(ii) History relating to a similar license, permit or other authorization in other jurisdictions,
including provisional licenses, suspensions, revocations or disciplinary actions, including civil
monetary’ penalties or warnings.
(iii) History of response to sanctions, disciplinary actions or civiL monetary penalties imposed
relating to any similar license, permit or other authorization in anothcrjurisdiction, and the plans of
correction or other responses made to those actions.
(iv) Evidence that the applicant and its principals and other persons affiliated with the applicant
identified by the Department is in compliance with all the laws of the Commonwealth regarding the
payment of State taxes as shown on the tax clearance certificates issued by the Department of
Revenue and the Department of Labor and lndustr under § I l4la.27.
(v) A statement that the applicant shall provide evidence of workers’ compensation insurance if
the applicant is issued a permit and the facility is determined to be operational by the Department.
(10) A description of the duties, responsibilities and roles of each principal, operator, financial
backer and employee.
(II) A timetable outlining the steps the applicant will take to become operational.
(12) A summary of the intended plan of operation that describes [,at a minimum,] how
the applicant’s proposed business operations will comply with the act and this part relating
to:
(i) Security.
(H) Employee qualifications and training.

(iii) Transportation of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana and medical marijuana products.
(iv) Storage olseeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana and mcdical marijuana products.
(v) With respect to an application for a Erower/processor permit, packathn2 and labeling of
medical marijuanaproducts.
(vi) Inventory management.
(vii) With respect to a grower/proccsso?s facility, nutrient and additive practice.

(viii) With respect to a grower/processors facility, quality control and testing of seeds, immature
medical marijuana plants. medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana
products for potential contamination.
(ix)

With respect to a

(x)

Sanitation and safety.

facility, processing and extraction.

(xi) Recordkeeping.
(xii) Preventing unlawful diversion of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
medicalmarijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana products.
(xiii)With respect to a grower/processors facility, growing of medical marijuana, including a
detailed summary of policies and procedures for its growth.
(xiv) Establishment, implementation and monitoring of diversity goals under
(relating to diversity goals).
(13) The relevant financial information in

§ I 141a.32

§ I 141a,30 (relating to capital requirements).

(14) Statetnents that:[
(i) The applicant and each principal, operator, financial backer and employee are of good moral
character. I
[(ii)] fj)_The applicant possesses the ability to obtain in an expeditious manner the right louse the proposed
site and facility, including equipment, to properly perfonn the activity described in the initial pemit
application.
[(Hi)] (II.) The grower/processor pcrmit applicant is able to continuously maintain efibctive security,
surveillance and accounting control measures to prevent diversion, abuse and other illegal conduct regarding
seeds, immature medical marijuana plants. medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical
marijuana products. The dispensary permit applicant is able to continuously maintain effective security.
surveillance and accounting control measures to prevent diversion, abuse and other illegal conduct regarding
medical tnarijuana products.

[Oil (jifiThe applicant is able to continuously comply with all applicable laws of the Comtnonwealth,the
act, this part. and the terms and conditions of the initial permit.
(15) The applicant shall provide the Department with releases sufficient to obtain infomiation
from a governmental agency, financial institutions, an employer or any other person. Failure to
provide these releases will result in the rejection of the initial permit application.
(16) [Other information required by the Department] A diversity plan demonstrating ability to

meet the diversity goals outlined in section 615 of the act.
(17) A statement summarizing how the applicant intends to positively impact the community
where operations are proposed to be located.
(c) If the Department determines that an initial permit application is complete but lacking
sufficient information upon which to make a determination, the Department may notify’ the
applicant in writing of the factors that require additional information and documentation. An
applicant has 30 days from the mailing date of the notice to provide the requested information and
documentation to the Department. An applicant’s failure to provide the requested information to the
Department by the deadline may be grounds for denial of the issuance of a permit. Nothing in this
subsection requires the Department to request additional or supplemental information from an
applicant.
(d) At the discretion of the Department, the Department may extend the deadline in subsection
(c) for up to an additional 1 5 days.
(e) The Department may conduct an inspection to determine the appropriateness of a proposed
site and facility, the applicant’s operational status, the applicant’s compliance with the laws and
regulations of the Commonwealth, the municipality’s zoning requirements relating to the
applicant’s proposed site and facility, if applicable, and its use as outlined in the pemiit
application. The Department may do the following:
(I) Interview principals, operators, financial backers and employees, including physicians,
pharmacists, physician assistants and certified registered nurse practitioners, engaged and to be
engaged in the applicant’s operations for the purpose of verifying the information contained in the
initial permit application.
(2) Inspect transport vehicles that are or will be utilized in the transportation of seeds, immature
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana
products to a facility or an approved laboratory.

§

1141a.30. Capital requirements.

(a) An applicant for a grower/processor permit shall provide an affidavit that the applicant has at
least $2 million in capital, $500,000 of which is on deposit with one or more financial institutions.
(b) An applicant for a dispensary permit shall provide an affidavit that the applicant has at least
SI 50,000 on deposit with one or more financial institutions.
(c) The affidavit will be in a tbnn prescribed by the Department.
(d) An applicant shall submit with the initial permit application a signed release allowing the
Department to contact each financial institution listed in the application to verify the requirements
of subsection (a) or (b).

§

1141a.31. Background checks.

(a) To provide the criminal history record check required under § I l41a.29 (relating to initial
permit application), an applicant shall submit fingerprints of its principals, financial backers,
operators and employees to the Pennsylvania Slate Police. The Pennsylvania State Police or its
authorized agent will submit the fingerprints to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for the purpose
ofverifying the identity of the individuals whose fingerprints have been submitted and obtaining a
current record of criminal arrests and convictions.

(b) The Department may only use criminal history background check information obtained under
this section to determine the character, fitness and suitability to serve in the designated capacity of
the principal, financial backer, operator and employee.
(b.l) After submitting proof to the Department that fingerprints have been obtained, an individual
may begin employment at a medical marijuana organization in a supervised capacity until the
Department approves the individual to affiliate with the medical marijuana organization. If the
Department does not approve the individual to affiliate with the medical marijuana organization, the
individual shall be immediately terminated from the medical marijuana organization.
(c) This section does not apply to an owner of securities in a publicly traded [company except
where the owner holds 5% or more of the company’s securities or the owner has voting rights to
elect or appoint one or more members of the board of directors or other governing board]
corporation or an owner of 5% or less in a privately held business entity and who does not have
voting rights to elect or appoint one or more members of the board of directors or other governing
board.
(d) A financial backer, principal or employee may not hold a volunteer position, position for
remuneration or otherwise be affiliated with a medical marijuana organization or a clinical registrant
if the individual has been convicted of a felony criminal offense relating to the [sale or possession
of illegal drugs, narcotics or controlled substances] manufacture, delivery or possession with intent
to manufacture or deliver a controlled substance in violation of the Act of April 14. 1972 (P.L. 233,
No. 64). known as the Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act, or similar law in any
other jurisdiction unless: ten or more years have passed since the entry of a final disposition of the
felony conviction, or one year has passed since the individual’s release from imprisonment for the
felony conviction, whichever is later.

§

1141a.32. Diversity goals.

(a) In accordance with section 615 of the act (35 P.S. § 10231.615), this section establishes the
procedures for promoting and ensuring the involvement of diverse participants and diverse groups
jn the activities permitted by the act and this part.
(b) In furtherance of the policy in section 615 of the act, the Department will:
(I) Allocate appropriate staff of the Department to assist medical marijuana organizations in
fostering the involvement of diverse participants and diverse groups in their operations.
(2) Provide enhanced publicity of permitting opportunities and information to assist diverse
participants and diverse groups in learning how to apply for permits to be issued under the act and
this part.
(3) Compile, maintain and make available to medical marijuana organizations lists of diverse
participants and diverse groups for the purpose of encouraging medical marijuana organizations to
provide employment and contracting opportunities consistent with the act.
(c) Each medical marijuana organization shall include in its permit application a diversity plan
that establishes a goal of equal opportunity and access in employment and contracting by the
medical marijuana organization. The Department will determine whether the stated goals in the
diversity plan [are reasonable and represent a good faith effort to] meet the diversity goals of
section 615(a) of the act.
(d) A medical marijuana organization may demonstrate achievement of its diversity goals by
employing diverse participants and transacting business with diverse groups.
(e) The list of diverse groups that are verified by the Department of General Services, Bureau of

Diversity, Inclusion and Small Business Opportunities may be used by a medical marijuana
organization to establish the eligibility ofa diverse group for purposes of this section.
(0 As part of each application to renew a permit submitted to the Department, a medical
marijuana organization shall include information of its efforts to meet the diversity goals of the act
and the effectiveness of its diversity plan. The report must include information regarding the
following, as applicable:
(I) Representation of diverse participants in thc medical marijuana organizations workforce.
(2) Efforts to reach out to and recruit diverse participants for employment, including for
executive and managerial positions.
(3) Employee retention efforts.
(4) A list of all contracts entered into or transactions conducted by the medical marijuana
organization for goods or services with diverse groups.
(g) A medical marijuana organization may request that any proprietary infontation submitted to
the Department under this section be treated as confidential proprietary information and shall clearly
mark this information as confidential proprietary information or trade secret under the Right-toKnow Law (65 P.S. § 67.101—67.3104) as set forth in § I 141a.22 (relating to records subject to
disclosure; confidentiality).
(h) The Department will review the diversity plan and provide the medical marijuana
organization with [advice] information regarding activities that [should]
be undertaken by the
medical marijuana organization to improve its efforts to encourage and promote participation by
diverse participants and diverse groups to comply with the diversity goals of the act. The
Department may consult withthe Department of General Services, Bureau of Diversity, Inclusion
and Small Business Opportunities in the review of diversity plans and the reports submitted by
medical marijuana organizations under this section.

§

1141a.33. Review of initial permit applications.

(a) The Department will review initial permit applications submitted by applicants according to
the criteria in section 603(a. 1) of the act (35 P.S. § 10231 .603(a. I)) and the factors in § 1141 a.24(b)
(relating to medical marijuana regions).

(b) The Department will publish the number of permits to be issued and the location of each
permit in the Pennsi’lt’ania Bulletin before the initial permit applications are made available for
submission.

§

1141aM. Denial of a permit.
The Department may deny the issuance of a permit for any of the following reasons:

(1) Failure or refusal to submit information or documentation requested by the Department
during the review process. Nothing in this paragraph requires the Department to request additional
or supplemental information from an applicant.
(2) Misrepresentation by an applicant of fact, or failure to disclosc a material fact to the
Department during the review process.
(3) The results of the criminal history record check received by the Department under §
1141 a.3 1 (relating to background checks) for a principal, financial backer, operator or employee of

the applicant indicates that the individual has been convicted of a prohibitive criminal offense
[relating to the sale or possession of illegal drugs, narcotics or controlled substances] as detailed
under 1141a.31(d) and, following notification by the Department, the applicant fails or refuses to
provide the Department with evidence satisfactory to the Department that the individual is no
longer associated with the applicant in this capacity.
(4) Failure to meet the capital finding requirements identified in an affidavit by the applicant or
a determination by the Department that the capital funding identified by the applicant is
unverifiable.
(5) The applicant denies the Department or its authorized agents access to any place where a
permitted activity is proposed to take place or fails to produce any book, paper, record, document,
data or other information when requested by the Department.

(6) The applicant’s medical marijuana license, permit or other authorization in another state or
jurisdiction was, is or has been suspended or revoked or the applicant was otherwise disciplined.
(7) The applicant’s plan of operation does not demonstrate, to the satisfaction of the Department,
that the applicant is qualified for a permit.
(8) The Department determines, in its sole discretion, that the applicant has not met the criteria
under § 1 141a.33 (relating to review of initial permit applications).
(9) The Department determines, in its sole discretion, that the issuance of the permit will not be
in the best interest of the welfare, health or safety of the citizens of this Commonwealth.

§

1141a.35. Notice of denial.
(a) The Department will provide written notice of denial to an applicant.

(b) The applicant may appeal a notice of denial under 2 Pa.C.S. ChapterS, Subchapter A
(relating to practice and procedure of Commonwealth agencies) and its accompanying regulations,
as modified by Chapter 1230a (relating to practice and procedure).

§

1141a.36. Permit renewal applications.

(a) A medical marijuana organization wishing to renew its permit shall submit to the Department
a permit renewal application not more than 6 months, nor less than 4 months, prior to the current
permit’s expiration.
(b) A medical marijuana organization shall submit the applicable fee in § I 141a.28 (relating to
fees) with the permit renewal application.
(c) A medical marijuana organization shall include the following in the permit renewal
application:
(I) Information regarding any charge, or any initiated, pending or concluded investigation,
during the period of the initial permit or prior renewal period, by any governmental or
administrative agency with respect to:
(i) Any incident involving the theft, loss or possible diversion of medical marijuana by the
medical marijuana organization or from the medical marijuana organization’s facility.
(ii) Compliance by the medical marijuana organization with the laws of the Commonwealth with
respect to any substance in section 4 of The Controlled Substance, Drug, Device and Cosmetic Act

(35 P.S. § 780-104).
(2) Information concerning the medical marijuana organization’s ability to carry on the activity
for which the permit was issued, including medical marijuana product shortages or wait lists
occurring during the 12 months prior to the date the renewal permit application was submitted.
(3) The medical marijuana organization’s history of compliance with the act and this part.
including a summary of any noncompliance and corrective action taken or a statement indicating that
the medical marijuana oraanization has not violated the act or regulations as of the date the renewal
application is submitted.
(d) If the Department determines that a permit renewal application is complete but lacking
sufficient information upon which to make a determination, the Department will notif’ the medical
marijuana organization in writing of the factors that require additional information and
documentation. The medical marijuana organization shall have 30 days from the mailing date of the
notice to provide the requested information and documentation to the Department. A medical
marijuana organization’s failure to provide the requested infomrntion to the Department by the
deadline may be grounds for denial of the permit renewal application. Nothing in this subsection
requires the Department to request additional or supplemental information from an applicant.
(e) The Department may conduct an onsite inspection of the medical marijuana organization’s
site and facility to determine an applicant’s continuing compliance with the act and this part.

§

1141a.37. Denial of renewal of a permit.
(a) The Department will deny the renewal of a permit if the Department determines:

(I) The medical marijuana organization has not or is unlikely to be able to continuously maintain
effective control against diversion of medical marijuana at its facility.
(2) The medical marijuana organization falsified any part of the permit renewal application or
any other application submitted to the Department under this part.
(3) The medical marijuana organization is unlikely to comply with all Commonwealth and local
laws applicable to the activities in which it may engage under the permit, if renewed.
(b) An existing permit is immediately invalid upon expiration if the medical marijuana
organization has not filed a permit renewal application in accordance with § I 141a.36 (relating to
permit renewal applications) and remitted the required fees in accordance with § I 141a.28 (relating
to fees).
(c) Except as provided in subsection (e). a medical marijuana organization may not operate if its
permit is not renewed prior to expiration.
(d) If the Department denies renewal of the permit or if the medical marijuana organization fails
to submit a permit renewal application and permit renewal fee as required under § 114 la.28. the
medical marijuana organization shall do the following upon the expiration of the permit:
(1) Cease aLL operations authorized by the permit.
(2) In the ease of a grower/processor, dispose of any remaining seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana, medical marijuana products, plant
matter or any growing equipment as set forth in § I I 5 I aAO (relating to management and disposal
of medical marijuana waste).
(3) In the case ofa dispensary, return the medical marijuana products to the grower/processor

where the medical marijuana products originated.
(e) If a medical marijuana organization submits a permit renewal application and permit renewal
fee to the Department as required under § I l4la.28, the Department may administratively extend
the existing permit from the date the existing permit expires until the Department can complete its
permit renewal application review.

§

1141a.3X. Duty to report.

(a) During the application process, or at any time during the permit period if a pennit is issued.
an applicant or medical marijuana organization shall notify the Department:
(I) In writing of any change in facts or circumstances reflected in the initial permit application or
any permit renewal application submitted to the Department. or any newly discovered or occurring
fact or circumstance which would have been included in the application if known at the time the
application was submitted.
(2) In writing of any proposed modification of its plan of operation [at least] no less than 30
days prior to the proposed modification.
(3) Immediately [upon becoming aware, and State and local law enforcement immediately upon
becoming aware,] when they become aware or state and local law enforcement make them aware of
any adverse loss from a facility operated by the medical marijuana organizationor any vehicle
transporting seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana or medical marijuana products to or from a facility operated by the medical marijuana
organization.
(b) Ifthe change in information involves a change in control of the medical marijuana
organization, the medical marijuana organization shall surrender its existing permit to the
Department, unless the medical marijuana organization [submits an application for] notifies
the Department of the change in ownership of a medical marijuana organization in
accordance with § I 141a.39 (relating to [application for] change in ownership ofa medical
marijuana organization).
(c) If the change in information involves a change in any of the activities on the medical
marijuana organization site, including any of the following, the medical marijuana organization
shall surrender its existing permit to the Department and take action as required under § I l4la.43
(relating to closure of a facility):
(1) Discontinuance of operations.
(2) Removal of all seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana and medical marijuana products from the sites and locations by State or Federal authority.
1141a.39. lApplication for changel Change in ownership of a medical
marijuana organization.

§

(a) In the event of an impending change in ownership involving a change in control of a medical
marijuana organization from the ownership listed in the initial permit application or a permit
renewal application, the medical marijuana organization shall submit [an application for change in
ownership, on a form prescribed by the Department.] to the Department the name of each
individual affiliatinL’. and each individual no lontzer affiliatint, with the medical mariiuana
organization, together with the fee required under § ll4la.28 (relating to fees).
(b) A medical marijuana organization’s [application for] change in ownership will not be

considered complete by the Department until [all portions of the application are completed] the
names of all incomina and outgoing affiliates have been submitted to the Department and the
appropriate application fee tinder § 1 141a.28 is submitted.
(e) For each individual that is part of the proposed change in ownership, the medical marijuana
organization shall include all of the information required under § 1 141a.29 (relating to initial permit
application) for the individuals listed in those capacities in the medical marijuana organization’s
initial permit application or any previously submitted permit renewal application.
(d) A change in ownership of a medical marijuana organization that occurs without the
Department’s knowledge [and written approval] of all individuals affiliating with the
medicalmarijuana organization is a violation of the act and this part.

1141a.40. Application for approval of a change in location of an operational
facility.

§

(a) A medical marijuana organization wishing to change the location of an operational facility
shall submit an application for approval of a change in location to the Department together with the
fee required under § I 141a.28 (relating to fees).

(b) A change in location ofan operational facility may not occur until the Department approves
the change, in writing, under this section.
(c) The medical marijuana organization shall submit an application for approval of a change in
location on a form prescribed by the Department.
(d) An application for approval of a change in location must include the reason for requesting the
change and other information about the new location as the Department may require.
(e) The Department will issue a new permit to the medical marijuana organization for the new
location if the request is approved.
(1) Within 180 days of the issuance by the Department of a new permit under subsection (e), the
medical marijuana organization shall change the location of its operation to the new location
designated in the new permit. Simultaneously with the completion of the move, the medical
marijuana organization shall cease to operate at the former location and surrender its existing permit
to the Department. The following apply:
(1) At no time may a medical marijuana organization operate or exercise any of the privileges
granted under the permit in both locations.
(2) At the discretion of the Department, the Department may extend the 180-day deadline for
relocation for up to an additional 90 days.
(3) Once the new facility is determined to be operational by the Department, the medical
marijuana organization may resume operations under the new permit at the new location.
(g) The Department will not approve a change of location that is outside the boundaries of the
region for which the initial permit was issued.
(h) The Department will approve a change in location if the permittee submits an application
containing complete information that the Department deems compliant with 28 Pa. Code
1l41a.29. 1151a.23, 1151a.26. 1151a.33, ll6la.26. H61a.31, 1161a.34regardingthe
following:
(I) Application Name. Address and Contact Information.

(2) Facility Information

(31 Principals. Financial Backers. Onerators and Employees.
(4) Operational Timetable.
(5) Security and Surveillance.
(6) Sanitation and Safety.
(7) Community Impact.
(8) Property Title. Lease or Option to Acquire Pronertv Location.
(9) Site and Facility Plan

1141a.40.L Request to change location of a non-operational facility.
(a) The Department will review a request to change the location of a non-operational facility
based upon individual circumstances and in consideration of the following factors:
(I) Inability to onerationalize the location due to circumstances beyond the permittee’s
control and the permittee knew, or should have known, of the circumstances prior to selecting
the site location.
(2) Viability of the permittee, the ability to sustain the permitted location, or both, is at risk.
(3) Impact on patient access to medical mariiuana, resulting acquisition costs of medical
mariiuana in this market, or both, may be excessive.
(b) The Department will not approve a change of location that is outside the boundaries of the
region for which the initial permit was issued and may require relocation within the same
municipality or county as the originally desi2nated location.

§

1141a.41. Application for approval of alteration ofa facility.

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), after the issuance of a permit, a medical marijuana
organization may not make a physical change, alteration or modification to the facility that
materially or substantially altcrs the facility or its usage as listed in the plot plans originally
approved by the Department.
(b) A medical marijuana organization wishing to make any of the following alterations to the
facility for which its permit was issued shall submit an application for approval of alteration of a
facility, on a form prescribed by the Department, to the Department together with the fee required
under § 1 l4Ia.28 (relating to fees):
(1) An increase or decrease in the total square footage of the facility.
(2) The sealing off, creation ofor relocation of a common entryway, doorway, passage or other
means of public ingress or egress when the common entryway, doorway or passage alters or
changes limited access areas.
(3) Any of the following made to enhance activities authorized under the permit:

(I) Additional electric fixtures or lighting equipment.
(ii) The lowering of a ceiling.
(iii) Electrical modifications that require inspection by the local municipality.

§

1141a.42. Failure to be operational.

(a) Within 6 months from the date of issuance ola permit, a medical marijuana organization shall
notify the Department, on a form prescribcd by the Department, that it is operational.
(b) After the Department receives the notification in subsection (a), the Department will inspect
the facility to determine ifthe medical marijuana organization is operational to the satisfaction of
the Department.
(c) If the medical marijuana organization has not met the operational timetable in the initial
pennit application to the satisfaction of the Department at the time of the inspection conducted
under subsection (b), the Department will notify the medical marijuana organization of the
deficiencies. Within 30 days of [receiving] the mailing date on the Departments notice, the medical
marijuana organization shall submit to the Department for approval a plan of correction that sets
forth the medical marijuana organizations timeline and a date certain, which may not extend
beyond 90 days following the date the Department approves the plan of correction, for correcting
the deficiencies.
(d) lfthe medical marijuana organization does not comply with its plan of correction as approved
by the Department within 90 days following the Department’s approval, the Department may revokc
or suspend the medical marijuana organization’s permit under § I 141a.47 (relating to general
penalties and sanctions).

§

1141a.43. Closure of a facility.

(a) A medical marijuana organization shall notify the Department in writing immediately, but in
no event less than 60 days prior to the projected date of closure, upon making a determination that it
intends to close a facility.
(b) A medical marijuana organization may not accept or purchase seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana, other plant matter, medical
marijuana products, equipment, or medical devices or instruments as of the date of notice.
(c) The notice must be accompanied by the medical marijuana organization’s written plan for the
facility being closed that must include the following information:
(I) The projected date of closure.
(2) How it intends to notify in writing, prior to the projected date for closure, any person to
which the medical marijuana organization provides seeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana, medical marijuana products or medical marijuana
services prior to closure
(3) How it intends to dispose of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana
plants, medical marijuana, medical marijuana products or other plant matter projected to still be in
the facility at the time of the projected closure in accordance with § I 151a.40 (relating to
management and disposal of medical marijuana waste).
(4) I-low it intends to dispose of equipment or medical devices or instruments used by the
medical marijuana organization in its operations at the facility.

(d) A medical marijuana organization may not remove or destroy any seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana, other plant matter, medical
marijuana products, equipment, or medical devices or instruments until the Department has
approved its plan for closure submitted under subsection (c) and shall comply with all requirements
regarding disposal of medical marijuana in * 1 l5la.40.
(e) The Department may enter and inspect the site and facility and the medical marijuana
organization’s vehicles following receipt ofa medical marijuana organization’s plan of closure to
determine whether to approve the medical marijuana organization’s closure plan.

(fl If the Department approves the medical marijuana organization’s plan to close a facility
submitted under this section, the medical marijuana organization shall surrender its permit to the
Department on or before the date for closure provided in the plan.

§

1141a.44. Insurance requirements.

(a) A medical marijuana organization shall obtain and maintain an appropriate amount of
insurance coverage that insures the site and facility and equipment used in the operation of the
facility. An adequate amount of comprehensive liability insurance covering the medical marijuana
organization’s activities authorized by the permit shall begin on the date the initial permit is issued
by the Department and continuing for as long as the medical marijuana organization is operating
under the permit.
(b) A medical marijuana organization shall obtain and maintain workers’ compensation insurance
coverage for employees at the time the medical marijuana organization is determined to be
operational by the Department.

§

1141a.45. Inspection and investigation.

(a) The Department may conduct announced or unannounced inspections or investigations to
determine the medical marijuana organization’s compliance with its permit. the act or this part.
(b) An investigation or inspection may include:
(I) Inspection ofa medical marijuana organization’s site, facility, vehicles, books, records,
papers, documents, data, and other physical or electronic information.
(2) Questioning of employees, principals, operators, financial backers, authorized agents of, and
any other person or entity providing services to the medical marijuana organization.
(3) Inspection of a grower/processor facility’s equipment, instruments, tools and machinery that
are used to grow, process and package medical marijuana, including containers and labels.
(c) The Department and its authorized agents will have free access to review and, if necessary.
make copies of books, records, papers. documents, data, or other physical or electronic information
that relates to the business of the medical marijuana organization, including financial data, sales
data, shipping data, pricing data and employee data.
(d) Failure of a medical marijuana organization to provide the Department and its authorized
agents immediate access to any part of a medical marijuana organization’s site or facility, requested
material, physical or electronic information, or individual as part ofan inspection or investigation
may result in the imposition of a civil monetary penalty, suspension or revocation of its permit, or
an immediate cessation of operations under a cease and desist order issued by the Department.

(e) The Department and its authorized agents will have free access to any area within a site or
facility that is being used to store seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana
plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products for testing purposes and are permitted to
collect test samples for testing at an approved laboratory.

§

1141aA6. Reports.

(a) A medical marijuana organization shall submit the following reports to the Department, on
forms prescribed by the Department, at the end of Ihe first 12-month period following the issuance
of a permit. and as of (he end of each 3-month period thereafter:
(I) In the case of a grower/processor:
(i) The number of medical marijuana products sold by the grower/processor to dispensaries
during the period for which the report is being submitted.
(ii) The average price per unit of medical marijuana products sold by the grower/processor to a
medical marijuana organization.
(iii) The number or amount of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana
plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana products sold by the grower/processer to other
growers/processors during the period for which the report is being submitted.
(2) In the case of a dispensary:
(i) The number of medical marijuana products purchased by the dispensary during the period for
which the report is being submitted.
(ii) The avcrage price per unit of medical marijuana products purchased by the dispensary.
(iii) The average price per unit of an amount of medical marijuana products dispensed to a
patient or caregiver by the dispensary [and in a unit of measurement as determined by thc
Department].
(b) The Department will aggregate the infonnation in the reports submitted by medical marijuana
organizations under subsection (a) and post the infonnation on the Departments web site.
(c) The Department may require ongoing reporting of operational and financial information [in
afoim and manner prescribed by the Department].
(d) The Department may require any reports necessary to carry out its responsibilities under the
act and this part.

§

1141a.47. General penalties and sanctions.

(a) In addition to any other penalty imposed by law for violations of the act or this part. the
Department may take one or more of the following actions:
(I) Suspend or revoke a pennit if any of the following occur:
(I) The medical marijuana organization fails to maintain effective control against diversion of
seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical
marijuana products from a facility operated by it or under its control.
(ii) The medical marijuana organization violates a provision of the act or this part, or an order

issued under the act or this part.
(iii) The medical marijuana organization violates a provision of other State or local laws
regarding the operation of its facility.
(iv) The medical marijuana organization engages in conduct, or an event occurs, that would have
disqualified the medical marijuana organization from being issued a permit or having its permit
renewed.
(v) The medical marijuana organization submitted falsified infomution on any application
submitted to the Department includine, but not limited to:
(A) failure to comply with an executed labor peace agreement submitted with the permit
application.
(B) failure to follow through on commitments made in the Community Impact section of
the pennit application.
(2) impose a civil penalty of not more than $10,000 for each violation and an additional penalty
of not more than Si ,000 for each day of a continuing violation. In determining the amount of each
penalty, the Department will take the following into consideration:
(i) The gravity of the violation.
(ii) The potential harm resulting from the violation to patients, caregivers or the general public.
(iii) The willfulness of the violation.
(iv) Previous violations, if any, by the medical marijuana organization being assessed.
(v) The economic benefit to the medical marijuana organization being assessed resulting from
the violation.
(3) Suspend or revokc a permit pending the outcome of a hearing if the Department detennines
that the health, safety or welfare of the public, a patient or a caregiver is at risk.
(4) Order the restitution of funds or property unlawfully obtained or retained by a medical
marijuana organization.
(5) Issue a cease and desist order to immediately restrict the operations of a medical marijuana
organization conducted under the permit to protect the public’s health, safety and welfare. The
following requirements apply:

(i) An order may include a requirement that a medical marijuana organization cease or restrict
some or all of its operations. In addition, the order may prohibit the use of some or all of the seeds,
immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical
marijuana products grown. processed or to be sold by the medical marijuana organization.
(H) An order may be issued by an authorized agent of the Department immediately upon
completion of an inspection or investigation if the agent obsenes [or suspects] an operational
failure or evidence of [determines that the conditions will likely create a] diversion or
contamination of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana, medical marijuana products[, or a risk to patients or the public].
(iii) An order may include:
(A) An immediate evacuation of the site and facility and the sealing of the entrances to the

facility.
(B) A quarantine of some or all of the seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products found at the facility.
(C) The suspension of the sale or shipment of some or all of the seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products found
at the faci Ii ty.
(6) Issue a written warning if the Department determines that either:
(i) The public interest will be adequately served under the circumstances by the issuance of the
warning.
(ii) The violation does not threaten the safety or health of a patient. caregiver or the general
public, and thc medical marijuana organization took immediate action to remedy the violation.
(b) A person who aids, abets, counsels, induces, procures or causes another person to violate the
act or this pan, or an order issued under the act or this part, shall also be subject to the civil penalties
provided under this section.
(c) For violations of the act or this part, the Department may require a medical marijuana
organization to develop and adhere to a plan of correction approved by the Department. The
Department will monitor compliance with the plan of correction. Failure to comply with the plan of
correction may result in the Department’s taking action under applicable provisions of this section as
it deems appropriate.
(d) The Department’s actions under subsections (a) and (b) are subject to 2 Pa.C.S. Chapter 5,
Subchapter A (relating to practice and procedure of Commonwealth agencies) and its accompanying
regulations, as modified by Chapter l230a (relating to practice and procedure).

§

1141a.48. Training.

(a) As rcquired under the act, the principals and employees of a medical marijuana organization
who either have direct contact with patients or caregivers or physically handle seeds, immature
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana
products shall complete a 2-hour training course developed by the Department.
(I) Principals must successfully complete the course prior to starting initial operation of a
facility.
(2) Employees must suceessftilly complete the course no later than 90 days after starting
employment at the facility.
(b) The training course required under subsection (a) must provide the following information:
(I) The provisions of the act and this part relevant to the responsibilities of principals and
employees of medical marijuana organizations.
(2) Proper handling of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants.
medical marijuana and medical marijuana products.

(3) Proper recordkeeping.
(4) Now to prevent and detect the diversion of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana products.

(5) Best practice security procedures.
(6) Best practice safety procedures, including responding to the following:
(i) A medical emergency.
(ii) A fire.
(iii) A chemical spill.
(iv) A threatening event including:
(A) An arnwd robbery.
(B) A burglary.
(C) A criminal incident.
(c) A medical marijuana organization shall retain the attendance records of its principals and
employees and make them available for inspection by the Department and its authorized agents
upon request.
(d) The Department will make the 2-hour training course available at no cost to the medical
marijuana organization, its principals or employees.

§

1141a.49. Zoning.

(a) A grower/processor shall meet the identical municipal zoning and land use requirements as
other manufacturing, processing and production facilities that are located in the same zoning
district.
(b) A dispensary shall meet the identical municipal zoning and land use requirements as other
commercial facilities that are located in the same zoning district.

§

1141a.5O. Advertising by a medical marijuana organization.

(a) In the advertising and marketing of medical marijuana and medical marijuana products, a
medical marijuana organization shall be consistent with the Federal regulations governing
prescription drug advertising and marketing in 21 CFR 202.1 (relating to prescription-drug
advertisements).
(b) Promotional, advertising and marketing materials shall be approved by the Department prior
to their use.
(c) This part does not apply to information provided by a grower/processor to a dispensary listing
various medical marijuana products, instruments and devices that the grower/processor is offering
for sale to the dispensary.

§

1141a.M. Technical advisories.

The Department may issue technical advisories to assist permittces in complying with the act and
this part. Technical advisories do not have the force of law or regulation. Technical advisories
provide guidance on the Departments interpretation of, and how a permittee may maintain
compliance with, the act and this part. Notice of the availability of a technical advisory will be
published in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
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1151 a.21. Growers/processors generally.

(a) The qualifications that a grover:processor shall meet to receive a permit are
continuing qualifications to maintain the permit.
(b) In addition to any other requirements in the act or this part. a grower/processor shall
complywith the following:
(I) A grower/processor may not engage in the business of growing. processing, possessing.
selling or offering to sell seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana or medical marijuana products to another medical marijuana organization
without first being issued a permit by the Department and without first being determined
operationalby the Department as required under § 1141a.42 (relating to failure to be operational).
(2) A grower/processor may not employ an individual at its facility who is under 16 years of age.

§

1151a.22. Plans of operation.

(a) At the time the Department determines a grower/processor to be operational, the
grower/processor shall provide the Department with a fill and complete plan of operation
forreview that includes the following:

(1) Employment policies and procedures.
(2) Security policies and protocols including:
(i) Staff identification measures.
(ii) Monitoring of attendance of staff and individuals requiring access to the facility.
(iii) Alarm systems.
(iv) Video surveillance.
(v) Monitoring and tracking inventory.
(vi) Personal security.
(3) A process for growing, receiving, processing, packaging, labeling, handling, tracking,
transporting, storing, disposing and recalling of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
medicalmarijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products, and a process for
handling, tracking, transporting, storing and disposing of medical marijuana waste in accordance
with applicable laws, rules and regulations.
(4) Workplace safety, including conducting necessary safety checks prior to starting the
growingand processing of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana or medical marijuana products.
(5) Contamination protocols.
(6) Maintenance, cleaning and sanitation of equipment in the facility or on the site, or both.
(7) Maintenance and sanitation of the site or the facility, or both.
(8) Proper handling and storage of any solvent, gas or other chemical used in growing or
processing seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuanaor medical marijuana products in accordance with this part and other applicable laws,
rules and regulations.
(9) Quality control, including regulation of the amount ofTHC in each process lot, proper
labeling and minimization of contamination of medical marijuana or medical marijuana products.
(10) Inventory maintenance and reporting procedures.
(Ii) The investigation of complaints and potential adverse events from other medical
marijuanaorganizations, patients, earegivers or practitioners regarding the operation of the
groerprocessor.
(12) A recall plan meeting the requirements of § 115 Ia.42(d) (relating to complaints about or
recall of medical marijuana products).
A grower/processor shall make the full and complete plan of operation available to
(b)
theDepartment upon request and during any inspection ofa site or a facility, or both.
(c) A grower/processor shall comply with its plan of operation.

§

1151 a.23. Grower/processor facilities.
(a) A grower/processor may only grow, store, harvest or process seeds, immature medical

marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products in
an indoor, enclosed, secure facility [as approved by the Department] that has been inspected and
deemed operationaL.
(b) The following areas of a facility must be clearly marked with proper signage:
(1) Growing and processing areas. These areas shall be easily observed by the Department and
its authorized agents and by law enforcement.
(2) Nongrowing and nonprocessing areas.
(3) Limited access areas. All areas of ingress and egress to a limited access area must be clearly
identified by the posting of a sign which must be not less than 12 inches wide and 12 inches long,
composed of letters not less than 1/2 inch in height, which must state: Do Not Enter—Limited
Access Area—Access Limited to Authorized Personnel and Escorted Individuals.
(4) Areas that include business offices and reception rooms.
(c) A facility must have an enclosed secure area out of public sight for the loading and
unloadingof seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana and medical marijuana products into and from a transport vehicle.

§

1151a.24. [Start-upl Growing and processing inventory.

(a) A grower/processor may obtain and transport seeds or immature medical marijuana plants
from outside of this Commonwealth for the purpose of securing its start-up inventory. Seeds or
immature medical marijuana plants obtained from outside of this Commonwealth shall be obtained
within 30 days from the date that the Department determines that the growcr/processor is
operational: between December 1 and December30 annually: or within any 30-day window
established by the Department [if the Department determines that the importation of additional
seeds is neccssaiy.] under the following process:
(I) A grower/processor may make a written request to the Department to open an additional 30day window for the importation of seeds and immature medical marijuana plants.
(2) The written request must provide a iustification for the importation of additional seeds or
immature medical mariiuana plants including, but not limited to. the need to refresh or improve
genetics, patient demand, and the need to ensure ample supply of product.
(3) The written request must state the starting and ending date being requested.
(4) The request must be submitted at least 60 days in advance of the proposed start date.
(5) The Department will provide written notice to the grower/processor, no later than 30 days
prior to the proposed start date, approving or denying the request based on sufficiency of the
justification presented.
(b) A grower/processor may not obtain medical marijuana plants from outside of
this Commonwealth at any time.
(e) Within 24 hours of receipt, a grower/processor shall, record in the electronic tracking
system each seed or immature medical marijuana plant that enters the site during [the]
30-day
period under subsection (a).
(d) Outside any 30-day period permitted under subsection (a), a grower/processor shall only

grow medical marijuana plants from seeds or immature medical marijuana plants located
physically in its facility, or purchase seeds, immature medical marijuana plants or medical
marijuana plants from another growcr/proecssor.
(e) A grower/processor may obtain and transport bulk postharvest medical marijuana plant
material from another grower/processor within this Commonwealth to process medical marijuana.
(U A grower/processor may obtain harvested hemp from a person holding a permit issued by
the Depanment of Agriculture to grow or cultivate hemp under the 3 Pa.C.S. Ch. 15 (relating to
controlled plants and noxious weeds) if the hemp received by a grower/processor is subject to the
Jaboratoiw testing requirements of section 704 of the act.
(g) A grower/processor may add hemp or hemp-derived additives obtained or cultivated in
accordance with subsection (fl.

§

1151a,25. Access to grower/processor facilities.

(a) A grower/processor facility may not be open to the general public. When an individual who
is not approved to enter the facility requires access to the facility for purposes regarding the
growing, processing or testing of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana
plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products, or for potential investment or
employment, a grower/processor shall require the individual to sign a log, detailing the need for
entry, and to wear a temporary identification badge that is visible toothers at all times while on the
site and in the facility.
(b) A grower/processor shall require an individual to present government-issued
identification that contains a photo to gain access to the site and facility.
(c) No one under 18 years of age is pemitted to enter a grower/processor site or facility.
(d) A grower/processor shall post a sign in a conspicuous location at each entrance of a site and
a facility that states:
THESE PREMISES ARE UNDER CONSTANT VIDEO SURVEILLANCE. NO ONE UNDER
THE AGE OF ISIS PERMITTED TO ENTER.
(e) A grower/processor shall do the following when admitting an individual to a site or facility:
(I) Require the individual to sign a log and detail the need for entry upon cntcring and to sign
the log when leaving the facility.
(2) Check the individuals government-issued identification to veri’ that the name on the
identification provided matches the name in the log. A photocopy of the identification must
be retained with the log.
(3) Issue a temporary identification badge with the individual’s name and company, if
applicable, and a badge number.
(4) Escort the individual while the individual remains in the facility or on the site,
(5) Ensure that the individual does not touch any seeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products located in a
limited access area.
(f) The following apply to the log required under subsections (a) and (c):

(1) The grower/processor shall maintain the log for [4 years] 180 days. unless otherwise
required for investigative or litigation purposes, either in paper or electronic form, and make
the Log available to theDepartment, State or local law enforcement, and other State or local
government officials upon request if necessary to perform the government officials hinctions
and duties.
(2) The log must include the Ml name of each individual granted access to the facility, the
temporary’ identification badge number, the date and time of arrival, the date and time of departure
and the purpose of the visit, including the areas of the site and the facility visited and the name of
each employee visited.
(g) This scction docs not limit the right of the Department or its authorized agents, State or
local law enforcement or other Federal, State or local government officials, from entering any area
of a grower/processor site or facility if necessary to perform the governmental officials functions
and duties that pertain to the act or this part.
(h) A principal, financial backer, operator or employee of a grower/processor may not receive
any type of consideration or compensation for allowing an individual to enter a limited access
area.

§

1151a.26. Security and surveillance.

(a) A grower/processor shall have security and surveillance systems, utilizing commercialgrade equipment, to prevent unauthorized entry and to prevent and detect an adverse loss. The
security and sun’cillancc systems must include all of the following:
(I) A professionally—monitored security alarm system that includes the following:
(i) Coverage of all facility entrances and exits; rooms with exterior windows, exterior walls, roof
hatches or skylights; storage rooms, including those that contain seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products and
safes; and the perimeter of the facility.
(ii) A silent security alarm system signal, known as a duress alarm, generated by the entry of
a designated code into an arming station to signal that the alarm user is being forced to turn off
the system.
(iii) An audible security alarm system signal, known as a panic alarm, generated by the
manual activation of a device intended to signal a life-threatening or emergency situation
requiring law enforcement response.
(iv) A silent alarm signal, known as a holdup alarm, generated by the manual activation of
a device intended to signal a robbery in progress.
(v) An electrical, electronic, mechanical or other device capable of being programmed to send a
prerecorded voice message requesting dispatch, when activated, over a telephone line, radio or
other communication system to a law enforcement, public safety or emergency services agency.
(vi) A failure notification system that provides an audible, text or visual notification of any
failure in the systems. The failure notification system must provide by telephone, e-mail or
text message an alert to a designated security person within the facility within five minutes
after the failure.

(vii) Smoke and fire alarms.
(viii) Auxiliary power sufficient to maintain operation of specified growing and processing areas

identified iii the grower/processors plan of operation for [at least] no less than 48 hours following a
power outage.
(ix) The ability to ensure all access doors are not solely controlled by an electronic access
panelto prevent locks from becoming released during a power outage.
(x) Motion detectors.
(2) A professionally-monitored security and surveillance system that is operational 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week and records [all activity] continuously in images capable of clearly revealing
facial detail. The security and surveillance system must include all of the following:
(i) Fixed camera placement that allows for a clear image of all individuals and activities in
and around the following:
(A) All limited access areas.
(B) A room or area containing a security and surveillance system storage device or equipment.
(C) Entrances to and exits from a facilily. Entrances and exits must be recorded from both
indoor and outdoor vantage points.
(D) Rooms with exterior windows, exterior walls, roof hatches, or skylights and storage
rooms, including those that may contain seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products, and safes.
(E) Twenty feet from the exterior of the perimeter of the facility.
(ii) Auxiliary power sufficient to maintain operation for [at least] no less than 48 hours
following a power outage.
(iii) The ability to operate under the normal lighting conditions of each area under surveillance.
(iv) The ability to immediately produce a clear, color, still photograph in a digital format
that meets the requirements of this subsection.
(3) The ability to clearly and accurately display the date and time. The date and time must
be synchronized and set correctly and may not significantly obscure the picture.
(4) The ability to record and store all images captured by each surveillance camera for a
minimum of [2 years] 180 days. unless otherwise required for investicative or liti2ation
purposes, in a format that may be easily accessed for investigative purposes. The recordings
must be kept:
(i) At the facility:
(A) In a locked cabinet, closet or other secure place to protect it from tampering or theft.
(B) In a limited access area or other room to which access is limited to authorized individuals.
(ii) At a secure location other than the location of the facility if approved in writing by
the Department.
(5) A security alarm system separate from the facility’s primary security system covering the
limited access area or other room where the recordings under paragraph (4) are stored. The
separate security alarm system must meet the same requirements as the facility’s primary security
alarm system.

(b) The following requirements regarding the inspection, servicing or alteration of, and
the upgrade to, the site’s and facility’s security and surveillance systems apply:
(I) The systems shall be inspected and all devices tested once every year by a qualified
alarm system vendor and a qualified surveillance system vendor.
(2) The grower/processor shall conduct maintenance inspections once every month to ensure
that any repairs, alterations or upgrades to the security and surveillance systems are made for the
proper operation of the systems.
(3) The grower/processor shall retain at the facility, for [at least] 4 years, in paper or electronic
form, records of all inspections, servicing, alterations and upgrades performed on the systems and
shall make the records available to the Department and its authorized agents within 2 business days
following the Department’s request or the request of the Department’s authorized agents.
(4) In the event of a mechanical malfunction of the security or surveillance system that a
grower/processor anticipates will exceed an 8-hour period, the grower/processor shall notify the
Department immediately and, with Department approval, provide alternative security measures
that may include closure of the facility.
(5) The grower/processor shall designate employees to continuously monitor the security
and surveillance systems at the facility.
(6) The following apply regarding records retention:
(i) Within 2 business days following a request, a grower/processor shall provide up to four
screen captures of an unaltered copy of a video surveillance recording to the Department or its
authorized agents, law enforcement or other Federal, State or local government officials if
necessary to perform the governmental officials’ functions and duties.
(ii) If a grower/processor has been notified in writing by the Department or its authorized agents,
law enforcement or other Federal, State or local government officials of a pending criminal or
administrative investigation for which a recording may contain relevant information, the
grower/processor shall retain an unaltered copy of the recording for 4 years or until the
investigation or proceeding is closed or the entity conducting the investigation or proceeding
notifies the grower/processor that it is not necessary to retain the recording, whichever is longer.
(c) The grower/processor shall install commercial-grade, nonresidential steel doors and door
locks on each room where seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana
plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana products are stored, and on each external
door of the facility. Keys or key codes for all doors shall remain in the possession of designated
authorized individuals.
(d) At all times, all entrances to and exits from a site and a facility must be securely locked.
(e) The grower/processor shall have an electronic back-up system for all electronic records.

(U The grower/processor shall install lighting to ensure proper surveillance inside and outside
ofa facility.
(g) A grower/processor shall limit access to a room in a facility containing security and
surveillance monitoring equipment to persons who are essential to maintaining security and
surveillance operations; Federal, State and local law enforcement; security and surveillance system
service employees; the Department or its authorized agents; and other persons with the prior
written approval of the Department. The following requirements apply:

(I) A grower/processor shall make available to tFe Department or the Department’s authorized
agents, upon request, a current list of authorized employees and service employees or contractors
who have access to any security and surveillance areas.
(2) A grower/processor facility shall keep security and surveillance rooms locked at all times
and may not use these rooms for any other purpose or hmction.

§

1151a.27. Requirements for growing and processing medical marijuana.

(a) [A grower/processor shall use only a pesticide, fungicide or herbicide that is approved by the
Department of Agriculture for use on medical marijuana plants and listed in Appendix A (relating
to acceptable pesticide active ingredients for use). The Department will periodically publish a
notice in the Pennsi’lvania Bulletin updating the list of approved pesticides, fungicides and
herbicides.] A grower/processor may use a pesticide that is registered by the Department of
Agriculture under the act of March 1. 1974 (P.L.90. No.24). known as the Pennsylvania Pesticide
Control Act of 1973. and designated by the Secretary of Agriculture in consultation with the
secretary for use by a grower/processor.
(I) The Secretary of Agriculture will publish the list of approved pesticides by notice in the
Peimsvlvaiiia Bulletin.
(2) The list shall be posted on the Department’s publicly accessible Internet website and shall be
reviewed and updated by the Secretary of Agriculture, in consultation with the secretary, at least
once annually and transmitted to the Legislative Reference Bureau for publication in the
Pe,uisvlvania Bulletin.
(b) A grower/processor shall use [a] an approved pesticide[, fungicide or herbicide listed in
Appendix A] in a manner that is approved by the Department of Agriculture on the basis of
Federal law and regulations.
(c) A grower/processor shall maintain a log of all actions taken to detect pests or pathogens,
and the measures taken for control.
(d) A grower/processor shall:
(I) Use appropriate nutricnt practices.
(2) Use a fertilizer or hydroponic solution of a type, formulation and at a rate to support
healthy growth of plants.
(3) Maintain records of the type and amounts of fertilizer and any growth additives used.
(e) A grower/processor shall perform visual inspections of growing plants and harvested plant
material to ensure there is no visible mold, mildew, pests, rot, or grey or black plant material [that
is greater than an acceptable level as deternuned by the Department].
(f’) A grower/processor may not use any added substance that alters the dosage level, color,
appearance, smell, taste, effect or weight of the medical marijuana unless the grower/processor
has first obtained the prior written approval of the Department. Exeipients must be pharmaceutical
grade, unless otherwise approved by the Department. In determining whether to approve an added
substance, the Department wiLl consider:
(i) Whether the added substance is perniittcd by the United States Food and Drug
Administration for use in food or is Generally Recognized as Safe (GRAS) under Federal
guidelines.

(ii) Whether the added substance constitutes a known hazard such as, but not limited to,
diacetyl, CAS number 431-03-8, and pentanedione, CAS number 600-14-6.
(iii) Whether the added substance is permitted by the United States Food and Drug
Administration for the applicable route of administration and dosage.
(iv) Whether the added substance has known drug interactions.
(g) A grower/processor shall have a separate and secure area for temporary storage of
seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana and
medical marijuana products that are awaiting disposal by the grower/processor.
(h) A grower/processor may only process the parts of the medical marijuana plant that:
(1) Are free of seeds and stems.
(2) Are free of din, sand, debris or other foreign mailer.
(3) Do not contain a level of mold, rot or other ftmgus or bacterial diseases higher than
the minimum levels contained in the standards for testing under § 1171 a.30 (relating to
standards for testing)[acceptable to the Department].
(i) A grower/processor shall process the medical marijuana plants in a safe and sanitary
manner.The following requirements apply:
(I) Medical marijuana plants, raw material and other product used in the processing of
mediealmarijuana shall be handled on food-grade stainless steel benches or tables.
(2) Proper sanitation shall be maintained.
(3) Proper rodent, bird and pest exclusion practices shall be employed.
(j) A grower/processor shall install a system to monitor. record and regulate:
(1) Temperature.
(2) Humidity.
(3) Ventilation.
(4) Lighting.
(5) Watersupply.

§

llSla.28. Forms of medical marijuana.

(a) A grower/processor may only process medical marijuana for dispensing to a patient
orcaregiver in the following forms:
(I) Pill.
(2) Oil.
(3) Topical forms, including gel, creams or ointments.

(4) A font medically appropriate for administration by vaporization or nebulization,
including dry leaf or plant form for administration by vaporization.
(5) Tincture.

(6) Liquid.
(b) A grower/processor may not manufacture, produce or assemble any medical
marijuana product, instrument or device without the prior written approval of the
Department.

§

1151a.29. Limit on medical marijuana processing.

(a) In (lie form intended to be sold to another medical marijuana organization, medical
marijuana or a medical marijuana product must havc a specific concentration of total THC and total
CBD and must have a consistent cannabinoid profile. The concentration of the following
cannabinoids[. at a minimum,] shall be reported to the Department by an approved laboratory and
include the following on the label (CAS numbers need not be displayed on the label):
(I) THC.
(2) TUCA, if greater than 0.0%.
(3) THCV, if greater than 0.0%.
(4) CBD.
(5) CBDA. if greater than 0.OV0.
(6) CBDV, i1zreater than 0.0%.
(7) CBN, if 2reater than 0.0%.
(8) CBG, if greater than 0.0%.
(9) CBC. ifreater than 0.0%.
(10) D8. if 2reater than 0.0%.
(II) Any other eannabinoid component at 0.1%.
(b) Vithin the first 6 months after the Department determines the groverprocessor to be
operational, the grower/processor shall provide the Department with a forecast of the amount of
medical marijuana products it projects it will produce and in what form. The grower/processor
shall noti’ the Department in writing [promptly] within 48 hours upon becoming aware of a
potential increase or decrease in the forecasted amount occurring within any subsequent 6-month
period.

§

1151a.30. Inventory data.

(a) A grower/processor shall maintain the following inventory data in its electronic
tracking system which must include an accounting of and an identifying tracking number for:
(1) The number, weight and type of seeds.
(2) The number of immature medical marijuana plants.

(3) The number ornedical marijuana plants.
(4) The number of medical marijuana products ready for sale.
(5) The number of damaged, defective, expired or contaminated seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana
products awaiting disposal.
(b) A grower/processor shall establish inventory controls and procedures to conduct
inventoryreviews and comprehensive inventories at its facility. The following requirements
apply:
(1) Inventory reviews of medical marijuana plants in the process of growing, and medical
marijuana and medical marijuana products that are being stored for future sale shall be
conducted monthly.
(2) Comprehensive inventories of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana and medical marijuana products shall be conducted [at least]
annually.
(c) A written or electronic record shall be created and maintained of each inventory conducted
under subsection (b) that includes the date of the inventory, a summary of the inventory findings,
and the employee identification numbers and titles or positions of the individuals who conducted
the inventory.

§

1151a.31. Storage requirements.

(a) A grower/processor shall ensure that a facility has separate and locked limited access
areas for storage of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana and medical marijuana products that arc expired, damaged, deteriorated,
mislabeled, contaminated, recalled or whose containers or packaging have been opened or
breached until the seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana and medical marijuana products are destroyed or otherwise disposed of as required
under § I 15la.40(relating to management and disposal of medical marijuana waste).
(b) A grower/processor facility shall maintain all storage areas in a clean and orderly
conditionand free from infestation by insects, rodents, birds and pests.

§

llSla.32. Equipment, operation and maintenance.

(a) A grower/processor shall ensure that a facility has a written process in place to maintain
the sanitation and operation of equipment that comes into contact with seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products to
prevent contamination. The roer’•processor shall provide a copy of the written process to
the Department upon request.
(b) As pan of the written process required under subsection (a), a grower/processor shall:
(I) [Routinelyj Annually, or more frequently if recommended by the manufacturer, calibrate,
check and inspect the following to ensure accuracy:
(i) Automatic, mechanical or electronic equipment.
(ii) Scales, balances or other measurement devices used in the grower/processor’s operations.

(2) Maintain an accurate log recording the following:
(i) Maintenance of equipment.
(ii) Cleaning of equipment.
(iii) Calibration of equipment.

§

1151a.33. Sanitation and safety in a facility.

(a) A grower/processor shall maintain a facility in a sanitary condition to limit the potential for
contamination or adulteration of the seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants. medical marijuana or medical marijuana products grown and processed in the
facility and any medical marijuana product produced at a facility. The following requirements
apply:
(I) Equipment and surfaces, including floors, counters, walls and ceilings, shall be cleancd
and sanitized as frequently as necessary to protect against contamination, using a sanitizing agent
registered by the United States Environmental Protection Agency, in accordance with the
instructions printed on the label. Equipment and utensils shall be so designed and of such
material and workmanship as to be capable of being adequately cleaned.
(2) Trash shall be properly removed.
(3) Floors, walls and ceilings shall be kept in good repair.
(4) Equipment, counters and surfaces for processing must be food grade quality and may
not react adversely with any solvent being used.
(5) Adequate protection against pests shall be provided through the use of integrated pest
management practices and techniques that identify and manage plant pathogens and pest
problems, and the regular disposal of trash to prevent infestation.
(6) Toxic cleaning compounds, sanitizing agents, solvents used in the growing and processing
of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana or
medical marijuana products, and pesticide chemicals must be labeled and stored in a manner that
prevents contamination and that otherwise complies with other applicable laws and regulations.
(b) An employee working in direct contact with medical marijuana is subject to the restrictions
on food handlers in 28 Pa. Code § 27.153 (relating to restrictions on food handlers). An employee
shall othenvise eonfonn to sanitary practices while on duty, including the following:
(1) Maintaining adequate personal hygiene.
(2) \“earing proper clothing, including gloves.
(3) Washing hands thoroughly in an adequate hand-washing area before starting work and at
any other time when hands may have become soiled or contaminated.
(c) A grower/processor shall provide adequate and convenient hand-washing facilities furnished
with running water at a temperature suitable for sanitizing hands. The following requirements apply:
(I) A grower/processor shall locate hand-washing facilities in processing areas and where
good sanitary practices require employees to wash and sanitize their hands,
(2) A grower/processor shall provide effective nontoxic sanitizing cleansers and sanitary

towel service or suitable drying devices.
(d) A grower/processor shall provide adequate, readily accessible lavatories that are
maintained in a sanitary condition and in good repair.
(e) A grower/processor shall provide a facility with a water supply sufficient for the
facility’s operations, which shall be derived from a source that is a public water system, or a
nonpublic system that is capable of providing a safe, potable and adequate supply of water to
meet the operational needs of the facility.
(I’) A grower/processor shall comply with all other applicable State and local building
code requirements.

§

1151a.34. Packaging and labeling of medical marijuana products.

(a) A grower/processor shall package and label at its facility each form of medical
marijuana products prepared for sale. The original seal of a package may not be broken, except
for quality control testing at an approved laboratory, for adverse loss investigations conducted
by the Department or by a dispensary that purchased the medical marijuana products.
(b) A grower/processor shall package the medical marijuana products in a package
that minimizes exposure to oxygen and that [is]:
(1) [Child-resistant] is child-resistant.
(2) [Tamper-proof] is tamper-proof or tamper-evident.
(3) [Opaque] is opaque. This requirement does not apply to packages containing dry leaf.
(4) [Resealable] is resealable.

(5) clearly distinguishes the contents of the package from the contents of any other package of
similar appearance.
(6) lists all product ingredients and includes a warning for known alleruens. such as tree nuts.
(c) A grower/processor shall identi each process lot of medical marijuana with a
unique identifier.
(d) A grower/processor shall obtain the prior written approval of the Department of all
packaging and the content of any label to be affixed to a medical marijuana product package. Each
label must meet the following requirements:
(I) Be easily readabLe.
(2) Be made of weather-resistant and tamper-resistant materials.
(3) Be conspicuously placed on the package.
(4) Include the name, address and permit number of the grower/processor.
(5) List the form, quantity and weight of medical marijuana included in the package.
(6) List the number of individual doses contained within the package, the species and
percentage ofTHC and CBD and other cannabinoids as enumerated in § 115 la.29 (relating to limit
on medical marijuana processing), and the individual terpenes and corresponding percentages, if

greater than 0.0%. CAS numbers need not be displayed on the label.
(7) Contain an identifier that is unique to a particular harvest batch of medical
marijuana, including the number assigned to each harvest lot or process lot in the harvest
batch.
(8) Include the date the medical marijuana product was packaged.
(9) Stale the employee identification number of the employee preparing the package
and packaging the medical marijuana product.
(10) State the employee idemification number of the employee shipping the package, if
different than the employee described in paragraph (9).
(II) Contain the name and address of the dispensary to which the package is to be sold. except
where a clinical registrant sells medical marijuana products to another grower processor and the
intended dispensary is not known. In such case. the grower processor selling to a dispensary is
required to affix a label bearing the dispensary name and address to the outer packaging.
notwithstanding subsection (d)( 17).
(12) List the date of expiration of the medical marijuana product.
(13) Include instructions for proper storage of the medical marijuana product in the package.
(14) Contain the following warning stating: This product is for medicinal use only. Women
should not consume during pregnancy or while breastfeeding except on the advice of the
practitioner who issued the certification and, in the case of breastfeeding, the infants
pediatrician.This product might impair the ability to drive or operate heavy machinery. Keep out
of reach of children.
(15) Contain a warning that the medical marijuana product must be kept in the original
container in which it was dispensed.
(16) Contain a warning that unauthorized use is unlawftil and will subject the purchaser
to criminal penalties.
(17) Be firmly affixed to the container directly holding medical marijuana product, except
when the product is being used for a blinded research program, and be firmly affixed to outer
packaging ifused.
(18) List THC as the first number when THC and CUD are listed on a label as a ratio.
(e) Labeling by a grower/processor of any medical marijuana product may not bear:
(1) Any resemblance to the trademarked, characteristic or product-specialized packaging of
any commercially available food or beverage product.
(2) Any statement, artwork or design that could reasonably lead an individual to beLieve that
the package contains anything other than medical marijuana.
(3) Any seal, flag, crest, coat of ants or other insignia that could reasonably mislead an
individual to believe that the product has been endorsed, manufactured or approved for use by
any state, county or municipality or any agency thereof.
(4) Any cartoon, color scheme, image, graphic or feature that might make the package
attractive to children.

§

1151a.35. Transportation of medical marijuana.

(a) A grower/processor may transport and deliver seeds. immature medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana plants, [medical marijuana] posthaiwesi plant material, and medical marijuana
products to a medical marijuana organization or an approved laboratory in this Commonwealth in
accordance with thissection. The following requirements apply:
(1) Unlcss otherwise approved by the Department, a groer:processor may deliver seeds,
immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants. [medical marijuana] posthan’est
plant material, and medical marijuana products to a medical marijuana organization or an
approved laboratory only between 7 a.m. and 9 p.m.
(2) A grower/processor may contract with a third-party contractor for delivery so long as the
contractor complies with this section.
(3) A grower/processor may not transport seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana. postharvest plant material, or medical marijuana products
to any location outside of this Commonwealth.
(4) A grower/processor shall use a global positioning system to ensure safc, efficient delivery
ofthe seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, [medical marijuana]_
postharvest plant material, and medical marijuana products to a medical marijuana organization or
an approved laboratory.
(b) Vehicles pemiitted to transport seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, [medical marijuana] posthaiwest plant material, and medical marijuana products
must:
(I) Be equipped with a secure lockbox or locking cargo area.
(2) Have no markings that would either identify or indicate that the vehicle is being used to
transport seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, [medical
marijuana] posthanest plant material, and medical marijuana products.
(3) Be capable of being temperature-controlled for perishable seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, [medical marijuana] posthaiwest plant material, and
medical marijuana products, as appropriate.
(4) Maintain current State inspection and vehicle registrations.
(5) Be insured in an amount that is commercially reasonable and appropriate.

(c) A transport vehicle must be staffed with a delivery team consisting of [at least] two or more
individuals and comply with the following:
(I) [At least one] One delivery team member shall remain with the vehicle at all times that the
vehicle contains seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, [medical
marijuana] posthan’est plant material, and medical marijuana products.
(2) Each delivery team member shall have access to a secure form of communication with the
grower/processor, such as a cellular telephone, at all times that the velucle contains seeds,
immamre medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, [medical marijuana] postharvest
plant material, and medical marijuana products.
(3) Each delivery team member shall carry an identification badge or card at all times and
shall, upon demand, produce it to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or

other Federal, State or local government officials if necessary to perform the government officialst
tbnctions and duties.
(4) Each delivery team member shall have a valid driver’s license.
(5) While on duty, a delivery team member may not wear any clothing or symbols that may
indicate ownership or possession of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, [medical marijuana] posthanest plant material, and medical marijuana
products.
(d) Seeds. immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants. [medical marijuana]
posthaiwest plant material, and medical marijuana products stored inside the transport vehicle must
be placed inside a secure lockbox or locking cargo area and may not be visible from the outside of
the transport vehicle.
(e) Except as provided in subsection (h), a delivery team shall proceed in a transport vehicle
from a grower/processor facility, where the seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, [medical marijuana] postharvest plant material, and medical marijuana products
are Loaded, directly to a medical marijuana organization facility or approved laboratory, where the
seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, [medical marijuana
postharvest plant i-naterial, and medical marijuana products are unloaded, without unnecessary
delays. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a transport vehicle may makestops at multiple medical
marijuana organization fhcilities or approved laboratories, as appropriate, to deliver seeds,
immature medical marijuana plants. medical marijuana plants. [medical marijuana] posthan’est
plant material, and medical marijuana products.

(0 A grower/processor shall immediately report to the Department, either through a
designated phone line established by the Department or by electronic communication with the
Department [in a manner prescribed by the Department], vehicle accidents. diversions, losses or
other reportable events that occur during transport olseeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana plants. [medical marijuana] posthan’est plant material, and medical marijuana
products.
(g) A grower/processor shall notify the Department daily of its delivery schedule, including
routes and delivery’ times, either through a designated phone line established by the Departmcnt
or by electronic communication with the Department [in a manner prescribed by the Department].
(h) A transport vehicle is subject to inspection by the Department or its authorized agents, law
enforcement, or other Federal, State or local government officials if necessary to perform the
government officials’ functions and duties. A transport vehicle may be stopped and inspected along
its delivery route or at any medical marijuana organization or approved laboratory.

§

llSla.36. Transport manifest.

(a) A grower/processor shall generate a printed or electronic transport manifest that
accompanies every transport vehicle and contains the following information:
(I) The name, address and permit number of the grower/processor and the name of and contact
information for a representative of the grower/processor who has direct knowledge of the
transport.
(2) The name, address and permit number of the medical marijuana organization facility
or approved laboratory receiving the delivery and the name of and contact information for a
representative of the medical marijuana organization facility or approved laboratory.

(3) The quantity. by weight or unit, of each seed, immature medical marijuana plant, medical
marijuana plant, medical marijuana harvest batch, harvest lot or process lot, [medical marijuana]
postharvest plant material, and medical marijuana product contained in the transport, along with
the identification number for each batch or lot.
(4) The date and approximate time of departure.
(5) The date and approximate time of arrival.
(6) The transport vehicle’s make and model and license plate number.
(7) The identification number of each member of the delivery’ team accompanying the transport.
(b) When a delivery team delivers seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana
plants, [medical marijuana] posthan’est plant material, and medical marijuana products to multiple
medical marijuana organizations or approved laboratories. the transport manifest must correctly
reflect the specific seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, [medical
marijuana] posthan’est plant material, and medical marijuana products in transit. Each recipient
shall provide the grower/processor with a printed receipt for the seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, [medical marijuana] postharvest plant material, and
medical marijuana products received.
(c) All seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, [medical
marijuana) postharvest plant material, and medical marijuana products being transported shall be
packaged in shipping containers and labeled in accordance with § I 151a.34 (relating to packaging
and labeling of medical marijuana products).
(d) A grower/processor shall provide a copy of the transport manifest to the recipient
receiving the seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, [medical
marijuana] postharvest plant material, and medical marijuana products described in the transport
manifest. To maintain confidentiality, a grower/processor may prepare separate manifests for
each recipient.
(e) A grower/processor shall, if requested, provide a copy of the printed transport manifest,
and any printed receipts for seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants,
[medical marijuana] postharvest plant material, and medical marijuana products being
transported, to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement, or other Federal, State
or local government officials if necessary to perform the government officials’ functions and
duties.

§

1151a.37. Transportation of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants landi
medical marijuana plants, and postharvest plant material.

(a) A grower/processor may transport seeds, immature medical marijuana plants [and] medical
marijuana plants. and postharvest plant material within this Commonwealth for the growing and
processing of medical marijuana.
(b) A grower/processor may not transport seeds, immature medical marijuana plants. [or]
medical marijuana plants, or posthan’est plant material to a location outside of this
Commonwealth.
(c) A grower/processor’s authorization to transport seeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
[or] medical marijuana plants, or postharvest plant material shall be subject to § 1151 a.35,
I lSla.36 and I 151a.38 (relating to transportation of medical marijuana; transport manifest; and
evidence of adverse loss during transport).

§

1151a.38. Evidence of adverse loss during transport.

(a) Wa grower/processor receiving a delivery of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana plants, [medical marijuana) posthan’est plant material, or medical marijuana
products from a medical marijuana organization discovers a discrepancy in the transport manifest
that remains unresolved upon delivery, the grower/processor shall reftise acceptance of the
delivery and immediately reportthe discrepancy to the Department either through a designated
phone line established by the Department or by electronic communication with the Department [in
a manner prescribed by the Department], and to the appropriate law enforcement authorities.
(b) Ifa grower/processor discovers evidence of, or reasonably suspects, a theft or diversion of
seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants. [medical marijuana]
posthaiwest plant material, or medical marijuana products during transport, the grower/processor
shall immediately report its findings or suspicions to the Department either through a designated
phone line established by the Department or by electronic communication with the Department [in a
manner prescribed by the Department), and to law enforcement.
(c) If a grower/processor discovers a discrepancy in the transport manifest, the
grower/processor shall:
(I) Conduct an investigation.
(2) Amend the grower/processor’s standard pLan of operation, if necessary, to prevent future
discrepancies between the quantity or description of inventory listed in the transport manifest
and the quantity or description of inventory delivered.
(3) Submit a report of the investigation to the Department. The following requirements apply:
(i) The groveriprocessor shall submit a written preliminary report of the investigation to
the Department within 7 days of discovering the discrepancy.
(ii) The grower/processor shall submit a final written report of the investigation to
the Department within 30 days of discovering the discrepancy.

§

1151a.39. Electronic tracking system.

A grower/processor shall use the electronic tracking system prescribed by the Department
containing the requirements in section 701 of the act (35 P.S. § 10231.701). The electronic tracking
system prescribed by the Department shall allow for two-way communication, automation and
secure application-programming interface with a medical marijuana organization’s enterprise
resource planning, inventory, accounting and point-of-sale software. The electronic tracking system
prescribed by the Department shall include a secure application program interface capable of
accessing all data required to be transmitted to the Department to ensure compliance with the
operational reporting requirements of the act and these regulations.

§

1151a.40. Management and disposal of medical marijuana waste.

(a) Medical marijuana waste generated by a grower/processor or an approved laboratory shall
be stored, colLected and transported in accordance with 25 Pa. Code Chapter 285 (relating to
storage, collection and transportation of municipal waste), provided the medical marijuana waste is
not hazardous.
(b) The following types of medical marijuana waste shall be rendered unusable and
unrecognizable prior to being transported from a grower/processor or an approved

laboratory:
(I) Unused, surplus. returned, recalled, contaminated or expired medical marijuana.
(2) Any medical marijuana plant material that is not used in the rowing. harvesting or
processing of medical marijuana, including flowers, stems, trim, leaves, seeds, dead medical
marijuana plants, dead immature medical marijuana plants, unused medical marijuana plant
parts, unused immature medical marijuana plant parts or roots.
(e) Medical marijuana waste is unusable and unrecognizable if all components of the waste are
indistinguishable and incapable of being ingested, inhaled, injected, swallowed or otherwise used
for certified medical use, Acceptable methods ot’ rendering the waste unusable and unrecognizable
include thermal treatment or melting; shredding, grinding or tearing; and incorporating the medical
marijuana waste with other municipal waste.
(d) Unusable and unrecognizable medical marijuana waste identified in subsection (b) and other
solid or semi-solid medical marijuana waste that is not hazardous shall be disposed ofat a
permitted municipal waste landfill or processed at a permitted resource recovery facility or
incinerator.
(e) Wastewater or spent hydroponic nutrient solution generated or produced from the growing,
harvesting or processing of immature medical marijuana plants or tnedical marijuana plants shall
be managed in accordance with one of the following:
(1) Discharged into a pennitted sewage treatment system in accordance with local, Federal
and State requirements, includingThe Clean Streams Law (35 P.S. § 691.1—691.1001) and 25
Pa. Code Chapter 92a (relating to National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permitting.
monitoring and compliance).
(2) Treated and discharged into waters of the Commonwealth under a National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System permit or water quality management permit in accordance with the
requirements of The Clean Streams Law, including 25 Pa. Code Chapter 91 (relating to general
provisions) and 25 Pa. Code Chapter 92a.
(3) Disposed in a municipal waste landfill ifplaced in a container that is less than one gallon
in size.

(f) Hazardous waste shall be managed in accordance with Federal and Slate law, rules and
regulations related to hazardous waste, including sections 3001—3024 of the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of 1976 (42 U.S.C.A. § 692 1—6939g), the Solid Waste Management Act (35
P.S. § 6018.101—6018.1003) and regulations promulgated thereunder.
(g) The type of medical marijuana waste identified in subsection (b)(2) may be composted and
beneficially used at the grower/processor facility through a permit- by-rule provided the
requirements of25 Pa. Code § 271. 103(d)( I )—{3) and (5) (relating to permit-by-rule for municipal
waste processing facilities other than for regulated medical or chemotherapeutic waste; qualifying
facilities; general requirements) are satisfied, and the compost is beneficially used at the
grower/processor facility as a soil substitute, soil conditioner, soil amendment, fertilizer or mulch.
The notice required under 25 Pa. Code § 271.1 03(d)(5) shall be submitted to the Solid Waste
Manager of the Department of Environmental Protection’s regional office having jurisdiction over
the grower/processor facility within 15 days of initiating the composting activity.

§

I 151a.42. Complaints about or recall of medical marijuana products.

(a) A dispensary shall notif’ the Department and the grower/processor from which it
obtained the medical marijuana product in queslion immediately upon becoming aware of any

complaint made to the dispensary by a patient, caregiver or practitioner who reports an adverse
event from using medical marijuana products purchased by the dispensary from the
grower/processor. A grower/processor shall investigate the report. The following requirements
apply:
(1) A grower/processor shall immediately investigate a complaint to determine if a voluntary
or mandatory recall of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants. medical marijuana plants,
posthan’est plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products is necessary’ or if any
further action is required.
(2) Ifa grower/processor determines that further action is not required, the
grower/processor shall notify the Department of its decision and, within 24 hours, submit a
written report to the Department stating its rationale for not taking further action.
(b) The following requirements apply to voluntary recalls:
(I) A grower/processor may voluntarily recall seeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana plants, posthaiwest plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana
products from the market at its discretion for reasons that do not pose a risk to public health and
safety.
(2) If a grower/processor initiates a recall for a reason that does not pose a risk to public health
and safety, the grower/processor shall noti’ the Department at the time the grower/processor
begins the recall.
(c) The following requirements apply to mandatory recalls:
(I) Ifa grower/processor discovers that a condition relating to the seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, posthan’est plant material, medical marijuana or
medical marijuana products grown or processed at its facility poses a risk to public health and
safety, the grower/processor shall:
(i) Immediately noti’ the Department by phone.
(ii) Secure, isolate and prevent the distribution of the seeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana plants, posthaiwest plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana
products that may have been affected by the condition and remains in its possession. The
grower/processor may not dispose of affected seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, ptharvest plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products prior
to notil’ing the Department and coordinating the disposal with theDepartment.
(2) If a grower/processor fails to cooperate with the Department in a recall, or fails to
immediately notify the Department of a need for a recall under paragraph (I), the Department may
seek a cease and desist order under § I 14la.47 (relating to general penalties and sanctions) and the
grower/processor may be subject to any other penalties or sanctions provided for in the act or this
part.
(d) A grower/processor’s recall plan must include the following:
(I) Designation of one or more employees to serve as the recall coordinators. A recall
coordinator shall be responsible for, among other duties, accepting the recalled seeds,
immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants. posthan’est plant material.
medical marijuana or medical marijuana products.
(2) Procedures for identifying and isolating the affected seeds, immature medical marijuana
plants, medical marijuana plants, posthaiwest plant material, medical marijuana or medical
marijuana products to prevent or minimize its distribution to patients, caregivers and other

medical marijuana orgatuzations and approved laboratories.
(3) Procedures to retrieve and dispose of the affected seeds, immature medical marijuana
plants, medical marijuana plants, postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or medical
marijuana products.
(4) A communications plan to notify those affected by the recall, including:
(i) The manner in which the grower/processor will notify other medical marijuana
organizations or approved laboratories in possession of seeds, immature medical marijuana plants,
medical marijuana plants, postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana
products subject to the recall.
(ii) The use of press releases and other appropriate notifications to ensure that patients
and caregivers are notified of the recall if affected medical marijuana products were
dispensed to patients and caregivers.
(5) Procedures for noti’ing the Department.
(6) Procedures for entering information relating to the recall into the grower/processors
electronic tracking system.
(e) A grower/processor shall follow the procedures outlined in its recall plan. unless the
grower/processor obtains the prior written approval of the Department. The grower/processor shall
conduct recall procedures in a manner that maximizes the recall of affected seeds, immature
medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, postharvest plant material, medical marijuana
or medical marijuana products and minimizes risks to public health and safety.

(fl A grower/processor shall coordinate the disposal of recalled seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or
medical marijuana products with the Department. The Department or its authorized agents may
oversee the disposal to ensure that the recalled seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants. postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products are
disposed of in a manner that will not pose a risk to public health andsafety.
(g) The grower/processor shall enter information relevant to the recall into the electronic
tracking system as part of the daily inventory, including:

(1) The total amount of recalled seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana
plants, postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products, including
types, forms, harvest batches, harvest lots and process lots, if applicable.
(2) The amount of recalled seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants,
postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products received by the
grower/processor, including types, forms, harvest batches, harvest lots and process lots, if
applicable, by date and time.
(3) The total amount of recalled seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, posthan’est plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products
returned to the grower/processor, including types, forms, harvest batches, harvest lots and
process lots, if applicable.
(4) The names of the recall coordinators.

(5) From whom the recalled seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana
products were received.

(6) The means of transport of the recalled seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products.
(7) The reason for the recall.
(8) The number of recalled samples or test samples, types. forms. harvest batches, harvest
lots and process lots, if applicable, sent to approved laboratories, the names and addresses of the
approved laboratories, the dates of testing and the results by sample or test sample.
(9) The manner of disposal of the recalled seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical
marijuana plants, postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products,
including:
(i) The name of the individual overseeing the disposal of the recalled seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or
medical marijuana products.
(ii) The name of the disposal company, if applicable.
(iii) The method of disposal.
(iv) The date of disposal.
(v) The amount disposed of by types, forms, harvest batches, harvest lots and process lots,
if applicable.
(10) Any other information required by the Depanment.]
(h) The Department may initiate a mandatory recall upon receipt of information that a
condition relating to the seeds, immature medical marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants,
posthan’est plant material, medical marijuana or medical marijuana products grown, processed or
dispensed by a medical marijuana organization poses a risk to public health and safety.

§

1151a.43. Pesticides.

(a) The use of a pesticide by a grower/processor in the growing or processing of seeds,
immature medical marijuana plants, posthaiwest plant material, medical marijuana plants or
medical marijuana shall be in accordance with the Pennsylvania Pesticide Control Act of 1973
(Pesticide Control Act) (3 P.S. § 111.21— 112) and this part.
(b) The Department and the Department of Agriculture will cooperate to inspect for and
enforce the requirements of this section.
(e) The following apply regarding recordkeeping requirements for pesticide applications:
(I) The grower/processor shall maintain a record of each application of a pesticide. The
record must include the following information:
(i) The date of application. For a pesticide requiring a re-entry time, the date of application
must include the hour completed.
(ii) The place of application, including the specific block, section, or immature
medical marijuana plants or medical marijuana plants treated.
(iii) The size of the area treated.

(iv) The product name of every pesticide used.
(v) The United States Environmental Protection Agency product registration number, This
requirement is unnecessary for products exempted under section 25 of the Federal Insecticide.
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (7 U.S.C.A. § 136w).
(vi) The total amount of every pesticide used in pounds, ounces, gallons or liters applied to
a treated area.
(vii) The dosage or rate of application of every pesticide used.
(viii) If applicable, the employee identification numbers of the individuals involved in making
the pesticide and the permit or certification numbers of the individuals making or supervising the
application.
(ix) Copies of pesticide labels and Safety Data Sheets for the pesticides used at the facility.
(2) A record required to be kept under this section shall be completed within 24 hours of
the completion of the application and maintained for [at least] 4 years. A record shall be made
immediately available to the Department or its authorized agents and medical personnel or first
responders in an emergency. A record shall be made available to the Department of
Agriculture upon request.
(d) For purposes of enforcement, the Pesticide Control Act and 7 Pa. Code Chapter 128
(relating to pesticides) are incorporated by reference and adopted as standards for use by the
Department of Agriculture, in coordination with the Department, in enforcing this section.
(e) A grower/processor shall only use the pesticide active ingredients [in Appendix A]
approved pursuant to § 115 la.27 in the growing and processing of seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, postharvcst plant material, medical marijuana plants or medical marijuana.

(fl The following words and terms, when used in this section. have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:
Defbliant—A substance or mixture of substances intended for causing the leaves or foliage to
drop from a plant, with or without causing abscission.
Desiccant—A substance or mixture of substances intended for artificially accelerating the drying
of plant tissue.
Pesticide—A substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing, destroying, repelling or
mitigating a pest, and a substance or mixture of substances intended for use as a plant regulator,
defoliant or desiccant.
P/ant regulator—
(i) A substance or mixture of substances intended, through physiological action, for
accelerating or retarding the rate of growth or rate of maturation, or for othenvise altering the
behavior of plants or the produce thereof but may not include substances to the extent that they
are intended as plant nutrients, trace elements, nutritional chemicals, plant inoculants and soil
amendments.
(ii) The term does not include any of the nutrient mixtures or soil amendments commonly
kiown as vitamin—hormone horticultural products, which are intended for improvement,
maintenance, survival, health and propagation of plants, and are not for pest destruction and are
nontoxic, nonpoisonous in the undiluted packaged concentration.

§

1151a.44. Treatment and quarantine orders.

(a) If a grower/processor thus or refuses to eradicate a plant pest that is found at its facility, the
Department. in cooperation with the Department of Agriculture, may issue and enforce a treatment
order against the groweriprocessor. including an order to eradicate, for any immature medical
marijuana plants or medical marijuana plants that may carry or harbor the plant pest. The order will
be issued in writing and set forth the necessary treatment, control or eradication measures required.
If the grower/processor fails or reftises to comply with the order, the Department, acting in
cooperation with the Department of Agriculture, may carry out the control measures established in
the treatment order with all expenses associated with the measures accruing to the grower/processor.
(b) Thc Department of Agriculture, acting with the cooperation of the Department, may
establish a quarantine to prevent the dissemination of plant pests within this Commonwealth or to
prevent or delay the introduction of a plant pest into this Commonwealth from any country, state or
territory. The following requirements apply:
(1) Upon finding a plant pest in a facility that has the potential to cause serious damage to
other grower/processors or to agriculture in general, the geographic area in which the plant pest
was found and any adjacent areas as the Department of Agriculture deems necessary may be
quarantined.
(2) The quarantine order will establish conditions and restrictions determined by the
Departmentof Agriculture to be necessary to prevent or reduce the movement of the plant pest
from the quarantined area. Vehicles or any means of conveyance suspected of carrying the plant
pest may also be subject to quarantine and a treatment order under subsection (a) may be issued as
necessaryto eradicate the plant pest.
(3) The quarantine order may regulate the planting, growing or harvesting of any immature
medical marijuana plants or medical marijuana plants that serve as a host or reservoir for the
plant pest within the quarantined area and may include prohibiting the processing of a specific
harvest batch or harvest lot of medical marijuana within a specific geographic area or during a
specified time period. An immature medical marijuana plant or medical marijuana plant
suspected of harboring the plant pest may be ordcred to be treated or destroyed.
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1161 a.22. Dispensaries generally.

(a) The qualifications that a dispensary shall meet to receive a permit are
continuing qualifications to maintain the permit.
(b) In addition to any other requirements in the act or this part, a dispensary shall comply
with the following:
(1) A dispensary may not engage in the business of possessing, dispensing, selling or offering to
dispense or sell medical marijuana products to a patient or caregiver in this Commonwealth
without first being issued a permit by the Department and without first being detennined
operational by the Department as required tinder § I 141a.42 (relating to failure to be operational).
(2) A dispensary may not employ an individual at a facility who is under 18 years of age.
(3) A dispensary may not permit a patient to self-administer medical marijuana products at
the facility unless the patient is also an employee of the dispensary, and the dispensary permits
self-administration of medical marijuana producis at the facility by the employees.

§

1161a.23. Dispensing medical marijuana products.

(a) A dispensary may only dispense medical marijuana products to a patient or caregiver
who presents a valid identification card to an employee [at the facility] who is authorized to
dispense medical marijuana products at the facility. The valid identification card must be
presented in—person at the facility or from within a vehicle on the dispensary’s site.
(b) Prior to dispensing medical marijuana products to a patient or caregiver, the [dispensary]
dispensary’s medical professional shall:
(I) Verify the validity of the patient or caregiver identification card using the electronic
tracking system.
(2) Review the information on the patient’s most recent certification by using the
electronic tracking system to access the Department’s database. The following requirements
apply:
(i) If a practitioner sets forth recommendations, requirements or limitations as to the form or
dosage of a medical marijuana product on the patient certification, the medical marijuana
product dispensed to a patient or a caregiver by a dispensary must confonn to those
recommendations, requirements or limitations.
(ii) Ifa practitioner does not set forth recommendations, requirements or limitations as to the
form or dosage of a medical marijuana product on the patient certification, the physician,
pharmacist, physician assistant or certified registered nurse practitioner employed by the
dispensary and working at the facility shall consult with the patient or the caregiver regarding the
appropriate form and dosage of the medical marijuana product to be dispensed.
(iii) The dispensary shall update the patient certification in the electronic tracking system
by entering any recommendation as to the form or dosage of medical marijuana product that is

dispensed to the patient.
(c) Prior to the completion of the transaction, the employee conducting the transaction at the
dispensary shall prepare a receipt of the transaction, and file the receipt information with the
Department utilizing the electronic tracking system. A dispensary shall provide a copy of the
receipt to the patient or the caregiver, unless the patient or the caregiver declines the receipt. The
receipt must include all of the following intbmiation:
(1) The name, address and any permit number assigned to the dispensary by the Department.
(2) The name and address of the patient and, if applicable, the patient’s caregiver.
(3) The date the medical marijuana product was dispensed.
(4) Any requirement or limitation noted by the practitioner on the patient’s certification as to
the form of medical marijuana product that the patient should use.
(5) The form and the quantity of medical marijuana product dispensed.
(d) Except as provided in sections 2001—2003 of the act (35 P.S. § 10231.2001—
1023 1.2003) and this part, a dispensary shall destroy any paper copy of the patient certification or
delete any electronically recorded patient certification stored on the dispensary’s network, server or
computer system as the result of a transaction after the receipt relating to that transaction has been
filed under subsection (c).

§

1161a.24. Limitations on dispensing.
(a) A dispensary may not dispense to a patient or caregiver:

(I) A quantity of medical marijuana product that is greater than the amount indicated on
the patients certification.
(2) A form or dosage of medical marijuana product that is listed as a restriction or limitation
on the patient certification.
(3) A font of medical marijuana products not permitted by the act or this part, unless
othenvise [provided in regulations] adopted [by the Department] under section 1202 of the act (35
P.S. 10231,1202),
(b) A dispensary may not dispense an amount of medical marijuana product greater than a
[30j 90-day supply. 192 medical marijuana units, to a patient or caregiver until the patient has
exhausted all but a 7-day supply of medical marijuana units provided pursuant to the patient
certification currently on file with the Department.

§

1161a.25. Licensed medical professionals at facility.

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), a dispensary shall ensure that a physician or a
pharmacist is [present at the facility] available, either in person or by synchronous interaction, to
verify patient certifications and to consult with patients and carctzivcrs at all times during the hours
the facility is open to dispense or to offer to dispense medical marijuana products to patients and
caregivers.
(b) If a dispensary is authorized to operate more than one facility under its permit, a physician
assistant or a certified registered nurse practitioner may be [present onsite] available, either in
person or by synchronous interaction, to veriN patient certifications and to consult with patients

and care!zivers at each of the other locations instead of a physician or pharmacist. The physician,
pharmacist, physician assistant or certified registered nurse practitioner may rotate coverage of the
facilities, provided that a physician or pharmacist is always [present] available, either in person or
by synchronous interaction, at one of the facilities. Furthermore, no less than one dedicated medical
professional must be present either, physically or by synchronous interaction, for each distinct
dispensary facility location and shall not cover more than one dispensary facility location
regardless of whether in-person coverage or synchronous interaction is used.
(c) As required under the act, a physician, a pharmacist, a physician assistant or a certified
registered nurse practitioner shall, prior to assuming any duties at a facility, successftilly complete
a 4-hour training course developed by the Department. The course must provide instruction in the
latest scientific research on medical marijuana, including the risks and benefits of medical
marijuana, and other information deemed necessary by the Department.
(d) Successful completion of the course required under subsection (c) shall be approved
as continuing education credits as determined by:
(I) The State Board of Medicine and the State Board of Osteopathic Medicine.
(2) The State Board of Pharmacy.
(3) The State Board of Nursing.
(e) A practitioner or a physician. while at the facility, may not issue a patient certification to
a patient.

§

1161a.26. Dispensary facilities.

(a) A dispensary may only dispense medical marijuana products to a patient or caregiver in
an indoor, enclosed, secure facility [as approved] that has been inspected and deemed
operational by the Department. or to a patient or caregiver who is in a vehicle on the
dispensary’s operational site.
(b) A dispensary may not be located:
(I) Within 1,000 feet of a public, private or parochial school, or a day-care center providing
services to children under 18 years of age, measured from the property line of the public, private
or parochial school, or day-care center nearest to the dispensary to the nearest physical wall of the
dispensary.
(2) At the same site used for growing and processing medical marijuana.
(3) In the same office space as a practitioner or other physician.
(e) The Department may waive or amend the prohibition under subsection (b)( 1) if it is shown
by clear and convincing evidence that the waiver or amendment is necessary to provide patients
with adequate access to medical marijuana. A waiver or amendment by the Department under this
subsection may require additional security measures, changes to the physical plant of a facility or
other conditions necessary to protect individuals under 18 years of age and to prevent unauthorized
access to medical marijuana.
(d) No one under 18 years of age is pennitted to enter a dispensary unless the individual is a
patient or accompanied by a parent, guardian or caregiver. If a dispensary facility is located
adjacent to a commercial operation, the facility shall provide additional means of security
satisfactory to the Department to prevent individuals under 18 years of age from entering the
facility from the commercial operation unless the individual is accompanied by an adult.

(e) The following areas of a dispensary facility must be clearly marked with proper signage:
(I) Lj,,,i(edcwcess areas. All areas of ingress and egress to a limited access area must be
clearly identified by the posting of a sign which shall be not less than 12 inches wide and 12
inches long, composed of letters not less than 1/2 inch in height, which must state: Do Not
Enter—Limited Access Area—Access Limited to Authorized Personnel and Escorted Individuals.
(2) Areas that are open to patients and caregivers.

(fl A dispensary shall ensure that a facility has an enclosed, secure area out of public sight for
the loading and unloading of medical marijuana products into and from a transport vehicle.

§

1161a.27. Items and services provided at a dispensary.

(a) A dispensary shall dispense the form of medical marijuana products under §
I 161a.23(b)(2)(relating to dispensing medical marijuana products).
(b) A dispensary shall purchase medical marijuana products only from a grower/processor.
(c) A dispensary may sell, offer for sale or provide at a facility, with the prior written approval
of the Department, instruments, devices and services related to the use of medical marijuana
products.
(d) A dispensary may dispense a medical marijuana product with a THC concentration of
0.3% or less so long as the dispensary purchases it from a grower/processor [and the
grower/processor obtained Department approval under § 1151.28(b) (relating to forms of medical
marijuana)].
(e) A dispensary may not:
(I) Provide medical marijuana products at no cost or free, unless the patient is approved
for financial assistance by the Department.
(2) Make the dispensing of medical marijuana products to a patient or caregiver
conditional upon:
(i) The purchase of a medical device, instrument or service provided at a dispensary facility.
(ii) The purchase of a medical device, instrument or service provided at a location other than
a dispensary facility.
(3) Deliver, or contract to a third party the delivery of, medical marijuana products to a patient or
carcgivcr at the patient’s or caregiver’s home or any other location.
(4) Sell, offer for sale or provide at a facility. items and services unrelated to the use of medical
marijuana products.

§

1161a.28. Labels and safety inserts.

(a) Medical marijuana products dispensed by a dispensary must only be identified by the name
of the grower/processor, the name of the dispensary, the form and species of medical marijuana, the
percentage of THC and CBD contained in the medical marijuana product, and any other labeling
required by the Department.
(b) A dispensary shall dispense medical marijuana products to a patient or caregiver in a
sealed and properly labeled package.

(c) The dispensary shall inspect the label to ensure that the label:
(1) Is easily readable.
(2) Is conspicuously placed on the package.
(3) Includes the name, address and permit number of the grower/processor
(4) Lists the fonn and quantity of medical marijuana.
(5) Contains the following warning stating: This product is for medicinal use only. Women
should not consume during pregnancy or while breastfeeding except on the advice of the
practitioner who issued the certification and, in the case of breastfeeding, the infants
pediatrician.This product might impair the ability to drive or operate heavy machinery. Keep out
of reach of children.
(6) Lists the number of individual doses contained within the package and the species and
percentage of TI-IC and CBD and other cannabinoids enumerated in § 1151 a.29 (relating to limit on
medical marijuana processing), and the individual terpenes and corresponding percentages.
(7) Contains a warning that the medical marijuana product must be kept in the original
container in which it was dispensed.
(S) Contains a warning that unauthorized use is unlawful and will subject the purchaser or user
to criminal penalties.
(9) Includes the name and address of the dispensary.
(10) Includes the identitication number of the sales clerk dispensing the medical
marijuana products to the patient or caregiver and the patient identification number.
(II) Lists a use by or expiration date.
(12) Lists the packaging date.
(13) Includes instructions for proper storage of the medical marijuana product in the package.
(14) Contains [any other information required by the Department] a process lot identification
n urn her.
(15) Is firmly affixed to the container directly holding medical marijuana [and] or is firmly
affixed to outer packaging if used.
(d) The dispensary shall inspect the label to ensure that the label does not bear:
(1) Any resemblance to the trademarked, characteristic or product-specialized packaging of
any commercially available food or beverage product.
(2) Any statement. artwork or design that could reasonably lead an individual to believe that
the package contains anything other than medical marijuana.
(3) Any seal, flag. crest, coat of arms or other insignia that could reasonably mislead an
individual to believe that the product has been endorsed, manufactured or approved for use by
any state, county or municipality or any agency thereof:
(4) Any cartoon, color scheme, image, graphic or feature that might make the package
attractive to children.

(e) When a dispensary dispenses medical marijuana products to a patient or caregiver, the
dispensary shall also provide the patient or caregiver with a safety insert developed and approved
by the Department that includes the following information:
(1) The method or methods for administering individual doses of medical marijuana products.
(2) Any potential dangers stemming from the use of medical marijuana products.
(3) How to recognize what may be problematic usage of medical marijuana products and how
to obtain appropriate services or treatment for problematic usage.
(4) The side effects and contraindications associated with medical marijuana products, if
any, which may cause harm to the patient.
(5) How to prevent or deter the misuse of medical marijuana products by an individual under
18 years of age or oders.[
(6) Any other information determined by the Department to be relevant to enhance patient safety]

§

1161a.29. Plans of operation.

(a) At the time the Department determines a dispensary to be operational, the dispensary
shall provide the Department with a full and complete plan of operation for review that includes
the following:
(I) Employment policies and procedures.
(2) Security policies and protocols, including:
(i) Staff identification measures.
(ii) Monitoring of attendance of staff and individuals requiring access to the facility.
(iii) Alarm systems.
(iv) Video surveillance.
(v) Monitoring and tracking inventon’.
(vi) Personnel security.
(3) A process for receiving, packaging, labeling, handling, tracking, transporting, storing.
disposing, returning and recalling medical marijuana products in accordance with all
applicable laws, rules and regulations.
(4) Workplace safety.
(5) Maintenance, cleaning and sanitation of the site or facility, or both.
(6) Inventory maintenance and reporting procedures.
(7) The investigation of complaints and potential adverse events from other medical
marijuana organizations, patients, caregivers or practitioners.
(8) The use of the electronic tracking system prescribed by the Department.

(b) A dispensary shall make the full and complete plan of operation available to the
Departmern upon request and during any inspection of the site and facility.
(c) A dispensary shall comply with its plan of operation.

§

1161a.30. Access to dispensary facilities.

(a) A dispensary shall post a sign in a conspicuous location at each entrance of Ihc facility
that reads:
THESE PREMISES ARE UNDER CONSTANT VIDEO SURVEILLANCE. [ONLY
EMPLOYEES, PATIENTS AND CAREGIVERS MAY ENTER.] NO ONE UNDER THE AGE
OF IX IS PERMITTED TO ENTER UNLESS THE INDIVIDUAL ISA PATIENT [AND] OR IS
ACCOMPANIED BY A PARENT, GUARDIAN OR CAREGIVER.
(b) Except as provided in [subsection] subsections (a) and (c). or in I 161a.26(d), only
patients. care2ivers. and authorized employees of a dispensary may enter a limited access area.
(c) When an individual who is not approved to enter the flicility requires access to a limited
access area in the dispensary facility to provide goods or services to the facility, to assist a patient
with product selection as the certifying practitioner or for potential investment or employment
when patients and caregivers are not at the dispensary, a dispensary shall require the individual to
present government-issued identification, to sign a log for Ihat specific facility, detailing the need
for entry, and to wear a temporary identification badge that is visible to others at all times while
in a limited access area. The identification of a certifying practitioner must match the name and
medical credentials documented on the accompanied patient’s certification.
(d) When admitting an individual under subsection (e) to a limited access area, a
dispensary shall:
(1) Require the individual to sign a log and detail the need for entry upon entering and sign
the log when leaving the limited access area.
(2) Check the individual’s government-issued identification to verify that the name on the
identification provided matches the name in the log. A photocopy of the identification must
be retained with the log.
(3) Issue a temporary identification badge with the individual’s name and company, if
applicable, and a badge number.
(4) Escort the individual while the individual remains in a limited access area.
(5) Ensure that the individual does not touch any medical marijuana products located in a
limited access area.
(e) The following requirements apply regarding the log required under subsections (c) and (d):
(I) The dispensary shall maintain the log for [4 years] 1 year. either in paper or electronic
form. and make the log available to the Department, State or local law enforcement and other
State or local government officials uponrequest if necessary to perform the government
officials’ functions and duties.
(2) The log must include the ftiII name of each individual granted access to the facility’s
limited access area, the temporary identification badge number, the date and time of arrival, the
date and time ofdeparwre and the purpose of the visit, including the areas visited and the name of
each employee visited.

(fl This section does not limit the right of the Department or its authorized agents, Stale or
local law enforcement or other Federal, State or local government officiaLs, from entering any area
of a dispensary if necessan’ to perform the government officials’ functions and duties that pertain
to the act or this pan.
(g) A principal, financial backer, operator or an employee of a dispensary may not receive
any type of consideration or compensation for allowing an individual to enter a limited access
area.

§

1161a.31. Security and sun’eillancc.

(a) A dispensary shall have security and surveillance systems, utilizing commercial-grade
equipment, to prevent unauthorized entry and to prevent and detect an adverse loss. The
security and surveillance systems must include all of the following:
(1) A professionally-monitored security alarm system that includes the following:
(i) Coverage of all facility entrances and exits: rooms with exterior windows, exterior walls,
roof hatches or skylights; storage rooms, including those that contain medical marijuana and safes;
and the perimeter olthe facility.
(ii) A silent security alant system signal, known as a duress alann. generated by the entry of
a designated code into an arming station to signal that the alarm user is being forced to turn off’
the systent
(iii) An audible security alarm system signal, known as a panic alarm, generated by the
manual activation of a device intended to signal a life-threatening or emergency situation
requiring law enforcement response.
(iv) A silent alarm signal, known as a holdup alarm, generated by the manual activation of
a device intended to signal a robbery in progress.
(v) An electrical, electronic, mechanical or other device capable of being programmed to send a
prerecorded voice message requesting dispatch, when activated, over a telephone line, radio or
other communication system to a law enforcement, public safety or emergency services agency.
(vi) A failure notification system that provides an audible, text or visual notification of any
failure in the systems. The failure notification system must provide by telephone, e-mail or text
message an alert to a designated security person within the facility within 5 minutes after the failure.
(vii) Smoke and fire alarms.
(viii) Auxiliary power sufficient to maintain security and surveillance systems for [at least]
no less than 4Xhours following a power outage.
(ix) The ability to ensure all access doors are not solely controlled by an electronic access
pancho prevent locks from becoming released during a power outage.
(x) Motion detectors.
(2) A professionally-monitored security and sun’eillance system that is operational 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week and records [all activity] continuously in images capable of clearly revealing
facial detail. The security and surveillance system must include all of the following:
(i) Fixed camera placement that allows for a clear image of all individuals and activities in
and around the following:

(A) Any area of a facility where medical marijuana products are loaded or unloaded into or
from transport vehicles.
(B) Entrances to and exits from a facility. Entrances and exits must be recorded from both
indoor and outdoor vantage points.
(C) Rooms with exterior windows, exterior walls, roof hatches or skylights and storage
rooms, including those that may contain medical marijuana products and safes.
(D) Five feet from the exterior of the perimeter of a facility.
(E) All limited access areas.
(ii) Auxiliary power sufficient to maintain security and surveillance systems for [at least] no less
than 48 hours following a power outage.

(iii) The ability to operate under the normal lighting conditions of each area under surveillance.
(iv) The ability to immediatcly produce a clear, color, still photograph in a digital format
that meets the requirements of this subsection.
(3) The ability to clearly and accurately display the date and time. The date and time must
be synchronized and set correctly and may not significantly obscure the picture.
(4) The ability to record and store all images captured by each surveillance camera for a
minimum of [2 years] 180 days. unless otherwise required for investigative or litigation
purposes, in a format that may be easily accessed for investigative purposes. The recordings
must be kept:
(i) Al the facility:
(A) In a locked cabinet, closet or other secure place to protect it from tampering or theft.
(B) In a limited access area or other room lo which access is limited to authorized individuals.
(ii) At a secure location other than the location of the facility if approved by the Department.
(5) A security alarm system separate from the facility’s primary security system covering the
limited access area or other room where the recordings under paragraph (4) are stored. The
separate security alanTi system must meet the same requirements as the facility’s primary security
alarn system.
(b) The following apply regarding the inspection, servicing or alteration otç and the upgrade
to, the dispensary facility’s security and surveillance systems:
(1) The systems shall be inspected and all devices tested once every year by a qualified
alarm system vendor and a qualified surveillance system vendor.
(2) The dispensary shall conduct maintenance inspections once every month to ensure lhat
any repairs, alterations or upgrades to the security and surveillance systems are made for the
proper operation of the systems.
(3) The dispensary shall retain at the facility, for [at least] 4 years, in paper or electronic form,
records of all inspections, servicing, alterations and upgrades performed on the systems and shall
make the records available tothe Department and its authorized agents within 2 business days
following a request.

(4) Tn the event of a mechanical malfunction of the security or surveillance system that the
dispensary anticipates will exceed a 4-hour period, the dispensary shall notify the Department
immediately and, with Department approval, provide alternative security measures that may
include closure of the facility.
(5) The dispensary shall designate an employee or employees to continuously monitor
the security and surveillance systems at the facility.
(6) The following requirements apply regarding records retention:
(i) Within 2 business days following a request, a dispensary shall provide up to four screen
captures of an unaltered copy of a video surveillance recording to the Department or its
authorized agents, law enforcement, or other Federal, State or local government officials if
necessary to perform the government officials functions and duties.
(ii) If a dispensary has been notified in writing by the Department or its authorized agents, law
enforcement, or other Federal, State or local government officials of a pending criminal or
administrative investigation for which a recording may contain relevant information, the
dispensary shall retain an unaltered copy of the recording for 4 years or until the investigation or
proceeding is closed or the entity conducting the investigation or proceeding notifies the
dispensary that it is not necessary to retain the recording, whichever is longer.
(c) A dispensary shall install commercial-grade, nonresidential steel doors and door locks on
each room where medical marijuana products are stored and shall install commercial grade,
nonresidential doors and door locks on each external door of the Facility. Keys or key codes for
all doors shall remain in the possession of designated authorized individuals.
(d) At all times, all entrances to and exits from the facility must be securely locked.
(e) A dispensary shall have an electronic back-up system for all electronic records.
(F) A dispensary shall install lighting to ensure proper surveillance inside and outside of
the facility.
(g) A dispensary shall limit access to a room in a facility containing security and
surveillance monitoring equipment to persons who are essential to maintaining security and
surveillance operations; Federal, State and local law enforcement; security and sun’eillance
system service employees: the Department or its authorized agents; and other persons with the
prior written approval of the Department. The following requirements apply:
(1) A dispensary shall make available to the Department or the Department’s authorized agents,
upon request, a current list of authorized employees and service employees or contractors who
have access to any security and surveillance areas.
(2) A dispensary facility shall keep security and surveillance rooms locked at all times and
may not use these rooms for any other purpose or function.

§

1161a.32. Inventory data.
(a) A dispensary shall maintain the following inventory data in its electronic tracking system:
(1) Medical marijuana products received from a grower/processor.
(2) Medical marijuana products dispensed to a patient or caregiver.
(3) Damaged, defective, expired or contaminated medical marijuana products awaiting return

to a grower/processor or awaiting disposal.
(b) A dispensary shall establish inventory controls and proccdurcs to conduct monthly
inventory reviews and annual comprehensive inventories olmedical marijuana products at its
facility.
(c) A written or electronic record shall be created and maintained of each inventory
which includes the date of the inventon. a summary of the inventory findings, and the
cmployec identification numbers and titles or positions of the individuals who conducted the
inventory.

§

1161 a.33. Storage requirements.

(a) A dispensary shall have separate and locked limited access areas for storage of medical
marijuana products that are expired. damaged, deteriorated, mislabeled, contaminated, recalled, or
whose containers or packaging have been opened or breached until the medical marijuana products
are returned to a grower/processor. destroyed or otherwise disposed ofas required under § 1151 a.40
(relating to management and disposal of medical marijuana waste).
(b) A dispensary shall maintain all storage areas in a clean and orderly condition and free
from infestation by insects, rodents, birds and pests.

§

1161a.34. Sanitation and safety in a facility.

(a) A dispensary shall maintain a facility in a sanitary condition to limit the potential for
contamination or adulteration of the medical marijuana products stored in or dispensed at
the facility. The following requirements apply:
(1) Trash shall be properly removed.
(2) Floors, walls and ceilings shall be kept in good repair.
(3) Adequate protection against pests shall be provided through the use of integrated pest
management practices and techniques that identify and manage pest problems, and the regular
disposal of trash to prevent infestation.
(4) Toxic cleaning compounds, sanitizing agents. solveits and pesticide chemicals must be
labeled and stored in a manner that prevents contamination of medical marijuana products and in
a manner that othenvise complies with other applicable laws and regulations.
(b) An employee working in direct contact with medical marijuana products is subject to the
restrictions on food handlers in 28 Pa. Code § 27.153 (relating to restrictions on food handlers). An
employee shall otherwise conform to sanitary practices while on duty, including the following:
(1) Maintaining adequate personal hygiene.
(2) Washing hands thoroughly in an adequate hand-washing area before starting work and at
any other time when hands may have become soiled or contaminated and at all times before
dispensing medical marijuana products to a patient or caregiver.
(c) A dispensary shall provide adequate and convenient hand-washing facilities furnished
with running waler at a temperature suitable for sanitizing hands. The following requirements
apply:
(I) A dispensary shall locate hand-washing facilities where good sanitary practices

require employees to wash and sanitize their hands.
(2) A dispensary shall provide effective nontoxic sanitizing cleansers and sanitary towel
service or suitable hand drying devices.

(d) A dispensary shall provide adequate, readily accessible lavatories that are maintained in
a sanitary condition and in good repair.
(e) A dispensary shall comply with all other applicable State and local building
code requirements.

§

1161a.35. Transportation of medical marijuana products.

(a) A dispensary may transport and deliver i-nedical marijuana products to a medical
marijuana organization in this Commonwealth in accordance with this section. The following
apply:
(I) Unless otherwise approved by the Department, a dispensary may deliver medical
marijuana products to a medical marijuana organization only between 7 am, and 9 p.m. for the
purposes of transporting medical marijuana products among the permittee’s dispensary locations
and returning medical marijuana products to a grower/processor.
(2) A dispensary may contract with a third-party contractor for delivery so long as the
contractor complies with this section.
(3) A dispensary may not transport medical marijuana products to any location outside of
this Commonwealth.
(4) A dispensary shall use a global positioning system to ensure safe, efficient deliven’ of
the medical marijuana products to a medical marijuana organization.
(b) Vehicles permitted to transport medical marijuana products must:
(I) Be equipped with a secure lockbox [located within al or locking cargo area.
(2) Have no markings that would either identify or indicate that the vehicle is being used
to transport medical marijuana products.
(3) Be capable of being temperature-controlled for perishable medical marijuana products,
as appropriate.
(4) Maintain current State inspection and vehicle registrations.
(5) Be insured in an amount that is commercially reasonable and appropriate.

(c) A transport vehicle shall be staffed with a delivery team consisting of [at least] two or more
individuals and comply with the following:
(1) [At least one] One delivery team member shall remain with the vehicle at all times that the
vehicle contains medical marijuana products.
(2) Each delivery leam member shall have access to a secure form of communication with
the dispensary, such as a cellular telephone, at all times that the vehicle contains medical
marijuana products.

(3) Each delivery team member shall carry an identification badge or card at all times and
shall, upon demand, produce it to the Department or its authorized agents, law enforcement or
other Federal, State or local government officials if necessary to perforiri the government officials
functiois and duties.
(4) Each delivery team member shall have a valid driver’s license.
(5) While on duty, a delivery team member may not wear any clothing or symbols that
may indicate ownership or possession of medical marijuana products.
(d) Medical marijuana products stored inside the transport vehicle must be placed inside a
secure lockbox or locking cargo area and may not be visible from theoutside of the transport
vehicle.
(e) Except as provided in subsection (h), a delivery’ team shall proceed in a transport vehicle
from the dispensary facility, where the medical marijuana products are loaded, directly to the
medical marijuana organization facility, where the medical marijuana products are unloaded,
without unnecessary delays. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a transport vehicle may make stops
at multiple facilities, as appropriate, to deliver medical marijuana products.
(f) A dispensary shall immediately report to the Department. either through a designated
phone line established by the Department or by electronic communication with the Department
[in a manner prescribed by the Department]. any’ vehicle accidents, diversions, losses or other
reportable events that occur during transport of medical marijuana products.
(g) A dispensary shall notify the Department daily of its delivery’ schedule, including routes
and delivery times, either through a designated phone line established by the Department or by
electronic communication with the Department [in a manner prescribed by the Departmentl.

(h) A transport vehicle is subject to inspection by the Department or its authorized agents, law
enforcement, or other Federal, State or local government officials if necessary to perform the
government officials’ functions and duties. A transport vehicle may be stopped and inspected
along its delivery route or at any medical marijuana organization.

§

1161a.36. Transport manifest.
(a) A dispensary shall generate a printed or electronic transport manifest that accompanies
every transport vehicle and contains the following information:
(1) The name, address and permit number of the dispensary. and the name of and contact
information for a representative of the dispensary who has direct knowledge of the transport.
(2) The name, address and permit number of the medical marijuana organization receiving
the delivery, and the name of and contact information for a representative of the medical
marijuana organization.
(3) The quantity, by weight or unit, of each medical marijuana harvest batch, harvest lot or
process lot contained in the transport, along with the identification number for each harvest
batch, harvest lot or process lot.
(4) The date and approximate time of departure.
(5) The date and approximate time of arrival.
(6) The transport vehicle’s make and model and license plate number.
(7) The identification number of each member of the delivery team accompanying the transport.

(b) When a delivery team delivers medical marijuana products to multiple facilities, the
transport manifest must correctly reflect the specific medical marijuana products in transit. Each
recipient shall provide the dispensary with a printed receipt for the medical marijuana products
received.
(c) All medical marijuana products being transported shall be labeled In accordance with §
I 151a.34 and I 161a.28 (relating to packaging and labeling of medical marijuana products; and
labels and safety inserts) and shall be transported in a secure lockbox [located within a] or locking
cargo area.
(d) A dispensary shall provide a copy of the transport manifest to the recipient receiving the
medical marijuana products described in the transport manifest. To maintain confidentiality, a
dispensary may prepare separate manifests for each recipient.
(e) A dispensary shall, if requested. provide a copy of the printed transport manifest, and
any printed receipts for medical marijuana products being transported, to the Department or its
authorized agents, law enforcement, or other Federal. State or Local government officials if
necessary to perform the government officials’ functions and duties.

§

1161a.37. Evidence of adverse loss during transport.

(a) Ifa dispensary receiving a delivery of medical marijuana products from a medical marijuana
organization discovers a discrepancy in the transport manifest that remains unresolved upon
delivery, the dispensary shall refuse acceptance of the delivery and immediately report the
discrepancy to the Department either through a designated phone line established by the
Department or by electronic communication with the Department [in a manner prescribed by the
Departmentl, and to the appropriate law enforcement authorities.
(b) If a dispensary discovers evidence ofç or reasonably suspects, a theft or diversion of medical
marijuana products during transport, the dispensary shall immediately report its findings or
suspicions to the Department either through a designated phone line established by the Department
or by electronic communication with the Department [in a manner prescribed by the Department],
and to law enforcement.
(c) If a dispensary discovers a discrepancy in the transport manifest, the dispensary shall:
(I) Conduct an investigation.
(2) Amend the dispensary’s standard plan of operation, if necessary. to prevent future
discrepancies between the quantity or description of inventory listed in the transport manifest
and the quantity or description of inventory delivered.

(3) Submit a report of the investigation to the Departmern. The following requirements apply:
(i) The dispensary shall submit a written preliminary report of the investigation to
the Department within 7 days of discovering the discrepancy.
(ii) The dispensary shall submit a final written report of the investigation to the
Department within 30 days of discovering the discrepancy.

§

1161a.38. Complaints about or recall of medical marijuana products.

(a) A dispensary shall notify the Department and the grower/processor from which it received
the medical marijuana product in question immediately upon becoming aware of any complaint
made to the dispensary by a patient, caregiver or practitioner who reports an adverse event from

using medical marijuana products dispensed by the dispensary.
(b) Upon notification by the grower/processor under § I 151a.42 (relating to complaints about or
recall of medical marijuana products), the dispensary shall cease dispensing the affected medical
marijuana products immediately.
(c) A dispensary shall coordinate the return of the recalled medical marijuana products with
Ihe grower/processor.

§

1161a.39. Electronic tracking system.

A dispensary shall use the electronic tracking system prescribed by the Department containing
the requirements in section 701 of the act (35 P.S. § 10231.701). The system shall allow for twoway communication, automation and secure application-programming interface ofa medical
mariiuana organization’s enterprise resourcc planning. inventory, accounting and point-of-sate
software and allow for accessing all data required to be transmitted to the Department to ensure
compliance with the operational reportinu rcquirements of thc act and these regulations.

§

1161a.40. lApplication for additionalj Additional dispensary locations.

(a) An applicant for a dispensary permit shall include a primary dispensary facility location,
and may include up to two additional dispensary facility locations, in its initial pentit application.
A permittee may file an application under this section for additional dispensary facility locations at
a later date.
(b) A dispensary shall submit an application for additional dispensary locations on a form
prescribed by the Department.
(c) A dispensary submitting an application for additional dispensary locations shall include
with the application the following fees:
(I) An application fee of $5,000, which is nonrefundable.
(2) A permit fee of $30,000 for each dispensary location being proposed. The permit fee shall be
submitted with the application for additional dispensary locations and will be refunded if the permit
is not granted.
(d) A dispensary may not begin operations at an additional location until the Department
approves the application for additional dispensary locations, in writing, under this section.
(e) A dispensary submitting an application for additional dispensary locations shall follow the
requirements in § I 141a.29 (relating to initial permit application) and this part.
(1’) A dispensary may interchane the desination of a primary. seconda or tertiary location at
any time. includinu the period before a location becomes operational, by providing written notice to
the department at [east 14 days before the change in designation. A change in designation under this
subsection may not be subject to approval of the Department.
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1171a.22. Laboratories generally.

(a) A laboratory may not identifS’, collect, handle or conduct tests on samples from a
grower/processor or conduct tests on test samples for the Department unless the laboratory has been
approved by the Department under § I 171a.23 (relating to approval of laboratories) and has entered
into a written contract with the grower/processor under § I 171a.29 (relating to testing requirements).
(b) The Department will post on its website a current list of approved laboratories.
(c) An approved laboratory shall employ [at least one] director to oversee and be responsible for
the identification, collection, handling and testing operations of the approved laboratory. A director
shall have earned, from a college or university accredited by a National or regional accrediting
authority, [at least] one or more of the following:
(1) A doctorate of science or an equivalent degree in chemistry, biology, or a subdiscipline of
chemistry or biology.
(2) A master’s level degree in a chemical or biological science and a minimum of2 years postdegree laboratory experience related to testing of medicinal or pharmaceutical products or other
experience as approved by the Department.
(3) A bachelor’s degree in a biological science and a minimum of4 years post-degrce laboratory
experience related to testing of medicinal or pharmaceutical products or other experience as
approved by the Department.
(d) A principal or employee of a medical marijuana organization may not also own, be employed
by or be affiliated with an approved laboratory that has a contract with that medical marijuana
organization.
(e) An approval issued by the Department to a laboratory under this part is valid for 2 years from
the date of issuance and is valid only for the laboratory named and the location specified in the
approval.

(fl An approval issued by the Department to a laboratory under this part is not transferable to any
other person or any other location unless the laboratory obtains the prior written consent of the
Department.
(2) Notwithstanding the definitions of “harvest batch”. “han’est lot”, “medical mariiuana extract”,
“process lot”. “processing”, “sample”, and “test sample”,
1171a.22 I l7la.28 shall also apply to
an approved laboratory’s testing of harvested hemp.
—

§

1171a.23. Approval of laboratories.

(a) A laboratory wishing to identify, collect, handle and conduct tests on samples and test samples
and other items used by a grower/processor in the growing and processing of medical marijuana and
medical marijuana products as required under the act and this part shall submit an application for
approval to the Department [on a form and in a manner prescribed by the Department]. Ih
application is available on the Department’s public website.
(b) An application submitted under this section must include the following information:
(1) The name and address of the laboratory applicant or its authorized agent.
(2) The name and address of the owner of the laboratory applicant, and, if applicable, the medical
or pharmacy licensure information regarding the owner.
(3) The name of the laboratory applicant’s proposed director and technical personnel who are or
will be employed by the laboratory at the location to be approved.
(4) A copy of the laboratory applicants most recent certificate of accreditation.
(5) Copies of the standard operating procedures and sampling procedures adopted by the
laboratory applicant and approved by the accreditation body that issued the certificate of
accreditation to the laboratory applicant.
(6) A list of the specialized laboratory equipment utilized or to be utilized by the laboratory
applicant in its testing operations, including the manufacturer’s name and the serial and model number
of the equipment, and other specifications as may be required by the Department.
(7) A description of the tests which are capable of being conducted by the laboratory applicant at
the location to be approved.
(8) A description of the laboratory applicant’s quality assurance program, which must be in
compliance with § I 171a.32 (relating to quality assurance program).
(9) The procedures to be followed to establish chain of custody when collecting samples or test
samples.
(10) A copy of the evaluation process that the laboratory applicant uses or will use to monitor,
evaluate and document the competency of employees when testing samples and test samples and
overseeing quality assurance controls.
(11) Other information required by the Department.
(c) By submitting an application for approval to the Department, a laboratory applicant consents
to an investigation of any person, information or physical location the Department or its authorized

agents deem appropriate for the Department to make a determination of the laboratory applicants
ability to meet the requirements under the act and this part.
(d) An application for approval submitted under this chapter must include a statement that a false
statement made in the application is punishable under the applicable provisions of 18 Pa.C.S.
Chapter 49 (relating to falsification and intimidation).
(e) The Department may issue an approval under this chapter if the Department determines that
the laboratory applicant is financially and professionally suitable to conduct the testing required
under the act and this part.

§

1171 a.24. Suspension or revocation of an approval issued to a laboratory.

(a) An approval issued by the Department under this chapter may be suspended or revoked if the
Department determines that the approved laboratory has engaged in unethical practices or has failed
to do any of the following:
(I) Maintain proper standards of accuracy.
(2) Comply with the requirements of the act or this part applicable to the approved laboratory.
(b) An approval issued by the Department under this chapter may be revoked if the Department
determines that the approved laboratory has engaged in any of the following conduct:
(I)

Dishonest reporting.

(2)

Repeated errors in conducting the required testing.

(3)

Allowing unauthorized individuals to perform testing or to sign reports.

(4)

Inclusion of false statements in the application for approval or renewal.

(5)

Advertising of medical marijuana testing services to the general public.

(6) Knowingly accepting a sample from an individual other than a grower/processor or a test
sample from an individual other than the Department or an authorized agent of the Department.
(7) Failure to maintain standard operating procedures approved by the accreditation body that
issued the certificate of accreditation to the approved laboratory.

§

(8)

Failure to properly enter test results into the electronic tracking system.

(9)

Loss by the approved laboratory of its certificate of accreditation.

1171a.25. Renewal of an approval issued to a laboratory.

An approved laboratory wishing to renew its approval under this chapter shall, not more than 6
months nor less than 4 months prior to the expiration of the approval, submit an application under
§ 1171a.23 (relating to approval of laboratories) and update the information required to be submitted
with the application as necessary.

§

1171a.26. Stability testing and retention of samples.
(a) A grower/processor shall Lrequest that a sample be identified and collected by an approved

laboratory from each harvest batch] retain a sample from each process lot to ensure product potency
and purity and provide support for expiration dating sufficient to perform stability testing [at 6month intervals fora I-year period].
(b) The stability test shall be performed at six-month intervals for the duration of the expiration
date period as listed on the medical mariiuana product and once within six months of the expiration
date if the medical mariiuana product is still in inventon’ at a dispensan’ in this Commonwealth as
determined by the seed-to-sale system [to ensure product potency and purity’ and provide support for
expiration dating].
(c) [An approved laboratory] A zrower/proccssor shall retain a sample from each [harvest batch
sufficient to provide for stability testing and properly store the sample for 1 year] process lot for
subsequent stability testing, in an amount equivalent to the sample size initially identified and
collected by an approved laboratory, for the duration of the expiration date period as listed on the
medical mariiuana product.

§

1171a.27. Sampling procedures for testing.

(a) An approved laboratory shall ensure that its employees prepare all samples in accordance with
policies and procedures that include appropriate information necessary for identifying, collecting and
transporting samples in a manner that does not endanger the integrity of the samples for any testing
required by this part.
(b) The sampling policies must[, at a minimum, meet the following requirements]:
(I) Be appropriate to the matrix being sampled.
(2) [Be in accordance with guidance provided by the Department]Require samples to be
representative of the harvest batch, harvest lot or process lot.
(3) Require the amount beintz removed to be based on applicable statistical criteria.
(c) The sampling procedures must include the following procedures:
(I) Surveying the conditions in which the sample is being stored.
(2) Using appropriate sampling equipment and consistent procedures.
(3) Selecting and removing equal portions for each sample.
(4) Random or systematic taking of samples throughout the harvest batch or harvest lot.
(5) Obtaining a minimum number of samples based on harvest batch or harvest lot size.
(6) Checking all parts of the harvest batch when harvest lots are created from that harvest batch.
(7) Recording on a form prescribed by the Department all observations and procedures used
when collecting the sample.
(X) Creating a unique sample identification number that will be linked to the harvest batch or
harvest lot number assigned by the grower/processor in the electronic tracking system.
(9) Entering all required infoniiation into the electronic tracking system.

§

1171a.28. Selection protocols for samples.
(a) An employee of an approved laboratory may [only) enter a grower/processor facility for the

purpose of identifying and collecting samples and shall Quuyhave access to limited access areas in the
facility for these purposes.
(b) An employee identifying and collecting samples under subsection (a) shall follow the chain of
custody procedures included in the approved laboratory’s application and approved by the
Department.
(c) While at a grower/processor facility, an employee of an approved laboratory shall identify and
collect the following for testing:
(I) Samples at the time of harvest.
(2) Samples of medical marijuana product before being sold or provided to a dispensary.
(3) Test samples at other times when requested by the Department.
(4) Samples for stability testing.

§

1171a.29. Testing requirements.

(a) Prior to conducting any testing of a sample at the request of a grower/processor, an approved
laboratory shall enter into a written contract with the grower/processor for testing services. The
approved laboratory shall provide a copy of the contract to the Department within 2 days following
the Departments request.
(b) A grower/processor shall submit through the electronic tracking system a request to the
approved laboratory with which it has a written contract under subsection (a) for each test to be
conducted.
(c) [At a minimum, testing, as prescribed by the Department,] Testing shall be performed as
follows:
(I) An approved laboratory shall test samples from a harvest batch or harvest lot prior to using
the harvest batch or harvest lot to produce a medical marijuana product.
(2) An approved laboratory other than the one that tested the harvest batch or harvest lot shall test
samples from each process lot before the medical marijuana is sold or offered for sale to another
medical marijuana organization.
(3) An approved laboratory may test other samples and test samples at the request ofa
rzrower1processor or the Department.
(d) The samples identified in subsection (c) shall be tested[. at a minimum,] for the following:
(I) Pesticides.
(2) Solvents.
(3) Water activity and moisture content.

(4) THC and CBD concentration.
(5) Microbiological contaminants.
(6) Terpenes.
(7) Heavy metals.
(8) Mvcotoxins.
(e) Sampling and testing under this chapter shall be conducted with a statistically significant
number and size of samples and with approved methodologies [acceptable to the Department] to
ensure that all hat-vest batches. harvest lots and medical marijuana products are adequately tested for
contaminants and that the cannabinoid profile is consistent throughout the harvest batch. harvest lot
or medical marijuana products. All testing methods must be fully validated to address the accuracy.
precision. specificity. linearity. range, and sensitivity of the testing method.
(e. I) PCR

testing

is not an approved methodology.

(0 An approved laboratory may not test any samples when there is evidence of improper
collection, improper preservation, apparent spoilage, excessive time lapse between collection of the
sample and testing, or any other [factor sufficient to render the findings of questionable validity]_
obvious circumstance that compromises the sample.
(g) An approved laboratory shall enter test results for samples collected under § 1 l7la.28(c)jjI
and (2) [(relating to selection protocols for samples)] into the electronic tracking system and, under §
I 151a.40 (relating to management and disposal of medical marijuana waste), properly dispose of all
tested and untested samples and test samples.

§

1171a.30. Standards for testing.
(.,) An approved laboratory shall follow the methodologies, ranges and parameters [acceptable to

the Department that are contained in] that are consistent with Fandi the scope of the certificate of
accreditation issued to the laboratory and in accordance with this chapter.
jbj Testing methods used by an approved laboratory shaLl meet or exceed the minimum
standards tinder the American Herbal Pharmacopeia’s “Cannabis Infiorescence Standards of
Identity. Analysis and Quality Control”. 2014 Revision Edition.

§

1171a.31. Test results and reporting.

(a) Only the results of the following tests are in compliance with the testing requirements of this
chapter:
(I) Tests conducted on harvest batch samples or harvest lot samples requested by a
grower/processor under § 1171 a.29 (relating to testing requirements) and identified and collected by
an employee of an approved laboratory.
(2) Tests conducted on process lot samples requested by a grower/processor under § I llla.29
and identified and collected by [either an employee ofa grower/processor or] an employee of an
approved laboratory.
(b) The test results for each sample collected under § 1171 a.28(c)( 1) and (2) (relating to selection

protocols for samples) shall be entered into the electronic tracking system and shall only be
accessible to the grower/processor submitting the sample and to the Department.
(c) If a sample fails any test required under § I l7la.29, the following apply to the sample:
(1) The approved laboratory that performed the initial test may re-test the sample upon a request
from the grower/processor in accordance with subsection (d).
I) If the re-tested sample fails. the lot shall be disposed of under 51 151a.40 unless the lot
failed only for yeast or mold and the grower/processor chooses to process the lot into a topical form
under 702(a)(3) of the act. 35 P.S. 51023 1.702(a)(3Y
(2) If the sample passes the re-test, another approved laboratory shall sample the same harvest
batch, harvest lot or process lot to confirm the passing test result.
(2.1) Following the confirniing test. and to determine whether to accept the confirmin result, the
Department may require any or all of the foLlowing:
(i)

the grower/processor to provide a root cause analysis for the initially failed result;

(ii) documentation from the grower/processor and the confirming laboratory that required testing
procedures were followed and detailing chain of custody:

(iii) an affirmation by the grower/processor that the sample was not modified in any manner and
was not subjected to any form of decontamination or remediation between the initially failed and
confirming passing results;
(iv) an additional confirming test by an approved laboratory other than the two who conducted the
first and second tests.
(3) II the Department does not agree to accept the confirming results from the approved
laboratory, the sample shall be disposed ofby the approved laboratory under § I 151a.40 (relating to
management and disposal of medical marijuana waste).
(d) A grower/processor shall noti’ the Department and the approved laboratory through the
electronic tracking system of its intent to re-test the sample or test another sample from the same
harvest batch. harvest lot or process lot that failed a test.
(e) An approved laboratory shall issue to a grower/processor a certificate of analysis, including
the supporting data, for each harvest batch, harvest lot or process lot sample that was tested at the
request of the grower/processor. The certificate of analysis must include the following information:
(1) Whether the chemical profile of the harvest batch, harvest lot or process lot conforms to the
approved chemical profile of the strain [as determined by the Department) for the following
compounds:
(I) TI-IC.
(ii) THCA.
(iii) CBD.
(iv)CBDA.

(v) CBC.
(vi)CBN.
(vii) TI-WV.
(viii)CBDV.
(ix)CBG.
(x) DX.
(2) That the presence of the following contaminants within the harvest batch, harvest lot or
process lot does not exceed the approved maximum levels [as detcrmincd by the Dcpartmentj for the
following:
(i)

Heavy mctals, mercury, lead, cadmium or arsenic.

(ii) Foreign material such as hair, insects, or any similar or related adulterant.
(iii) Any microbiological impurity, including:
(A) Total aerobic microbial count.
(B) Total yeast mold count.
(C)

P.

ac’rugiflosa.

(D) Aspergi/lus spp.
(E) S. aureus.
(F) Aflatoxin 81, 82, GI and G2.
(G) Ochratoxin A.
(H) Pesticide residue.
(I)

E. coli.

(J) Salmonella.
(iv) Whether the harvest batch, harvest lot or process lot is within the specification for the strain
for the characteristics of:
(A) Odor.
(B) Appearance.
(C) Fineness.
(D) Moisture content, when applicable for process lot.
(f) If an approved laboratory detects an amount of a pesticide that exceeds normal or acceptable

limits, the approved laboratory shall notify the Department immediately. [fan approved laboratory
detects a prohibited pesticide or a pesticide within the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) library during the testing process, the approved laboratory shall notify the
Department. An approved laboratory shall report whether any residual pesticides are detected above
the limit of detection and shall report the results to the Department. The Department may obtain test
samples from a grower/processor to conduct pesticide residue testing.
(I) An approved laboratory shall establish a limit of quantification ofO. I ug/g or lower for all
pesticides.
(2) An approved laboratory shall analyze at minimum 0.5 grams of the representative sample of
medical marijuana to determine whether residual pesticides are present.
(g) The Department will maintain oversight of testing methods and sampling standards under this
chapter. The Department may conduct onsite visits and review certificates of analysis submitted by
an approved laboratory.

§

1171a.32. Quality assurance program.

(a) An approved laboratory shall establish and implement a quality assurance program to ensure
that measurements are accurate, errors are controlled, and devices used for testing are [routinely and]
properly calibrated annually or more frequently if recommended by the manufacturer.
(b) The quality assurance program required under subsection (a) must include the following
components:
(I) An organizational chart that includes the testing responsibilities of each employee of the
approved laboratory named in the chart.
(2) A description of sampling procedures to be utilized.
(3) Appropriate chain of custody protocols.
(4) Analytical procedures.
(5) Data reduction and validation procedures.
(6) A plan for implementing corrective action, when necessary.
(7) A requirement for the provision of quality assurance reports to management.
(8) A description of the internal and external quality control systcms.

§

1171a.33. Transporting samples.

(a) An employee of an approved laboratory, grower/processor or third-party contractor shall
follow the transportation requirements under § I l5la.35 and I 151a.36 (relating to transportation of
medical marijuana; and transport manifest) when transporting a sample or test sample under this
part.
(b) An employee of an approved laboratory, grower/processor or third-party contractor who
transports [process lot] samples from a grower/processor to an approved laboratory shall:
(I) Protect the physical integrity of the sample.

(2) Keep the composition of the sample intact.
(3) Protect the sample against factors that interfere with the validity of testing results, including
the factors of time, tcmperaturc and [other environmental factors that may work to jeopardize the
integrity of the sample] any other circumstance that [obviously compromises] appears to have
compromised the sample.

§

1171a.34. Department request for testing.

(a) The Department, in its sole discretion, may identify and collect a test sample from a
grower/processor at any time and request an approved laboratory to conduct proficiency testing,
conduct quality assurance measures and perform tests under this chapter.
(b) The approved laboratory shall provide the Department with a written report of the test results
from a test sample tested under subsection (a) within 7 days of the collection of the test sample, or
sooner if requested by the Department.

§

1171 a.35. Laboratory reporting.

(a) An approved laboratory shall enter into the electronic tracking system the following
information for each sample collected under § 1171 a,28(c)( I) and (2) (relating to selection protocols
for samples) and each test conducted:
(I) The unique sample identification number the approved laboratory assigns to the sample.
(2) The name of the grower/processor that supplied the sample.
(3) The employee identification number oldie employee of the approved laboratow who
identified and collected the sample at the request of the grower/processor.

(4) The date and time the sample was collected from the grower/processor.
(5) The date and time the sample was received by the approved laboratory.
(6) The date the test was completed.
(7) The condition of the sample when it was received by the approved laboratory.
(8) A description of each test performed.
(9 The results from the certificate of analysis issued under § 1171 a.3 I (relating to test results
and reporting).
(10) The date the testing results were provided to the grower/processor under § 1171 a.3 I or the
Department under § 117 la.34 (relating to Department request for testing).
(b) An approved laboratory shall keep for 4 years a paper or electronic copy of the certificate of
analysis performed on samples submitted by a grower/processor or test samples submitted by the
Department including test results not required to be entered into the electronic tracking system under
§ 1171 a.29 (relating to testing requirements).
(I) Regarding tests results not entered into the electronic tracking system, the approved
laboratory shall immediately provide to the Department by email an electronic copy of the certificate

of analysis.
(2) Regarding test results entered into the electronic tracking system, the approved laboratory
shall provide a copy of a certificate of analysis to the Department within 2 days of a request made by
the Department.
(c) The Department may conduct an investigation based on the results shown on any certificate
of analysis.

§

1171a.36. Advertising.

(a) An approved laboratory may not advertise. market or otherwise promote its medical marijuana
testing services to the general public.
(b) An approved laboratory may only promote its medical marijuana testing services to a
grower/processor. An approved laboratory’ may use advertising, marketing and promotional
materials directed at a grover/processor to promote its medical marijuana testing services. The
advertising. marketing and promotional materials proposed to be used by an approved laboratory
under this section shall be reviewed and approved by the Department prior to circulation or oilier
use.
(c) Personal solicitation by an employee, representative or agent of an approved laboratory to a
grower/processor is considered advertising, marketing or otherwise promoting its medical marijuana
testing services for the purposes of this section.
(d) An approved laboratory may only advertise, market or otherwise promote its medical
marijuana testing services that are performed onsite at the location designated in the laboratory’s
application.
(e) A sign installed at the location of an approved laboratory that is designed to identify the
laboratory or access to the laboratory is permissible as long as the sign meets local zoning
requirements and does not violate the provisions of this section.

§

1171a.37. Ownership prohibition.

The following individuals may not have a management, a direct or indirect financial, or other
ownership interesi in an approved laboratory:
(1) A principal, owner, financial backer or employee of a medical marijuana organization.
(2) A practitioner.
(3) A physician, pharmacist, physician assistant or certified registered nurse practitioner who is
currently employed by a medical marijuana organization.
(4) Any other person. other than a patient, who may receive a direct or indirect financial benefit
from the growing, processing. transporting, dispensing or selling of seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants, postharvest plant material, medical marijuana or medical
marijuana products.

§

1171a.38. Appeals.

Chapter 5. Subchapter A of2 Pa.C.S. (relating to practice and procedure of Commonwealth
agencies) and the accompanying regulations, as modified by Chapter l230a (relating to practice and

procedure), apply to all actions of the Department under this chapter constituting an adjudication as
defined in 2 Pa.C.S. § 101 (relating to definitions).

CHAPTER 1181a. PHYSICIANS AND PRACTITIONERS
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1181 a.22. Practitioners generally.

(a) The qualifications that a physician shall meet to be registered with the Department and
approved as a practitioner arc continuing qualifications.
(b) A physician may not issue a patient certification without being registered by the Department
as a practitioner in accordance with § 11 81a.24 (relating to physician registration).
(c) A practitioner shall notify a dispensary by telephone of a patient’s adverse reaction to medical
marijuana products dispensed by that dispensary immediately upon becoming aware of the reaction.
(d) A practitioner may petition the Medical Marijuana Advisory Board (Board) for the Board to
review on a continuing basis, and recommend to the Secretary for approval, that serious medical
conditions be changed, reduced or added to those conditions for which medical marijuana is likely to
provide therapeutic or palliative benefit to a patient.

§

1181 a.23. Medical professionals generally.

(a) The qualifications that a medical professional shall meet to be employed by a dispensary are
continuing qualifications.
(b) A medical professional may not assume any duties at a dispensary until the training required
under § 1181 a.32 (relating to training) and any other requirements for medical professionals under the
act and this pail are completed.
(c) A medical professional shall notify by telephone the practitioner listed on a patient
certification ofa patients adverse reaction to medical marijuana products dispensed by that
dispensary immediately upon becoming aware of the reaction.

§

1181 a.24. IPhysiciani Practitioner registration.

(a) A physician who has an active and unrestricted medical license in this Commonwealth in
accordance with the Medical Practice Act of 1985 (63 P.S. § 422. l—422.5 Ia) or the Osteopathic
Medical Practice Act (63 P.S. § 271.1—271.18) may file an application for registration with the

Department as a practitioner on a form prescribed by the Department.
(b) An application for registration must incLude[, at a minimum,1 the following requirements:
(I) The physicians full name, business address, professional e-mail address, telephone numbers
and. if the physician owns or is affiliated with a medical practice, the name of the medical practice.
(2) The physicians credentials. education, specialty, training and experience, and supporting
documentation when available.
(3) The physician’s medical license number.
(4) A certification by the physician that states:
(i)

That the physician’s Pennsylvania license to practice medicine is active and in good standing.

(ii) Whether the physician has been subject to any type of professional disciplinary action that
would prevent the physician from carrying out the responsibilities under the act and this part,
together with, if applicable, an explanation of the professional disciplinary action.
(iii)That the physician does not hold a direct or economic interest in a medical marijuana
organization.
(5) A statement that a false statement made by a physician in an application for registration is
punishable under the applicable provisions of IX Pa.C.S. Chapter 49 (relating to falsification and
intimidation).
(c) Based on the information provided by the physician under subsection (b), the Department will
determine whether to approve the physician to issue patient certifications.
(d) The Department may list a physician on the practitioner registry only after the physician has
successfully completed the training course required under § I l8la.32 (relating to training) and any
other requirements for registration under the act and this part.

§

118 la.25. Practitioner registry.

(a) The Department will maintain a practitioner registry for use by a patient or caregiver
registered by the Department. The practitioner registry will include only the practitioner’s name,
business address and medical credentials.
(b) The inclusion ofa physician in the practitioner registry will be subject to annual review by the
Department to determine if the physician’s license is inactive, expired, suspended, revoked, limited
or othenvise restricted by the applicable Medical Board, or if the physician has been subject to
professional disciplinary action.

§

1181a.26. Denial, revocation or suspension of a practitioner registration.

(a) A practitioner registration will be denied, revoked or suspended if the practitioner’s inedical
license is inactive, expired, suspended, revoked, limited or otherwise restricted by the applicable
Medical Board.
(b) A practitioner registration may be denied, revoked or suspended if the practitioner is or has
been the subject of professional disciplinary action, including an immediate temporary action.

(c) A physician who has been denied registration or whose practitioner registration has been
revoked or suspended may reapply to the Department for inclusion in the practitioner registry in
accordance with § 1181 a.24 (relating to physician registration) if the event that led to the physicians
denial, revocation or suspension has been resolved and the physician’s medical license is designated
as active without limitation by the applicable Medical Board. The physician’s application for
registration under this subsection must include evidence of the resolution.
(d) A physician who has been denied registration or whose practitioner registration has been
revoked or suspended may not do any of the following:
(1) Have electronic access to a patient certification.
(2) Issue or modi’ a patient certification.
(3) Provide a copy of an existing patient certification to any person, including a patient or a
caregiver, except [in accordance with applicable law] where a patient is entitled by law to obtain
copies of their own medical records, such as in 42 Pa.C.S. 61 55(b)( I).
(e) The Department may revoke or suspend the registration of a practitioner for any of the
following:
(I) A violation of the act or this part.
(2) A violation of an order issued under the act or this part.
(3) A violation of a regulation promulgated under the act.
(4) For conduct or activity that would have disqualified the practitioner from receiving a
registration.

(5) Pending the outcome of a hearing in a case which the practitioner’s registration could be
suspended or revoked.

§

I 181a.27. Issuing patient certifications.

(a) A practitioner may issue a patient certification to a patient if the following conditions are
met:
(I) The practitioner has detemined. based upon a patient consultation [and any other factor
deemed relevant by the practitioner,] that the patient has a serious medical condition and has
included that condition in the patient’s health care record.
(1.5) The patient is under the practitioner’s continuinu care for the serious medical condition.
(2) The practitioner has determined the patient is likely to receive therapeutic or palliative medical
benefit from the use of medical marijuana based upon the practitioner’s professional opinion and
review of the following:
(i) The patient’s prior medical history as documented in the patient’s health care records if the
records are available for review.
(ii) The patient’s controlled substance history if the records are available in the Prescription Drug
Monitoring Program.

(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a), the following requirements apply:
(1) A practitioner who is not board-eligible or board-certified in pediatrics or a pediatric
specialty, neurology with special qualifications in child neurology, child and adolescent psychiatry.
or adolescent medicine (whether through pediatrics, internal medicine or family practice) may not
issue a patient certification to a minor patient.
(2) Paragraph (I) will be effective upon the registration of a sufficient number of eligible
practitioners to ensure adequate access for minor patients needing services under the act and this part
based on location, serious medical condition and number of patients, specialty, and number and
availability of practitioners. The Department will publish a notice in the PennsiIvania Ru/kiln I
month before paragraph (I) becomes effective, stating that a sufficient number of eligible
practitioners have registered to effectuate this subsection.
(c) A patient certification that is issued by a practitioner must include[, at a minimum.] all of the
following:
(I) The patients name, home address, telephone number, date of birth and e-mail address, if
available.
(2) The practitioner’s name, business address, telephone numbers, professional e-mail address,
medical license number, area of specialty, ifany, and signature.
(3) The date of the patient consultation for which the patient certification is being issued.
(4) The patient’s specific serious medical condition.
(5) A statement by the practitioner that the patient has a serious medical condition, and the patient
is under the practitioner’s continuing care for the condition.
(6) A statement as to the length of time, not to exceed I year, for which the practitioner believes
the use of medical marijuana by the patient would be therapeutic or palliative.
(7) A statement by the practitioner that includes one of the following:
(i) The recommendations, requirements or limitations as to the form or dosage of medical
marijuana product.
(ii) The recommendation that only a medical professional employed by the dispensary and
working at the dispensary facility consult with the patient or the caregiver regarding the appropriate
form and dosage of the medical marijuana product to be dispensed.
(8) A statement by the practitioner that the patient is terninaIly ill, if applicable.
(9) Any other information that the practitioner believes may be relevant to the patient’s use of
medical marijuana products.
(10) A statement that the patient is homebound or an inpatient during the time for which the
patient certification is issued due to the patient’s medical and physical condition and is unable to visit
a dispensary to obtain medical marijuana products.
(II) A statement that the practitioner has explained the potential risks and benefits of the use of
medical marijuana products to the patient and has documented in the patient’s health care record that
the explanation has been provided to the patient and informed consent has been obtained.

(12) A statement that a false statement made by the practitioner in the patient certification is
punishable under the applicable provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. Chapter 49 (relating to falsification and
intimidation).
(d) Upon completion ofa paticnt certification, a practitioner shall:
(I) Provide a copy of the patient certification to the patient or the patient’s caregiver, if the patient
is a minor, and to an adult patient’s caregiver if authorized by the patient.
(2) Provide the patient certification with the original signature to the Department, which may be
submitted electronically.
(3) File a copy of the patient certification in the patient’s health care record.

§

1181a.28. Modifying a patient certification.

(a) A practitioner may [noti modii5’ [the form of medical marijuana products on] a patient
certification [for 30 days from the date the receipt is entered into the electronic tracking system by
the dispensary unless the practitioner notifies the Department of the intent to modify the patient
certification] at any time after issuance and before expiration.
(b) After modifying a patient certification, a practitioner shall do the following:
(1) Provide a copy of the patient certification to the patient or the patient’s caregiver, if the patient
is a minor, and to an adult patient’s caregiver if authorized by the patient.
(2) Provide the patient certification with the original signature to the Department, which may be
submitted electronically.
(3) File a copy of the patient certification in the patient’s health care record.

§

llSla.29. Revocation of a patient certification.

(a) A practitioner shall immediately notify the Department in writing if the practitioner knows or
has reason to know that any of the following events are true with respect to a patient for whom the
practitioner issued a patient certification:
(I) The patient no longer has the serious medical condition for which the patient certification was
issued.
(2) The use of medical marijuana products by the patient would no longer be therapeutic or
palliative.
(3) The patient has died.
(b) The Department will revoke a patient certification upon receiving notification of the
occurrence of an event listed in subsection (a).
(e) Notwithstanding subsection (a), a practitioner may withdraw the issuance of a patient
certification at any time by notifying, in writing, both the patient and the Department.
(d) The Department will immediately noti1’ a medical marijuana cardholder upon the revocation
of a patient certification and the information shall be entered into the electronic tracking system.

§

1181a.30. Prescription Drug Monitoring Program.

(a) A practitioner shall review the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program prior to issuing or
modifying a patient certification to determine the controlled substance history of the patient to
determine whether the controlled substance history of the patient would impact the patient’s use of
medical marijuana products.

(b) A practitioner may access the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program to do any of the
foil owing:
(1) Dctcmine whether a patient may be under treatment with a controlled substance by another
physician or other person.
(2) Allow the practitioner to review the patients controlled substance history’ as deemed
necessary by the practitioner.
(3) Provide to the patient, or caregiver if authorized by the patient, a copy of the patient’s
controlled substance history.

§

1181a.31. Practitioner prohibitions.

(a) A practitioner may not accept, solicit or offer any forn of remuneration from or to any
individual, prospective patient, patient, prospective caregiver, caregiver or medical marijuana
organization, including an employee, financial backer or principal, to certit3’ a patient, other than
accepting a fee for service with respect to a patient consultation of the prospective patient to
determine if the prospective patient should be issued a patient certification to use medical marijuana
products.
(b) A practitioner may not hold a direct or economic interest in a medical marijuana organization.
(c) A practitioner may not advertise the practitioner’s services as a practitioner who can certi’ a
patient to receive medical marijuana products.
(d) A practitioner may not issue a patient certification for the practitioners own use or for the use
of a family or household member.
(e) A practitioner may not be a designated caregiver for a patient that has been issued a patient
certification by that practitioner.

(0 A practitioner may not receive or provide medical marijuana product samples.
(g) A practitioner may not excessively charge a patient for any expense related to the certification
and follow-up process.

§

1181a.32. Training.

(a) Within the time specified, the following individuals shall complete a 4-hour training course
approved by the Department:
(I) A physician prior to being included in the practitioner registry under § 118 la.24 (relating to
physician registration).
(2) A medical professional prior to assuming any duties at a dispensary under § 1161 a.25
(relating to licensed medical professionals at facility).

(b) The requirements of the training course required under subsection (a) must include[, at a
minimum,1 all of the following:
(I) The provisions of the act and this part relevant to the responsibilities ofa practitioner or
medical professional.
(2) General information about medical marijuana under Federal and State law.
(3) The latest scientific research on the endocannabinoid system and medical marijuana,
including the risks and benefits of medical marijuana.
(4) Recommendations for medical marijuana as it relates to the continuing care of a patient in the
following areas:
(i)

Pain management. including opioid use in conjunction with medical marijuana.

(ii) Risk management. including drug interactions, side effects and potential addiction from
medical marijuana use.
(iii) Palliative care.
(iv) The misuse ofopioids and medical marijuana.
(v) Recommendations for use of medical marijuana and obtaining informed consent from a
patient.
(vi) Any other area determined by the Department.
(5) Use of the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program.
(6) Best practices for recommending the form and dosage of medical marijuana products based
on the patient’s serious medical condition and the practitioner’s or medical professional’s medical
specialty and training.
(c) Successful completion of the course required under subsection (a) shall be approved as
continuing education credits as determined by:
(I) The State Board of Medicine and the State Board of Osteopathic Medicine.
(2) The State Board of Pharmacy.
(3) The State Board of Nursing.
(d) The individuals listed in subsection (a) shall [submiti ensure that the training provider submits
documentation of the completion of the 4-hour training course to the Department within thc time
specified in subsection (a).
(e) The Department will maintain on its publicly-accessible web site a list of approved training
providers that offer the 4-hour training course.
(1) An application for approval to become an approved training provider is available on the
Department’s public website. Any application meeting the requirements of subsections (b) and (c)
will be approved.

§

llSla.33. Appeals.

Chapter 5, Subchapter A of 2 Pa.C.S. (relating to practice and procedure of Commonwealth
agencies) and the accompanying regulations, as modified by Chapter 1230a (relating to practice and
procedure), apply to all actions of the Department under this chapter constituting an adjudication as
defined in 2 Pa.C.S. § 101 (reLating to definitions).
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1191a.22. Patient and caregiver registry.
(a) The Department will maintain a patient and caregiver registry.

(b) Patient and caregiver information maintained by the Department is confidential and not
subject to public disclosure, including disclosure under the Right-to-Know Law (65 P.S. §
67.101—67.3 104). Patient and caregiver information must include the following:
(I) Information provided in an identification card application.
(2) Information in a patient certification issued by a practitioner.
(3) Criminal history record check information provided as pan of an identification card
application submitted by a caregiver under § 1191 a.27 (relating to criminal background checks).
(4) Information encoded in the 2D barcode of an identification card.
(5) Information relating to a patients serious medical condition.
(c) A caregiver who is listed in the patient and caregiver registry may waive in writing the
caregivers right to confidentiality and consent to the caregivers name and contact information being
provided to a patient who has obtained a patient certification from a practitioner.

§

1191a.23. Patients and caregivers generally.

(a) The qualifications that a patient or caregiver shall meet to be included in the patient and
caregiver registry and to obtain an identification card or a medical marijuana patient authorization
letter are continuing qualifications.
(b) Except with respect to a minor patient as provided in § 1191 a.32 (relating to medical

marijuana patient authorization letters), the Department may issue an identification card to an
applicant who meets the qualifications in the act and this part.[
(c) The Department may issue an identification card to an individual who is under 21 years of age
to serve as a caregiver when a sufficient showing is made to the Department that the individual
should be permitted to serve as a caregiver, as determined by the Department].
(d) A minor patient shall have a caregivcr who is one of the following:
(I) A parent or legal guardian.
(2) An individual designated by a parent or legal guardian.[
(3) An appropriate individual approved by the Department upon a sufficient showing that a
parent or legal guardian is not appropriate or available.]

§

1191a.24. Medical marijuana cardholder responsibilities.

(a) A medical marijuana cardholder shall immediately contact the Department upon the
occurrence of any of the following:
(1) A change of the medical marijuana cardholder’s name or address.
(2) The withdrawal of a patient certification by a practitioner under § I l8la.29 (relating to
revocation of a patient certification).
(3) A decision by a patient or the patient’s legal guardian to discontinue the services of a
caregiver.
(4) A decision by a caregiver to no longer serve as a caregiver for a patient.
(5) A decision by a patient, the patient’s legal guardian or a parent on behalf of a patient to
discontinue obtaining medical treatment from the practitioner who issued the patient certification.
(b) A medical marijuana cardholder shall apply to the Department for a replacement identification
card within 10 business days of discovering the loss or defacement of the identification card.

§

1191a.25. Application for, and issuance or denial of, identification cards.

(a) An applicant shall submit an identification card application [on a form prescribed by the
Department]. The application will be made available on the Department’s publicly-accessible web
site and in hard copy upon request.
(b) An identification card application submitted by or on behalf of a patient must include[. at a
minimum.] the following information:
(1) The name, address, telephone number, e-mail address, if available. and date of birth of the
patient.
(2) The patient’s Pennsylvania driver’s license number, a Department of Transportation Stateissued identification card, if applicable, or other documentation acceptable to the Department
evidencing the patient’s identification and residency in this Commonwealth.
(3) The name, address and telephone number of the practitioner who issued the patient

certification.
(4) The name, birth date, address, telephone number and e-mail address, if applicable, of up to
two individuals designated by the applicant to serve as caregivers, if applicable.
(5) The patient certification issued by the patients practitioner, which shall be provided by the
practitioner to the Department under § I 181a.27(d)(2) (relating to issuing patient certifications).

(6) The appropriate fee or proof of financial hardship as provided for in § I lQla.26 (relating to
application fees).
(7) The signature of the applicant and the date signed.
(8) A statement that a false statement made in the application is punishable under the applicable
provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. Chapter 49 (relating to falsification and intimidation).
(9) Any other information deemed necessary by the Department.]
(c) For an application submitted under this section thaI designates an individual as a caregiver
who is not authorized under the act or this pan to serve as a caregiver, the following apply:
(I) The Department may deny that portion of the application and approve the balance of the
application. In that case, an identification card may be issued to the patient but the designated
caregiver will not be authorized to serve in that capacity.
(2) If the application is submitted on behalf oft minor patient but does not include the
designation of another individual as a earegiver who is authorized under the act or this part to serve
as a caregiver. the Department will deny the entire application unless and until the applicant
designates an individual who is authorized to serve.
(3) An individual designated as a caregiver may not serve as a caregiver unless and until the
individual submits an application under subsection (d) and the individual is issued an identification
card by the Department.
(d) An identification card application submitted by a caregiver must include[, at a minimum,] the
following information:
(I) The name, address, telephone number, e-mail address, if available. and date of birth of the
caregiver.
(2) The earegivers Pennsylvania drivers license number[,] or a Department of Transportation
State-issued identification card, if applicable. [or other documentation acceplable to the Department]
evidencing the caregivers identification.
(3) The name, address and telephone number of the practitioner who issued the patient
certification.
(4) The patient certification issued by the patient’s practitioner, which will be provided by the
practitioner to the Department under § I I 8 1 a.27(d)(2).
(5) A copy of the criminal history record information required under § 1191a.27 (relating to
criminal background checks), except when not required pursuant to I 191a.29(c).
(6) The name, address, telephone number and e-mail address, if available, of [up to five patients]
any patient for which the caregiver wishes to be approved by the Department as a caregiver.

(7) The appropriate fee or proof of financial hardship as provided for in § I 191a.26 (relating to
application fees).
(8) The signature of the applicant and the date signed.
(9) A statement that a false statement made in the application is punishable under the applicable
provisions of 18 PaC.S. Chapter 49.
(10) Any other information deemed necessary by the Department,]
(e) The Department will review the criminal history record information obtained by a caregiver
under § I 191a.27 and the Prescription Drug Monitoring Program database before approving the
issuance ofan identification card to the caregiver. The Department will deny the issuance of an
identification card to a caregiver if the caregiver has been convicted ofa criminal offense relating to
the sale or possession of drugs, narcotics or controlled substances that occurred within the 5 years
immediately preceding the submission of the application. The Department may deny the issuance of
an identification card to a caregiver if the caregiver has a history of drug abuse or of diverting
controlled substances or illegal drugs.
(f The Department will [promptly] notify [an] a carcgivcr applicant in writing ifan identification
card application is incomplete or flictually inaccurate and provide the applicant with an explanation
as to what documents or information are necessary for the Department to consider the identification
card application to be complete and accurate.
(g) [An] A careuiver applicant shall have 60 days from [receipt] mailing of a notification under
subsection (I) to submit to the Department the documents or information requested. If [an] a
caregiver applicant fails to submit the requested documents or information within 60 days, the
Department may deny the identification card application.
(h) The Department vill notit’ [an] a care2iver applicant in writing of the reasons for the denial
of an identification card application.
(i) [An] A careidver applicant whose identification card application is denied may submit a new
identification card application. The Department may decline to consider a new application that does
not correct the deficiencies in the initial application leading to a prior denial.

§

1191a.26. Application fees.

(a) An applicant shall pay no more than one fee of $50 in a 12-month period for an identification
card with an identification card application.
(b) Notwithstanding subsection (a):
(I) An applicant shall submit a fee of $25 if the Department issues a replacement identification
card as a result of a lost, stolen, destroyed, defaced or illegible identification card.
(2) An applicant shall pay a second fee of $50 in the same 12-month period with an identification
card renewal application.
(c) The Department may establish higher fees for issuance of a second and subsequent
replacement identification cards by publishing notice of those fees in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.
(d) [Subject to § I l9la.32 (relating to medical marijuana patient authorization letters), the] The

Department may waive or reduce the fee for an identification card application or identification card
renewal application for an applicant who demonstrates financial hardship. The Department will post
on its publicly-accessible web site the qualifications for financial hardship that an applicant
requesting a waiver or reduction of the application fee shall submit with an identification card
application or identification card renewal application. The Dcpartment will publish notice of the
qualifications for financial hardship in the Pennsylvania Bulletin.

§

1191a.27. Criminal background checks.

(a) An individual applying for an identification card to serve as a caregiver. who has not
previously been approved by the Department to serve as a caregiver. shall submit fingerprints to the
Pennsylvania State Police, or an authorized agent, for the purpose of obtaining a criminal history
record check. The Pennsylvania State Police, or an authorized agent, will submit the fingerprints to
the Federal Bureau of Investigation for the purpose of verifying the identity of the earegiver and
obtaining a current record of any criminal arrests and convictions.
(b) The Department may only review the criminal history record information received under
subsection (a) to determine the caregivers character, fitness and suitability to serve as a caregiver
under the act and Ihis part.

§

1191a.28. Identification cards.

(a) The Department will issue an identification card to a patient or caregiver as soon as
reasonably practicable after approving an identification card application.
(b) An identification card will contain all of the following information:
(I) The Cull name of the medical marijuana cardholder.
(2) The address of the medical marijuana cardholder.
(3) A designation of the medical marijuana cardholder as a patient or a caregiver.
(4) The date of issuance and the date of expiration of the identification card.
(5) A unique identification number for the medical marijuana cardholder.
(6) A photograph of the medical marijuana cardholder unless the patient or caregiver provides
the Department with a statement in accordance with subsection (c).
(7) Any requirement or limitation on the patient certification concerning the recommended form
of medical marijuana products or limitation on the duration of use, if applicable.[
(8) Any other information deemed necessary by the Department.]
(c) Notwithstanding subsection (b)(6), the Department may not require a photograph on an
identification card if a statement is provided to the Department in an identification card application
that a photograph cannot be provided due to religious beliefs.
(d) An identification card issued to a patient will expire on the earlier to occur of the following:
(1) The date occurring 1 year from the date of issuance.
(2) The date, if any, contained in the patient certification issued to the patient beyond which the

practitioner does not believe the use of medical marijuana by the patient would be therapeutic or
palliative.
(3) The date the patient dies.
(e) An identification card issued to a caregiver will expire on the earlier to occur of the following:
(1) The date that occurs 1 year from the date of issuance.
(2) Any of the events listed under subsection (d)(2) or (3).
(3) The date the caregiver dies.

§

1191a.29. Renewing an identification card.

(a) A medical marijuana cardholder shall submit an identification card renewal application to the
Department no later than 30 days prior to the expiration date on the card. The form of the renewal
application will be prescribed by the Department and wilt be made available on the Department’s
publicly-accessIble web site and in hard copy upon request. If a medical marijuana cardholder’s
patient certification is expired, the cardholder shall obtain a new or updated patient certification
issued by the patients practitioner, which will be provided by the practitioner to the Department
under § I lSla.27(d)(2) (relating to issuing patient certifications).
(b) If the Department denies an identification card renewal application or if the Department does
not receive a complete identification card renewal application by the expiration date on the
identification card, the identification card will no longer be valid beyond the expiration date and the
Department may remove a medical marijuana cardholder from the patient and earegiver registry.
(c) Section 1191 a.27 shall not apply to an applicant who has been previously approved by the
Department to serve as a careEziver.

§

1191a.30. Revocation or suspension of identification card.

(a) The Department may revoke or suspend a medical marijuana cardholder’s identification card
upon the occurrence of any of the following:
(1) The Department receives written notice from a practitioner tinder § 1181 a.29(a) (relating to
revocation of a patient certification).
(2) A caregiver notifies the Department in writing that the caregiver is no longer acting as a
caregiver.
(3) The patient or caregiver has intentionally, knowingly or recklessly violated the act or
regulations [as detennined by the Department]. The suspension or revocation will be in addition to
any criminal or other penalty that may apply.
(4) Except for good cause shown, a medical marijuana cardholder does not visit a dispensary
within 60 days from the issuance date on an identification card.
(5) A patient notifies the Department in writing that the patient has elected to withdraw from
participation in the medical mariiuana proizram or that the patient has removed or changed a current
caregiver. If the caregiver is not serving as a earegiver for any other patient, the Department will
issue a notification to the caregiver that the caregiver’s identification card is invalid [and shall be
promptly remmed to the Department].

(b) The Department will [promptly) notil5’ a medical marijuana cardholder in writing of any
action taken by the Department regarding the medical marijuana cardholder as a result of
information received under subsection (a).
(c) If a patient’s practitioner’s registration has been revoked or suspended under § 1181 a.26
(relating to denial, revocation or suspension ola practitioner registration) or ifa patient’s practitioner
withdraws the patient’s patient certification under § 1161 a.29(e), a medical marijuana cardholder
shall obtain a new patient certification within 90 days of receiving written notice from the
Department or prior to the expiration date on the identification card, whichever is sooner.

§

1191 a.31. Obtaining medical marijuana products from a dispensary.

(a) A medical marijuana cardholder may only obtain medical marijuana products from a
dispensary in accordance with § 116 la.24 (relating to limitations on dispensing).
(b) A medical marijuana cardholder may only obtain medical marijuana products from a
dispensary based upon the recommendation in a patient certification that has not been revoked under
§ 1181 a.29 (relating to revocation ofa patient certification) and that may be accessed by a
dispensary through the electronic tracking system.

§

1191a.32. Medical marijuana patient authorization letters.

(a) The Department will issue a medical marijuana patient authorization letter to a minor patient
instead of issuing an identification card to the minor patient. Upon reaching 18 years of age, a minor
patient who has been issued a medical marijuana patient authorization letter will be entitled to
reccive an identification card upon application under § I l9la.25 (relating to application for, and
issuance or denial of, identification cards).
(b) The Department may issue a medical marijuana patient authorization letter to an adult patient
only when the patient’s illness or infirmity permanently prevents the patient from visiting a
dispensary.
(c) A patient who has been issued a medical marijuana patient authorization letter by the
Department under this section shall have all of the rights and obligations of a medical marijuana
cardholder under this chapter, except that an identification card shall be required for entry into a
dispensary.
(d) A medical marijuana patient authorization letter is subject to the same terms and conditions,
including expiration, revocation and suspension requirements, as an identification card under this
chapter.
(c) A patient who has been issued a medical marijuana patient authorization letter by the
Department under this section will not be required to pay an identification card application fee or an
identification card renewal application fee.

§

1191a.33. Appeals.

Chapter 5, Subchapter A of2 Pa.C.S. (relating to practice and procedure of Commonwealth
agencies) and the accompanying regulations, as modified by Chapter 1230a (relating to practice and
procedure), apply to all actions of the Department under this chapter constituting an adjudication as
defined in 2 Pa.C,S, § 101 (relating to definitions).
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1211a.22. Clinical registrants generally.

(a) The qualifications that a clinical registrant shall meet to be approved by the Department are
continuing qualifications.
(b) An applicant that has already been issued a grower/processor permit or a dispensary permit by
the Department undcrseetions 601—616 ofthe act (35 P.S. § 10231.601—10231.616) who wishes
to become an approved clinical registrant shall:

(I) Submit a request to the Department under § 121 la.28 (relating to request for conversion ofan
existing permit) with the application for approval of a clinical registrant.
(2) Not be required to apply for, or be eligible to receive, an additional groeriprocessor permit
or dispensary permit under the act, this chapter, Chapter 1141 a, Chapter 1151 a or Chapter 1161 a
(relating to general provisions: growers/processors; and dispensaries), as applicable.
(c) The Department will not approvc morc than [cighti ten clinical registrants.
(d) An approved clinical registrant may not dispense or offer to dispense, as a clinical registrant,
any medical marijuana products at the clinical registrant dispensary location until:
(1) The [Department has determined that an approved clinical registrant is ready, willing and able
to operate as a] clinical registrant’s grower/processor and [a) dispensary facilities have been
inspected and deemed operational by the Department.
(2) The approved clinical registrant demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Department that it will
be able to begin an approved research program or research study within 6 months following the date
the Department determines the approved clinical registrant’s dispensary to be operational.
(e) An approved clinical registrant may dispense medical marijuana products to a patient or
caregiver who presents a valid identification card to an employee who is authorized to dispense

medical marijuana products at a dispensary location operated by an approved clinical registrant
under this chapter regardless of whether the patient is a participant in a research study.

§

1211a.23. Limitation on permits.

(a) An approved clinical registrant may not hold more than one grower/processor permit and one
dispensary permit.
(b) A dispensary permit held by an approved clinical registrant for use under this chapter may be
used to dispense medical marijuana products at no more than six separate locations as approved [by
the Department] in its application or under * 1161 a.40, each of which shall be dispensing medical
marijuana for the purpose of conducting research,
(c) An approved clinical registrant may not locate more than three of its approved dispensaries in
the same medical marijuana region or in the same county.

§

1211a.24. Capital requirements.

An applicant shall provide all of the following information with its application under § 121 la.27
(relating to application for approval of a clinical registrant):
(I) An affidavit, on a form prescribed by the Department. slating that the applicant has at least
SI 5 million in capital, which must include evidence that the applicant meets the capital requirements
ofa medical marijuana organization under § I l4la.30 (relating to capital requirements).
(2) A release sufficient to obtain information from a state governmental agency, financial
institutions, an employer or any other person to verify the requirements of paragraph (I). Failure to
provide a release will result in the rejection of the application for approval of a clinical registrant.

§

1211a.25. Certifying ACRCs.

(a) The qualifications that an ACRC shall meet to be approved by the Department are continuing
qualifications.
(b) An accredited medical school may file an application with the Department to be certificd as
an ACRC using a form prescribed by the Department. The Department will publish a notice in the
Peni,si’Iiania Bulletin announcing the availability of the application and the time period during
which the Department will accept applications.
(e) An application submitted tinder subsection (b) must include all of the following information:
(I) The legal name, address and telephone number of the accredited medical school and the name,
telephone number and professional e-mail address of an individual at the accredited medical school
who will be the primary contact for the Department during the Department’s review of the
application.
(2) The legal name, address and telephone number of the acute care hospital that is operated by or
partnered with the accredited medical school and the name, telephone number and professional e
mail address of an individual at the accredited medical school who will be the primary contact for
the Department during the Department’s review of the application.
(3) An affidavit, on a form prescribed by the Department, disclosing any payments to the
accredited medical school or any of its affiliates made by a person with whom the accredited medical
school intends to enter into a research contract for purposes of operating as an approved clinical

registrant or by any principal or financial backer of the person, up to and including the date of the
submission of the application. The affidavit must include the amount and purpose of each payment
made.
(4) A statement that the accredited medical school is currently accredited by the Liaison
Committee of Medical Education or the Commission on Osteopathic College Accreditation.
(5) A statement that the acute care hospital designated by the accredited medical school under
paragraph (2) holds a valid license from the Department.
(6) The State and Federal tax identification numbers of the accredited medical school.
(7) A statement that a false statement made by the accredited medical school submitting the
application is punishable under the applicable provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. Chapter 49 (relating to
Ililsi fication and intimidation).[
8) Any other information deemed necessary by the Department.]
(d) The Department will publish a list containing the name and address of each ACRC on its
publicly-accessible web site and in the Pennsvhvnia Bulletin.

§

1211a.26. Revocation of a certification of an ACRC.

(a) The certification of an ACRC will be revoked by the Departmcnt upon the occurrence of any
of the following:
(1) The ACRC is no longer accredited by the Liaison Committee of Medical Education or the
Commission on Osteopathic College Accreditation, as applicable.
(2) The ACRC no longer operates or is partnered with the acute care hospital listed in its
application for certification.
(3) The ACRC is no longer located in this Commonwealth.
(b) lithe Department intends to revoke the certification ofan ACRC under this section, the
Department will provide written notice of its intention to the ACRC. Upon receipt of a notice under
this subsection, the ACRC shall have 90 days from the date of the notice to provide the Department
with evidence satisfactory to the Department that it has received reaccreditation by the Liaison
Committee of Medical Education or the Commission on Osteopathic College Accreditation, as
applicable, that it operates or is partnered with another acute care hospital or that it has relocated
within this Commonwealth. If the ACRC does not comply with this subsection within 90 days from
the date of the notice, the Department may revoke the certification of the ACRC.

§

1211a.27. Application for approval of a clinical registrant.

(a) An applicant shall file an application for approval of a clinical registrant with the Department
on a form prescribed by the Department. The Department will publish a notice in the Pennsylvania
Bulletin announcing the availability of applications and the time period during which the Department
will accept applications.
(b) An application for approval of a clinical registrant submitted under this section must include
all of the following information:
(1) The legal name, address and telephone number of the applicant and the name, telephone

number and professional e-mail address ofan individual who will be the primary contact for the
Department during the Department’s review of the application.
(2) The name of the ACRC under § 121 la.25 (relating to certifying ACRCs).
(3) The applicant’s State and Federal tax identification numbers.
(4) An affidavit, on a form prescribed by thc Department, disclosing any payments made by the
applicant, a principal or financial backer of the applicant to an ACRC or any affiliates of an ACRC,
up to and including the date of the submission of the application. The affidavit must include the
amount and purpose of each payment made.
(5) The name of an institution of higher education, if any, that will bc participating in an
approved research program or research study.
(6) An affidavit and release under § 121 la.24 (relating to capital requirements).
(7) Evidence that the applicant is responsible and capable of successftullv operating as an
approved clinical registrant, including all of the following:
(i)

A copy of the research contract between the applicant and the ACRC.

(H) A description ofthe research program or research study the applicani and the ACRC intend
to conduct.
(Hi) A statement that the applicant may not engage in the business of selling, dispensing or
offering to dispense medical marijuana products at an applicant’s dispensary as a clinical registrant
until the [clinical registrant dispensary is ready, willing and able to dispense medical marijuana
products] clinical rcrzistrant’s L’rower!processor and dispensary facilities have been inspected and
deemed operational by the Department.
(8) Except as provided in § 1211a.28 (relating to request for conversion ofan existing permit), an
application for a grover’processor permit under Chapters L l4la and 115 Ia (relating to general
provisions; and growers!processors).
(9) Except as provided in § 121 la.28, an application for a dispensary permit under Chapter 1141 a
and Chapter I 161a (relating to dispensaries).
(10) A statement that a false statement made by the applicant is punishable under the applicable
provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. Chapter 49 (relating to falsification and intimidation)j
(II) Any other information deemed necessary by the Department.]
(c) An applicant may only include one ACRC in its application for approval of a clinical
registrant.
(d) The following documents provided to the Department under this chapter are confidential and
not subject to disclosure under the Right-to-Know Law (65 P.S. § 67.101—67.3104):
(I) A research contract.
(2) A description of a research program or research study.
(3) An ACRC’s intellectual property.

(4) An approved clinical registrants intellectual property.

§

1211a.27a. Research contracts.

(a) An applicant for approval as a clinical registrant shall provide, with its application, either an
executed agreement or a letter of intent to enter into an agreement, with an ACRC, the effective date
of which shall be on or after the effective date of the ACRC certification.
(b) A clinical registrant applicant may submit more than one application, with separate
applications identitiing distinct ACRCs.
(c) An ACRC may enter into a letter of intent with more than one clinical registrant applicant but
may only execute a research contract with one approved clinical registrant.
(d) If more than one applicant for approval as a clinical registrant submits an application that
includes a letter of intent with the same ACRC, the Department shall follow the following process in
approving the applications:
(I) Detcminc initially that the CR application meets the following qualifications:
(i)

Is complete;

(ii) Complies with the act and this part, and
(iii) Meets the following minimum scoring requirements in each of the following application
sections:

Grower Processor Application

8—Operational Timetable
9—Employee Qualifications, Description of
Duties and Training
10—Security and Sun’eillance
11—Transportation of Medical Marijuana
12—Storage of Medical Marijuana
13—Packaging and Labeling of Medical
Marijuana
14—Inventory Management
15—Management and Disposal of Medical
Marij uana Waste
16—Diversion Prevention
17—Growing Practice
16—Nutrient and Additive Practices
19—Processing and Extraction
20—Sanitation and Safety
22—Recordkeeping
24—Business History and Capacity to Operate
Attachment D: Site and Facility Plan
Dispensary Application

8—Operational Timetable
9—Employee Qualifications, Description of
Duties and Training
10—Security and Surveillance
11—Transportation of Medical Marijuana
12—Storage of Medical Marijuana
14—Inventor Management
15—Diversion Prevention
16—Sanitation and Safety
I 7—Recordkeeping
19—Business History’ and Capacity to Operate
Attachment D: Site and Facility Plan

Ma
Points/Section

Minimum
Acceptable Score

75
25

31
II

50
25
25
25

21
II
II
II

25
25

11
11

50
100
100
100
25
25
75
50

21
41
41
41
1!
11
31
21

Max
Points/Se
ction
100
50

Minimum
Acceptable
Score
41
21

100
50
75
75
100
50
75
75
50

41
21
31
31
41
21
31
31
21

(2) The Department shall approve clinical registrant applicants that meet the standards of
paragraph (I) in the following order:
(I) A clinical registrant applicant that holds a grower/processor permit and a dispensary permit.
both of which are in good standing, and both medical marijuana organizations have been deemed
operational by the Department. In applying this preference. the Department will look at the clinical
registrant’s primary dispensary location only.
(ii) A clinical registrant applicant that holds a grower/processor permit only that is in good
standing and the applicant’s medical marijuana organization has been deemed operational by the
Department.
(iii) A clinical registrant applicant that holds a dispensary permit only that is in good standing and
the applicant’s primary dispensary location has been deemed operational by the Department.
(iv) A clinical registrant applicant that holds a grower/processor permit only that is in good
standing. but has not been deemed operational by the Departmenl.
(v) A clinical registrant applicant that holds a dispensary permit only that is in good standing, but
has not had its primary location deemed operational by the Department.
(vi) A clinical registrant applicant that is applying for both a grower/processor permit and
dispensary pennit under this chapter. Awarding of approval to these clinical registrant applications
shall be prioritized by ranking the sum of the grower/processor permit and dispensary permit
application scores highest to lowest.

§

1211a.28. Request for conversion of an existing permit.

(a) An applicant holding a grower/processor permit or a dispensary permit, or both, under sections
601—616 of the act (35 P.S. § 10231.601—10231.616), shall submit a request for conversion ofan
existing permit under tins section on a font prescribed by the Department when submitting an
application for approval ofa clinical registrant under § 121 la.27 (relating to application for approval
of a clinical registrant).
(b) Upon approval of a clinical registrant under subsection (a), the clinical registrant shall surrender
its grower/processor permit or dispensary pentit. or both, previously issued under sections 601—6 16
of the act.
(c) A grower/processor permit or dispensary permit, or both, surrendered under subsection (b) will
increase the number of grower/processor permits or dispensary permits, as applicable, available to
other persons applying for permits under sections 601—616 of the act, Chapter 1 l4la (relating to
general provisions) and Chapter 1 151a or Chapter 1 l6la (relating to grovers/•processors: and
dispensaries), as applicable.
(d) An applicant may include additional dispensary locations in its request for conversion of an
existing permit or may request additional dispensary locations at a later date under § I l6la.40
(relating to application for additional dispensary locations).

§

1211a.29. Practices and procedures of research programs, projects or studies.

(a) Medical marijuana dispensed as part of a research program shall be dispensed only in a form
permitted by the act or this part and only from a dispensary to a patient or to a caregiver.
(b) Marijuana dispensed under a research project or study may be dispensed, in any forn deemed
medically safe by an IRB, from a clinical registrant dispensary directly to an ACRG.
(c) A RAG or IRB shall adopt research procedures and shall review and approve each research
program in accordance with the RAG or IRB established practices and procedures.
(d) An IRB shall review each proposed research project or study in accordance with the IRB’s
practices, procedures and protocols.

(e) A RAG or IRB shall[. at a minimum,) ensure that each research program, project or study
addresses all of the following:
(U Protecting the rights and welfare of patients involved in research programs conducted under
this chapter.
(2) Minimizing the risk to patients by using procedures that are consistent with sound research
design and that do not unnecessarily expose patients to risk being perfonried on subjects for
diagnosis or treatment purposes.
(3) Determining that the risks to patients involved in research programs are reasonable in relation
to the anticipated benefits (if any) to the patients, and the importance of the knowledge that may be
expected to result from the research program.
(4) Guaranteeing that informed consent will be sought from each prospective patient or the
patients legally authorized representative and is properly documented.
(5) Protecting the privacy of every patient.

1211a.29a. Research initiative.
(a) An academic clinical research center. in coordination with its contracted clinical registrant, may
conduct a research initiative on the antimicrobial effects of applying solvent-based extraction methods
and processes to microbial contamination of immature medical mariiuana plants. medical mariiuana
plants. medical marijuana or medical marijuana products.
(b) An academic clinical research center shall submit to the Department for approval a completed
written research protocol of the planned research initiative. The Department shall grant approval or
denial of the protocol within 15 days of its submission. The following apply:
(1) The research initiative shall commence no later than 30 days from the date the Department
issues approval and shall be completed no later than six months from the start date of the research
i nitiati ye.

(2) Research initiative findings shall be provided to the Department by the academic clinical
research center within 15 days of the research initiative’s conclusion.
(3) An academic clinical research center and its contracted clinical registrant shall present research
initiative findings to the medical maHiuana advisory board and the board’s research subcommittee for
the board’s review and consideration under sections 1201 and 1202 of the act. The board shall issue a

written report, with recommendations and findings regarding the use of solvent-based extraction
methods and processes on microbial contamination by a clinical registrant or grower/processor. The
secretary may approve the board’s recommendation in accordance with section 1202.
(4) Prior to implementing a recommendation of the board under paragraph (3). as approved by the
secretary, a clinical registrant or grower/processor shall seek approval from the Department for a
change in its grower/processor extraction process. The Department shall inspect the site and facility
equipment. Upon approval, the Department shall issue a notice of final approval to implement the
process.
1211a.30. Approval or denial of an application for approval of a clinical
registrant.

§

(a) An applicant shall be an approved clinical registrant upon the Department’s approval of an
application under § 121 la.27 (relating to application for approval of a clinical registrant).
(b) The Department may deny the application for approval ofa clinical registrant if the payments
disclosed in the affidavit submitted under § 121 la.27(b)(4) violate the prohibition iii § 121 la.34
(relating to prohibition).
(c) Before the Department denies an application for approval of a clinical registrant under
subsection (b), the Department will provide the applicant with written notice specifying the violation.
The applicant may submit to the Department. within 10 days following receipt of the Departments
written notice, a supplemental affidavit indicating that the ACRC or its affiliate has refunded to the
applicant or a principal or financial backer of the applicant that portion of payments in violation of §
121 la.34. Upon receipt of the supplemental affidavit, the Department may approve the application for
approval of a clinical registrant. lfthe applicant fails to provide a supplemental affidavit within 10
days of the Department’s written notice, the Department will deny the application for approval of a
clinical registrant.
(c.l) The Department shall not approve an applicant for a grower/processor permit if the applicant
has previously had a contractual relationship with an academic clinical research center whereby the
academic clinical research center or its affiliate provided advice to the applicant regarding, among
other areas, patient health and safety. medical applications and dispensina and management of
controlled substances and the applicant subsequently sold or assigned for profit to another entity their
responsibility under the contractual relationship.
(d) An approved clinical registrant shall have the same rights and obligations as a medical
marijuana organization that holds a grower/processor permit or a dispensary permit under sections
10231,601—10231.616) and Chapters 1 141a, I l5la and I l6la
601—616 ofthe act (35 P.S.
(relating to general provisions; growers/processors; and dispensaries), as applicable, subject to any
modifications or limitations in sections 2001—2003 of the act (35 P.S. § 10231.2001— 10231.2003)
and this chapter.
(e) A grower/processor permit and a dispensary permit issued to an approved clinical registrant
will expire upon the nonrenewal, revocation or suspension by the Department of the approved clinical
registrant’s approval.

§

1211a.31. Renewal of approval of a clinical registrant.

(a) The term of an approval of a clinical registrant will coincide with the term of the clinical
registrant’s grower/processor permit and dispensary permit.
(b) An approved clinical registrant shall renew its approval as part of the renewal for a

grower/processor permit and a dispensary permit under § 114 la.36 (relating to permit renewal
applications). The renewal application must be on a form prescribed by the Department and include
all of the following:
(1) A copy of the research contract.
(2) A list of the approved research programs or research studies that are continuing or, ilany of
them are concluded, the dates they were concluded.
(3) A report of the current status of active research programs or research studies being conducted
under the research contract, including preliminary findings, if applicable, and any expectations and
projections the approved clinical registrant and the ACRC have for future research programs or
research studies over the course of the 2 years following the date of submission of the report.
(4) A description of proposed research programs or research studies covered by the research
contract that the approved clinical registrant intends to conduct within the next year following
submission of the renewal application including evidence of IRB approval for each research program
or research study.
(5) A statement that a false statement made by the approved clinical registrant or the ACRC is
punishable under the applicable provisions of 18 Pa.C.S. Chapter 49 (relating to falsification and
intimidation).[
(6) Any other information deemed necessary by the Department.]
(c) The Department will not renew an approval for a clinical registrant under this section if the
Department determines that none of the dispensary Locations under the dispensary permit held by the
approved clinical registrant are participating in an approved research program or research study and
the approved clinical registrant does not intend to begin any additional approved research programs or
research studies within the first six months following the approval of its application for renewal.

§

1211a.32. Revocation of approval of a clinical registrant.

(a) The approval of a clinical registrant will be revoked immediately by the Department upon the
occurrence of any ofthe following:
(I) The Department revokes, suspends or does not renew the grower/processor permit or
dispensary permit held by the approved clinical registrant.
(2) Subject to subsection (b), the Department revokes the certification of the ACRC listed in the
clinical registrant’s application under § 121 la.27 (relating to application for approval ofa clinical
registrant).
(3) The research contract between the approved clinical registrant and the ACRC expires without
being renewed or is terminated by either party.
(b) If the Department intends to revoke the certification of the ACRC under subsection (a)(2), the
Department will provide written notice of its intention to the approved clinical registrant. Upon
receipt of a notice under this subsection, the approved clinical registrant shall have 90 days from the
date of the notice to contract with another ACRC that is not already a party to a research contract with
another approved clinical registrant and to provide the Department with all relevant information
relating to the ACRC. If the approved clinical registrant does not comply with this subsection within
90 days from the date of the notice, the Department may revoke the clinical registrant’s approval.

§

1211a.33. Dispensing and tracking medical marijuana products.

In addition to the information to be entered in the electronic tracking system under § I 161a.39
(relating to electronic tracking system) with respect to medical marijuana products dispensed to all
patients and caregivers, the dispensary of an approved clinical registrant shall enter information into
the electronic tracking system as required by the Department that identifies patients that are enrolled
in an approved research program or research study.

§

1211a.34. Prohibition.

Except for reasonable remuneration specifically in a research contract for the services to be
performed or costs to be incurred by an ACRC, an ACRE’ may not solicit or accept anything of value
from an approved clinical registrant or a principal or financial backer ofan approved clinical
registrant. Reasonable remuneration may include up-front deposits or other payments to an ACRE’
utider a research contract to defray start-up and ongoing costs of the ACRE’ in connection with the
establishment of the contractual relationship in the research contract. This section does not apply to
charitable contributions that are pan of a history of giving to an ACRE’ established 1 year or more
prior to the effective date of the act.

§

1211a.35. Reporting requirements.

(a) Except as provided in subsection (b). an approved clinical registrant shall provide a written
report of the findings of its research program or research study to the Department within 365 days of
the completion of an approved research program or research study.
(b) In the event the approved clinical registrant or its ACRE’ intends to subniit a manuscript of the
results of an approved research program or research study to a peer-reviewed medical journal for
publication, the written report required under subsection (a) shall be provided to the Department
within 30 days following publication.
(c) The Department may post the findings received under this section on its publicly-accessible
web site and share them with other approved clinical registrants. ACRCs or any other person it
determines would benefit from the findings.

§

1211a.36. Sale or exchange.

(a) The grower/processor of an approved clinical registrant may sell or exchange the following
items to another grower/processor:
(I) Seeds.
(2) Immature medical marijuana plants.
(3) Medical marijuana plants.
(4) Medical marijuana products.
(b) The grower/processor ofan approved clinical registrant may [onlyj sell its medical marijuana
products to [either its own approved dispensaries or any other approved dispensaries of an approved
clinical registrant] any dispensary.
(c) Notwithstanding subsection (b), an approved clinical registrant may petition the Department,
on a font prescribed by the Department, to sell its medical marijuana products to a dispensary
holding a permit under sections 601—616 of the act (35 P.S. § 1023 l.60I—l023 1.616).

(d) A petition filed under subsection (c) must include either the report or manuscript required under
121
la.35 (relating to reporting requirements). If a clinical registrant fails to provide the report or
§
manuscript required under 121 la.35, the petition will be denied.]

§

1211a.37. Appeals.

Chapter 5 of 2 Pa.C,S. (relating to practice and procedure) and its accompanying regulations, as
modified by Chapter l230a (relating to practice and procedure), apply to actions of the Department
under this chapter constituting an adjudication as defined in 2 Pa.C.S. § 101 (relating to definitions).

CHAPTER 1230a. PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE
Subchapter A. Preliminary Provisions
Subchapter B. Formal Proceedings
SUBCHAPTER A. PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
Sec.

GENERAL
l230a.21.
l230a.22.
l230a.23.
I 230a.24.

Scope.
Definitions.
Docket.
Filing generally.

TIME
l230a.25. Effective date of adjudication, actions or order.
I 230a.26. Representation.

GENERAL

§

1230a.2I. Scope.
(a) This chapter governs practice and procedure before the Department in medical marijuana
appeals and in any action taken by the Office under the act.
(b) This chapter is not applicable to a proceeding to the extent that the applicable statute
governing or authorizing the proceeding sets forth inconsistent practice or procedure.
(c) Except when inconsistent with this chapter, 1 Pa. Code Part II (relating to General Rules of
Administrative Practice and Procedure) is applicable insofar as it relates to adjudicatory
proceedings.
(d) Subsections (a)—(c) supplement 1 Pa. Code § 31.1 (relating to scope of part).

§

1230a.22. Definitions.

(a) The following vords and terms, when used in this chapter. have the following meanings,
unless the context clearly indicates othenvise:
Act—The Medical Marijuana Act (35 P.S. § 10231.101—10231.2110).
Clerk—The Departments Docket Clerk in the Office of Legal Counsel.
Deparuneiu—The Department of Health.
0/71cc—The Department’s Office of Medical Marijuana.
Pe;won—An individual, partnership, association, corporation, political subdivision, municipal
authority or other entity.
(b)

§

Subsection (a) supplements I Pa. Code § 31.3 (relating to definitions).

1230a.23. Docket.
(a) The Clerk has the following duties:
(I) Provide information as to practice and procedure before the Department, under this chapter.

(2) Receive and docket pleadings and other documents required by the Department to be filed
with the Clerk.
(b) A filing shall be directed to the Clerk at the following address, by first class mail, postage
prepaid: Department of Health, Office of Legal Counsel, ATTN: Docket Clerk Room 825, Health
and Welfare Building, 625 Forster Street, l-larrisburu. Pennsylvania 17120-0701.
(c) Pleadings, submittals or other documents required or permitted to be filed under this chapter,
the regulations of the Department or any other provision of law shall be received for filing by the
Clerk within the time limits, if any, for the filing. The date of receipt by the Clerk and not the date
of deposit in the mail is determinative. Electronic submissions will not be accepted by the Clerk for
filing, unless the electronic tiling is specifically perntitted by the Department.
(d) The Clerk shall maintain a docket of proceedings. Each proceeding as initiated will be
assigned a docket number.
(e) The docket will be available for inspection and copying by the public, at the requestor’s
expense, during the office hours of the Department insofar as consistent with the proper discharge of
the duties of the Department.
(U Subsections (a)—(e) supersede I Pa. Code § 33.11 and 33.51 (relating to execution; and
docket).

§

1230a.24. Filing generally.

(a) Pleadings and other documents filed with the Clerk must clearly designate the docket number,
if one has been assigned, the application or permit number, if one has been assigned, and a short title
identifying the pleading or other document. The identity of the individual or person filing the
pleading or other document, including the name, mailing address and status (for example, party or
attorney for a party) must appear on the pleading or other document being filed.

(b) Wa pleading or other document tendered for filing does not comply with this chapter, does
not sufficiently set forth required material or is otherwise deficient, the Department may decline to
accept the pleading or other document for filing and may return it without filing, or the Department
may accept the pleading or other document for filing and advise the individual or person tendering it
of the deficiency and require that the deficiency be corrected within a reasonable period of time.
(c) The Department may require redundant, immaterial, obscene or otherwise inappropriate
comments stricken from a pleading or other document before accepting it for filing.

TIME

§

1230a.25. Effective date of adjudication, actions or order.

(a) An adjudication, action or order will be effective as of the date of mailing unless otherwise
specifically provided.
(b)

§

Subsection (a) supersedes I Pa. Code § 31.14 (relating to effective dates of agency orders).

1230a.26. Representation.

(a) A party, except an individual appearing on [his) their own behalf, shall be represented by an
attorney at all stages of the proceedings subsequent to the filing of the Notice of Appeal or Order to
Show Cause.
(b) A corporation shall be represented by an attorney of record admitted to practice before the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. A corporation may also be represented by an attorney in good
standing and admitted to practice before the highest court of another State on a motion pro hae vice
filed by the Pennsylvania attorney of record.
(e) A group of individuals acting in concert, whether formally or informally, shall be represented
by an attorney admitted to practice law before the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania or by an attorney
in good standing admitted to practice before the highest court of another Slate who has made a
motion to appear pro hoc vice and has agreed in that motion to abide by the rules and regulations of
the Department and the Pennsylvania Rules of Professional Conduct.
(d) An individual may appear in person on his own behalf. The individual is encouraged to
appear through counsel. If the Department deternines that the individual is acting in concert with or
as a representative of a group of individuals, the individual may be required to appear through
counsel under subsection (c).
(e) Subsections (a}—(d) supersede I Pa. Code §* 31.21—31.23 (relating to appearance in
person; appearance by attorney; and other representation prohibited at hearings).

SUBCHAPTER B. FORMAL PROCEEDINGS
Sec.

APPEALS
1230a.38. Commencement, form and content of Notice of Appeal.
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I 230a.46. Entry of default judgment.

APPEALS

§

1230a.38. Commencement, form and content of Notice of Appeal.

(a) An appeal from an action of the Office shall stan with the filing ofa Notice of Appeal with
the Department.
(b) The caption of a Notice of Appeal must be in the following form:

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIADEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH
Name of Appellani
Address of Appellant
Telephone Number of Appellant,
Appellant/Petitioner,

: Docket No.:

V.

The Pennsylvania Department of l-Iealth,
Office of Medical Marijuana,
Appe I lee/Respondent.

NOTICE OF APPEAL
(c) The Notice of Appeal must set forth the name. mailing address, e-mail address, permit
number or application number, if one has been assigned, and telephone number of the appellant. If
the appellant is represented by an attorney, the Notice of Appeal shall be signed by at least one
attorney of record in the attorneys individual name.
(d) lfthe appellant has received written notification ofan action of the Office, a copy of the
action must be attached to the Notice of Appeal.
(e) The Notice of Appeal must set forth in separate numbered paragraphs the specific objections
to the action of the Office. The objections may be factual or legal.

(0 The Notice of Appeal must be typewritten on letter-size paper (approximately 8 to 81/2
inches by 10 1/2 to II inches) and pages after the first must be numbered. Photocopies will be
accepted as typewritten, provided that the copies are legible. Failure to comply with these
requirements will not result in rejection or dismissal of the Notice of Appeal. The Department may
request that the appellant file an amended version of the Notice of Appeal in proper form.

(g) The appellant shall, concurrent with or prior to the fiLing of a Notice of Appeal, serve two
copies on the Departments Office of Legal Counsel in the same manner in which the Notice of
Appeal is filed with the Department.
(h) Subsections (a)—(g) supersede I Pa. Code § 35.5—35.7 and 35.20 (relating to informal
complaints; and appeals from actions of the staff).

§

1230a.39. Timeliness of Notice of Appeal.

(a) Jurisdiction of the Department will not attach to an appeal from an action of the Office unless
the Notice of Appeal is in writing and is timely filed with the Department within 30 days after the
mailing date on the written notice of the action.
(b) An untimely Notice of Appeal may be deemed an admission or may be dismissed with
prejudice by the Department.
(c) The Office may file an answer and new matter to the Notice of Appeal within 30 days of its
service on the Office but is not required to do so.
(d) Subsection (a) supersedes I Pa. Code § 35.5—35.7, 35.20 and 35.35 (relating to informal
complaints; appeals from actions of the staf1 and answers to complaints and petitions).

SPECIAL ACTIONS

§

1230a.43. Orders to Show Cause, orders or petitions filed by the Office.

(a) The Office may start an action by filing an Order to Show Cause, order or other petition filed
by the Office and a notice ofa right to respond or defend. The action is begun when the Order to
Show Cause, order or other petition of the Office is filed with the Clerk.
(b) Service of the Order to Show Cause, order or other petition filed by the Office shall be by
personal service or by United States first class mail, postage prepaid. The date of service shall be the
date specified on the certificate of service.
(c) An Order to Show Cause must set forth the authority under which the Department is
authorized to act and must set forth in separate numbered paragraphs the specific facts and
circumstances upon which the request for action is based.
(d)

The notice ofa right to respond or defend shall conform substantially to the following:

ICase Captionj
NOTICE
If you wish to defend against the claims set forth in the following pages, you must take action
within thirty (30) days after this Order to Show Cause and notice are served by entering a written
appearance personally or by attorney and filing in writing with the Clerk in accordance with §
1230a.23 your answers, defenses or objections to the claims set forth against you. You are warned
that if you fail to do so, the case may proceed without you, and ajudgment may be entered against
you by the Department without further notice for any claim or relief requested by the Office. You
should take this paper to your lawyer at once.
(c)

Subsections (a)—(d) supersede I Pa. Code § 35.14 (relating to orders to show cause).

§ 1230a.44. Answers to Orders to Show Cause, orders or other petitions filed
by the Office.
(a) Answers to Orders to Show Cause, orders or oilier petitions filed by the Office shall be filed
with the CLerk within 30 days after the date of service of the Order to Show Cause, order or other
petition filed by the Office, unless, for cause, the Department. with or without motion, prescribes a
different time.
(b) Answers to Orders to Show Cause, orders or other petitions filed by the Office must set forth
legal objections and any denial of facts in a single pleading.
(c) Answers must be in writing and drafted as to fully and completely advise the parties and the
Department as to the nature of the defense, including affirmative defenses. Answers must admit or
deny specifically and in detail each material allegation of the Order to Show Cause, order or petition
filed by the Office, and state clearly and concisely the facts and matters of law relied upon.
(d) A Respondent failing to file an answer within the prescribed time will be deemed in default
and, upon motion made as set forth in § 1232.46 (relating to entry of default judgment), all relevant
facts in the Order to Show Cause, order or other petition filed by the Office may be deemed
admitted, and default judgment may be entered.
(e) New matter or preliminary objections may not be filed. To the extent that new matter or
preliminary objections are filed, new matter or preliminary objections will be deemed stricken,
(I’) Subsections (a)—(e) supersede I Pa. Code § 35.37 (relating to answers to orders to show
cause).

§

1230a.45. Verifications and affidavits.

(a) Pleadings or other documents containing an averment of fact not appearing of record iii the
action or containing a denial of fact shall be personally verified by a party thereto or by an
authorized officer of the party if a corporation or other business entity. Verification means a signed
written statement of fact supported by oath or affirmation or made subject to the penalties of 18
Pa.C.S. § 4904 (relating to unswom falsification to authorities). If verification is required,
notarization is not necessary.
(b)

The verification form must comply substantially with the following:

VERIFICATION
hereby state that the facts above set forth are true and correct (or are true and correct
I,
to the best of my knowledge, information and belief). I understand that the statements herein are
made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa.C.S. § 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to authorities).
,

Date

Signature

Printed Name
(c) When an affidavit is used, the form should comply substantially with the following:

AFFIDAVIT
(Affiant), being duly sworn (affirmed) according to law, depose and say
1,
that (1 am authorized to make this affidavit on behalf of
corporation/business entity, being
the holder of the office of
that
corporation/business
entity, and that lhc
with
facts above set forth are true and correct (or are true and correct to the best of my knowledge,
information and belief).

(Signature of affiant)
Sworn and subscribed before me this
day of

20.

(Signature of official administering oath)

§

1230a.46. Entry of default judgment.

(a) The Department, on motion of the Office, may enter dethult judgment against the Respondent
for failure to file within the required time an answer to an Order to Show Cause, order or other
petition allowed for under these regulations that contains a notice of a right to respond or defend.
(b) The Respondent may answer the motion for default judgment and request a hearing. If a
request for a hearing on the default judgment is made, the Department may not grant default
judgment prior to a hearing and the filing of an answer
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1151 Appendix A

1151 Appendix A. Acceptable Pesticide Active Ingredients for Use

The following pesticides can be used legally in the growing and processing of seeds, immature medical
marijuana plants, medical marijuana plants or medical marijuana and in accordance with the
Pennsylvania Pesticide Control Act of 1973 (3 P.S. § 111.21—112). Products containing the following
active ingredients must also be labeled for use in greenhouses on food crops to quali’.
EPA
Status

Pesticide Type

25(b)

Insecticide

Castor Oil

25(b)

Insecticide

Cedar Oil

25(b)

Insecticide

Cinnamon

25(b)

Fungicide,
Insecticide

Cinnamon Oil

25(b)

Fungicide,
Insecticide

Citric Acid

2D(b)

Bactericide,
Fungicide

Clove

25(b)

Insecticide

Clove Oil

25(b)

Fungicide

Corn Oil

25(b)

Insecticide

Cottonseed Oil

25(b)

Insecticide

Garlic

25(b)

Insect Repellent

Garlic Oil

25(b)

Fungicide

Geraniol

25(b)

Insecticide

Geranium Oil

25(b)

Fungicide,
Insecticide

Lemon Grass Oil

25(b)

Insecticide

Peppermint Oil

25(b)

Insecticide

Peroxyacetic Acid

25(b)

Fungicide

Potassium Sorbate

25(b)

Insecticide

Rosemary

25(b)

Insecticide

Rosemary Oil

25(b)

Fungicide,
Insecticide, Miticide

Sesame Oil

25(b)

Fungicide,
Insecticide

Sodium Lauryl Sulfate

25(b)

Insecticide

Soybean Oil

25(b)

Fungicide

Thyme

-

.

Comments

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Active Ingredient

2D(b)

Fungicide,
Insecticide, Miticide

Thyme Oil

25(b)

Insecticide

While Pepper

-

Sec 3
Insecticide
Products

Azadirachtin

Sec 3
Fungicide
Products

Bacillus Amyloliquefaciens
Strain D747

.

5 CC 3 Funoicide
Products

For use in protected growing
environments only (for example,
greenhouses).

Bacillus Pumilus Strain GHA 180

See 3
Fungicide
Products

Bacillus Subtilis QST7I3 Strain

See 3
Insecticide
Products

Bacillus Thuringiensis SSP.
Aizawai

Sec3
Insecticide
Products

Canola OLI

See3
Insect Repellent
Products

Capsicum Oleoresm Extract

.

Sec 3
Insecticide
Products
.

Ground application only to nonblooming Chromobacteriurn Sub Strain
plants
PRAA4-1 Cells

Sec 3 Fungicide,
Products Insecticide

Clarified Hydrophobic Extract of
Neem Oil

Sec3
Fungicide
Products

Copper Oetanoate

Sec
PGR
Products

Cytokinin (Kinetin)

See3
Insecticide
Products

Diatornaceous Earth

Sec 3
PGR
Products

Gibberellins (Gibberellic Acid)

Sec3
PGR
Products

Haqin Alpha Beta

Sec 3 Antimicrobial,
Products Fungicide
Sec 3
PGR
Products

No foltar applications allowed.
Applications allowed in flinow at
planting or in hydroponics only.

Hydrogen Peroxide
IBA (Indole-3-Butyric Acid)

Sec3
Insecticide. PGR
Products

Kaolin

Sec3
Insecticide
Products

Mineral Oil

Sec 3
Fungicide
Products

Use only allowed prior to final transplant. Mono-Potassium and Diunless grown in recirculating
Potassium Salts of Phosphorous
hydroponics systems.
Acid

Scc3
Insecticide
Products

Monopotassium Phosphate

Sec 3
Nernaticide
Products

Myrothecium Vermcaria

Sec 3 Fungicide,
Products Insecticide

Neern Oil, Cold Pressed

Sec 3
Insecticide
Products

Use allowed prior to final transplant.

Potassium Laurate

Sec 3 Fungicide,
Products Insecticide

Potassium Salts of Fatty Acids

Sec 3
Insecticide
Products

Pyrcthrins

See3
Insecticide
Products

Pyrethrins

Sec3
Molluscicide
Products

Sodium Fernc EDTA

Sec 3
F ungici d e
Products

Trichodenna Asperellurn Strain
012]
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1141a Appendix A. Serious Medical Conditions.
Act 44 of 2021 amended the statutory definition of “serious medical condition” under the Medical
Marijuana Act (Act). 35 P.S. S 10231.101—10231.2110), to include “other conditions that are
recommended by the Advisory Board (Board) and approved by the Secretary under section 1202.” Section
1201 of the Act charaes the Board with the responsibility to issue written reports, which include the Board’s
recommendation on “whether to change. add or reduce the types of medical conditions which qualify as
See 35 P.S. 1023L120l(jX5Xii). This amendment was given retroactive
serious medical conditions
effect to May 18. 2016. codifying conditions added by the Board between the Act’s commencement and Act
44 of 2021’s passage.
At a public meeting on April 9.2018, the Board adopted a final report recommending that a process
be established for a subcommittee of the Board to review and approve additional serious medical conditions
on a continuous basis. 35 P.S. S 120 l(j)(6). The Secretary approved this recommendation at48 Pa.B 2898
(May 12, 2018). The Department attaches this Appendix A to reflect all approved serious medical
conditions. The Department will periodically, no less than annually if additional serious medical conditions
have been recommended by the Board and approved by the Secretary, publish notice in the Pennsv/iwila
Bulletin updating the list of serious medical conditions. The list will also be posted on the Department’s
publicly accessible Internet website.
The following list is comprised of all medical conditions approved as a “serious medical condition”
under the law:
•

Cancer, including remission therapy.

•

Positive status for Human Immunodeficiency Viws or Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome.

•

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

•

Parkinson’s disease.

•

Multiple sclerosis.

•

Damage to the nervous tissue of the central nervous system (brain-spinal cord) with objective
neurological indication of intractable spasticity, and other associated neuropathies.

•

Epilepsy.

•

In ilammatory bowel disease.

•

Neuropathies.

•

l-luntington’s disease.

•

Crohn’s disease.

•

Post-traumatic stress disorder.

•

Intractable seizures.

•

Glaucoma.

•

Sickle cell anemia.

•

Severe chronic or intractable pain of neuronathic origin or severe chronic or intractable pain.

•

Autism.

•

NeurodeQenerative diseases.

•

Terminal illness.

•

Dvskinetic and spastic movement disorders.

•

Opioid use disorder for which conventional therapeutic interventions are contraindicated or
ineffective, or for which adjunctive therapy is indicated in combination with priman’
therapeutic interventions.

•

Anxiety disorders.

•

Tourettes Syndrome.
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH

September 19. 2022

Mr. David Sumner
Executive Director
Independent Regulatory Review Commission
14th
Floor, 333 Market Street
Harrisburg. PA 17101
Re:

Department of Health Final Regulation No. 10-219
Medical Marijuana Regulations
28 Pa. Code Part IXa
—

Dear Mr. Sumner:
Enclosed are final-form regulations for review by the Independent Regulatory Review
Commission (IRRC) in accordance with the Regulatory Review Act (71 P.S. § 745.1—745.15).
This final-form rulemaking transforms the current temporary regulations found in 28 Pa. Code
Part IX to permanent regulations governing the medical marijuana program in a new Part IXa.
These regulations hirther the purpose ofthe Medical Marijuana Act (35 P.S. § 10231.101
10231.2110) by providing access to medical marijuana for patients with serious medical
conditions; ensuring a safe and effective method of distribution; and promoting high-quality
research into the efficacy of medical marijuana.
The Act provides that upon completion of the agency’s review of comments following
proposed rulemaking. the agency is to submit to the Commission and the Standing Committees a
copy of the agencys response to the comments received, the names and addresses of the
commentators who have requested additional information relating to the final-form regulations,
and the text of the final-form regulations which the agency intends to adopt. See 71 P.S.
§745.5a(a).
A list of the names and addresses of the commentators who requested a copy of the final
form regulations is enclosed. The Department previously forwarded these comments to the
Commission.
The Act also provides that IRRC may have until its next scheduled meeting which occurs
no less than 30 days after receipt of the final-form regulation to approve or disapprove the finalform regulation. 71 P.S § 745.5a(e).

Denise Jehnson, MD ACTING SECRETARY OF HEALTH
Health and Welfare Building I Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
—

625 Forstor Street

8h

Floor West

I

I

717787.98571 wwwhealthpa.gov

The Department will provide IRRC with any assistance it requires to facilitate a thorough
review of the regulations. If you have any questions, please contact David Toth, Director of the
Office of Legislative Affairs, at (717) 787-6436.
Sincerely,

I

Denise Johnson, MD
Acting Secretary of Health
Enclosures

Denise Johnson, MD ACTING SECRETARY CF HEALTH
Health and Welfare Building Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120
—

625 Forster 5treet

8tb

Floor We5t

I

I

7177879857 www.health.pa.gov

Shani Shenk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bradbury, Joan <jbradbury@pasen.gov>
Monday, September 19, 2022 10:48 AM
Keefer, Lisa: Brooks, Senator Michele
RE: Final-Form Medical Marijuana Regulation #10-219

Received Lisa, thank you.

RECEIVED

foanBraâdnwy
Executive Director
Senate Health & Human Services Committee
717-787-1475 (direct)

SEP 1 9

zozz

Independent Regulaiory
Revie;y CommjssjiJ,)

From: Reefer, Lisa <likeefer@pa.gov>
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2022 10:38 AM
To: Brooks, Senator Michele <mbrooks@pasen.gov>
Cc: Bradbury, Joan <jbradbury@pasen.gov>
Subject: Final-Form Medical Marijuana Regulation #10-219
Importance: High

@ CAUTION External Email @

Good Morning,
Attached is a final-form regulatory package from the Department of
Health for medical marijuana.
The Regulatory Review Act requires delivery of the final-form
regulatory package to the Standing Committees of the General
Assembly and the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC)
on the same day, with 1RRC receiving the package last. Confirmation
of receipt by the Standing Committees is required for delivery to
IRRC.
Please respond as soon as possible to this email indicating that you
have received the attached final-form regulatory package so that I
S
can deliver the package to IRRC today, SePtember 1B 2022..

Thank you!
Lisa M. Keefer I Legal Office Administrator 2
Pennsylvania Department of Health
Office of Legal Counsel
Room 825 I Health and Welfare Building
625 Forster Street I Harrisburg, PA 17120
Ph: 717-783-2500 I Fax: 717-705-6042
www.health.pa.qov

RECEIVED
SEP 1 9 2022
Independent Regul;flory
Review Commission

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom it is addressed and
may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any use of this information other than by the
intended receipient is prohibited. If you received this message in error, please send a reply e-mail
to the sender and delete the material from any and all computers. Unintended transmissions
shall not constitute waiver of the attorney-client or any other privilege.
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Shani Shenk
From:
Sent
To:
Subject:

Freeman, Clarissa <Clarissa.Freeman@pasenate.com>
Monday, September 19, 2022 12:58 PM
Keefer, Lisa; Haywood, Art
RE: Final-Form Medical Marüuana Regulation #10-219

Received.

RECEIVED

Thank you

SEP 19 2022

Clarissa L Freeman, Esq. (She/Her)
Health and Human Services Committee
Senate of Pennsylvania
Office of Senator Art Haywood

Indepetuient Regulatory
Review Commission

10 East Wing, Main Capitol Building
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120-3004
717-787-1427 (P)
717-772-0572 (F)

7106 Germantown Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19119-1837
215-242-8171 (P)
215-242-6118 (F)
1168 Easton Road
Abington, PA 19001
215-517-1434 (P)
215-517-1439 (F)

ngJt
Our Philadelphia and Abington offices are open Monday through Friday, from 9:00am -4:45pm. Notary services are only
available in our Philadelphia office. Appointments are required. Please call us at 215-242-8171 or 215-517-1434 for
assistance, or visit our Self-Service page.
You can also reach our team online Tuesday Thursday, from 10:00am 12:00pm & 2:00pm 4:00pm via our Live Chat
tool (real time text communications via computer or mobile phone with a District Representative)
at www.senatorhaywood.com.
—

—

state senor

YWOOP
£

,g I

I mI

1

-

From: Keefer, Lisa <likeefer@pa.gov>
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2022 10:39 AM
To: Haywood, Senator Art <art.havwood@pasenate.com>
Cc: Freeman, Clarissa <clarissa.freeman@pasenate.com>
Subject: Final-Form Medical Marijuana Regulation #10-219
Importance: High

RE 4EIE 1’r

1ii. I)

SEP 19 2022

• EXTERNAL EMAIL •

Independent Regulatory

Rcvie;v Commission

Good Morning,
Attached is a final-form regulatory package from the Department of
Health for medical marijuana.
The Regulatory Review Act requires delivery of the final-form
regulatory package to the Standing Committees of the General
Assembly and the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC)
on the same day, with IRRC receiving the package last. Confirmation
of receipt by the Standing Committees is required for delivery to
IRRC.
Please respond as soon as possible to this email indicating that you
have received the attached final-form regulatory package so that I
can deliver the package to IRRC today, Sebtember 19, 2422..
Thank you!
Lisa M. Keefer I Legal Office Administrator 2
Pennsylvania Department of Health
Office of Legal Counsel
Room 825 I Health and Welfare Building
625 Forster Street I Harrisburg, PA 17120
Ph: 717-783-2500 I Fax: 717-705-6042
www.health.pa.gov
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom it is addressed and
may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any use of this information other than by the
intended receipient is prohibited. If you received this message in error, please send a reply e-mail
2

to the sender and delete the material from any and all computers. Unintended transmissions
shall not constitute waiver of the attorney-client or any other privilege.

This message and any attachment may contain privileged or confidential information intended
solely for the use of the person to whom it is addressed. If the reader is not the intended
recipient then be advised that forwarding, communicating, disseminating, copying or using this
message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please
notify the sender immediately and delete the information without saving any copies.

RECEIVED
SEP 1 9 ZUZZ
Ifl(lQpCfl(I1’lI I kegLi IiIO!

Rev ies (o in miss ion
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Shani Shenk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Siget <Msiget@pahousegop.com>
Monday, September 19, 2Q22 10:40 AM
Keefer, Lisa; klrapp
RE: Final-Form Medical Marijuana Regulation #10-219

Received. Thank you.

RECEIVED

From: Keefer, Usa <likeefer@pa.gov>
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2022 10:37 AM
To: Kathy Rapp <Klrapp@pahousegop.com>
Cc: Michael Siget <Msiget@pahousegop.com>
Subject: Final-Form Medical Marijuana Regulation #10-219
Importance: High

SEP 1 9 20??
Independent Regulatory
Review Commission

Good Morning,
Attached is a final4orm regulatory package from the Department of
Health for medical marijuana.
The Regulatory Review Act requires delivery of the final-form
regulatory package to the Standing Committees of the General
Assembly and the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC)
on the same day, with IRRC receiving the package last. Confirmation
of receipt by the Standing Committees is required for delivery to
IRRC.
Please respond as soon as possible to this email indicating that you
have received the attached final-form regulatory package so that I
can deliver the package to IRRC today, September 19, 2022.
Thank you!
Lisa M. Keefer I Legal Office Administrator 2
Pennsylvania Department of Health
Office of Legal Counsel
Room 825 I Health and Welfare Building
625 Forster Street I Harrisburg, PA 17120
1

Ph: 717-783-2500 I Fax: 717-705-6042
www.health..pa..gov
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom it is addressed and
may contain confidential and!or privileged material. Any use of this information other than by the
intended receipient is prohibited. If you received this message in error, please send a reply e-mail
to the sender and delete the material from any and all computers. Unintended transmissions
shall not constitute waiver of the attorney-client or any other privilege.

1 he Enfornuuiun gransinined is ,ne,nkd on/i Jo, the persrn; or eniiij ic, ,rh,c/, U is acld,’essec/ and i,aj eontai, confidential a,ld/ or privileged ,,,ateriat A fly review.
retrrn,s,nLcsion. d,s.ceintiiaiini, Or other tcc’ of Or taking of nt,j’ action in reltajice upon, fliEs ,nfor,nahon by persons or entities other tIn,,, the intended recipient is
1,rohihited Ifyou received i/its infin’,,,anon in error, p/ease contact i/se sender and delete the tuessa e and inaterinlfrnni all computers.

RECEIVED
SEP 1 9 2022
In depen ci en t Regulatory’
Review Commission

2

Shani Shenk
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Fricke, Erika L. <EFricke@pahouse.net>
Monday, September 19, 2022 12:27 PM
Keefer, Lisa; Frankel Dan B.
RE: Final-Form Medical Marijuana Regulation #10-219

Received

1{IZZEI’VE u

From: Keefer, 115a clikeefer@pa.gov>
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2022 10:35 AM
To: Frankel, Dan <DFrankel@pahouse.net>
Cc: Fricke, Erika L. <EFricke@pahouse.net>
Subject: Final-Form Medical Marijuana Regulation #10-219
Importance: High

SEP 1 9 2022
Iiidepeiident lZegtilaurs
Review (‘omni isswn

Good Morning,
Attached is a final-form regulatory package from the Department of
Health for medical marijuana.
The Regulatory Review Act requires delivery of the final-form
regulatory package to the Standing Committees of the General
Assembly and the Independent Regulatory Review Commission (IRRC)
on the same &y, with IRRC receiving the package last. Confirmation
of receipt by the Standing Committees is required for delivery to
IRRC.
Please respond as soon as possible to this email indicating that you
have received the attached final-form regulatory package so that I
can deliver the package to IRRC today, September 19, 2cj2..
Thank you!
Lisa M. Keefer) Legal Office Administrator 2
Pennsylvania Department of Health
Office of Legal Counsel
Room 825 I Health and Welfare Building
625 Forster Street I Harrisburg, PA 17120
1

Ph: 717-783-2500 I Fax: 717-705-6042
www.health.pa.gov
PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION
The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom it is addressed and
may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any use of this information other than by the
intended receipient is prohibited. If you received this message in error, please send a reply e-mail
to the sender and delete the material from any and all computers. Unintended transmissions
shall not constitute waiver of the attorney-client or any other privilege.

RECEIVED
SEP 1 9 2022
l,Idepeii(lC ut Regi’ latory
Review ComulliSSIon

2

